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The rationale for the division into chapters in this report was to describe 
the processing of Landsat data from various viewpoints. Chapter I is a descrip- 
tion of the Landsat system, and the origin, type, and handling of its generated 
data. Chapter II is a verbal description of the analysis procedures; Chapter III 
is a mathematical description of the analysis techniques. Chapter IV is a pre- 
sentation of the results achieved for Landsat coverage of North Alabama, while 
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I. THE LANDSAT SYSTEM 
l-l. INTRODUCTION 
Landsat-l (formerly ERTS-1) is an experimental satellite whose purpose 
is to investigate the feasibility of remote sensing from space as a practical ap- 
proach to efficient management of the earth’s resources. The principal disci- 
plines involved are agriculture, forestry, geology, geography, hydrology, and 
oceanography. 
For this purpose, the satellite acquires repetitive multispectral images 
of the earth’s surface and transmits this raw data through ground stations to a 
data processing center at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, for conversion 
into black and white or color photographs and computer tapes to fulfill the varied 
requirements of investigators and user agencies. Thus, such a remote sensing 
vehicle, due to its ability to cover large areas and generate large amounts of 
data, becomes a major element in an earth survey system, such as that illus- 
trated in Figure 1. Several elements of this system will be discussed in the 
present report. 
l-2. DESCRIPTION OF THE LANDSAT SYSTEM 
Landsat-l was launched in July, 1972 and traverses a circular, sun 
synchronous, near-polar orbit at an altitude of 915 km. (570 miles). This orbit 
provides repetitive earth coverage under nearly constant observation conditions, 
i.e. solar times. The satellite circles the earth every 103 minutes, completing 
14 orbits per day, and views the entire earth every 18 days. Orbit specifications 
require that the satellite ground trace repeat its earth coverage at the same local 
time every 18 day period within 37 km. (23 miles). A typical one-day ground 
coverage trace is shown in Figure 2 for the daylight portion of each orbital revo- 
lution. 
The overall Landsat system is illustrated in Figure 3. The satellite carries 
a payload of imaging multispectral sensors, wideband video tape recorders, and 
the spaceborne portion of a Data Collection System. The video data is received 
at Fairbanks, Alaska, Goldstone, California, and the Network Test and Training 
Facility (NTTF) at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Video data stored on 
magnetic tapes is received by the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF). The 
NDPF then performs the video-to-film conversion and correction, producing 
black and white images from individual spectral bands and color composites from 
several spectral bands. The NDPF includes a storage and retrieval system for 
delivery of data products and services to the investigators and other data users. 
The satellite system consists of the earth resources payload subsystem 
and the various support subsystems comprising the spacecraft vehicle. The 
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Figure 1. Basic Elements of an Earth Survey Information System. 
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Figure 2. Landsat Ground Coverage. 
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Figure 4. Landsat Satellite Configuration 
vertical and orbit velocity vectors within 0.7 degree of each axis is achieved by 
a three axis active Attitude Control Subsystem. An independent passive Attitude 
Measurement Sensor provides pitch and roll attitude data accurate to within 0.07 
degree to aid in image location. Orbit adjustment capability is provided by a 
system of one-pound thrusters. Payload video data are transmitted to ground 
stations over two wideband S-Band data links. Electrical power is generated by 
two solar arrays, with storage provided by batteries for spacecraft eclipse 
periods. 
The earth resources payloads are the return beam vidicon (RBV) camera 
system and the multispectral scanner (MSS). The return beam vidicon camera 
operates by shuttering three independent cameras simultaneously, each sensing 
a different spectral band in the range 0.48 to 0.83 micrometers. The viewed 
ground scene, 185x185 km. (115x 115 miles) in size, is stored on the photo- 
sensitive surface of the camera tube and, after shuttering, the image is scanned 
by an electron beam to produce a video signal output. 
The multispectral scanner is a scanning device which uses an oscillating 
mirror to scan over lines perpendicular to the spacecraft ground track as shown 
in Figure 5. The surface of the earth is imaged in four spectral bands through 
the same optical system, so that optical energy is sensed simultaneously in the 
four bands. The bands lie in the solar reflected spectral region, and their wave- 
length limits are as follows: 
Band 1 0.5 to 0.6 micrometers 
Band 2 0.6 to 0.7 micrometers 
Band 3 0.7 to 0.8 micrometers 
Band 4 0.8 to 1.1 micrometers 
Bands 1 through 3 use photomultiplier tubes as detectors; Band 4 uses silicon photo- 
diodes. The cross track ground coverage of 185 km. (115 miles) is obtained as 
the flat mirror oscillates f 2.89 degrees at a rate of 13.62 Hz. As the image is 
thus swept across an array of optical fibers, light impinging on each glass fiber 
is conducted to an individual detector through an optical filter, unique to the 
appropriate spectral band. The detector outputs are sampled, digitized, and 
formatted into a continuous data stream of 15 megabits per second. The along- 
track scan is produced by the orbital velocity of the satellite, which causes an 
along-track motion of the subsatellite point of 6.47 km/set. (4.0 miles/set). 
The mirror oscillation frequency is such that the subsatellite point traverses 
474 meters during the 73.42 millisecond scan and retrace cycle. During each 
mirror cycle, six lines of 79 meters width are scanned, and hence the line 
scanned by the first detector in a cycle is adjacent to the sixth line of the pre- 
vious cycle. This scan pattern is shown in Figure 6. The instantaneous field 
of view of 79 meters (86.4 yards) square on the ground is delineated by the 
square input end of each optical fiber. The area sampled to form the reflectance 
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Figure. 6. Ground Scan Pattern of the MSS. 
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a scan line the sampling rate is approximately 100,000 Hz, which results in over- 
lap of the samples along the scan lines such that the effective area covered per 
sample is 1.1 acres. 
l-3. ORIGIN AND TYPE OF DATA 
The physical origin of the electromagnetic energy that is detected quan- 
titatively in the Landsat sensors is reflection of sunlight from the target scenes 
on the earth’s surface. The ability to classify the measurements according to 
their origin from various objects arises from variations in the reflection as a 
function of wavelength. The physiological equivalent of this process is the re- 
cognizing of an object by its color only. 
The quantitative definition of spectral composition is often called the 
spectral ‘signature’, and this represents the distribution of intensity of radiation 
as a function of wavelength. Each category, species or material will in general 
have a unique distribution, and it is this distribution, or signature, that is used 
for identifying the species. Over the visible range of the spectrum, the spectral 
signature may be thought of as the color distribution of the species in question. 
Spectral signatures may be illustrated by plots of radiance intensity versus 
wavelength, ideally as is shown in Figure 7. In order to apply data analysis 
algorithms, it is necessary to represent these curves in numerical form, but 
a numerical point by point plot is not used in order to avoid data proliferation. 
Rather, a set of wavebands is selected over which the variation of spectral 
radiance is sufficiently large to permit discrimination between curves. Each 
spectral signature can then be represented as a set of numerical values that 
provide measures of the predominant spectral components present. In many 
multispectral sensor systems, the chosen separation of the wavebands is deter- 
mined by the spectral resolution of the detector arrays or interference filter. 
For analysis purposes, it is convenient to consider the set of numerical 
values derived from a single signature spectrum as a vector, and to represent 
this vector in an orthogonal vector-space whose axes are identified with the 
spectral components of the signature. This form of representation is illustrated 
in Figure 8. 
The vector space interpretation of spectral signatures is particularly 
convenient for automatic data analysis since the algorithms of pattern recognition 
and feature classification can be applied directly. Each signature may be con- 
sidered as characteristic of a certain class, species, or category. The vector 
components of any signature may be considered as characteristic features that 
enable the associated class to be distinguished from other, perhaps related, classes. 
As long as known characteristic signatures are available for comparison, feature 
vector measurements derived from remote sensor data may be sorted or classified 
by automatic decision logic according to the species from which they originated. 
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Figure 7. Relative Spectral Radiance Signatures of Agriculture Scenes 
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Figure 8. Spectral Signatures Interpreted as Feature Vectors 
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The format of the data output from the multi-channel detector array is 
particularly convenient for computer data processing. The signal output of each 
detector is recorded on a magnetic tape, and the variation of the recorded signal 
along the length of the magnetic tape then bears a very close correlation to the 
physical content of the ground scene, and each channel recorded on the tape may 
be regarded as the record of the ground scene viewed in a different color band, 
as depicted in Figure 9. 
Analog Tape 
Channels 
Calibralian Bulb Response 
Agricultural Scene 
Figure 9. Correlation of Tape Record of Detector Outputs 
with Physical Features of Grcuna Scene 
The four spectral channels employed in the Landsat multispectral scanner 
lie approximately in the green, red, near infrared, and infrared ranges. Figure 
10 shows data from the four bands in a 500x500 pixel area including Huntsville, 
Alabama, acquired on November 4, 1972. 
l-4. DATA HANDLING AND DATA PRODUCTS 
The Landsat data in digital format is segmented into four computer com- 
patible tapes (CCTs) . Each tape contains identification and annotation records, 
10 
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Figure 10. Landsat Data in Four Bands Covering Huntsville, Alabama. 
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followed by the data in eight-bit bytes. The annotation record contains infor- 
mation regarding the conditions of exposure, such as date and time, sun eleva- 
tion, coordinates of the image center, locations of lines of latitude and longitude 
intersecting the image. Data values in the four channels from pairs of adjacent 
pixels are interleaved according to the following order of channel numbers: 
11223344. 
Thus, the first step in data handling is the idetnification of the data segment re- 
quired, based on latitude and longitude, possibly reording to place data values 
for each pixel in channel order, and .conversion to integer or decimal type num- 
bers. 
It is then necessary to use some means of examining the data visually in 
terms of the density levels, that is, reconstruct the image of the ground scene. 
This is to verify that the scene of interest has indeed been selected, and to locate 
specific locations and land use types for input to certain processing steps. 
One method of displaying digital data is by plotting on the computer line 
printer with certain data values being represented by specific characters. The 
darkness of the printing is increased by overprinting several characters at the 
same location. This method has the advantages of showing the values of the data 
and of allowing exact determination of the coordinates of each data value. Dis- 
advantages are poor gray level rendition and the inability to display large regions. 
An example of a printer plot is given in Figure 11, showing the Landsat data of 
the Huntsville Jetport. 
The Landsat scanner data is more easily interpreted when displayed on 
a cathode ray tube (CRT), which may be either a storage type or a TV monitor. 
In the present work, the former type, a Dicomed was used. This device is 
capable of displaying 64 gray levels, and the screen size is 2048 by 2048 pixels. 
In order to obtain photographic prints of scanner data and land use maps, 
a film writer is used. This device reproduces scan lines read from magnetic 
tape on film, with the film density being proportional to the numbers read from 
tape. An Optronics model Photowrite was used, and the film writer, tape drive, 
and film scanner-digitizer are shown in Figure 12. Prints in this report, such 
as Figure 10, were produced by this method. 
The line printer plots are a very useful output product since they can be 
obtained in the same computer run which has processed the data. A 500 by 500 
pixel area, such as that shown in Figure 10, can be plotted in the width of the 
printout if every fourth pixel in each direction is plotted. This allows, for 
example, immediate examination of a land use map during the process of com- 
puter classification. 
12 
Figure 11. Printer Plot of -Landsat Data Coverage of Huntsyille Jetport 
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Figure 12. Film Writing and Scanning Equipment with Magnetic Tape Unit 
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l-5. APPLICATION TO TARCOG AREA 
TARCOG (Top of Alabama Regional Council of Governments) is a coalition 
of the five counties (Limestone, Madison, Jackson, Marshall, DeKalb) located in 
the extreme northeast corner of Alabama, which was formed to better evaluate 
and respond to socio-economic problems of the area. One such problem is the 
land usage of the area, which in cooperation with NASA/Marshall Space Flight 
Center had been surveyed using low altitude (3000-6000 ft.) aerial photography. 
In addition, some RB-57 aircraft coverage (60,000 ft.) had been obtained and 
one frame of three band photography analyzed by digital computer. The present 
study was initiated in order to evaluate the feasibility of Landsat data analysis 
of land usage in the TARCOG area, and make comparisons with the low altitude 
and. high altitude aircraft coverage. Figure 13 shows the TARCOG area, and the 
RB-57 and satellite frame sizes. 
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Figure 13. TARCOG Area Showing RB-57 and Satellite Frame Sizes. 
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II. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
2-l. PRELIMINARY DATA HANDLING 
Multispectral scanner (MSS) data is transmitted to ground-based receiv- 
ing sites and hence to the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF). The NDPF 
corrects, calibrates and formats the raw MSS data and converts it to a usable 
binary form on computer compatible tape (CCT). The annotated and corrected 
185&m. square ground scene on the CCT is a final product of the MSS. A scene 
is made up of 2340 parallel scan lines, each containing approximately 3240 data 
s amp1 es . 
The NDPF transmits completed ground scenes to data users on four 
separate CCTs, each containing image data for one 46.25 x 185 km. strip. The 
images are registered with respect to spectral bands, and are calibrated using 
a calibration wedge which is introduced into the data during every other scan re- 
trace interval. The CCTs also contain, as part of the annotation record, the 
geographic coordinates of the image center and the locations of the tick-mark 
reference system. The tick-arks are located at the intersections of the scene 
edges with latitudes and longitudes at intervals of one-half degree. 
With this degree of geographic coordinate information available, it is 
possible to construct a computer program which reads the CCT and determines 
the image coordinates of an area specified by latitude and longitude bounds. 




The pixel coordinates of the format center are found. 
The latitude and longitude of the format center are found. 
The latitudes or longitudes of the tick-marks and their 
locations relative to the format center are determined. 
(iv) Scale factors needed to convert projected latitudes and 
longitude differences to pixel differences are computed. 
w Pixel coordinates of the four corners of the area to be 
extracted are calculated. 
The segment of data thus defined may then be transferred to additional 
magnetic tape to be used in subsequent operations. This output may contain the 
reflectance measurements from each band in four adjacent storage locations 
(feature vector format) for each pixel, or may contain all measurements from a 
spectral band in separate tape files. The feature vector format is most useful 
when the four spectral measurements are to be considered simultaneously, as 
in a multispectral classification into land uses. 
17 
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2-2. COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION 
Classification algorithms may be defined as sequences of mathematical 
operations which determine from a set of measurements the class or type of ob- 
ject which is being measured. When the determination is done by computer, the 
process is termed automatic feature classification. Generally, measurements 
of more than one characteristic or feature of the objects in question are made 
simultaneously. In the present case, the set of measurements is the intensity 
of sunlight reflected in specified wavelength bands of the visible and near infra- 
red regions of the spectrum. Each set of n measurements is said to define an 
n-dimensional feature vector, {Xl, x2, x3, . . .) Xni , which thus contains all the 
information obtained by the sensor, 
The mathematical criteria which are employed in classifying the feature 
vectors are called decision functions or discriminant functions. The particular 
method being used determines the form of these functions. The unknown para- 
meters in these functions are determined in a preliminary process called learning 
or training. A small part of the data, called the training set, is used by the 
learning algorithm . 
When the classification of the training samples is unknown, the deter- 
mination of the decision function is said to be unsupervised. The algorithm 
attempts to find trends in the data and separate the given unknown samples into 
distinct groups. 
Supervised algorithms may be employed when one is supplied with a set 
of training sample patterns of known classification. These samples are used to 
develop decision functions, which may then be used to classify unknown samples. 
The classification will be reasonably accurate if the training samples are truly 
representative of the classes and an appropriate type of decision function is com- 
puted. 
Thus, a crucial aspect of the classification problem is the selection of 
data to be used as training samples. This is generally accomplished by visual 
inspection of the imagery, coupled with additional sources of information such 
as topographic maps and personal knowledge of the area. During this process 
it may be desirable to display the imagery at various levels of magnification, 
to enhance the imagery by adjusting density levels, and to indicate on the imagery 
the sites from which data is to be extracted. 
In the present study, training data was selected from a region which was 
a small fraction of the TARCOG area, but which included the city of Huntsville, 
MSFC, the Huntsville-Madison County Jetport, Monte Sano, and a portion of the 
Tennessee River. Thus a wide range of land use categories could be defined 
within a relatively small area. Land usage in this area had been previously 
studied from aircraft photography, using manual and computer classification 
18 
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techniques. Thus, it was possible to identify in this section of imagery training 
sites which represent several land use categories. 
The line and sample coordinates of the selected regions may be determined 
from a CRT display of the imagery, or from a computer line printer display, 
such as that in Figure 11. The latter has the advantage that individual pixels 
are readily identifiable. 
Using the initial training site regions, a classification map may be pre- 
pared. The shape and extent of the various land use areas will be more easily 
seen on the classification map than on the input data. Hence if the training site 
boundaries are indicated on the classification map, it may be possible to adjust 
the defining coordinates so that the training data is extracted from areas whose 
land use corresponds to the desired classes. In addition, misclassifications 
may indicate that the training data was not sufficiently representative for all 
areas in the scene. In this case, training data may be extracted from additional 
regions of the scene. 
Locations of the training sites for seven land use classes are shown in 
Figure 14. The classes and locations are as follows: 
Urban City of Huntsville and Jetport terminal area. 
Agriculture South of Jetport and south of Tennessee River 
near Highway 231. 
Forest Mountains on east and south of MSFC. 
Wetland Marshes southwest of MSFC. 
Pasture Jones Valley farm and flanldng Rideout Road. 
Water Tennessee River 
Barren Quarries northwest of Huntsville. 
In separating one class of objects from one or more other classes, it is 
desirable to de-emphasize the characteristic features that the classes may have 
in common, and to emphasize where possible the features that are unique to the 
class of interest. The most obvious first approach is to say that the distinctive 
character of an object or class of objects is the sum total of its features, some 
features being more distinctive than others in certain environments. The Linear 
Classifier concept depends upon this assumption, and aims at developing a single 
measure of a class’s composite features. This measure, the discriminant, is 
formed by adding the value of each feature (reflectance value or brightness in 
the case of multiband imagery), after each feature has been weighted according 
to its usefulness in separating the class of interest from the other classes. 
19 
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Figure 14. Locations of Training Data for Seven Land Use Classes 
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Nonparametric methods are so termed because parameters (such as mean 
values and covariances) of the distribution functions of the data are not used. The 
training algorithm determines the values of the weighting factors rr~f’ to be used 
in a discriminant function of the form 
G = w. + wlxl + w2x2 + . . . -I- wnxn 
A set of weights is determined for each class of data, the value of a weight re- 
flecting the significance of its associated feature in separating the class from 
its companion class. Thus for each unknown feature vector, a value of G is 
obtained for each class. 
There are two approaches possible in the application of linear classifiers. 
In the first, the discriminant functions are designed such that one class may be 
separated from each of the other classes, pairwise. Then, in determining the 
class to which a particular feature vector (the reflectance values from one pixel) 
should be assigned, the value of G is calculated by substituting the values of the 
feature vector in the discriminant function for each of the classes. The class 
for which the value of G is largest is the class to which the feature vector is 
assigned. 
In the second approach, the one employed at NASA/MSFC, the discrim- 
inant functions are designed such that one class may be separated from all of 
the other classes considered collectively as one class. Unlike the first approach 
in which all discriminants are calculated concurrently, here the discriminants 
are calculated sequentially. Referring to Figure 15, the straight line corresponds 
to the discriminant function that will separate Class 4 from Classes 1, 2, and 3 
taken together. If a given feature vector lies to the right of this line, the dis- 
criminant has a positive value and the vector is assigned to Class 4. If it lies 
to the left of the line, the discriminant has a negative value, and the vector is 
not assigned to Class 4. Class 4 may then be removed from consideration, and 
a further test is applied using the discriminant function for Class 3, say., These 
tests are repeated until the feature vector is assigned to a particular class, at 
which time testing ceases, and a new unknown feature vector is called in. The 
sequential nature of testing results in a speed advantage over the parallel pro- 
cedure employed in the first approach. 
The linear classification scheme described here is combined with a 
feature selection algorithm that determines which of the features of any class 
are of greatest significance in separating that class from the others. The method 
of feature selection is based on the concept that the classification is more 
accurate if 
data values from different classes are widely separated 
(interclass distance is large), and 
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l data values within each class are closely grouped 
(intraclass distance is small). 
These effects are illustrated in Figure 16. 
The interclass and intraclass distances are computed for each feature by 
calculating the totals of the separations between all pairs of points in different 
classes (interclass) and within each class (intraclass). The optimum is obtained 
when the interclass distance is maximized and the intraclass distance is mini- 
mized. 
After calculating the criterion for best features (based on separations 
between training data of the various classes), the feature selection values are 
combined to yield a value which determines the most easily separable class 
(Class 4 in Figure 15), for which the discriminant function coefficients (w’s) 
are then computed. 
The analysis process in the training phase is illustrated in Figure 17. 
After the training samples have been selected, they are processed by the feature 
selection algorithm EFFECT. This determines which class is the most easily 
separable from all others, and the optimum subset of features (spectral bands) 
for separating that class. This latter option may be bypassed if not many (three 
of four for example) spectral bands of data are available, but it is very useful 
if many bands of multispectral scanner data have been acquired. The dis- 
criminant weights for the most easily separate class are then calculated, using 
the algorithm SNOPAL. 
The values of the weights are determined by an iterative procedure. In 
each iteration, the value of w is changed slightly from its previous value to pro- 
duce an improved set of weights. Several options are available in the algorithm 
for terminating the iteration. Once the weights for the most easily separable class 
have been determined, the training samples,for that class are removed from the 
data set, and EFFECT then determines the next most easily separable class and 
its optimum feature subset. Then SNOPAL computes the required discriminant 
function coefficients. This process of identifying an easily separable class and 
its discriminant, supressing its data and moving on to the next easily separable 
class, is repeated until a discriminant function has been calculated for all of the 
classes in the training data set. 
The training phase is completed by performing a test classification of all 
training samples. Ideally, the classifier should assign the training samples to 
the class from which they were selected by photointerpretation. If the classifier 
assigns more than a few samples from Class 4 to Class 1, for example, this will 
suggest an unsatisfactory choice of training samples, and that some of Class 4’s 
training samples were inadvertently selected for Class 1. The choice of training 
samples must then be revised, and the entire training phase repeated. 
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Figure 15. Decision Function for Assiming Samples to Class 
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Figure 17. Discriminant Training Phase of Sequential Linear Classifier. 
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In the classification process for an unknown feature vector, shown in 
Figure 18, the values “G” of the discriminant functions are computed in the same 
order as the functions were defined, and the assignment is made to that class for 
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Figure 18. Classification Phase of Linear Classifier. 
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2-3. GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING 
The Landsat-l system, described in Chapter I, provided the data used 
in this investigation. Data samples are gathered along scan lines normal to the 
direction of spacecraft travel, and a ground track of width 185 km. is imaged. 
However, the resultant image does not correspond to conventioval map-making 
standards, i . e., equally spaced latitude and longitude lines with longitude ver- 
tical and latitude horizontal. In the present situation, there are three principal 
contributions to the geometric distortion. They are the non North-South heading 
of the satellite, non-uniform data sampling rates along track and across track, 
and the rotation of the earth from west to east beneath the satellite. Because 
for interpretative purposes it is mandatory to associate each Landsat resolution 
element with a precisely known geographic location on Earth’s surface in order 
to correlate the imagery with aerial photography and existing maps, the distor- 
tions in raw imagery must be corrected and the data established in a consistent 
geographic framework. Then the correlation of sequentially, seasonally or 
annually observed scenes is greatly simplified, and interpretation errors due 
to differences of image scale or orientation are minimized. Also standard 
reference data, for example political boundaries, can be overlaid on the CCT 
data as a routine processing procedure. Further, the correlation with airborne 
remote sensors, cameras and line scanners, is simplified by establishing a 
unified geographic datum. The Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projec- 
tion is used in the present work. 
In this system, the surface of the Earth is divided into sixty transverse 
(i . e. north-south) zones. In international usage these zones are numbered 1 to 
60. The center of each zone is called the central meridian. The relation of 
the UTM zones to the Earth’s surface is shown in Figure 19 and the shape of a 
zone is shown in Figure 20. 
Each UTM zone has superimposed on it a rectangular grid of vertical 
and horizontal lines. The vertical lines lie parallel to the meridian that runs 
down the center of each zone, and the horizontal lines run parallel to the 
equator. The basic grid lines are drawn 100,000 meters, or about 62 miles,. 
apart. These grid lines are shown in Figure 21. The squares formed by the 
intersection of the 100,000 meter lines are usually subdivided by 10,000 
meter lines, 1, COO meter lines, or 100 meter lines, depending on the scale 
and purpose of the map. 
The 100,000 meter grid lines are referenced by their “northing” and 
“easting” values. The northing value is the distance of the line from the equator, 
Vertical lines are counted from the central meridian which is the 500,000 meter 
line, those on the left of it having an easting value of less than 500,000 .meters 
and those on the right having a value above that. This is shown in Figure 21. 
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Figure 19. Universal transverse Mercator zones. 
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Figure 21. A UTM zone with lOO,OOO-meter grid superimposed. 
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Two approaches may be taken to the geographic referencing problem. 
The cartographic approach consists of correcting (or adjusting) the image data 
to match an Earth coordinate system. This is convenient for the preparation of 
displays or maps. The other approach systematically warps Earth coordinates 
to match row and column coordinates in the imagery. In either case, it is nec- 
essary to find the equations of transformation between points in the image and 
locations on the ground. 
There are two methods that can be considered for determining the trans- 
formations: theoretically, by calculating the effects of all the processes involved 
in producing the image, and empirically, by comparing the image with a model 
(e-g-, a map) of the terrain. The first requires detailed knowledge of the flight 
path or orbit, attitude and motions of the sensor-carrying vehicle, characteristics 
of the sensor, and important error sources. This approach is impractical in 
all but the simplest cases. This leaves the empirical method. If it is possible 
to determine the geographic coordinates of every point in the image, an expres- 
sion for the transformation can be found exactly (assuming the requirements of 
the sampling theorem are satisfied). In any case, the geographic referencing 
problem is solved for that image. However in a practical case it is difficult to 
do more than locate a relatively small number of landmarks in the image, and 
often virtually impossible to find their exact row and column coordinates. In 
MSS data, for instance, this problem is accentuated because the instantaneous 
field of view is large and the resolution is relatively coarse. This suggests 
using a regression technique to fit a model of the transformation to the land- 
marks or control points, expressed in both coordinate systems. Very accurate 
maps are available for the United States and many other parts of the world, 
from which to obtain the geographic coordinates. 
Landmarks or ground control points (GCP) ideally should possess well 
defined characteristics of shape, should exhibit high contrast against their 
background in one or more spectral bands, and should not change materially 
in contrast because of seasonal or climatic influences. Prominent land/water 
interfaces in the infrared, and man-made constructions such as major highway 
intersections or airport runways in the green, are well suited as GCP’s. To 
pinpoint the geographic coordinates of a GCP within a Landsat scene, the CCT 
data is presented for inspection on a digital image display, candidate GCP 
regions are identified, their data arrays are extracted, magnified by a scaling 
algorithm to the point that individual resolution elements can be easily seen, and 
redisplayed. The data address (sample number and scan line number) of a single 
resolution element (pixel) within the GCP that can be associated with a unique 
geographical location on a map is then determined. Repeating this procedure for 
a number of GCP’s provides the data required to establish the transformation be- 
tween the image (pixel) and the Earth coordinate frameworks. If a digital image 
display is unavailable, this procedure can be followed, although with greater 
difficulty, using a computer line printer pseudo grey-level plot of the GCP re- 
gion for pinpointing pixel coordinates. 
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After identifying the control points in an image and determining their 
geographic coordinates, it is necessary to find the amount of geometric correc- 
tion required. In outline the method is as follows: 
The coordinates of the control points in both systems (satellite data and 
UTM coordinates) are found. With the geographic UTM coordinate taken as the 
independent variable, the equations of transformation give expected values for 
the coordinates in the image reference frame. In general, it is desirable to use 
as large a number as available of control points to compensate for errors, if 
any, between the given image and the standard reference map. Also, it is 
desirable to perform geometric manipulations with a small number of parameters. 
This results in a large number of equations to solve for a small number of 
parameters. More often than not, exact solutions for parameters do not exist 
in such cases. Therefore the parameters should be determined such that the 
error between the estimates of the control points’ coordinates using the para- 
meters and their exact coordinates is minimized in some sense. The method 
chosen for solving for the fit parameters was classical Gaussian least squares, 
modified to work with vector observations. The basic generalization to vector 
observations consists of replacing the sum (over observations) of the squares of 
the deviations between model and observations with the sum of the squares of 
the Euclidean norms of the difference vectors. Then vector components are 
treated the same as scalar observations in the simpler case. 






The geographic coordinates (x,y) of control points are 
taken as the independent variable, and the picture coordinates 
(u, v ) as the dependent variable (observations), 
The image was displayed on the Dicomed display screen. 
With the aid of a map, several control points were 
identified and their approximate u-v coordinate locations 
were found. 
Previously existing image processing software was used 
to extract small regions surrounding these approximate 
locations, magnify them several times by repeating pixels 
and lines, and format the enlarged regions into a multiple- 
frame output display. 
The result was viewed on the Dicomed display, and the u-v 
coordinates of the control points were estimated as accurately 
as possible. The x-y coordinates were taken from a USGS map. 
These coordinates were used in the least squares program to 
obtain the parameters of the transformation. 
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2-4. GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
Geometric manipulation of images is needed in handling remotely sensed 
data in order to match the data obtained by various sensors and/or at several 
times with respect to a single standard frame of reference. The geometric 
transformations that need to be implemented may be simple rotations and scaling 
as in the case of aerial photographs of small regions or combinations of several 
more complex transformations as in the case of multispectral (linear or conical) 
scanner output from satellites of large areas on earth wherein the rotation and 
curvature of earth need be compensated for. The main problem .involved in 
applying the transformations using a digital computer is the bulk of data one 
has to handle. For instance, in the MSS images there are over 7.5 X lo6 bytes 
of data per frame in each of the four spectral bands. Data is generally supplied 
on magnetic tapes and the output is required to be on tapes. In contrast with 
point operations on image densities, geometric manipulation of images generally 
requires more than one input data record to generate one output record. Also, 
in many cases it may not be possible to contain all the input records needed to 
generate one record of output within the main memory of a computer and hence 
segmentation of input data and reassembly of output records may be required. 
Further, the sample locations in the geometrically transformed image do not 
necessarily correspond to integral sample locations in the input image. This 
requires that some type of interpolation be used for assigning the image inten- 
sity values at the output sample Locations. 
Any geometric distortion of a two dimensional image in a continuous 
domain may be expressed in the form 
x’ = f(x, y) 
Y’ = !+A 
where (x’,y’) is the location to which the point (x,y) in the image should be 
moved. Thus a geometric distortion consists in finding (x’,y’) for every 
(x, y) in an image and setting the density of the new image at (x’, y’) to that 
of the given image at (x,y). Equivalently, when the inverse transformation 
x = ip (x’,y’) 
Y = + (X’PY’) 
exists one could compute (x, y) for every (x’, y’) and set the density at (x’, y’) 
to that at (x,y) in the given image. 
In the case of a digitized image, it is possible that the sample point 
(xi , y: ) in the new image does not map into any point (xk, y,~) on the sampling 
grid d f the original image. Therefore it is necessary to define the image density 
at (xf , y;) in some manner. If the continuous image function is band limited and 
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the sampling fine enough, the sampling theorem can be used to obtain the exact 
density at (xi, y;). However, since this is a slow process and there is no 
guarantee that the sampling frequency is sufficiently large, some simple tech- 
niques of interpolation are used instead. Some common approaches are the 
nearest neighbor rule (causing some geometric uncertainty particularly at boun- 
daries between different types of ground cover), and bilinear or cubic inter- 
polation (leading to radiometric distortion). 
Of a variety of models f(x, y), and g(x, y) appropriate for the character- 
ization of Landsat image distortions, it is found that a linear transformation 
between original and corrected image coordinates compensates the predominant 
distortion components. Using 23, GCP’s, for example, the root mean square 
compensation error is less than the dimension of the Landsat resolution cell. 
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2-5. SUPERPOSITION OF BOUNDARIES 
In the study of remotely sensed images for land use analysis and planning, 
it is generally of interest to determine the distribution of land use classes within 
politically delineated regions such as states, counties or cities. Therefore, it is 
necessary to first associate the boundary information of the desired type with the 
remotely sensed images and then extract the region in the interior of a certain 
political entity as required for further evaluation. In this section we shall de- 
scribe the steps involved in superposing boundaries on images and separating 
the image data into individual political entities. 
The steps involved depend upon the type of equipment available to digitize 
the boundary data. The method described below was designed for a system 
employing a microdensitometer capable of digitizing transparencies. Some of 
the steps would be obviated if a draftsman’s table with a digitizing plotter/tracer 
attachment were employed. 
The steps required when a microdensitometer is used for digitizing are: 
0 ) Drafting 
(ii) Photographic reduction 
(iii) Digitization 
(iv) Thinning and conversion to “scan line intersection code” 
w Smoothing to assure continuity 
(vi) Finding control point coordinates in pixels and UTM system 
(vii) Determination of the required geometric transformation to 
assure that the image and boundary data are in the same coordi- 
nate system 
(viii) Application of the geometric transformation 
(ix) Thickening of boundary data (if desired) and superposition on 
image to obtain a combined picture for visual inspection 
lx) Identification of separate regions and extraction of data corres- 
ponding to each region from the remotely sensed image 
A general description of the above steps follows. 
(i) Drafting 
A standard map of a convenient size is used to obtain the desired boundary 
lines. The lines are traced in black on a translucent paper. The tracing should 
be as accurate as possible in order to assure geometric fidelity when matched 
with the remotely sensed image. 
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(ii) Photographic Reduction 
The tracing is reduced photographically to a transparency of size conve- 
nient for digitization on the microdensitometer, (It is preferable to do this rather 
than try to get a tracing of the size the microdensitometer can handle, since the 
effects of drafting errors would be more pronounced in a small size tracing.) 
(iii) Digitization 
The image on the transparency is digitized at a resolution close to or 
finer than the final anticipated resolution (in km/pixel). This should be done in 
preparation for the geometric correction step. If the digitization is too coarse, 
most of the points after correction will have to be generated by interpolation and 
the resulting image of the boundary will be inaccurate and will show jaggedness, 
depending on the type of interpolation used. 
(iv) Thinning and Conversion to Scan Line Intersection Code 
When digitized with a microdensitometer, the data generated are the 
density values at all pixel locations within a rectangular region on film. Thus, 
a 25 x 25 mm2 region scanned at a resolution of 12.5 + generates 2000x2000 = 
4 x lo6 density values. But, when the image under consideration is a boundary 
image where most locations are blank and only the positions of a few lines con- 
stitute the relevant information, it is more efficient to store and expeditious to 
handle the boundary points’ coordinates. Typically, the boundary lines in the 
above example may be represented by the coordinates of 10,000 to 20,000 points. 
Several methods of boundary encoding are available (see [ll , for example). 
The most convenient method for our purposes is the “scan line intersection code” 
(SLIC). With this code we represent the digitized boundary image by giving the 
sample numbers corresponding to the boundary locations in each row. For in- 
stance, while storing the boundary information on a tape, each record can be 
used to represent one scan line, the record consisting of the number of inter- 
sections of the scan line with the boundary lines followed by the sample numbers 
of those intersections arranged in ascending order. The information can be 
handled in a computer memory by using two arrays, the first array consisting 
of all the column coordinates corresponding to the boundary intersections and 
the second array providing a means of finding the bounds on the addresses in 
the first array of the coordinates corresponding to a given row (scan line). As 
an example, consider a simple boundary image shown in Figure 22. A digital 
version of it is shown in Figure 23. Each grid intersection in23 is a sample 
location, and those marked with a dot correspond to the boundary pixels. Now, 
if we were to represent the boundary image by the densities at all sample loca- 
tions as generated by a microdensitometer (for example), then the array would 
consist of 169 values (say, 0 for non-boundary points and N for boundary points). 
The same data can be represented as 13 records shown below, requiring 63 values. 
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10, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
4, 3, 7, 10, 13 
4, 2, 7, 10, 13 
4, 2, 7, 10, 13 
4, 2, 7, 12, 13 
3, 2, 6, 13 
3, 2, 5, 13 
3, 2, 5, 13 
3, 2, 5, 13 
12, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
0 
Also, as two arrays in core, the same data can be represented as follows: 
Index array: 1, 1, 1, 11, 15, 19, 23, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 51, 51 
Data array: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 3, 7, 10, 13, 2, 7, 10, 13, 
2, 7, 12, 13, 2, 6, 13, 2, 5, 13, 2, 5, 13, 2, 5, 13, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 
Now, we shall consider the problem of converting the digitized data to the 
SLIC. To do this, we first need to detect the locations of boundary points. An 
adequate criterion for this is a threshold on the density values. However, the 
boundary lines thus detected turn out, in general, to be more than one pixel in 
thickness. Since in most problems involving boundaries it is desirable to have as 
thin a boundary as possible, we reduce the thickness of the lines using a thinning 
algorithm. Referring to Figure 24, the purpose of the thinning algorithm is to 
generate an approximation to the dashed line given the “thick” lines in digital 
form. After a thin boundary line is obtained, the coordinate information is con- 
verted to the SLIC. 
(v) Smoothing 
Discontinuities might occur in the thinned boundary data due to drafting 
and photographic defects or thresholding and thinning. For interior extraction 
or political entity separation, it is important that the boundary be continuous. 
Therefore, the thinned data are examined at every point for continuity and patches 
are generated between locations of discontinuity and the nearest boundary point 
(if any, within a pre-specified maximum distance). 
Figure 22. A Simple Boundary Image 
Figure 23. Digital. Version of the Boundary Image 
Figure 24. An Exaggerated View of Thick Boundaries 
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(vi) Finding Control Points 
To find the corrections in scale and orientation required for matching the 
boundary data with a standard coordinate system, it is necessary to establish the 
coordinates of some known locations called control points. A convenient set of 
points while handling boundaries are intersections of boundary lines. Figure 25 
shows a boundary map of the five-county area (TARCOG, in North Alabama) on 
which the work was performed. The control points are shown on the map. The 
ground coordinates of these points can be determined in the UTM system by 
reference to standard maps. The pixel coordinates of the same points can be 
determined by obtaining binary line printer plots of small sections of the boundary 
data including the control points and manually counting the pixel numbers. 
(vii) Determination of the Geometric Transformation 
The transformation needed to convert from the pixel numbers as obtained 
from the microdensitometer to the standard coordinate system (at a specified 
sampling interval) can be found from a knowledge of the control point coordinates. 
A parametric model is assumed depending on the types of correction required. 
A linear transformation with six parameters is sufficient to account for transla- 
tion, rotation, and scale change. The parameters are then determined by mini- 
mizing the mean squared error between the observed UTM coordinates and those 
obtained by converting the pixel coordinates using the assumed transformation. 
(viii) Application of the Geometric Transformation 
The boundary data are converted to the UTM coordinate system by using 
the transformation determined as mentioned above. A resampling problem enters 
into the picture at this point. The boundary points which have integer coordinates 
in the original system do not necessarily transform into integer sample numbers 
in the UTM system. Therefore, the transformed coordinates are approximated 
by rounding them off to the nearest integers. Also, when there is a scale change, 
the number of boundary points in the output image is not necessarily the same as 
that in the input. The points that were contiguous in the input image might trans- 
form into non-contiguous points. Thus, to preserve continuity, it is sometimes 
necessary to interpolate and generate extra boundary points. A simple approach 
to this is to transform all the input boundary points via the given transformation, 
join the output points corresponding to contiguous input points by straight lines 
and obtain integer coordinate values by rounding off. 
(ix) Thickening and Superposition 
Whereas, to extract a region within a given boundary, it is necessary to 
have as thin a line as possible, for visual presentation of boundaries on remotely 
sensed images, it is desirable to thicken the boundary lines. The data in the 
SLIC format can be conveniently used to generate thickened boundary data in the 
same format by producing new boundary points at locations surrounding each old 
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Figure 25. Boundary Map of Five TARCOG counties showing Control Points. 
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boundary point up to a given thickness. The boundary lines are superposed on 
the given image (which is of the same scale and orientation) by assigning a unique 
density to all points in the image corresponding to the boundary point coordinates. 
(x) Identifying and Extracting Individual Regions 
Each political entity can be extracted separately using the boundary data 
for the entire region in SLIC format after geometric correction. The first step 
in doing this is to identify connected regions separated by the boundary lines and 
generate a unique label for each of the regions. For example, the digital boundary 















Here, 0 is used for boundary points, 1 for the exterior and 2, 3, and 4 identify 
the interior of the three separate regions. Such a map is easy to generate from 
the boundary data in SLIC format using tests for connectivity. 
A RIM can be used to extract data corresponding to any given region from 
a remotely sensed image. For example, all points in region 2 can be highlighted 
by reading the RIM and the given image record by record and setting all densities 
to 0 except where the RIM values are 2. 
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III. MATHEMATICAL TECHNIQUES 
3-l. PRELIMINARY DATA HANDLING 
This section describes the extraction of a geographic location from a 
computer compatible tape (CCT), given the latitudes and longitudes bounding the 
area. Since the scanning direction is not parallel to latitudes or longitudes, the 
smallest rectangular region containing the desired part of the image is determined 
using the identification and annotation data read from the CCT. 
The first step is very simple. The number of records in the CCT is a 
constant equal to 2340. The number n of pixels per record (per band) is given 
by.“MSS adjusted line length” contained in the 39th and 40th characters [2] , 
Thus the pixel coordinates of the format center are given by (1170.5, (n+l)/2). 
In order to find the bounds on the region to be extracted in terms of pixel 
coordinates, it is sufficient to determine the pixel coordinates of the four corners 
of the rectangle bounded by the given latitudes and longitudes. Therefore, we 
shall describe the method for determining the pixel coordinates of a given point 
where its latitude and longitude are given. 
Let’E-N and R-P represent the geographic and pixel coordinates of a 
given point. Let (e. , no) and r. , p,) be the corresponding coordinates of a 
reference point, say the format center. The satellite heading is given by the 
angle 8 between the N-axis and the R-axis (see Figure 26). 
From the equations for rotation of a Cartesian coordinate system about 
the origin, it follows that 
r-r 0 = (n - no) cos9 + (e - e,) sin9 
P - Po = -(.n - no) sin 3 + (e 7 e,) CO& 
if the units of measurement are the same for the two coordinate systems. (An 
approximation is made here in that the longitudes are assumed parallel to one 
another - a reasonable assumption if the region to be extracted is sufficiently 
small and sufficiently far from the poles. Hence, the use of plane geometry 
instead of spherical trigonometry, ) 
The scale factors required to convert the distances (r-ro) and (p-po) 
are computed as follows. The tick-marks indicate the intersections of known 
longitudes or latitudes with edges parallel to the pixel coordinate axes. Also 
the number of pixels (records) between two tick-marks along a top or bottom 
(left or right) edge can be determined. Therefore, the number of pixels (records) 
per degree of change in longitude (latitude) in the horizontal (vertical) direction 
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Figure 26. Geographic and Pixel Coordinate Systems 
can be determined from the tick-mark data. These then are the scale factors to 
be used to convert (r-ro) and (p-po) into increments in record and pixel numbers. 
The procedure is to first read the ID record, find r. and po, then read 
the annotation record to find no and e,, and the tick-mark information and con- 
vert them to floating point numbers, compute the scale factors and find the 
heading 6 and use the formulas above and the scale factors to find the record and 
pixel numbers corresponding to each of the four corners of the rectangular region 
to be extracted. Finally, these coordinates are converted into integers, the 
smaller of the bounds being truncated and the larger being rounded to the next 
higher integers. 
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3-2. COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION 
The linear discriminant functions presently being used to separate classes 
of data divide a set of data into two regions, arising from the positive and nega- 
tive results obtained when individual data samples are substituted into the dis- 
criminant function. Thus, as a starting position, it is necessary to define that 
class of data which can be separated from the remainder of the data by the ap- 
propriate decision function. Using the set of training data, the separation be- 
tween classes is determined according to the following conditions: 
1. the two clusters of class data values are widely separated 
(interclass distance (S1) is large), and 
2. data values within each class exhibit low dispersion, i, e. , 
are closely grouped (intraclass distance (S2) is small). 
In the ideal case, the intraclass distance is negligible compared to the 
interclass distance, i.e., S2/S1 -+ 0. If the data samples of different classes 
fall in the same region, S2/Si + 1. In the extremely poor case, where data 
values of class 2 all lie within the extreme data values of class 1, the intra- 
class distance (S2) for the more widely dispersed class 1 is greater than the 
interclass distance (Sl) to the data values of class 2, and S2/Si> 1. A normalized 
figure of merit for assessing the discriminatory effectiveness of a given feature 
is defined as 
F = Exp [-S2,&1 
an index that is suitably bounded between 0 and 1. 
The generalized distances S1 and S2 are based on the average distances 
between all pairs of data samples in the class or classes involved. As a first 
step in the computation, an array D is defined whose elements are the interclass 
and intraclass distances along each feature. Assuming that an N-dimensional 
feature vector X = [Xi], i = 1 . . . N, defines the sample measurements over 
M classes, the dimensions of the array are M x M x N. For classes p and q, 
containing np and nq samples, respectively, and considering feature f, the array 
element corresponding to the distance between classes p and q along feature 
axis f is 
“P “P 
Dp,q,f= ,Y 1 
i=l j=l I Xp,f,i -X q’ f, j I. 
This distance element comprises a total of npnq terms. The diagonal elements 
of the distance array are the intraclass distances and are defined as 
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np i 
D P,P,f = c ’ IXp,f,i - Xp,f,jl* i=l j=l 
Each such element comprises np (np-1)/2 nonzero terms. The various elements 
of the array D are combined to form the total inter- and intraclass distances 
among the classes under consideration. 
In the present scheme as already outlined, a linear discriminant is to be 
identified that will separate any one class from all of the remaining classes taken 
together, and the process is repeated with the number of classes under consid- 
eration being reduced by one each time. Thus, the problem of separating M 
classes is reduced to (M-l) two-class problems in which each discriminant 
hyperplane successively partitions the sample space. If class p is under con- 
sideration, the second class (q) consists of all the remaining classes (qi, q2, 
93..’ ) considered together. These original data classes are now, in effect, 
subclasses of the class q. 
The total interclass distance for feature f is then the sum of the distances 
between class p and each of the subclasses and is defined by 
CP,f = Dp,q,,f + Dp,q2,f f DP9q3’f + *** 
The total number of individual distance terms is n P (n q1+ nq2 + nq3 + * * .) = 
nPnq where n = n f n + n + . . . 4 ql 92 93 
and hence the average interclass distance 
from class p to all other classes along feature axis f is given by 
S 1,p,f = c l,p,f nPnq / 
The interclass distance for class p itself is simply the array element 
Dp p,f which is the sum of n (n -1)/2 terms. , P P 
For class q, the intraclass distance is the sum of all the distances in- 
volving the subclasses 91, q2, q3 . . . , namely 
Dq,q,f = Dql,ql,f + Dql,q2,f + Dql,q3,f + *a- 
+ Dq2,q2,f + D q2,q3,f + ..’ 
+ Dg3,q3,f + **’ 
-t- . . . 
This expression is the sum of nq(nq-1)/2 terms. 
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The total average intraclass distance for the two classes, therefore, is 
S2,P,f = Dp,p.f/np(np - 1) + Dq, q.f/nq(nq - 1) 
and the figure of merit for determining the effectiveness of feature f in separating 
class p from all other classes is 
Fp,f = Exp [-s2,p, f& p f] s > 7 
An M x N array is computed using this expression giving a figure-of-merit 
matrix that exhibits the effectiveness of all features in separating each of the 
classes present. 
In parallel with this merit figure evaluation, a further computation deter- 
mines the figures of merit between class p and each of the subclasses ql, q2, 
93 *a- The purpose of this calculation is to determine whether any of the sub- 
classes are poorly separable from class p, even though the figure of merit of 
separating class p from class q may have a high value. This can occur when 
several of the subclasses are very well separated from class p and, hence, 
heavily weight the value of Fp, f while at the same time one or more of the sub- 
classes qi are poorly separated from p and, hence, the classification ambiguity 
between class p and these particular subclasses qi would be considerable. The 
smallest of these individual figures of merit is multiplied by the overall figure 
of merit defined above. Thus, the final figure of merit contains two factors: 
1. The separability of class p from the remaining classes 
considered together as the second class, 
2. the separability of class p from the nearest neighboring 
class. 
In order to determine the order of separability of the training classes, 
the figures of merit for individual features of a class are combined to form a 
single figure of merit for that class. By ordering these values according to 
magnitude, the most easily separable class is identified. 
The determination of the linear classifier discriminant functions is dis- 
cussed in the following section. 
The problem of designing a pattern classifier may in general be ex- 
pressed as one of determining the discriminant functions Gi(x), i = 1, . . . M, 
such that for any pattern sample vector Xj, the inequality 
Gi(Xj) 2 0 
.implies that Xj belongs to pattern class Ci . 
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The structure of the classifier is dependent upon the functional forms of 
the discriminants and also upon the availability of a sufficient quantity of a priori 
data that adequately characterize representative samples of the patterns to be 
classified. As long as the assumption may be justified that the pattern classes 
can be separated by a linear hyperplane, a linear discriminant function leads to 
the simplest structure of classifier. In this case, a variety of techniques exists 
for determining the actual structural properties of the classifier. [3] 
In multiclass problems, a linear classifier may be applied in either a 
parallel or a sequential mode. In the parallel mode, the discriminant functions 
for a given sample vector are computed simultaneously, the largest resulting 
value identified, and sample assignment is made to the class corresponding to 
the largest discriminant. The resulting classifier is cumbersome, since the 
discriminant for any one class must be capable of separating that class from 
each other class taken individually, and requires M(M-1)/2 linear segments 
when M classes are present. In the sequential mode, the classifier structure 
is simpler since sample classification into M categories is performed by a 
sequence of (M-l) dichotomies, and each discriminant is required only to 
separate its corresponding class from all other classes taken together. 
It is well known that a dichotomous linear classifier or Threshold Logic 
Unit (TLU) defined by the discriminant function 
N 
G(x) = w. 3- C WjXi 
i=l 
exhibits the following properties: [4] 
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1. The classifier separates patterns by a hyperplane decision 
surface in measurement space. 
2. The hyperplane has an orientation given by the weight vaIues 
WI, w2, . ..wn. 
3. The hyperplane has a position proportional to wo, 
4. The distance from the hyperplane to an arbitrary pattern 
vector Xj is proportional to the value G(Xj). 
Given two distinct classes of patterns, therefore, classifier structural 
design reduces to the problem of determining (a) the orientation and (b) the posi- 
tion of the separating hyperplane. In general, these quantities must be derived 
iteratively from information contained in the distances of mi sclassified samples 
from a trial hyperplane. 
In the system reported here, the discriminant functions are determined 
by employing a gradient procedure, the Ho-Kashyap algorithm, [5, 61 that iter- 
atively minimizes the least-squared classification error over the representative 
sample classes or training classes. 
In the case in which two pattern classes p and q are present, containing 
respectively np and nq N-dimensional pattern vectors X, the discriminant func- 
tion is 
G(Xpj)=w,+w 
T Xpj =d ., j=l +np 
1’1 
and 
G@~)=w~+\v~X,~=~~, j=1 -+ nq 
where 
wT = transpose of the hyperplane weight vector (wl. w2. . . wN) . 
The values 1 . and d . are measures of the perpendicular distances of 
the respective samp A patter% from the separating hyperplane. f The above 









































. . . 
.dqnq 
or, more compactly, 
Acu=d 
where the matrix A of dimensions (np + nq) x (N + 1) defines the entire set of 
patterns, the (N + 1) vector CY defines the separating hyperplane, and the (np + nq) 
vector d defines the pattern-hyperplane separations, to within a normalization 
factor. The feature vectors of class q are negated to ensure A CY > o. 
The components of d are positive or zero in the ideal case of totally 
separable patterns although in practice this condition is unattainable because of 
misclassification due to imperfectly separate pattern clusters. The optimum 
hyperplane, however, will minimize the number of misclassifications, i.e., will 
minimize the number of elements of d having incorrect sign, and will therefore 
minimize a classification error vector e = (p - d), where P is a (np + %) vector of 
positive constants. The minimization criterion, of course, is arbitrary, but a 
quadratic criterion is advantageous since a steepest-descent minimization procedure 
results in a linear recursion relationship. Therefore, let 
J=1/21! p- d! I2 = 1/21jAc1 - ~11~ 
The condition for minimum J is given by 
a J/da = AT [A CY - p]=O, p>o 
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and for a given /3, the corresponding hyperplane is determined by 
. (y = [ATA]-I A~B 
Since p is initially an unknown positive vector, it must be determined 
iteratively from the relation 
/3(k + 1) = B(k) i- 68; 8(O) arbitrary, k = iteration index. 
Logically, to minimize J, the iteration increments ~fl should be proportional to 
the gradient aJ/a@. Since 
aJ/afl /o(k) = B(k) - A a (k) 
several possibilities arise due to the constraint fl > 0. 
1. aJ/a8 I/j*) = 0, then B(k) - A (Y (k) = 0, the ideal 
solution 
2. aJ/~38 1~0~) i 0, i.e., P(k) - A CY (k) > 0, hence an increment 
68 will tend to increase the classification error vector, and 
preferably 68 = 0. 
3. aJ/d@ [g(k) < 0, i.e., ,8(k) - A (Y (k) < 0, hence a positive 
increment 6 (3 proportional to the gradient may be made. 
The rationale for incrementing 13 therefore ,is 
sp = P A a (k) - P(k) + IAa (k) - f3tJ-4 1) = 0, aJ/Jfl > 0 
= 2p,aJ/aPco 
where p is a positive constant vector. 
The Ho-Kashyap training algorithm thus may be summarized as follows 
1. a (0) = [ADA] -I AT@ (0); B (0) > 0, otherwise abribrary 
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2. B(k+l) = B(k) + P A ff (k) - B(k) + 1 A a (k) - 
i @tk) I} 
3. a (k-q = [ATA] -1 AT B(k + I) 
= a (k)+P [ATA] -EAT $W (k) = p(k)+ IA” (k) - B(k) I} 
The convergence properties and other details of the algorithm have been 
discussed elsewhere. [6] 
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3-3. GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING 
Aside from simple rotation and scaling, there are three categories of 
geometric distortions that may be present in remotely sensed image data. First, 
there are effects due to geometry. Primarily, these are the result of projection 
of features from the curved surface of the earth into the image plane. This may 
also include the map projection involved; the map coordinate system of primary 
interest in this document is the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) projection. 
The point of view incorporated in the mathematics to be developed may be illus- 
trated by assuming that a set of geographic grid lines are painted on the ground 
and transformed into image coordinates by the sensor (and by the equations to be 
developed). Other distortions are due to dynamics - the motion of the satellite, 
and rotation of the earth. Then, there may be distortions introduced by the 
instrumentation. For example, in the case of a scanning imager the relationship 
between position in the projective image plane along a scan line and the data stream 
itself may not be linear. (In fact, the ground trace of a scan line may not be a 
straight line. ) Another possible instrumentation effect is a direction-dependent 
scale factor. 
It will be seen that the distortions produced by some of these causes are 
considerable, while others are (more or less) negligible. Fortunately, the big 
distortions will also turn out to be the easiest to solve for. It will be seen that 
a simple mathematical model of the coordinate transformation provides accuracy 
high enough for many uses. 
It will be assumed henceforth that geographic coordinates of points on the 
earth’s surface are in the UTM system. Many projections are used in an effort 
to display the curved surface of the earth on a flat map, all necessarily involving 
some distortion. Mercator projections have several useful properties. For one, 
they are conformal. So, taking any small area, the shape of the regions is the 
same as on the globe. (The shapes of large areas are distorted because the 
scale is position-dependent.) Also, standard Mercator projections are the only 
ones in which lines of constant compass heading (rhumb lines or loxodromes) 
appear as straight lines. This makes them useful in navigation. A standard 
Mercator projection is related to a projection from the earth’s surface onto a 
cylinder tangent at the equator. Parallels are horizontal and meridians are 
vertical. Meridians are equally spaced, while the spacing between parallels 
veries as the secant of the latitude. 
The transverse Mercator projection turns the projection system (or the 
earth ) 900. It is related to a horizontal cylinder tangent along a meridian. A 
standard meridian great circle replaces the equator, and the zone on either side 
of that meridian is fairly well represented. The UTM system is a collection of 
transverse Mercator projections. In the UTM system, the earth is divided into 
60 zones bounded by meridians whose longitudes are multiples of 6O west or 
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east of Greenwich. The zones are numbered sequentially, beginning with 1 for 
the zone from 180° W. to 1740 W., and proceeding eastward. The origin of 
coordinates for each zone is at the intersection of the central meridian of the 
zone and the equator. Distances in UTM coordinates (“casting” and “northing”) 
are measured in meters. The central meridian is given a “false casting” of 
500,000 meters so all easting coordinates are positive. There is no false northing 
in the Northern Hemisphere; in the Southern Hemisphere a false northing of 
10,000, 000 meters is assumed. The latitude limits are 80° N. and S. (A different 
projection must be used in polar regions.) UTM coordinates of a point on the 
earth’s surface consist of the zone number and the easting and northing coordinates. 
The equations sought to account for the geometrical effect of projection 
would relate picture coordinates to UTM coordinates. However, the mathematics 
involved is quite intractable, and it has not been found possible to obtain such 
equations except in a form whose complexity conceals their content. It is some- 
what easier to write a sequence of equations describing the situation. The 
following equations are taken from Reference 7. (Although they refer to satellite 
observations, only a change in terminology is needed to apply them to aircraft.) 
They relate latitude G and longitude h to x and y, Cartesian image coordinates 
with origin (corresponding to the satellite subpoint) at the center of the image. 
The subscript SP will be used to refer to the subpoint (picture center), and P will 
be used to designate the coordinates of an arbitrary point. Figure 27 illustrates 
the situation being described. A sperical earth is assumed. Also, the line of 
sight of the sensor is assumed to be straight downward. 
The plane of the Landsat orbit is inclined at an angle of 8.906”(0.1554 
radian) from a polar orbit. With reference to Figure 28, the equatorical in- 
clination i is tel. U94”. Because of this inclination, the satellite crosses 
meridians of longitude with increasing frequency and at increasing angles at the 
higher latitudes. The heading of the satellite relative to the local longitude line 
(azimuth) is obtained by applying the law of sines to the shaded spherical triangle 
in Figure 28. Noting that the two sides which are also longitude lines have arc 
lengths related to angles of 90° and 9Oo- @,,, we have 
sin (180 - H) sin E 
= sin 90 sin (90 - Q,,) 
or sin H 
sin E 0.1548 z-z= 
cos “sp cos cQp 
The following sequence of equations relate the subpoint latitude and longi- 
tude (Q, A )sp to Cartesian coordinates in the imagk plane, (x, y). 
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Figure 27. Orientation of picture along Subpoint Track or Heading Line. p] 
Figure 28. Azimuth of the Heading Line. [7] 
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I- 
Applying the law of cosines to the spherical triangle in Figure 29, we 
obtain 
cos 6 q Cost90 - dsp) Cost90 - 4,) I- sin(90 - 4,$ sin(90 - Gp) cos Ah 
= sinGsp sinop -f- cos@sp cos@sp cos(hp - AspI 
and by applying the law of sines, sin CY = cos 6 sp sin (X p - Xsp). 
sin 6 
The transformation from ( 6 ,a) to the nadir angle r( subtended at the 
satellite by 6 and the image plane azimuth 6 measured from the heading line 
is illustrated in Figure 30. The transformation is 
tan7-j = 
R sin 6 
R(l - cos 6) + H) 
As illustrated in Figure 31, coordinates (7, $ ) transform to Cartesian 
coordinates in the image plane according to 
X = (f tan ??) sin $ 
Y = (ftanq) cost. 
In these equations f is a scale factor related to the field of view of the imaging 
device. The y axis is along the heading line and, as mentioned above, the 
origin of coordinates is at the image center (the image of the subpoint). 
The equations that connect the UTM system with latitude and longitude 
are 
E = CY sin-l [sin (h - cm) cos $1 
N = asin-I. Csind 
cos (E/cu) 
] 
where E is the easting coordinate, N is the northing coordinate, cy = 0.9996R, 
and cm is the longitude of the central meridian of the UTM zone. These equa- 
tions are also specialized to a spherical earth, and do not show the false easting 
(and false northing in the Southern Hemisphere) that must be added. 
A large effect on the geometry of the satellite image is the rotation of 
the earth. The earth’s rotation causes the heading of the ground track to 
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Figure 30. Transformation from Great Circle-Azimuth to Image Nadir-Azimuth. [7] 
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deviate, and produces skew in the image. The earth’s rotation causes the plane 
viewed to move eastward, so successive points along the ground track are far- 
ther and farther to the west of where they would be in the absence of earth rota- 
tion . During the scan period of 33 msec., a point at the equator is displaced 
due to earth rotation by approximately 15 meters. During the 25 seconds re- 
quired to scan a frame, the shift at the equator is 13,500 meters, and decreases 
as the distance from the point on the earth’s surface to the earth’s axis, which 
is proportional to the cosine of the latitude. Referring to Figure 32 [S] the dotted 
meridian of longitude through S rotates to point So which is a subsatellite point 
at position given by latitude 4, longitude X,. Thus the satellite views the point 
S on the earth’s surface, located a distance A from the point So which would 
have been viewed in the absence of earth rotation. The effective satellite track 
is that through S, which has heading H greater than the original heading Ho. 
The distance A varies as the angular velocity VR of the earth and the cosine of 
the latitude, and the distance Ax covered by the satellite during the same period 
of time varies as the velocity V, of the satellite. Hence 
-A- = VE cos 0 
Ax VS 
where VR /V, = 0.0717 for Landsat -1. 
In the MSS image (Figure 33), point S on the earth’s surface appears 
at point So due to west-to-east movement of the earth’s surface by a distance A 
while the satellite covers a distance Ax, and hence is scanning along the line 
through So. Lines of latitude are rotated by the local heading angle, Ho, plus 
an additional amount dH due to the earth’s rotation. The change in position A 
has components dx (along satellite motion) and dy (along scan directions). In 
the practical case, for small heading angle, dx is small and the effect is that 
successive scan lines cover a portion of the earth farther and farther to the west, 
and skew is introduced into the resulting image. 
The apparent change in heading dH can be determined by writing 
A 
tan dH = & = Ax 
cos Ho 
1-t A sin Ho ’ - 
Ax 
using OS = Ax+dx cos Ho 
anddx= A sinHo. 




Figure 31. Transformation from Image Nadir-Azimuth to Cartesian Coordinates. 
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Figure 33. Orientation of UTM Axes in MSS Scene After Rotation 
and Skew. 
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VE - cos + cos Ho 
tan dH = VS 
VE 1+- 
VS 
cos + sin Ho 
- + cos + cos Ho. 
S 
For the latitude (4 = 34.750) of Huntsville, Alabama, the heading Ho with respect 
to the local meridian is given by 
HO 
sin i = sin-1 - 1 1 cos + = 1O.86o 
using 8.906’ as the polar inclination of the orbit [9] . The skew angle dH is com- 
puted to be 3.27’. 
The locations of the scan line and pixel axes in the UTM system on the 
ground are shown for rotation and skew in Figure 34. The correction for rotation 
by the heading angle Ho is 
x’ = -E sin Ho - N cos Ho 
y’ = E cos Ho- NsinHo. 
The correction for skew, assuming scan lines in an east-west direction, is 
X” = x’/cos dH 
Y” = x’ tan dH + y’ = x 
, sin dH 
cos dH +Y’ 
Substituting for x’ and y’, we obtain 
x” = -E sin Ho N cos Ho 
cos dH - cos dH 
Ho sin dH - cos Ho 1 [ -N cos Ho sin dH + sin Ho . cos dH cos dH 1 
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Figure 34. MSS Axes in Terms of L!Th,I ‘;xes for !‘.otation and Skew. 
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The transformation from the ground into the image pixel coordinates becomes 
where x is the line count coordinate, y is the scan line point count coordinate, 
and, from right to left: x0 and y. are the components of an origin shift vector 
(so the first point in the first line can have the coordinates (x, y) = (1,l) ), E 
and N are the easting and northing UTM coordinates, Ho is the nominal heading 
angle, and dH is the skew caused by the earth’s rotation. Both the E -N and 
x-y coordinate systems are right-hand systems; in the image, the line count 
x increases downward, while the point count coordinate y increases to the right. 
Although dH does depend on Ho, it is not completely determined by Ho; it also 
depends on the satellite’s angular velocity, the earth’s rotational rate, and the 
latitude, according to the previous expression for tan dH. 
The significant thing about the transformation matrix that has been 
obtained, from the point of view of this discussion, is that for one image the ele- 
ments of the matrix are (almost exactly) constants. (Ho and dH change due to 
their latitude dependence, which changes by l-2/3’ across a scene.) Further, 
an arbitrary 2 by 2 matrix with constant elements can be assumed to be of the 
form given in the transformation. 
Implicit in the transformation is the assumption that equal distances 
along a scan line correspond to equal distances on the ground, anywhere along 
the scan line. This may not actually be so, The multispectral scanner carried 
on Landsat will be chosen as an example. That scanner is an electromechanical 
device with scanning performed by a rotating mirror, swinging back and forth 
(with no imaging performed during the ‘back” part of the motion). It is clear 
that, if the angular rate of the mirror is constant, the velocity of the intercept 
of the line of signt with the ground is not constant. (The combination of this 
with the forward motion of the spacecraft causes the ground sweep to be slightly 
S-shaped.) Since the maximum angle of sweep away from the nadir is small, 
this effect is quite small. In fact, the angular rate is not exactly constant 
during the sweep. The velocity profile is slightly sinusoidal. The effect of the 
latter is somewhat greater than that of the former in the case of the Landsat 
scanner. Other small effects, such as the angular bend due to the change in dH 
across a scene, are discussed in Reference [lo]. Effects such as these can be 
accounted for by making the matrix elements functions of position. However, 
the constant-matrix formulation is at least an excellent approximation, so its 
use in the geographic referencing problem will now be described. 
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The transformation 
is completely determined if the elements of (aij) and x0, y. are known. One 
approach to geographic referencing could be to compute the transformation from 
orbit parameters and similar information. Then inversion of the transformation, 
as long as (aij) is not singular, would give the geographic coordinates corresponding 
to every point in the picture. 
However, this approach has serious weaknesses. Because satellite 
velocities are in the range 5-10 km/set, a rather small ephemeris error could 
cause a significant location error. Also, the approach assumes that there are 
no attitude, pointing, or motion errors. Those, as well as the nonlinearities 
discussed in the preceding section, could cause location errors or have the result 
that values aij different from those calculated actually characterize the transformation. 
There is an approach circumventing these difficulties. The transformation 
contains six unknown parameters: all, a12, %1, %2, x0, yo. If both sets of 
coordinates (x, y) and (E, N) are known for at least three points (six components), 
the unknown parameters can be solved for. If three points are used, the solution 
is algebraic. If there are more than three points, the resulting set of equations is 
overdetermined. In this case, a method such as least squares can be used to solve 
for the six unknowns. The latter approach is preferable; the influence of modeling 
and observational errors is minimized when a sufficient number of judiciously 
located “control points” (known points) is used. 
Following is an outline of the well-known classical generalized least 
squares method. Suppose N observations are made of some “observable” y, and 
y is assumed to have the form 
Ytx) = gl “k fk (x)9 n< N 
The least-squares assumption states that the “best” estimate $ of y minimizes 
the function 
(1) 




where yi is the ith observed value of y, Fi is the value of (1) at x=xi with 
some set of values assigned to (ak) , and (wi) is a set of weights. The resulting 
equation for the set of best estimates of the coefficients ak is, in matrix 
notation, 
2 = [F’ W F]-1 F’ Wx (3) 
Here 1 is the (column) vector whose components are yi, W is the matrix whose 
diagonal elements are Wi and whose off-diagonal elements are zero, F is the 
matrix whose rows aref’, the transposes (row vectors) of the set of vectors 
whose elements are fk(Xi) (one vector for each Xi), and F’ is the transpose of 
F. If y(x) is not a linear function of the fit parameters (ak) , the formulation 
can still be applied. The expression for y(x) is linearized by expanding in a 
Taylor series and retaining only the leading terms, and then proceeding similarly. 
Because of the approximation made, the solution is iterative. An equation similar 
to Equation (3) gives each successive estimate of i, where the right-hand side 
depends on the result of the previous iteration. 
The transformation is linear in the six parameters to be adjusted by 
the fit, so an iterative formulation is not necessary. However, both the depen- 
dent and independent variables are vectors, whereas Equations (1) - (3) only 
considered scalars. Fortunately, the generalization from one to several dimen- 
sions is straightforward . There is essentially no change for the independent 
variable, which only appears in the equations indirectly, as a summation index 
labeling points at which observations are made. The dependent variable causes 
no more trouble. It is perfectly logical to minimize a 
pi (the deviation between the observed quantity and its 
vation), such as 
N 
& = c w. ;. . 2. 11 1 
i=l 
function of the vector 
estimate at the ith obser- 
(4) 
Performing the steps of the analysis shows that Equation (4) treats components 
of vector observations, for all observations, in the same way that Equation (2) 
treats scalar observations. Equation (4) is a straightforward generalization of 
(2) to several dimensions. Another simple change puts the treatment of all 
components on an equal footing, whether they are the components of the same or 
different error vectors. It will be noted that, in Equation (4), all components 
of one vector are given the same weight. This is an unnecessary restriction, 
and it actually simplifies the mechanization of the equations to remove it and 
allow each component to have a different weight. Suppose the vectors have M 
components, labeled by j (j = 1, 2, . . . , M), and define m=(i-l)M + j (i labels 
observations, i =l, 2, . . . , N). Then Equation (4) can. be generalized to 
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Q = "c" wm c; (5) 
m=l 
where the first M terms apply to the first observation, the second M to the 
second observation, etc. Then a computer program implementing Equation (3) 
can be used to perform the solution of a multi-dimensional regression problem, 
with only some changes in indexing. 
In order to solve for the parameters of the transformation by the 
method just described, it is necessary to know the coordinates of several points, 
called “control points, ” as accurately as possible in both the UTM and the scan 
line-point count systems (the latter is called the pixel coordinate system). Con- 
trol points can be any features that can be readily identified, such as highway 
intersections, projecting tips of islands or peninsulas, ends of bridges, distinctive 
buildings, etc. The UTM coordinates of control points can be found quite accu- 
rately by reference to standard maps. 
Accurate determination of pixel coordinates is more of a problem. For 
the case of the scanner carried aboard Landsat, for example, an error of a few 
pixels corresponds to several hundred meters on the ground. Although the least 
squares fitting may absorb some error, it is unwise to rely on this, (In particular, 
systematic errors in the same direction will not be removed by the least squares 
process.) It is highly desirable to locate control points to the nearest pixel. Un- 
less special equipment capable of making highly accurate measurements on small- 
scale imagery (small enough so that the eye blends pixels together) is available, 
this requires enlargement sufficient to permit the discrimination of individual 
pixels. As is discussed below, it is useful to employ some image enhancement 
techniques in addition to simple enlargement, 
The procedures to be described s.re illustrated in P iffures 35-37. Figure 
35 shows a portion of (one band of) Landsat frame covering part of North Alabama. 
The squares marked on it indicate small regions containing distinctive features 
to be used as control points. The next two figures concentrate on one of those 
regions (the area around Guntersville, Alabama). Figure 36 shows the result of 
enlarging the image of the small region by repeating each pixel 15 times in both 
dimensions. (Approximately the same effect would be produced by photographic 
enlargement.) It is seen that the blockiness of the image - which makes it easy 
to count pixels - tends to interfere with the recognition of features. When one 
is sufficiently far from the picture, the eye smooths out the blockiness; however, 
then it is impossible to count pixels. 
It would appear that smoothing the image would help. Since the 
effect in general of smoothing is to assign different values to adjacent pixels, 












































































Figure 36. Enlargement of One Region by Pixel Repetition 
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the original, smoothing is equivalent to an increase in resolution. The “right” 
way of achieving this is to use the sampling theorem for interpolation to obtain 
the intermediate values. The implementation of the appropriate formula is slow 
computationally, so it is desirable to use approximations requiring less com- 
puter time. Figure 37 shows the result of using a bicubic (two-dimensional 
cubic) interpolation formula approximating the “right” expression to perform 
the enlargement. In addition, linear density stretching has been applied to 
effect contrast enhancement. 
Working with enlarged imagery, a small measurement error corresponds 
to only a fraction of a pixel in the original. So it is feasible to locate control points 
in pixel coordinates to the nearest pixel. Then, with control point locations in both 
coordinate systems, the least squares solution for the transformation parameters 
can be performed. It may then be found that the residuals at some control points 
are excessively large. This situation may persist at a few points even after all 
errors that can be accounted for have been corrected, due perhaps to errors in 
the maps used. Such points should be discarded and the solution repeated. (Possibly, 
subsequent analysis will explain the discrepancy.) The solution is relatively in- 
sensitive to the number of points used, unless that number is close to the minimum. 
It is appropriate to mention here that these methods may only need to be 
used the first time geographic referencing is applied to a scene. For other obser- 
vations of the same scene - for example, subsequent Landsat passes - it may be 
possible to avoid repeating all of the same steps. Instead, small regions surround- 
ing the control points (whose locations are known) from the first image can be used 
as templates to search for the locations (pixel coordinates) of the control points in 
the other observations. Fast sequential methods for doing so exist. [ll, 123 
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Figure 37. Enlargement of One Region Using Bicubic Interpolation, 
Enhanced by Linear Density Stretching 
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3-4. GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
The transformation from ground or UTM coordinates to image pixel 
coordinates may be used to determine the pixels required in constructing an 
image in conformance to a UTM map projection. For every UTM grid position 
(typically at 50 meter spacing) the corresponding pixel coordinates are calcu- 
lated, and the density at that point becomes the output pixel density. In general, 
the calculated pixel coordinates are not integers, i.e. the location is between 
image pixels. Hence, the density must be interpolated from the neighboring 
pixels. Three interpolation methods will be presented. 
For nearest neighbor resampling, the pixel value closest to the position 
of the correct image pixel is chosen for the result of the interpolation operation. 
In other words, the coordinates (x’, y’) of the desired pixel are computed by 
rounding off the computed coordinates (x, y) to the nearest integer, using 
X’ = x+0.5 
y’ = y + 0.5. 
This leads to a position error in the nearest neighbor resampled image as large 
as + 0.5 pixel spacing. However, an advantage is that the magnitudes of the 
s&ples are retained exactly. 
The bilinear interpolation method scales the output value linearly be- 
tween the density values of two neighboring pixels. If the neighboring pixels have 
densities A and B, then the scaled density at a distance Ax from A is 
Q1 = A-!- Ax (B-A). 
In two dimensions, the input values are the four corners of the square containing 
the calculated pixel location. If A and B are the densities of the top two corners 
and C, D of the bottom, the interpolated output along the bottom line is 
Q2 = C+ Ax (D-C). 
The values Q1 and Q2 are then interpolated in the orthogonal direction to give 
the final result: 
Q1 + AY (Q, -Q+ 
For spatial frequency band-limited data, the ideal interpolation function 
is sin (x)/x. A continuous signal can be sampled at discrete intervals and then 
the sin (x)/x filter can be applied to the discrete data to completely reconstruct 
the continuous signal. This can be done provided the sampling frequency meets 
the Nyquist criterion, i.e. it is at least twice the highest spatial frequency. 
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However, this function has significant magnitude until very high x, requiring an 
impractically large number of terms (> 1000) for each interpolated value. In 
addition, Landsat MSS data is not band-limited, but in fact contains aliasing errors, 
which are not removable after resampling without severe resolution degradation. 
Thus a limited extent approximation is made to this function. 
The cubic convolution function is an approximation to the sin (x)/x func- 
tion, maintaining the main positive lobe and the first negative lobe on either 
side. No term beyond x = 2 exists. The functions are shown in Figure 38. In 
these graphs the x axis can be taken as distance from the resample location 
to the discrete data locations and the y axis is the response value. The equa- 
tions of the cubic function for the two lobes may be expressed as 
$6) =a11x3(+b1x2+c1(xI+dl OS 1x15 1 
f2(x)=a2k3(+b2x2+c2jxI+d2 lSjXl< 2. 
The eight coefficients may be determined by applying the following eight con- 
ditions: 
fl (0) = 1 
fl (1) = 0 
f2 (1) = 0 
f2 (2) = 0 
f; (0) = 0 
fi (1) = f$ (1) 
r; (0) < 0 
f; (1) >o. 
The cubic convolution polynomials then become [E] 
fl(X) = ix/3 - 2 x2 +1 O<lxlsl 
f2(x) =- /xl3 + 5x2 - 81x1+4 1.51x)s2. 
Cubic convolution is accomplished using a 4 x 4 pixel subimage about the re- 
sample location. First, a vertical axis is passed through the resample loca- 
tion. Next, four horizontal axes are made through the four rows of pixels. At 
the intersection of the vertical axis and each of the four horizontal axes an inter- 
polation value is computed. Finally, these four interpolated values are reinter- 
polated along the vertical axis to produce a value at the resample location. The 
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Figure 3 8. Interpolation Functions for Resampling. 
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3-5. SUPERPOSITION OF BOUNDARIES 
The mathematical details of some of the steps described in Section 2-5 
are presented below. I 
(i) . Thinning and Conversion to SLIC 
Let P.. be the density at the point (i, j) in the digitized boundary image 
produced by &!e microdensitometer. Then, the values pij are generally avail- 
able as a sequential file consisting of several records, the ith record consisting 
of 
(Pij Ij=l, . . . . J) for i =l, . . . . I. 
Now, let a threshold t be selected such that all points in the image satisfying 
pij YZ t can be decided to be boundary points. The boundary data may then be 
compressed by setting single bits to “1” at the boundary positions. The boundary 
lines were thinned by a peeling algorithm which remains outer layers of thick 
lines while ensuring that connectivities are preserved. 
To decide whether a particular boundary point should be deleted (i. e. the 
bit corresponding to it changed to 0), we examine a 3 x 3 neighborhood centered 
around the point. Consider the array 
a b c 
d e f 
g h i 
where each letter represents a binary pixel. It is to be decided whether e, which 
is presently equal to 1 should he changed to 0. The conditions for a ‘top peel’ 
will be derived below and those for peeling from the other directions follow by 
symmetry. 
First of all, e should be a top boundary point. That is, there should be 
no boundary point directly above e and there should be a boundary point below 
e. Therefore b = 0 and h = 1 are necessary conditions. Suppose b h = 1. (Here, 
5 denotes the complement of b). Then, we need only check whether e is a 
nonessential boundary point, that is, whether two O’s in the 3 x 3 array which are 
disconnected will stay disconnected where e is made 0. Connectivity, in this 
context, is defined as the existence of a path not including l’s and consisting only 
of horizontal and vertical segments. 
Now, it is easy to see that e is essential if and only if aa = 1 or cf = 1. 
Therefore, the condition for a top peel is that 
bh (al-d) (C-+-f) = 1. 
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Equivalently, to perform a top peel we set 
e = e (b+h+a~+c~). 
It is convenient to implement the above equation by employing bit manipulation 
routines operating on pairs of 32 bit words, thereby performing the top-peel 
operation in parallel on 32 pixels. This is done by using the “current” array 
in place of e, the “previous” array for b, the “next” array in place of h. Also, 
the previous, current, and next arrays are right (left) shifted by one bit and 
used for a, d and g (c, f and i) respectively in the peeling formulas. 
The program minimizes the movement of data in core by using circular 
buffers for storing the “previous, current and next” arrays. An array J dim- 
ensioned 3 is used to store the indices pointing to these arrays (J(1) - 
previous, J(2) ----w current, J(3) - next) and after finishing each record, 
only the array J is updated. 
Also, top, left, bottom and right peels are performed one after the other 
by just one pass through the data (thus minimizing I/O) by storing the intermediate 
results in core and operating with a phase lag. 
(ii). Smoothing 
For the boundary data to be useful for extracting interior of regions, it 
is necessary that the boundary represented be “contiguous” at all points. Con- 
tinuity and connectivity in the digital domain can be defined as follows [15]. 
The points (xl, yl) and(x2, y2) are said to be 4-adjacent if 
I x1 -x2( + JY1 -Y2\ = 1. 
The points (xl, yl) and(x2, y2) are said to be 8-adjacent if 
Max (Ix1 -x21, ) ~1 -Y2/) =1 
A curve is said to be continuous at a point (x, y) on it, if there exists at 
least one point on the curve which is 8-adjacent to (x, y) . 
The contiguity count for a point P on a curve is defined as the.number 
of points on the curve that are 8-connected to P. 
Two points P and Q on a curve (in a region) are said to be connected 
if there exists a sequence of points PO, P1, P2, : . . , Pn such that 
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PO = P, P, = Q, Pi isonthecurve(intheregion)fori=O, 1, 2, . . . . nand 
Pi is 8-adjacent (4-adjacent) to Pi-1 for i = 1, 2, . . . n. 
A curve is said to be closed if, for any point P on it, there exists a 
sequence of points PO = P, PI, P2, . . . , P, = P on the curve where n > 1, Pi 
and ‘i-1 are 8-adjacent for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. 
A region is said to be connected if all points in it are connected to each 
other. 
Now, it is easy to see that closed curves are necessary to separate a 
given region into several connected subregions. Also, if the contiguity count 
for every point on a curve is greater than or equal to 2, then the curve is closed. 
If closed curves in the continuous domain without retracing (or “burrs”) 
were digitized, then the digital curves would be closed according to the above 
definition. However, when the boundaries are digitized using a microdensitometer 
and undergo a thinning process, it is impossible to produce closed boundaries as 
defined above. But an approximation to closed boundaries can be produced where- 
in there are closed components which contain the major connected regions of in- 
terest and a few “burrs” are retained. Smoothing is the process which converts 
thinned boundaries into (approximately) closed boundaries. 
The smoothing algorithm proceeds as follows. At each point, the con- 
tiguity count is determined. This is done by testing the row containing the point 
and the two adjacent rows to see whether there are any 8-adjacent boundary 
points. The search is quite simple, if it is remembered that the column coordinates 
in the SLIC format are arranged in ascending order. Therefore, when Looking 
for boundary points adjacent to (i, j) we need only check the (i-1)st and (i+l)st rows 
until the column coordinates exceed j-t-1, Also, in the ith row we need only check 
the column coordinates previous and next to j (assuming no repetitions). 
Now, if the contiguity count of a point is less than 2 a neighborhood of the 
point is examined. The size of the neighborhood determines how large a discon- 
tinuity will be patched and should be pre-specified. (A square neighborhood with 
sides of the order of the thickness of the original, i.e., unthinned, boundaries 
is generally satisfactory.) Two nearest points (if any) which are not connected 
either to each other or to the given point are determined. Digitaf approximations 
to straight lines joining the given point to these two points are generated and 
stored as row and column coordinates. 
After producing the patches at all points as req&ired, the new boundary 
points are sorted, merged with the input and arranged in the SLIC format. 
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(iii) Application of Geometric Transformations 
The problem of applying a general geometric transformation on a given 
boundary image can be stated as follows. 
Let B = &jl), tQ,j2), . . ., (in, j,)) be a set of points obtained by 
digitizing a curve using a unit grid in the x-y plane. Let 
x’ = f(x,y) 
Y’ = iaX,Y) 
be a coordinate transformation. Then, the problem is to find a set of integer 
coordinates 
B’ = ((kl,‘l), (k2,&2), *-*, tkm,Jm)) 
which represent the digitization of the same curve using a unit grid in the xl-y’ 
plane. 
This is a resampling problem. It can be solved “exactly” if the original 
curve in the continuous domain has a bandlimited spectrum and the sampling in 
the x-y plane is fine enough. In that case, one could reconstruct the curve in the 
continuous domain using sampling theorem and resample in the xl-y’ plane. 
Since this is a time-consuming process, we use an approximation as follows. 
First, generate the set of points ((xk, y;) r = 1, . . . , n) 
where 
xi- = f(i,, jr) 
G = gti,, ii,) - 
Now, x> and yk are, in general, nonintegral. Therefore, we choose 
the nearest integers to x$, y& and let them represent the boundary points. Further, 
to assure that connectivity is preserved after the transformation, we join 
(xk, yk) and (xk, yh) by a straight line whenever (i;l, j$) and (is, js) are 8-adjacent, 
and generate a digital approximation to the straight line. 
This method can be conveniently implemented with the data in SLIC 
format (a more convenient format for this particular operation is the “chain code” 
111 ). The only tricky part of the algorithm is to handle the storage and rearrange- 
ment of the coordinates of the new boundary point.s generated when large images 
are handled. If the boundary coordinates produced for the entire geometrically 
transformed image can be held in the main memory at a time, it can be written 
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out on a sequential file in SLIC format by array sorting in core. Otherwise, it 
is necessary to dump the coordinate data on a direct access device whenever the 
core capacity is exceeded and then sort the data from the direct access device. 
(iv). Thickening 
Boundary lines can be thickened by “growing” each boundary point 
arount itself by a given amount. This is, if (i, j) is a boundary point, (k,&) is 
also treated as a boundary point for all (k, &) such that Ii - k 1 s h and 
I I 5 - 1, I h. Thickening boundaries in two dimensions starting from the data in 
SLIC format is accomplished as follows. If j,, j,, . .., jn are the column 
coordinates corresponding to the ith row in the given boundary image, then the 
set 
jr1 s h for some r c [l,n]) 
is formed. This represents the horizontally thickened ith row. Now, to thicken 
in the vertical direction, we simply set the output column coordinate set Ti for 
the ith row to be 
h 
Ti = U 
r=-h 
ai+,. 
When Ti is generated, it is arranged in ascending order, repetitions, 
if any, are eliminated, and the coordinate set is written out as a record on a 
sequential file. 
(v) . Generation of Region Identification Maps (RIM) 
Starting from the basic definition of connectivity for regions given in 
Section (ii), we can develop an algorithm to identify separate connected regions 
given the boundary data. An image consisting of a unique number assigned to 
each connected region is called a region identification map (RIM). We shall 
adopt the convention that 0 be used for boundary points and 1 for “exterior” 
points (i. e. , points connected to points in the region outside the rectangle con- 
taining the given boundary points). The algorithm to generate a RIM proceeds 
as follows. 
Let (bij i = 1, I . . . . I, j =l, . . . . Ji) be the set of column coordinates 
of the boundary points (stored in SLIC format). Choose N 2 b - b -I- 1 where 
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b = Max bij 
Lj 
and &=Min bij 
i,j 
Let p and q be two N-vectors. These are the vectors in which the 
region identification numbers (RIN) will be generated. The vector p will be 
used to store the RIN for the previous row and q will be used to store those 
for the current row as they are generated. Also a scalar X is used to count 
the number of regions found. 
Initially, all points in the “previous” row are in the exterior. There- 
fore, the vector p is initialized with all components equal to unity. Also, X is 
set to unity. Now, consider the ith row. The boundary data 
(bij Ij=l, 2, . . ..Ji) 
are read from the sequential file. Since in the SLIC format bij are in ascending 
order, the points before bil and after bi Ji are exterior points. Therefore, 
qk’l forlsksbil - h-t1 andbiJi -b+lsksN. 
Also, 
qk=O fork=b.. -b+l, j=l,2, . . . . Ji. 
1J 
Now, qk must be found only for values of k in intervals 
Aj = (k (bij -b+l<k<bi j+l -b+l) forj=1,2, . . . . Ji-1. 
> 
For every such interval, there are two possibilities. 
Case 1: There is a kg 8 Aj such that pk o # 0. In this case, all points 
in the interval in the current row are in the region pk . Therefore qk = pk for 
all k’ Aj. 0 0 
Case2: pk=OfOraUkcAj. In this case, it is decided that a new 
region might be beginning. The region count X is changed to X+1. Also, 
ql<=x for all kc Aj. 
Now, q contains the RIN for the current row. The array q can be 
written out and also moved into array p, to make it the “previous” row for handling 
the (i+l)st row. 
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This procedure, as described so far, produces RIN’s assuring that no 
two unconnected regions will have the same RIN. However, in many cases, the 
same region may have more than one RIN. This happens since connectivity in the 
(i+l)st through Ith rows is not known when the ith row of the RIM is being 
generated. Therefore, it is necessary to update the region numbers after con- 
nectivity between differently numbered regions is discovered. To do this, a 
“Region Identity Matrix (RIMX)” D is used to store the information about the 
connectivity between differently numbered regions. The matrix D is a binary 
matrix with dij = 1 if regions numbered i and j are connected and 0 otherwise. 
Initially, D is set equal to a null matrix. When a new region number X is 
started, dhh is set to 1. Also, after the vector q is found for the ith row, D 
is modified by letting 
d&l< = dkp = 1 for all (k,d) such that k = Pj # 0, &= qj # 0, j = 1, . . . . N. ” 
Now, at any stage, the matrix D indicates which region numbers de- 
termined thus far represent the same region. This is analogous to the connec- 
tivity matrix used widely in graph theory [16 1. 
Connectivity matrices have some interesting properties which are very 
usef& in this. application. These will be introduced briefly here. Let X and P 
be two region numbers. Suppose there exists a sequence of region numbers 
x()7x1sx29 ***3 ‘n such that X=XO,‘I=X, and dX x - . = 1 for i = 0, 1, 
n-l. Then the regions X and P ‘are said to be co&iz&d by a path of 1enGh.h. 
Now, if D, is evaluated using ordinary matrix multiplication, then the (X , P)th 
element will be equal to the number of paths of length n between X and 12 . 
Instead, if a logical matrix product is used (using l+l = 1, l+O = 1, 1 x 1 = 1 and 
1 x 0 = 0) find Dn, then the (X ,P)~~ element of D will indicate whether region P 
can be reached from X via a path of length n. If the matrix R is defined as 
R=D+D2+D3+ . . ..+Dn 
where n is chosen such that Dn+’ = Dn, then RX = 1 if there exists a path be- 
tween X and P of any length and RX = 0 otherwise. 
An efficient method to obtain R is to generate a sequence of matrices 
recursively: 
R” =D 
Ri = R@-l) + ($ X Ri) for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
The computations are stopped when Rn = R @-‘). (The matrix Ri then indicates 
paths of length less than or equal to 2i,) 
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Now, the matrix R can be used to find the smallest RIN to be assigned 
to each connected region to which several RIN’s have been given. The records 
of the RIM computed can then be updated using table lookup. 
When handling large images, it might become necessary to perform 
several such updates, depending on the memory assigned to the computation of D 
and R. If the size assigned to D is exceeded during the computation of the ith 
row, the (i-l) rows before that are updated using the corresponding matrix R, 
the updated (i-l)st row is stored in p, the value of X is set to the largest region 
number in the updated (i-l) rows of the RIM, D is set equal to an identity matrix 
and the computation for the ith row is restarted. 
Several steps are involved in superposing political boundaries on remotely 
sensed images. The complexity of handling this problem depends on the facilities 
available for digitizing the boundary information. The steps described in this 
memorandum have been designed to handle data digitized using a microdensitometer. 
The process is considerably simplified if a digitizing plotter/tracer is used so that 
the boundaries can be digitized by manually tracing the curves from standard maps. 
In that case, each region can be digitized separately as indicated in \lS]. Con- 
verting the data corresponding to each region after geometric correction into the 
so-called “Tightly Closed Boundary” (TCB) format, wherein the extrema and 
inflections of the boundary are repeated, we would then have a very simple method 
for extracting individual regions or generating an RIM. 
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IV. RESULTS 
4-l. PRELIMINARY DATA HANDLING 
Landsat coverage of the TARCOG region was extracted from the com- 
puter compatible tape of scene 1104-15552, obtained on November 4, 1972. The 
region extracted was lines 1 to 741 and samples 1500 to 3240. (Sample 3240 is 
the last sample in the scene, due to the fact that the TARCOG region extends out 
of the Landsat scene slightly.) 
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4-2. COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
Training samples were selected from a region of size 500x500 pixels 
centered on the city of Huntsville. Two sets of training samples were selected. 
One set was chosen to be representative of four major land use classes (urban, 
agriculture, forest, and water); and the other of seven Level I land use classes 
(urban and built-up, agriculture, forest, wetland, pasture, water, and barren). 
The training areas were shown in Figure 14. 
Linear decision functions were then computed using these sets of training 
data. The coefficients of the decision functions, in the order in which testing for 
a positive result is performed, are given in Tables 1 and 2. 
The decision functions are then tested by using them to classify the 
training data. This procedure gives a measure of the accuracy of the decision 
functions in classifying the training data, but is no guarantee of the results when 
applied to unknown data from other parts of the scene. This is because there may 
be present data corresponding to a certain class, but differing sufficiently from 
the training data of that class that it is classified incorrectly. This situation 
arises when the training data is not representative of all data corresponding to 
each class type. However, the separation of the training sample data by the dis- 
criminant functions is accurate to approximately 95 percent. The classification 
assignments of the training data are given in Tables 3 and 4. Using an IBM 
360/65 computer, the computer time required to calculate the four class dis- 
criminants was 39 seconds. For the seven class discriminants the CPU time 
was 75 seconds. In each case, 100 training samples for each class were used in 
the calculations. 
The discriminant functions were then tested on the 500x500 pixel 
Huntsville scene, since the land usage of this relatively small area was well known. 
The class occupancy of this area by number of samples and percentages is given 
in Tables 5 and 6. 
A classification map showing seven classes in the Huntsville region is 
given in Figure 39. 
The classification into four classes required 21 minutes, 18 seconds 
of computer time. The rate of classification is 2933 pixels per second or 0.3409 
millisec. per pixel. 
For seven classes, the corresponding values are 1869 pixels per second 
or 0.5350 millisec. per pixel. 
For comparison purposes, Figures 40 and, 41 show land use maps of the 
Jetport region obtained by computer analysis of high altitude (60,000 ft. ) three 
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band photography and by manual analysis of low altitude (6,000-12,000 ft.) .four 
band photography. It is apparent that the areas of significant sizes are classified 
into the same land usage in each case. 
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Table 5. Four Class TARCOG Land Use 
Class Number of 
Samples 
Percentage 
Urban 241,445 6.44 
Agriculture 1,378,609 36.76 
Forest 2,003,588 53.43 
Water 126,358 3.37 
TOTAL 3, 750,000 
Table 6. Seven Class TARCOG Land Use 
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Figure 41. Manually Determined Land use Map of the Jetport Region, 
obtained from Low Altitude Photography 
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4-2-l. CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY 
The accuracy of the classification has been studied in detail. In one 
procedure, aground truth study was conducted in 101 randomly selected study 
areas located in Madison County. [17] Each study area consisted of a five pixel 
by five pixel matrix, centered on the random location. Thus the 101 study areas 
resulted in 2525 pixels, the locations of which were visited in the field, classified 
and compared with the computer designations. It was determined that 67.4 per- 
cent of the study pixels were correctly identified. Since agriculture and pasture 
are the same in Level I classification, these two groups can be combined. When 
this is done, the percentage of correctly identified pixels rises to 76.3 percent. 
Table ‘7 gives the classifications of the 2525 pixels whose actual land use was 
determined. From Table 8 it is seen that for a pixel classified as urban there 
is a 0.675 probability that it is actually urban, a 0.134 probability that it is 
agriculture/pasture, a 0.025 probability that it is water, and a 0.162 probability 
that it is actually water. The Bayesian probability of a pixel being classified 
correctly is the probability of correct classification divided by the sum of the 
probabilities of other actual classes being so classified. The Bayesian probabilities 






A second accuracy analysis was performed by examining low altitude 
photographs of rural areas on Sand Mountain, since it is known that bare soil 
in agricultural areas is easily confused with urban areas. This is illustrated in 
Figure 42, in which the outlined areas appear as urban, since they are bright in 
the green band image, but are in fact are agricultural land usage, as determined 
from the low altitude photography. In the classification map, light areas are 
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Figure 42. Example of ?Igr~ culture Misclassification on Sand Mountain.. 
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4-2-2. POPULATION DENSITY OF URBAN AREAS 
The area assigned to the urban and built-up class for cities in the 
TARCOG region should bear a constant ratio to their populations, insofar as the 
type of housing and the proportion of commercial and industrial development 
remain constant. The built-up areas of eleven cities in the TARCOG region were 
determined by counting the pixels assigned to the urban category within a rec- 
tangular region encompassing each city. The populations used were the published 
values for the 1970 census. The populations, areas, and population densities are 
given in Table 9. The pixel counts given were obtained from a geometrically 
corrected image in which each pixel represented an area of 57 m x 57 m. The 
populations vs. area are shown plotted in Figure 43. The solid line in the figure 
is a least squares fit of a linear function. The equation of fit is 
p = 1312.8 A - 974.4 
where p is the population and A is the area in square kilometers. 
A previous study [l$/ of forty urban areas in the Tennessee River Valley 
using aerial photography yielded the following fit equations for the years 1953 and 
1963, respectively: 
p = 1778.3 A - 549.4 
p = 1118.7 A -2928.4 
The slope of the fit curve reported in this study falls between these two values. 
Thus it appears that reasonably consistent results are obtained using computer 
classified satellite imagery and manually interpreted aerial photography. The 
average ratio obtained from the three fits is 1403 persons per square kilometer. 
90 
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Table 9. Population Data For TARCOG Cities 
T 







Huntsville 137802 31267 101.59 
Decatur 41800 13273 43.12 
Athens 14360 3583 11.64 
Cullman 12900 2457 7.98 
Albertville 9963 2485 8.07 
Scottsboro 9324 1849 6.01 
Hartselle 7355 2192 7.12 
Guntersville 6491 902 2.93 
Boaz 5621 1551 5.04 
Arab 4399 1261 4.10 
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Figure 43. Population Density of TARCOG Cities 
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4-3. GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING 
Twenty-three control points from the 11 areas marked in Figure 35 
were used in the geographic referencing solution. Figure 44 shows a UTM grid 
superimposed on the region to illustrate the solution. The lines nearly parallel 
to the sides of the picture run north-south, white the other grid lines run east- 
west, The spacing between grid lines is 10 km in both directions. The heading, 
skew, and scale factor distortions are clearly apparent in the figure, as grid 
squares appear as parallelograms. 
The theoretical transformation matrix, considering heading and skew 
effects, was given previously as 
1 -sinHO -cos Ho 
cos dH cos (Ho +- dH) 1 -sin (HO + dH) 
where HO is the heading angle and dH is the angle of skew. 
Evaluating at the center of the scene, latitude 34.5’, the matrix becomes 




0. 97141 -0. 24423 1 
The scale change between the pixel axes and the UTM axes must be taken into 
account. The scale in the line count (x) direction is 
1 - = 12.66 pixels/km. 
. 079 
and in the pixel count (y) direction is 
1 - = 17.54 pixels/km. 
.057 








































































-12.271 1 -4.231 . 




due to the apprclximations in the theoretical matrix. 
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4-4. GEOMETRIC CORRECTION 
The transformation determined by least squares minimization was applied 
to the Huntsville area data and the classification maps. The red spectral band 
image of the Huntsville area after geometric correction is shown in Figure 45. 
A segment of data sized 80 lines by 100 samples containing the Huntsville Madison 
County Jetport is shown in Figure 46. Cubic convolution was used, and the scale 
was chosen to obtain magnification of the image. The axis labels are kilometers 
in the UTM system. The geometrically corrected four class map with UTM grid 
superimposed is shown in Figure 47. A land use map of urban and built-up areas 
as shown in Figure 48 reveals the locations of cities and major roads and airports. 
The results may also be tabulated in terms of UTM cells of various sizes, as is 
illustrated in Figure 49. 
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Figure 45. Red Band Coverage of Huntsville Region, Geometrically Corrected. 
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4 -- 
MADISON COUNTY JETPORT 
. 
, ’ . . 
Figure 46. Coverage of Huntsville-Madison County Jetport, 
Geometrically Corrected and Magnified by Cubic 
Interpolation. 
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Figure 47. Four Class Map of TARCOG Region Geometrically 
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Figure 49. Classification summary of a 10 km. by 10 km. UTM cell. 
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4-4-l EFFECT OF RESAMPLING ON CLASSIFICATION 
The uncorrectedERTS MSS data, while good for visual identification of 
gross ground features, require geqmetric corrections for comparison with stan- 
dard maps and images from other sensors. Exact resampling can be performed 
using sine functions (under the assumption of band-limitedness of the data), but 
practical considerations require approximate interpolation to produce the radio- 
metric values in the geometrically corrected images. Two approaches can be 
used to study the radiometric fidelity of such images. The errors relative to 
sin(x)/x function interpolation are studied or the effects of interpolation on the 
performance of classifier are experimentally evaluated. It is seen that the over- 
all class occupancy statistics change only slightly, but the point-by-point differences 
between the classifications of corrected and uncorrected data are noticeable. 
In order to study the effect of resampling for geometric correction on 
classification accuracy, it is necessary to compare the classifications before and 
after geometric correction with the ground truth. With supervised classification, 
however, the actual classifications depend on the choice of training samples. 
Therefore, to have a uniform basis for comparing the classification performance, 
it is desirable to use the same set of training samples for the “before” and “after” 
classifications. 
Several types of before-and-after comparisons can be made. The ground 
truth is difficult to gather and convert into machine-readable format for areas 
large enough to be statistically significant. Therefore, the classification map of 
the uncorrected data based on training samples chosen as accurately as possible 
is chosen as a standard. When this classification map is geometrically corrected 
using the nearest neighbor rule for resampling, the resulting map can be used 
for point-by-point comparison with the classification of geometrically corrected 
data. This map can be compared with the classification maps obtained when 
geometric correction is made using linear or cubic interpolation and the training 
is performed using samples from the uncorrected image or the corresponding 
locations in the corrected image. While such comparisons do not show which 
type of classification is the most accurate, they do indicate whether the effect of 
geometric correction is significant. 
One such study was made on a 500 x 500 pixel four-band Landsat image 
of a region containing Huntsville, Alabama. A map showing four land use classes 
(urban, agriculture, forest, water) was obtained using a sequential linear classi- 
fier whose discriminant hyperplanes were obtained by training on the raw data 
samples from each of these classes. The classification map was geometrically 
corrected for the heading angle and earth rotation effects using nearest neighbor 
values after resampling. Also, the four bands were individually corrected using 
the same correction transformation, but using linear and cubic interpolation 
rules. Four classification maps were produced, two with the original training 
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samples and two more with traning samples taken from the geometrically 
corrected images. The following abbreviations will be introduced to facilitate 







Classification map of the uncorrected data. 
Result of geometrically correcting C using nearest neighbor 
values. 
Classification map of the geometrically corrected data using 
linear interpolation/training samples being from the uncorrected 
image. 
Classification map of the geometrically corrected data using 
cubic interpolation/training samples being from the uncorrected 
image. 
Same as L/U, except that the training samples are from the 
corrected image. 
Same as C/U, except that the training samples are from the 
corrected image. 
The four classes are denoted by 
1 = Urban 
2 = Agriculture 
3 = Forest 
4 = Water 
When images are geometrically corrected, in general, they become non- 
rectangular with edges not parallel and perpendicular to the scan lines. For 
convenience, they are stored in a circumscribing rectangle. Therefore, there 
are several points in the corrected images files which do not belong in the images. 
These points are indicated by the class number 0. 
Tables 10 through 15 indicate the number of occurences of each of the 
classes 0 through 4 in the various classification maps. It can be seen that there 
is no significant change in the percentage occupancy of each of the classes (1 
through 4). 
The point-by-point differences between the classification maps can be 
summarized in various ways. Let D(X,Y) denote the 5x5 matrix whose ijth ele- 
ment consists of the number of occurrences of the ith class in image X and jth 
class in image Y at the same location. Then, the matrices of the NN corrected 
classification vs. classifications of corrected data are shown in Tables 1619. 
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Urban 2 8475 11.39 
Agriculture 111196 44.48 
Forest 104978 41.99 
Water 5351 2.14 





Urban 40559 11.43 
Agriculture 157644 44.42 
Forest 149089 42.01 
Water 7609 2.14 





Urban 37781 10.65 
Agriculture 165926 46.75 
Forest 144186 40.63 
Water 7008 1.97 
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Urban 40200 11.33 
Agriculture 158971 44.79 
Forest 148011 41.70 
Water 7719 2.17 













Table 16. Ilfatris D(NN,L/U) 
Class in NN Class in L,/U 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 164243 0 0 0 0 
1 0 33656 6808 14 81 
2 0 3837 146598 7133 76 
3 0 52 12357 136420 260 
4 0 236 163 619 6591 
Table 17. Matrix D(NN,L/C) 
Class in NN 
Class in L/C 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 164243 0 0 0 0 
1 0 32580 7764 16 199 
2 0 3081 146497 7889 177 
3 0 35 12366 135757 931 
4 0 129 133 381 6966 
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Table 18. RIatris DfNN, C/U) 
Class in NN Class in C/u 
0 1 '2 3 4 
0 164243 0 0 0 0 
1 0 34463 5884 40 172 
2 0 5489 141718 10295 142 
3 0 90 11234 137197 568 
4 0 158 135 479 6837 
Table 19, Matrix D@‘N, C/C) 
Class in NN - Class in C/C 
0 1 2 3 4 
0 164243 0 0 0 0 
1 0 33647 6654 37 221 
2 0 4552 142420 10477 195 
3 0 75 11265 136650 1099 
4 0 109 126 325 7049 
107 
Note that in these matrices the off-diagonal elements are generally much smaller 
than the corresponding diagonal elements. Also, the ijths and jith elements are of 
the same order for all i and j. This accounts for the smallness in the percentage 
differences in class occupancies between the classification maps. 
The differences between NN and L/U or C/U are caused solely by the 
interpolation process since the training samples used are identical and hence 
the discriminant hyperplanes are also identical. The dependence of the classi- 
fications in L/U or C/U on interpolation can be illustrated as follows. The fea- 
ture vector at any point A in the geometrically corrected image is obtained by 
interpolation from 4 (or 16) feature vectors in the uncorrected image at the points 
on a 2 x 2 (or 4 x 4) array surrounding the point corresponding to A. The feature 
vectors participating in interpolation may not all be in one class. The classes 
that do enter into interpolation can be found by applying the geometric correction 
to the classification map and, instead of using any type of interpolation, generating 
a unique number indicative of the class combinations in the 2 x2 (or 4x 4) array. 
A matrix of the type shown in Tables lfj through 19 can be obtained for each sub- 
set of points in the image having a given class combination. Such matrices are 
shown for all class combinations possible showing differences between NN and 
L/U in Table 20. In this table the class combination (nI n2 n3 n4) indicates 
that ni feature vectors from class i entered into interpolation. The “nearest 
neighbor” is the value in NN. The table, then, consists of the number of points 
with interpolation class combination (nI n2 n3 n4) and NN value i that got 
classified as j in L/U. Thus, it can be seen that there were a total of 30,391 
points at which the class combination (0 2 2 0) occurred (i. e., interpolation 
was between two samples each of agriculture and forest) and 2483 of them were 
classified into the forest class, even though the nearest neighbors were in the 
agriculture class. Some general observations can be made from this table. 
0) When only one class enters into interpolation, all but a 
negligible percentage of points in L/U fall into that class. 
(ii) When two classes enter into interpolation, a significant 
portion of points in L/U might belong to classes other than 
the two classes involved (e.g., (2 0 2 0), (0 2 0 2) and 
(0 0 2 2) ). 
(iii) When more than one class enters into interpolation, the 
nearest neighbors tend to dominate the classifications in L/U. 
These empirical conclusions are easily justified from theoretical con- 
siderations I For, a feature vector q in the geometrically corrected image 
using linear interpolation is obtained by 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































where plP p2, p3, p4 are feature vectors in the uncorrected image and o, P are 
constants between 0 and 1. The vectors pl, p2, p3, p4 are classified using the 
rule 
“Assign p to class k iff (di p+doX) < 0 for Xc k and (dkp+dOk) > 0” 
where dX is a vector and doX is a scalar defining discriminants for each X . Now 
if p1 and p2 are assigned to classes i and j, it is easy to see that apl+ (1 - cr)p2 
cannot be assigned to any class number less than Min(i, j). Also, if p1 and p2 are 
assigned to a class i, it is found that the discriminant conditions for class i are 
satisfied by olpl + (1 - a) p2 also. 
In producing C, NN and L/U, the order of testing discriminant functions 
was water, forest, agriculture and urban. Remembering this and examining 
Table 20, the above theoretical conclusions are confirmed (except for a few 
anomalies caused, possibly, by round-off errors). 
In conclusion, the overall statistics of class occupancy are only negligibly 
affected by geometric correction. But the effects on a pixel-by-pixel level are 
noticeable and the differences between the classifications of corrected and uncor- 
rected data tend to compensate such that the overall class occupancies stay 
approximately the same. Some pecularities may be introduced by interpolation 
such as obtaining an urban pixel from samples which were classified as forest 
and water in the uncorrected image. The correct classifications in those cases 
can only be found by comparison with the ground truth for those locations. Almost 
all the differences occur at locations where more than one class is involved in 
interpolation. It is precisely at these points that the raw data from the spacecraft 
would consist of mixtures of reflectances from different classes. Therefore, it 
might well be that if the radiometric values at the resampled coordinate locations 
are estimated accurately (as with a sine function or cubic convolution) then the 
resulting classifications would be more accurate than those obtained in NN. 
Further tests along these lines (other than ground truth surveys) could be made 
using mixture proportion estimation methods [ls, 191. 
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4-5. SUPERPOSITION OF BOUNDARIES 
The final step in the generation of the TARCOC land use map was the 
superposition of the county boundaries, as shown in Figure 25, after geometric 
correction to UTM coordinates. The complete seven class land use map is 
shown in Figure 50. 
Using these county boundaries, it was determined, for example, that 




















































































































































































































































V. COMPUTER PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION 








Extraction and reformatting of a desired rectangular region from four files 
(corresponding to the four strips) of Landsat data on CCT’s. The desired 
region is specified in terms of latitude and longitude or pixel coordinates. 
CALLING SEQUENCE 




The following input parameters should be supplied in data cards 
according to the formats and read statements indicated below. 
READ 500, JFLG, KFLG 
READ 500, NBDS, (IBDS(I), 1=1, NBDS) 
READ 820, FVECT, BANDS, HIST 
IF(JFLG. EQ. 0)READ 500, IRI, IRF, ICI, ICF 





JFLG, KFLG are “task-indicator” flags. 
JFLG=O indicates that the region is specified by pixel coordinates and 
should be extracted. 
JFLG=l indicates that the region is specified by geographic coordinates, 
the corresponding pixel coordinates are to be found and printed, but 
the region should not be extracted. 
JFLG=2 indicates that the region is specified by geographic coordinates, 
the corresponding pixel coordinates are to be found and printed, and 
the region should be extracted. 
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KFLG=O(l) indicates that while extracting, the “synthetic” pixels 
(which are extra pixels added to adjust the line length) should not 
(should) be suppressed. 
NBDS = number of bands (14) to be extracted. 
IBDS = band numbers (the order specified will dictate the order in 
which the components in the feature vectors and the individual band 
files are arranged). 
FVECT, BANDS, HIST are logical variables which should be . TRUE. 
to indicate that a feature vector file, individual band files, and 
histograms of individual bands (respectively) are desired. Histograms 
are produced only when BANDS. AND. HIST = . TRUE.. 
IRI, IRF, ICI, ICF are initial and final rows and initial and final 
columns respectively of the region to be extracted. 
RIATI, RLATF, RLNGI, RLNGF are initial and final latitude and 
initial and final longitude of the region of interest. They should be 
supplied in degrees (not degrees and minutes, but decimal degrees). 
Northern latitudes and Eastern longitudes are considered positive. 
The data from the Landsat CCT’s should be on four separate data 
sets which can be “OPEN” at the same time. The DDNAMES for 
these data sets should be TAPEiFOl with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 in order 
to be compatible with the non-FORTRAN read routine READNL. If 
the four strips of data are on the same tape, each strip should be 
copied to a separate tape (or disk file) before using this program. 
4.2 output 
The output of this program will consist of printout of the coordinates 
requested (as illustrated in the attached example) and, depending on 
FVECT and BANDS, a file of feature vectors and NBDS files of 
individual band images. These files will be written as unformatted 
FORTRAN records. The number of records = IRF - IRI + 1 in the 
feature vector file and IRF - IRI + 2 in the individual band files. The 
first record in the individnal band files consists of NREC, NEL where 
NREC = IRF - IRI + 1 and NEL = ICF - ICI + 1 where IRI, IRF, ICI, 
ICF are the values supplied when JFLG=O or computed from RLATI, 
RLATF, RLNGI, RLNGF when JFLG=2. When KFLG=l, NEL is the 
number of pixels in the shortest record after synthetic pixel removal. 
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The data in the output files are in bytes. Thus, each record of the 
feature vector file consists of NEL * NBDS bytes, with NBDS bytes 
per pixel. Each record of the individual band file consists of NEL 
bytes. 
4.3 File Storage 
This program requires a direct access work space of 9360 * 3240 
bytes (on logical unit 90) to be able to handle the four-band separation 
for a full (2340 by 3240) frame. This can, however, be reduced when 
smaller regions are to be extracted. A convenient way to avoid 
excessive demand on direct access space is to have the DEFINE FILE 
statement 
DEFINE FILE 90 (9360,3240, L, IAV) 
provide for the maximum space, but use a DD card for unit 90 with 
the SPACE parameter 




The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 using 
the H compiler. The program, in its executable form, is in the users’ 
library . 
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7. EXTERNAL INTERFACES 



































8. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.1 Storage 
The program is 34844 bytes long, but including external references 
required and the buffers, this program needs 128K bytes of storage. 
8.2 Execution Time 
The execution time depends on the size of the image to be extracted. 
With FVECT = BANDS = HIST = . TRUE., a 1200 x 1200 region can 
be processed by this program in approximately 4-l/2 minutes. 
8.3 I/O Load 




The program reads the ID and annotation records, finds the number of 
pixels per record (called the adjusted line length) and prints the exposure 
date and time and the scene ID. If JFLG=O, the pixel coordinates are 
read from a card. Otherwise, the routines CTRBIN, TIKBIN, and SCLREL 
are used to determine a transformation matrix A and the skew angle (due to 
earth’s rotation) using the information about center latitude and longitude 
and the tick mark locations from the annotation record. The geographic 
coordinates bounding the region of interest are read from a data card and 
converted pixel coordinate bounds using GEOPIX. If the pixel coordinates 
exceed the limits (i. e. , if IRI < 1, IRF > 2340, ICI < 1 or ICF > ad- 
justed line length), they are changed to the nearest limits. If the synthetic 
pixel removal flag KFLG is 0, then the region bounded by IRI, IRF, ICI, 
ICF is extracted using the routine ERTXT5. If KFLG=l, the region is 
extracted using ERTXT7 which also removes synthetic pixels. When 
ERTXT5 is used the number of pixels per line of output is ICF - ICI + 1. 
When ERTXT7 is used there will be fewer pixels per line, the number 
being computed and printed by the program. 
Other than this, there are no external differences between ERTXT5 and 
ERTXT7. If FVECT = .TRUE., both routines write a feature vector file 
on unit NTPFV (=13). If BANDS = . TRUE., the individual bands are 
separated and written on the dirort Tccess Lmit 90. The order in which 
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the bands (and components of the feature vectors) are written is dictated 
by IBDS. If BANDS = . TRUE., the routine ERTXTG is used to read the 
individual bands from the direct access file and write as separate files 
on unit 13. If, in addition, HIST = . TRUE., the histograms of the indi- 
vidual bands are found by ERTXTG and printed by the routine PRTHST. 
10. COMMENTS 
The details of the subroutines are omitted here. The methods used in 
most of the routines are quite straightforward and are apparent from the 
listings. The routine SCLREL uses some simple concepts from elementary 
geometry. A useful modification to this program (ERTXTM) would be to 
include specification of geographic coordinates of the vertices of a more 
general polygon instead of RLATI, RLATF, RLNGI, RLNGF. As it is, 
the program extracts a rectangle with sides parallel and perpendicular to 
the scan lines containing the given rectangle and, in some cases, may 
yield too large a region. The only routine to be changed to include this 
generalization is GEOPIX. 
11. LISTINGS 
The listings of the program are attached at the end. 
12. TESTS 
The program has been tested, used for the extraction of various Landsat 
data sets with all the options available, and found to operate satisfactorily. 
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C MAIN PR!JGRAH . . . . ERJXTM . . . . 
r -- 
DIMENSIWN R1iJC(6,4) ,RLJLNG(bv4) rIFLG(6,4)‘~LTL~~G(S,4) 
r - . IFI G- 1, CI~~@U RFm T!-l !4E Eu&tjfTEn, l-in fUr;T WTBpcT- 
c JFLG= 0 NO COHPUTAJION OF REGIUN TO t3E EXTRACTED. EXTRACT GIVEN 
E 
..- --..-._ - 
JfLG=L: COMPUTE REGIL3N JO BE EXTRACTED AND EXTRACT. 
f 1, ltFU;=g flfJ 1 ft-I&&FCpw Tfl M!-I ilR YFtw- -- 
C TIC PIXEL REMOV4L. 
r l~f~~JJQJl/l~~~ !l\! Wd 
C IFtFVECT) EXTRACT FEATURE VECTORS ON NTPFV. 
c IF(BANDS.AND.HISTb FIhD AND PRINT HISTOGRAMS OF INDIVIDUAL SANDS 
c IN ~!l~,j& T-l ryT!g&TrgU; ?Wi= -5. . 
C NB=NUMBER LIF BAiJDS TO BE SEPARATED AND/OR FGRMED INTO A F. V. 
f i 1Rnt TC T!-iF &&&.pV CPFfTFy~ld& TvF ilaFR IN UH1fj-l I=- V- i-!-iMPtINF1\IT 
c SHD. UCCUR AND/ClR THE FILES OF BANDS SHD. BE ARRANGED CN NTAPO. 
C !JOTE*** THE FJLLOWING DIHENSIUNS SHD BE CHECKED W. R. J. THE IMAGE 
c Cf7E Trl AF FYTarTFn. 
CItlENSION IBDS(41 
-ilruFlv>lnN &&L?!PS!L! 
LOGICAL*i 1X( 132001 ,IY(13200) 
l-lq&&&JrlN Tl-41 >Efj+&J 
, 
INTEGER*2 IZt 20) 
lIl,MF~ a 12 - 3 I r ; - 
LClGIC4L*l HIST 
*I &&JJ.&+FVl=,F? ___- .-- 
COMMJN/GiiOL Ii4/RLATI ,KLATF ,RLY1;1 ,RLNGF 
rl~l-r/fT~~.f~ln i - NUNTRY ,I- NTRY - 




- r?EF!!\rE FILF $Jc! ~~&~/~f’~i : IJVS?! -- 
NRW90=9360 
READ 500, >FLGrKFLG 
LIQTTF~A~\ IFIf-&If- ~-. 
RFAD 5OO,iJBDS,( IBDSLI f ,I=1 ,NdDS) 
- I TE!Q*uvr!!:t I:- --- 
RE4D (32OrFVfCTrB4blDS,HIST 
--- ~iLg&&#Aa&+ti-I&?--..- ~--.I~ 
c 
.-A- F!N&l+J&&$E!! CF P!UELS !P!XJ PEP. rrFrnRn- 
C 
fAi I CTQ.t?4Q -- 
CALL PET(O) 




----- .----~. ~-- __--__~ . __-- 
NPIXS=IPIXT/4 
CNTRY 5 FII-IAT~TPIKT)/?,+,~ . ?.,. . 
C 





IF(JFLG.NE.D)GO TO 3; 
-..-. --- 
-- --. -- -RF40 5On, I lu+LRE+RF --- .~ 
WRITE(6,500~IRI,IRF,ICI,ICF 
r.n--- _-- ._- -. -- 
30 CtllJTINUE 
P 
C QE4@ 4NNOT4TIilN RFCORD 
--mL- 
C 
_ r FlhJn idflTlJi-JF ANf7 I RNCITIIT)F nF FflRMAT rFNTFR 
C 
-. fAlI fTRRINIIYIll~.CTIAT.~TIONG~ - ---.-.=- - 
..--L-----E,N 0 J I TK M A2.~IL!UO~Nb-..-~~-~~--~- -___-_-_--- - _ 
c 
--.... ___ ._._ I 1 
i<:1 
---- .~-.._--_ -LblLL-- 
CALL SVSC I i RLTLNG ,24,0.) 
-. rALL&V C;r I ! z F I G c 7-L&-L-.---.- .---_---_ ._ - ._.-____. .-_-- ._- -.__ -I ._..___ - ._ .- 
CALL SUSCI(LTLNG,24,3) 
~.AxL2rl r=3R5.hr5&.. --___-- -- 
CALL TIKi3IN(IY(I~,RL7C~J,K~~~L.TL’JG~J,Kl,I~L~~.J,K~,LTLNG~J,Y~~ 
1 .I+1 --__.----.- .__----__.- 
IflJ.LE.-&O TU ?O 
------_ 
.-..J.z L---.------.---- .--. -- .~- _-.__-. -- - 
K=Y+l 
3l-l fflNT 1 NllF --._____.- ---_ --.--___. _---.._ ^__ _...~ 
~RITE(6,100)CNTRX,C~TeV 
----- QrTC[h ?r)(-~)rTl 4T CT1 r;F1G __-_- 
dRITE(6.10'341 
___ ..-- xR1LElh.ln.cPiL .__ ._.._ -..-___-__-.-_-_.--..----_ __--_- -____-_____--.- 
DO 35 I=lr6 
~~---~~Cr=IDIGI-~UX.170L-JL. --- __ _-__-. .-- --._- -. .__-- ---.._---- .--.- -.--.-- 
r 
____. C- _. 10fl!?U.TE_-Lft4&lSfil?.4J I!?N .--tYABI.X A.. AhlD -TA~~E~~.-.Z..aLlKEn--~~F_ DJ-F. _ 
C TO EARTH’S ?OTATIUN. 
-I-.-. I: 1--1---- . - . ..----. _ --._--. ,. ,, .-_ -........._.^_._ _,. . . .._ -_-_-.- _- ..-- --_. - ..- -I..-- - .-.-.. . . 
CALL 5CL~EL(PL~C:,RLTL?r’trLTLNG,~EAOPJC,,ArT~ 
--- ---- _c. ..-.- _.. .._ .._ . . - _.. _-- - ..-- -..... -.. _ 
C DETERMIhJE PIXEL C~OROTNATES ?F -THE FOUR. Ccwiws~ PC THE” iiCf.iti~U~AR 
~--r~~~~IE~-LV...TER~III~..LATZITYn .AN!YLPWTTlI~f=S- - . -- _ . . . - - . 
C HENCE FIND LIYITS v?F 4QF4 TT! BF EXJR4CTF9(IC!,ICF,IRI,IRF) 
-~--. - --.-- -.-- --. _.. ..- .-- _I -__.. .- -.- __i,_ _,. .^. .- --_ __ --.- . ._.....-.  ._-.. ~- __ ..- --. - _ --. 
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._-- -_ .._ 
-.__.- -- -. -.--. ..-. --.--.. _.. ._... - -._. -.- .-_ ---_..-_ - -...-. -- 
..,...,-. ..,, . , , ,,... ,, ,,..... . . . . --. . . . . ..---..__._... ---. ._--.-..-. .-.---__- -- _-.. .._..__ -- _.._.. ..-_..... -A 
- ..- ._ ___- .--- 
C 
d-1 ;“‘I’“: JJt,f.~~~&UCI - &&D- !fF, I F. !PTYT)m Tfl 51 
!;; f; f-F~~f’““‘““.‘“‘.“. l.OR. ICI .GT. IPIXT.DR. ICF.LT.1 ISTOP 
1 1 p. I= 1 ----..-__ ____ 
IF{ IRF.GT.23401 IRF=2340 
IF! !f T,! T- 1 !ICI=l .- .--_.. __. -__----.- _.__- - -_ 
IF{ ICF.GT.IPIXT)ICF=IPIXT 
yp!TFr~-7flll ..I_. ..-.-- -__-_ -_- -..-----_-- ,-,, . 
WRITE (6r700~IRI,IRF,ICI,ICF 
filNTl?dllF - ~~~ __-- ~--. 
CALL PET{ 1) 
~_ r: FYTRAfT THF ARFA FRl?M APP&QL?&~~.CTRlP< rlF FRTt DATA IAPFF, 
C 
hj r -lfl+l 
!k~L:.ECl.O,CALL FRTXTS(NPTXSIIX.IY,~~DS,~E~,T~DS,NSA~PS,NSTRP, 
RANi-I~,FVFCT,NTPFVl .~ ~~ 
IF(KFLG.EQ.l)C4LL FRTXT7~YPTXSrIX,IYrN8DSrIBDS,NEL~IN,8ANDSrFVECT; 
NTPFV i -----... _--- -.-- .= --____- 
IF(KFLG.EQ. l)?dEL-NELMIN 
f4l I PFT! 1) 
IFINSTRP.EQ.O)STOP 
IFIFlIEfTl FNFl Frl F NTPFV -__ --. ~_-- .----. .-- --.-.- ---_ 
IF(.NOT.BANDS~STI-IP 
CA1 I_ FRTYTfi!~i,hiRl’I<,~FI ,NTAPn,HT~T,TH.IRF-TRI+)) 
CALL PET( 11 
If(,~I<T)5Tnp 
DO 60 I=lrNBDS 
ya~TF!~,l~~nqrTI -__.-- 
60 CALL PRTHST(IH( 1,Il ,256) 
fAl 1 PFTl 11 -___.,-- 
STOP 
._. inn F!IR.H~~!~Y~~HPTYFl ft-lnRnlNATF< I-IF fFNTFR=(~F7.1.1tJr~F7,L.clH)/) 
110 FilRM4Tt ’ EXPOSURE 04TE:‘241,lX341,1X2411 
- i3n Ff’JI?H4T( 8 T!MF :I . I, I . I, I Al ,#n#) 
130 FORMA T( ’ SCENE/FRAME ID:‘6A2) 
,~ ._.. _ _.,,, :,ry ~fiRMATI6Y,~hsHi~~IPNT,,~ = 1-I 1 
300 FORHAT(4~F18.3r1X,I2rF9.2)) 
.-d&g FflRMATl lH1 L __-- 
SD0 FORMATt 1216) 
.-&Q!-J Fnq~flrrAF13-21 __~~~_... __~__ 
700 FllRH4T(/rSH IRI=rI5,5H IRF= ,15,5H ICI=,IS,SH ICF=,IS) 
--_-- ..=?n 1 f=flRZAIT 91i-i fnMPllTFn RFT,lfIN FYfFFnt THAT AVAT AR1 F I-I&J THF s[IPPLflET) - __-___ 
. FRAHE. THE PART EXTRACTED IS GIVEN BY1 
annm~fa IFL~.=~I~,I nr FYTRA~T WF~TFIF~ RFLTRN: I; FTN~ PIYFL ~~0 
.RESSES OF REGIONtGTVEN L4T 4ND LClNG.1; 2: FTNr? 4DDRESSES 4ND EXTR4 
__ , eCT@IB UFI~~t3,~'fIz nfl WT RFMJ-lVF <YNTHFT!r plyFl<, J. R pnv. SYNT . . F , F 
. HETIC PIXELS. ’ 1 
-~ 
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_.. - _. -~ 
I I 
I-- 
______ - ~-.-... ..--..- 
BlO FORMAT{ ’ NO.UF BANDS TO BE EXTRACTED=‘IZb BANDS REQUIREDi’4IZ) 
A R7C) FilRt+!AT[171 61 .-..---- -_ 
830 FORMAT{ ’ FEATURE VFCTFPS REQUIRED? ‘L3/ 
’ TNDT VlJll,lAL_eBANQ.. E1LES...REQUlEEDZ.‘-,. Lfd.---- -. -~ __--_ - ..__....-_._...._- 
1 HISTOGRAMS OF BANDS REQUIRED? 
~ .lnnc :m 
‘L3) 
X&LBHMSa%-T1.C-K MARK. .DAS.A1_*LXllfl_L.LtL~‘~/// ..____-____ _ __ 
1005 FORMAT (15X.8HTOP EDGE.23X.9HLEFT EDGE,ZlY,lOHRIGHT EDGE,ZlX,llHBO 
TTflH FOCF/15X.8~1H*).73X.9(1!-!*~ .21X.l~(lH*).2lX.ll(lH~)///~) _I__-. 
1100 FflRHAT(.lHl,lOX,18HHlSTOtRAW FOR BAND.121 
.-. FN D. I--- - ~-- __ ____.-- .--..- -... -.-__ . . . __-. 
__ ____.____ _..-.---.-...-- . .._ -__- .._.-. -- - ..^-. --.- ---.-. -----.--- 
- ---- ~~~- ---.-_--. 
--~- _ .___ .__-.--.-_--- .-.-.-- -^- .- - _____ __ - -.-- 
- ---- -.-..--. - -.. _--._ - . ..-- -.- 
-- -..---- ..--..-.- ..,-.. 
_---~__--.- - ----.- -. -.._. ---- .- - 
----~ _.--.- -_- .__.-.. 
-- - -.-^ - .-.--. -,~ .a.-.... 
-~ -__ __-- -. l-- - __... - -- ..-- 
__.__-- . . -  I -  - - - - .  . - .  . . - .  - . . - - - -  - - - - -  ------1. 
_ .--_ .--_-_--_ -. -_- -----..--. - 
-- --___. ___--- .___.~ .~~r-_ --.--.-.-. - 
-_I- ,-___-_-_-. 1. 
-_-- -_.-~--. ----.-.-.. - 
- - -  ---__- -_--- -I_ . “ ,  _-1. 
__. __._ -..~- _-.-_ .-.-. --.- _. 
-.- -_-,-^ -------...-- . . 
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_-..- - - ____ __.__- - _--_ -.- __-_-... _.- ._.. -_ 
5lJB.UJ.11T.I~-P~ ----___. -- ._._.--- - ~- ^.-__"--"_"..- -L --.._. .- .,- ~- .--..l..m--l--- -~ 
IFtI.NE.O)GO TO 10 
-... . ..---.--- -... ---. ~&l&~~~E2t~.I T 'I*1L)-.- -.--..--. -- -.. -. - _-.. -- --.---_-. -_- ______ -- _____ 
TTIME=O. 
- _..- #?, ~J&(&&.Q&) _ -.- .__ --~_- ___- _. -_.-.. ,_. -. .---.-.---._. ~ 
zn!, FORfl4T(lOX,'SEGINNING TIMJNG$** TIME NOW IS 0') 
-_ I_, ,BEw.R#"-.- --.-- 1-1- -----_------- -. -.-...---._- 
10 CALL TIMER(ITINE2) 
- _.--.-.-- -_- .-.- ..-- T.~E=~~LE.&.LS.IeW 1) /.1Q!JL-.--- -___- _ __ _____ _ 
TTIME=TTIYE+TIHE 
-_--.-_-.._ -- .-.. -.~~~$4E1.~JT..iA~&-- -.-. -. -__ __ .._.. . - ___. ___-. 
WRITE(6,lOO)TIHE.TTIMF 
- -_.-. -'mahl. 
TOT4L TIHF FLAPSED='E12.3,'SEC.') 
.- ______.- . _. . . .-- _.__ _ -- ___._ - .__.._,___._ ____._ 
EhlD 
--- -- -.-.__-- ---- ------.-~----.. -- ---__- ..-__---- _..-. -.- -- 
__ - _ __“-- ..__ .- - -... - .-__ -._. ____- ____ . -.- .._.. .-- 
---- ---_____---.__-.. --. ._ ..-__-_-____- __.___ _..- -_ _...........__._ -. 
_ - _---- -_-----.__ ---.--. ..-._. __. .__ _ _ - -. - _ .._ -..--_ ..--.. --__- -.-.._ - ._.. -...- 
- - - I  - ._.-- -__-ly_- _I_- ---_I.-_ .  . .--_- - - . -  -_---- --_..- ---_ -  
-~ . -“---.- ..,. -- ..--. __. ---__,- .I - --------I- ..---.-. --.-----------. 
-L_,,_-...“__._-_ ~~“-__--.-^-~--.-.,--_” ---_._ .  .  .  .  .  ”  ,-.__ .-.-__ .  _ _.___..- , . - - -  - . . .  ._-..Ilr_-~ . . - .  -  .  
__- . -.-..-. --_- --.--_-- .-- .__ - . -.-- --..- ---- --.- _--. - 
-_._ --II_ .--.---,...- --..- .--, __.--- - _ . .“_.. .-_ ..._” ,.-. -. . . . ..-- . . . . -_-. .~ .,__.. I._____ ___ ..~_ ___... __ 
.__-- -__- -. -_ ..-.. -.- - --. _.-._.-.-..-.. -___ ..- -..- 
_- -_... - -..-. ---.-__ -.. .--__ - ------ _--- --- ---___ --..----- ~ __ ----_ -.-.-. .--__ 
.- -_-- ~._ -____ - .-_ ._-_.-.-.-- .-.- --- --._-_---.- -_-.. 
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__-.-.. ---... - _..- ----- ___-___ . ..- -- _._. -__- .--___- _,_._ -..-____-_____-.- ____ _____- 
REAGNL START 0 SURR!JUTINF REAPNL(IMBUF,~FND,LRECL,NTA~I) 
.-.- .--. - ..-- ec- L5, L2.C..L!x. -..-. ,.--.. -_. -. _.- . ._ _ I__ ..- ^.--. :--- _.-_..----.... -._. 
DC X’7’ 
-----&C---~-.-. ..~C-Z!Kj?~. -.__._- ._- _ _._...._____ . .__ .__. _.___ --~ ____ -..--__-.-- _... _... 
STH 14rl2,12( 131 
---- -.--- -.&$44--..&Q. -. .-.-___.-.._ _-.--.- .-. ..--.- . --..._ -..- ..- ---- .._. . _.---_-. . . 
USING 3.2 
-1 -._ ---... 3.+DI..l ) LOAD.. ADDRESS ..QF ..BU FEER-- .____--_ v-1 -.-.u_. 
USING INAREA. 
---Ic;.U-. /O-AD.. PDDRF5S OF YEW-.. -.-....- -.-- .---.. .--.. .--... 
LOAE ADDRFSS QF LRECL 
--LA n.. E nDRrsS-DE--!!lTAP-I- .._ ..-..----_- -.. --- -- -- ..- --.- 
LR 10.13 1 SET UP 
--‘--- ..-a--...._A41 -.--.l&mTsAY.E _I.. _ ._._.- .-.I. LI NRAGE FOR _.. . ._ - .._.._w_._,_. _a- _-,._._. I._- 
ST 13,81Q,lI)) 1 CALLING IYTFIER 
~-jl-.J-Q+$(&&+I’ .-1---Rfl.UIJ..NE 5 _ . . _-.- ----~-___-----. - - -- 
L 12*0(0.7~ RI 2=NTAPT 
__-.___ .~~~~F.-..--~.LL+.rKLL?~~..-.~----RL2~NN'L.A~~-~.l __ .- ___ -.--.._~----..___- 
SLL 1292 912=(NTAPT-1)*4 
--- - ._... . ..A. .__._.. _. .-....._l&.~-AfGI!NTA.3I _.. Rl.Z=ADDRESS !X- CPN.TAR+.sLXLAE%d..k?%m . . . . - .___.I. 
L 12,D(r)r12) ?12=4T?DRESS pF NT4pI’Tl-l INDCB 
--__ ;‘f?EY- . C[ 121, ( INPUT.~.] ..__ _ - - -.-.. . ._- - -_- _____ - .._. -_- _- 
LA 3,EilFEYIT 
___--__.. .--.. _- -__ ST..---.QaFAQD--.- - .- . . ..__ - ..__ - --...- - _._._ -- .-._-_--.-__ ~__--... -.- 
MVC 33t3.12) ,EOFADD+I 
___-.- ---.- - .- ,. G .E.T __ ._ ( 121 . LN5 WK.-. .- ..,.... . __ .._. _-_. _ .---.-__.--- --.------ -._ 
LH 3,82(12) 
.____.- -------.L--- I3-&&&--- ----- _____ -.---- __.---- ..- .-_-.__--_- ,~ 
KFTRN L 13rTSAVF+4 
-.-- .__ .- ._ 1M .--. .2,12,28(.1.3~.- -.- RFSTDRE RFGISfERS ..---- _---. 
L 14.124 131 
__-I_-. --. - - -. #U.L 12( 131 ,.Y'F.E 'm. . . SIGNAL.. CCMRLLT-IIINJXiSUE!WLLLLbLL_ ______ ,. 
RCR 15.24 RFTURN 
____-_ - Enf~.YI-T. -&.--.--.-.. 3,*-‘1’---..- -_--_--I.--__--_ ..---___. _- ._-..._. ..- 
.5 T tlrC(5) SFT YEND = 1 
__- __ .__ ___^ ._ _... 64OSE- --. ((..lZ) l LEPVEL _... -- -..----..-_- ..___ ___ --- -...-. 
R RETQ+J 
_I ___. - .....-RPNJAE .DC. A~.IHDCBlcL~tBL.~CE~.~D.fB..~~~~~N~~~~) --__- 
CC A( 1’\1DCa7.Ih.‘DCB8rI~lilr)CFJ9) 
--- --.- ----- . ..Q s.- -.- -.._ 4~~~~~~~~ _-- --- ..- _-. ----_ 
INDCSl DCB GDN4HE=T4PElFDl,DEVD=TA,DS@RG=PS,9UFNO=2~MACRF=~G~~, 
___----_.- . . -__ FqnDTr~,--. .- _____-__ ---_ 
INDCRZ DTB DDEj4ME=T4PELFr)l,DEV@=TA,DSORG=PS,RUFND=2,M4CRF=~G~,, 
_-. _ _.. - -. ,..-_ ..--. -.. .- _ ._... -... .--.- ERiTP-I=DC.~-.--.-..-...-.---.. --- ..-. -.-r----..-l-- -_-_- 
INDCB3 OCR 0D~A~E=TAPE3FDl,DFVD=TA,DSflRG=PS,~UF~~=2,~ACRF=~G~~. 
---____.___ -. -- F.L?J.p-m.r r __-._- _.._ .___- __----.- _I_ 
I h’DCB4 OCR DDN4HE=~4PE4FDlr~F.VD=TA,~SORG=PS,RVF~~O=2,~ACRF=~G~), 
f’nOJ!eT.=AC~ .-- __.. -._- __- __ .._ ----_---~ -__. - 
Ih;Df!35 cc9 DD~A~E=TAPE5cnlrFEVD=TA,~S~RG=PS,~UFND=2,MACRF=(G~), 
-_.- - -..- _.- -.-_- ~E2i3wsAc.r.-~-..-“- -- -- 
TNDC86 DC9 DD~A~E=TAPE6FDl,DEVD=TA,CSORG=P~,RUFN~=2,~ACRF=~GM~, 
--.-_ -_ .---.&uJ.pJz~ .__ ____~ ___. -.-_ - -_____- -. 
~ I_-.-__---- .._ .  .--._ - -  - ----- . . - -_ 
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I 
INDC87 DC8 DDNl~E=TAPE7FDl,DEVD=TA,DSORG=PS,~UFNO=2,~~CRF=~~~~,, 
FP I-ID T1 Af r 
INDC6if DC8 DDN4NE=T4PE8FOl,DEVD=T’4,DSORG~PS,BUFNO=2r~4CR3ifIG~,, 
FPnPf+llf 
INDCB9 DCB DDNAHE~TAPE9FOl,DEVD=TA,DSORG=PS,BUFNOIZ,~ACRF=tG~~, 
FgOPTa&fr 
COUNT DC CL38’02030405060708091011121314151617181920’ 
TCAVF nz on 
EikiiD OS 1F 
lblmF.4 nyrr 
















tllHRllllTlNF TTRRTNI TY,RI AT-RI I-INL) .- 
c 
r Tl-i ff?uRT cfl)&nyhjATF< IlF FflRMIT CFNTFRlI AT, ANI-I I t-lNG. j I-IF FRT5 
C CCT IH4GE TO 9IN4RY. 
r 
k1GIC4t*l iiirSb, I W/‘W’/ 
?I bT=TQJ&!TfTYf 7) -?!+l~T~~T~~~f~~ .7)/&n_ 
RLONG=IDIGIT(IX(9lr3)+IDIGIT(~X~~3~,2)/~~. 







- --__- ^- ____. -.- .~- _ 
flllllNF tlKRlNfTY.gl flf-.RI Tl N6,fFlt.LTI NC) 
c 
c Tn -NV? tAlTlTj&F flR I flNCl?Uaf flF TICK MARKC Tll FI flATlN(; PI- 
C BINARY. 
c 
LOGTCAL*l 1X( 10) 
l!lClfAl *I IN.IC-IF-tY~7TlKl mTTTK7 
INTEGER*2 I I 
Il-ir.rrdl+1_ 1 bl!7! 










C IFt.IFLG.EQ.01 THERE IS NCJ TICK MARK CORR. T’J VECTOR IX SUPPLI: 
f 
LWfl)=IX(l) 
-- lYf7l TYI21 
RLOC=~I/FL”ATIIZT015I 
TFI TXI TFI r.1 ,FO-TN11 TI NT, 1 
IFIIX(IFLt).EQ.IS)LTLNG:-l 
1Fl IY 1 TFI c,) aF!l, IF It TI NT,=+? 




I TI NG=TARC(I Tl NGI 
RETURN 
----__ -.------ 




r __.~_ _ .-. ~- - -- 
c TO FIND THE TRANSFDRHATION HAiRIX d AND T, THE TANGENT OF THE SKEl 
c ANUF IN TUF FTc,bc ..x.. . a I- 
C ,(LATI TUDE 1 ix, ( C L A T.1 
-&.. --~ ( 4 =A.(.,).+ J..- )...-. - 
C (LONG IiiUDEl f Yl (CLNG) 
r Da ‘-‘r&t’ ff #J-&-A*F bUZ&A3%-CO~r-Pr~ rnnRnr,.. GE OCRA.PHI C 
C COORDINATES AND LATITUDE/LONGITUDE INDICATORS CORR.TO TICK MARKS. 
r ITI&“- II=1 1.F IT- II BTU ful(HdR1<- 15 A IAT~t:lnF AhJn .2 !F IT 15 A 
C LONGITUDE. J=l,2,3,4 FOR TOP, LEFT, RIGHT, ANbiUTTOK EDGES OF T: 
~ -.c .- IN&GE -BN FILW,.---~ - 
C 
rU.4.---U&NT,, 6dsLTLsLT2 IL- .-- .- . __. ,^- - 
CALL ENDS~LTLNG(l,4)r6r2,IBlrIeZ) 
_~. ‘3TLK Rl~~~1T?,1~-RI~f~~T1.1~~Rl~r~~-RIfl~~~~.~,6~ 
04~G:R;TLNLIIT2,ll-RLTLNGlrTl,l~+~.LTLNt(*B2,4~-RLTLNG~ IBlr4) 
~~r.~-...- ._-_, ..--- _- -- -- 
c 




-- AL2&LL&A~ Al T I K ~-.-~~ ._. ._ 
A(lr21=0. 
N=n __-__- _-----.._---.- --- .---.. 
ITBLt 1-l =- 1./( .5+5.5/180.) 
LTBL! 6) 1 -.I!-5+3. ?qflRn-1 
DO 10 Ik6 
I-- 
!Kl-lnl.,t..,.x--...-- ._-,- ~~_-.-__~.------.-__ ~-...-- -.-~ .-- - 
IF(LTLNG(IrJl.NE.Z)GCl TO 10 
_~ ydii+ L-.-.--- 
4(1,21,=4(1,2)+(RlTLNC~I,J)-CCNG -4~lrl~~RLOC~I.J~~~ITBL~J~ 
lfl fPNT1 NllF I-. - 
4(l,Ll=A( 1,2)/N 
--.- ,- --__-- --.- - ___ .^ 
C FIVD $ CJURDINATES OF LEFT AYD RIGHT FDGES FOR TICK HARKS. 
-r -- --- .-..---- -__---._---.-.--_-_ _ __ ~~-_._ -. 
XL=O. 
-hl=n - --I ..-. - -.-. --_^~___-___- -- -. w--e, ~~ )--Y.-i.-_..- 
DO 20 I=lr6 
~~.GCk~E,Ur-nrn.-La--.----- 
XL=XL+(RLTLNG(1,2~-CLNG-4~1,2~*RL~C~1.2~~ 
-- +1 --- _- _ -----.-_---_-.--_-------- -. ..~ 
20 CONT I WE 
---LE 1.WtiLhl.U.f L&u---- _ .-.-_._--.a.- I- _L. - -~I~..~. 
IF(N.EP.O)XL=.55 
.^-- -xR-=L ’ - -------.--- __-.. .-- -___-___-- 
~__-__.--... - _- -.---.-.--- .-..--.----- ..__ -..- ---.--- ___ ---- ___----__--- ~---.. - 
~-.-- ._-- ~_-_ .A-- -.--I_ __I -_..- I-- ~- 
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__I-. .-__-__-- -~- _. _..... 
----___ .-___ ..--.----.---~ ___. .___ ________ -._ . _ .- _ 
N=O 
an 3-l T l*fl 
IF(LTLN;l i, 3) .NE. 2)GO T13 30 
YR XR+[Ri~Tl hi61 It?)-fI NC-A(l.?)*PI l?Ct1.3)) 
&+I 
_ c..-CBNTTNIIF ~~ _.-_ -._.-~ ._- _- 
IF(N~tk.O)XR=XR/N/A(l,l1 
TFIN- FC)-OIYR =-, 
ITBL( .?)=I ./XL 
. .---J..TRL! ?! =L e / WR --- ._- .-.- ._- 
N=O 
bl7.1 1 Il. 
PiI 40 ;=1,6 
-. . _. _ 
-n-l 40 -1 7.3 




_ 41- CI-tNTINllF ~-- --_--.--.--__.--.-.___ ___. 
4(2,1 )=4( 2, If/N 
DFGRAD ATANf l-)/45. 
H=IHEA;NC-180. )*DEGRAD 
T lR./75l.*COS(fI AT*DEGRADI 
T:T*COS(H)/Il .-T*SIN(H) 1 
tKFW ATAN 3 189./ 3.1415962 
F’RIN; lOO,~tA~X,J,,J=1,2,,T=~,2~~S~F~ 
-- .-.~_ 
100 FnRMdT(//’ T?ANSFnRMATII-lN F90tl FILM CWIRDINATES TTj GEllGRAPHICfOl A 
DINATES’/2(2El5.6)/’ SKEW ANGLE ON FILH=‘F8.?,’ DFGREES’I 
.- .~ PRINT 4OQ 
400 FORMAT(//’ RESIDUALS AT TICK flARK!i WHEN TRAb!SFrlRMATI!YN IS USED’) 
PRTNT 500 - __---- -..-._- - -_. 
500 FORMAT{/’ TOP AND ROTTOP EDGES’) 
----.B!l 60 J 1.4.3 
Y=l./ITkJ1 
- 
mom 50 I 1.6 . 
IF(LTL~~~I,JI.NE.Z,GO Tg 70 
- - __~-_ -_ .- .-- - 
c -- - ..- - - _---- 
C Y AND LONGITUDE ATE GIVEN. 
IL--_ -- -- 
CALL CR~SS(A(~~~~~A~~~Z~,~~~,~~,AI~.~~,Y,RL~LNG~~~J~-CL~G.X,~~-~~~ 
GO Tl 75 __.-. - --- 
70 IF(L’TLNGI I,JI.NE. l)Gfl Tfl 51) 
_..-.-.. -. - -- .-- ~-- .-. - -.~- _ 
c_---- ----.- _.--. .~_---.- -__-___ . 
C Y AND LATITWE ARE GIVEN. 
-.-I.-- -~ 
CALL CR~SS(A(2,2~rA~2,l~,4~l,d~,Ali,l~rV,RLTL~G~IrJ~-CLAT.rX,PH~~- 
--75.-DX=Rl rlf-tr.J)-x --_-___.~-- 
PRINT 6OD,X,Y,~LTLNG~I,J~,PHItSLPf~ItJ)rny 
hDO-m +ORWAT(hFlS .5 1 - __.---- ._ .- 
50 CONTINUE 
6t-l TilNTINUF - - 
PRINT 700 
_- --- ~~ ~- 
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I---- __._____ _-  _- .~_.__...__ _-.- _.___-_ -_ .-.--. -.-_-. ---__ ---- ..-__-..-- . - 
IF(LTLNG(I,J).NE.l)GU TO 90 
f -_. ~... .~-..-.---- -.--. I- --I..---~ -_-__..--_ - .-. 
C X AND LATITUDE AR.E GIVEN. 
f -_-__- --_ --___ -.-.-_.--___- 
CALL CROSS~A(2,l~,4~2,2~,4~l,l~,4~1,2~,X,RLTLNG~I~J~-~L4T,Y,PHI~ 
-#Lrnsr; .-... -_ _ --.--.- _.__ - .~... ..- --.- ..--. _I..- .-_--.-- 
90 IFtLTLNGt 1.J) .NE. 21Gfl TO 13r) 
.-.t-- --_-_- - -_-.. - .---.. .- - ---_-- _ --- ..--_-- I--- - .I--- -------~--,.- -I-.-.. -- -. 
C X 4FJO LONGITUDE 4RF: GIVEN 
A. :- -_--_ -- ---.. .-. .-.---.. ._ ---.-___--_. ---.---~-- _.__.. ----- .___ 
CALL CROSS~A(l,l~,A~1,2~,A~2,l)~A~2,2~,X,RLTLNG~I,J~-CL~G,Y,PHI~ 
QE; ny=wf 1 -J j-y _--.-. _ -. --~-.-~--_.---____.-- -__. .---._-_ _ _ 
PRINT 600rX,Y,RLTLNG(IrJl rPHI,RLOC(I,J),DY 
Rn- f-F - --’ ..,_-. .._._I. . -...-.. .----------_-- .__..___. - --____~_. -- . . : 
RETURN 
2nn mar#hTf2~nr __~-- ..-- 
300 FtiiHATl lOX3F15.5) 
FNn _ -- .----- -. -- --.--- ___-- --_ 
- - . -  - -  .-..---___... . - I -  . - - .  ~ .  -  
~__ ----..- .--_- _...-_ ----..--..- ,- --__ _.--... .-..- .- .-. . ..-_ ---. -.-. --_ 
-__--- - ____ - -. 
--.- -,._~~ .-.--,--.--.- __~- 
--- -__-._ --- ..___ -.- _.._.- -. __-- -._--. --_-- __--.-. __-~ 
___- _--- .-- 
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c 
C FIND Ilrl2~TYE SMALLEST A-ND LARGEST INDICES I BETWEEN 1 AND N SUCH THA 
f -.-rr(ra ---- r- 
c Il=O If NO SUCH I EXISTS. 
Tl=@ 
---.----lm-IO 1 1 : N 







2n T7 11 
I li=I l+N 
-___-- 
nn -30 I T l.N = -_-- -- -.- -- -- 
K=IlN-I 
IF{ IYIKI.NF.JIGLI TR 3n 
IZ=K 




__--__ ----. .._____ _---. ~- --- 
.~~.- ..---_-.^ -.--.-- -. ____ - 
.- _._... -.----.-----. .- --.- _- __- -. 
eT..INF fR~fb,R.f-n,y,~~,v,vr 
c SOLVE FlTlR Y,V GIVFN x,U. 
_____ Il-~)(Zt-&f;.-V~~~ 
C 





--__--_. _ ~__- -- -- 
r 
~~TTE~(~.~PA!~~~!-A!L~Z~*CL~~~~! 
B( 1.1 )=A( 2,2)/DET 
!l~~~=-~Ll.7l/iIFT 
B(2.1) =-A(Z;li/DET 
Flf 7,7 !=P.[Irllj~Ef 
C 
-.c FlNfI ANn PRINT F~I_H_.CODRDIbJATEli AND PIXEL Iki~EMENTS~FRtlM CFNTER) .- _--.---.-- ~. 






__.- -.. -- ..-.- - -.-.__-- _._____ -- ~- --_~~_ -..- 
IFll,cT,ZIRLAT=RLATF~ ___~. -.. __----- -.---.._ .__. _. .--- _.-_ . .~ .~ .-- 
RLAT=RLAT-CLAT 
RI Nt=RI NT.1 
IFMJD(Ir2).iQ.O~RLiiG=RLNGF 
fllmNG R1 NT,-f I NG 
CORNT~,I)=I~~,~)~RLNG+B~~;;~~RLAT 
.-_--. 
-. .-~ ~~ C_nRnX2=4H9XU_CIlRMX2rCORN21_- ~ _.__ .~~ 
10 PRINT ~~~~CORN(~,I),CORN~~,I)~CI~RN~,C~R~~~,RL~T,RL~G 




.--_-.- - --,._-.. ---. 
RETURN.- -- --._. 
100 FORMATI//’ FILM COORDINATES AND PIXEL INCREMENTS(FRUM CENTER4 3F 1 
HF FOUR.ORNER~fR-CfANG~-.SP_E_C_J.F_ZE-! I_-__ __._. __ _ __ .____. 
200 FORHAT(lX4F10.3',lOX2F10.3) 
FYD ~ ----- - ---=_-- -__.__.-_II.._I___ -,,- .^ 
-1-1 -  - - -  - - - - -  - - - -  - . - .  - .  
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ntrrFslCrntJLTvr_CW ;!PRTvF!4! ,rRYTE1!4) .IRYTFJ!G! 
LOGICAL*1 IX(40OO)rIY(NEL,NB) 
r rFrmE=) na@ ~~~~l*C!R)n, 
c 
rNEFrlF-w+?! *NAl 
C DEFINE FILE 90(9460,324f?,L,I4Vi-YORKS FOR 4LL EPTS CCT’S WITH LE 
A---- -TJaka&axuu-2340*32Ln~I __.- 
C r)EFINE FILE 90~NRW?OrNPYT90rL,IAV) 
r Ir-WlLI=NUTI E C?A.EmI& LNS.UEE-ULWT, PRf-!T.QaM WTf 1 RULJRNNtTRP 
c 
rnMM~IVCII3LIRR/!?I-rRF-rrr,rrF _.--__ “->..... 
COMHON/DSK90/NRW90,NRYT99 
hi-p =n -.- 
on 10 I=lr4 
~~!~t~~o!!-l_!~T-~~f,nR,NP~Y~al,lT-TfI~r,~ TR In - -. 
NSTRP =NSTRP+l 
rzTaPb&n&p)=P -- .__--__ _-- -_. - ---_ 
19 CONTINUE 
~-_- PR rp~ i mn, !Is.IRp5!r!,!=1.NsTRp,~--- 
lZf?C FORMAT(’ CCT STRIPS CONTAINING PFSIRED DATA ARE’LI6) 
A.---.- _. ____-- --- .I_-- 1- 
C FIND IF ALLOCATED DISK SP4CE IS SUFFICIFNT. If= NOT PRINT ERROR 
----5S-SUL+CFT N-n = -.-.--- _______.~_~..___.__ 
C 
--dw IP F-rQw&L-------.--... -_--_ -.____ ~ ..__..__._ _ 
IF(J?EC~LE.tiRW90.AND.NEL.LE.YBYT90)GO TO 48 
~-Pnlb!T 1 nC’9r .ULEC.NFI_,hlR~~~&YT9~ _I_-. 
1c)OO FORMAT( // ’ INSUFF IC IEMT FILE ALLlYCATI ON FDR ERTXT+/ 
-.-I.. 
--v- I RFu &E&.liRK~!-~-- 
. ’ REQUIRED NBYT90=‘15/ 
____ UIppl !EO Ni?&99 .-___ - ---_- 
. ’ SUPPLIED NBYT9;=:% 
u.sTnP=n -.-.-__ -- .I_ --.- --, 
RETURN 
@- yg&JJ&&T -- -.-----.--.---_. ---.__---____ ____ ~- 
c . 
__-- L--.%Irar+lEri7RDS !-!N.JEleC!UL._Urs--~.~-- 
c 
nnl&.3Q I-1 ,tuTRP __---y____ -- -. -.--. ^I ---.__ ._ --.- 
IRIl= IRI+l 
rF~~Ps!!!~F~l!I~~‘=!RI-’ -~ ___.-- --__ - __________ 
IF( IR 11 .EQ. OltO TO ?O 
nw tp~r=i-~~~ _~._____ ___ .--_- - __-- --~ 
40 CALL READNL(IX,IE~D,LRFCL,~~T~PS(I)) 
2n fQWlF --.---~_----__-__ _,,_. ____,______ 
C 
-~-CM __ gyn_~rAl #tjn FINAl ra,MplFC ;R RF FXTRACTFfl flN TSTRP5(J1 Fl7R 
..--.-- - ___-_______ -~-- . 
-- --__ -_--------- --___ --.~-----_- 
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-__ 
__ _-- -. _--_. .-.-_ _... -.._-__--. - 
-~ -_ ----~_-. ___,_~~ ---_-__- . .._ 
___ -.-- .._ -- ..-------.~--- ._. 
c I=l,NSTRP. 
f ---..__. ..-- -“-^--~---.- 
-. --~- - ~- -. ._-. -- -... _ ,__.. 
r EXTRACT AND COPY DPTA ON DISK. 
--- -. -. ..-..- _.._..._ _. _ -.- -._. --__.-...-...-_--_-. --.__ __ __ ...___... 
JREC= .1 
on 713 IRFC = IRI FTR F 
c 
._ IFImN!lT.R4NmjCbLI FRTYTrt~_r~~~._RYL.F_L.,I..avTFr:,.rPQTYr IRDS NSU’jPS ,..., ---II. . .I I -.--. I _... ---L.. 
I, IX,IY) 
8n.p tC!PIT I NUF _.- -._-_ -. ._- _ -.- ..__ --- -.. ---. __-- ---.. .- --- .-. .-- .--- -_- - .._ .-- - .-_ 
c 
--..-- Dil 12 0 I B =1-r!+%._._ ~-_ - _--_ .---_-___ -~_.___ -..__....~_..~_...- . - ._- 
CALL OAW\I(‘30rJ~EC,Iv(1rIF!),hiEL) I 
-1ZCL_-.JBEt=C?-L- -- --.-._ - -.-__, _-..-.- ----. - _... ._. -.._~_-- 
IF(.NOT.FVECT)GO Tq 7(3 I 
-__I--- JFI =fl - _--I- ----..--ll-..- .-_. - ._.-- -... - _. --I-- ---- . ..__  -..- -. _..,.. .-. _......__. 
DO SC! IEL=lrNEL 
~-__ IJo &-J Ifl=l.{ !LB.- ___.---.-__-- - . . .._.. - ._ .--. ..--....._. - ..__ 
JFL=J EL+1 
~!Z-~---_IXL~FL’&LE L.e.LB.1. ____ _. __. - ___. --. ..__.... .- _. ._. -.. _ .._. _._. -.- ..___ _.. --.. 
rr, CONTINUE 
;.~ _... -.-.-.f.ALL sA~tiu~LuPaJ.lxrNLLP.!!D I.. -. ~ _. . . - .-.. . . . 
GO T!l 70 
-- ~_-fALL-.S4WT.a_eGrL.v_L~EL”~-)- .._--.- ---. .-.-. -_. - - .--. - ^... .- .--. -_ _ 
70 CONTINUE 
--L---.---p---.pA- - ----...--- __.. -. ._ -- - _ ._ .--. ---.--- - ._ ..-_-- -._-_ .._. 
c END OF LOOP :3N RECRRDS 
-....L-.~-.~~. __-.-- - .___ _.-. _ .__, ,_-.. -_ ,_-.__, ___-. .-.-_--... - -.__ _, --. -__, __ _ ._ 
RE TUR N .. -I / I ..~ _- _..._ ENQ-_----.- _- . - -- ._--_.- _-._- ._.___ . .._... ._ _-.._ .._ . _._ _-. . .._ 
.  -_ . . - .__.- . .  ._ .  . . _ . . . . . .  _ - -  - . - .  - -  ._-Il--.--._-. _ ._ . - - - - . - -  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  I_. -  
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WTw FRTX?1!N&&EI ,l~VTFf,lAVTFF,TPRTVT~TR~~~~;AMP~~~~TY~lY -_-. 
DIMENSION iBYTET(NB),I~YTEF(NB),IPRTYI~NB),IBDS(NB),NSAHPS(NB‘) 
~_.- ..--v-..-.-rar,rr*l L-XC-l J : I Y! bW.+NI ! 
DO 90 IB=lrNB 
---.IJlY~l= !BYT-E-rC3-b*4-I-B-n~r!-l~---- 
IBYTE2=IBYTEF(: I) 
em---a.----m-.--J#u ,EQ&~GJ~.&. .-__ - 
IF( I.GT.l)JEL=NS4HPS(I-l)+l 
- 1mITl_a-l-) G 0. T.l3 -~--.--- 
IY(JEL,IB)=IXIIBYTEl) 
IFA- IFI 4.1 
--- 
_ .-_- _ -- 
IBYTE l= IBYTE1+7 
...---&,xl-fLIF~-~- ,.__ -._-_ ._..,.- -^-._II__- 
DO 110 IEL=IBYTElrIBYTEP!,S 
-- .-.----g!lq-.J&~+J-~!-~.u:(~E!.) - -_ ..-- 
JFL=JEL+i 
rvl.lE&+JP ! = I XJJF 1 + 1 j-----~-.- .- 
110 JFL=J EL+1 
RETUKN 
__---- ^_..... EJ$t~.-..--. _.--.-__ _.. . - --- ----~-_----..-.-.-.. 
_----__ 
--. -_--..--... _ -... -. ---.. -. -.-. - - -_- ._-...._ -.-.-- - _-___---...___ - - .--___--_ _ 
._ - , -  _ ^. _ ,_. . - -  .  .  -  -  .  .  _. -  -  -  -  -  . ._ . I  _--. _ .  . . - - -  _..._.. -.--_-_-- --- .-_.-  . ._. - -  _ - . . -  _.- 
_---- . - - . - ,_ _-_.- -_. .  . . - . - . - . - - . . . .  .  . . - -  .  .._ - . - . ,  -1--__ . -  . ._._. . . .  -  . , . .  . - - .  .__. - . . - . - -  - . . - . - -  - . - - -  
.___--___-.-__ ------. _. ._-. _._. - ._.. -. ~-.---. -_--.- . . -.--_.. ___- 
_~---..-,-_..--. ._-__--..- -.---.__-“---I  - -_. . .  ._ -~.I 
._ ..- __ - -- - ---- --- 
-_ _ .--- ._--.. .-..--..--- .-. .-.. ..- _. --- - -. - .-.. - ._ - ..__ - _ _.-__.---._-- 
.._-l-.l._.-.__-_--.. .-. ___, -. .- _- ..- .-..-_. _ ..---. - -. ..-.- .- _._. ._.. - el_..--..-- 
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~lIRRfll~lIbfF FRTXTLCNB.NFL.1BYfFT.Ii3YlEF.IPRfYf.TBDS.N~AHPS; f.lXtIY)’ 
DIHENSION lBYTEI~NB,;?BYT~F~NB,,IPRTYTiNB~,IB~S~NB~,NSAHPS~NB~ 
l-+1 fX(l),lY(NR,NF_Lmj 
DD 90 IB=lrNB 
lRYfFlrr9YTFf(f!+!!BDrfTB)-_f)+_Z 
IBYTEZ-IBYTEFW 
IF! I,FO.l!JFI ~1 
IF4 I.Cf.1 )JEL=NSAMPS( !-I)41 
1nn O-INTT NUF 
DO 110 IEL=IBYTEl,IBYTE2,‘8 
- -fU-LB+JEL!~IXIIE11 .= 
JEL=J EL41 
.---IUI8 txL~~WdL+f ? 
110 JEL=i EC41 
sn -IF 
RETURN 
.-EMD - ~. 
-. .-. 
<llRR~-Illl TNF FRTYTCIf 1 Y, NR .NFI .NTIPll .HI+iT _..- -. -- _ - -.. 
iiGICAL*l IXINEi);iIiT - - _ - 
.IH.NRFtl 
. .~ c FnRrr TNnliI!~lJi!!L FltNc Iht.&F f AY REALLING DATA !=Pm! DISK MRLTTEM BY_ 
C EiiXT;:- - - Nl3 FILES OF OUTPUT ARE WRITEEN L-IN NTAPO. TF HIST, GENFP 
f Ul<T’lffRAMZ f-IF FAfH I-lF THF RANlIt Ihj IHe ____ _ - _._._.._ -- -- .-.. -. ..- - . .- - 
C 
,._ _ ..--.-- URITE4NT!!P8!NREC:NEL .~. _. 
JREC= 16 
-_-- IPFf- LBFt- +NR “I.-- ,-- ---- - _______ 
IFtHISTlCALL LRHSTG(IX,NEL,IH(lrlR)) 
GJ--~~bl~.J~F[~~APn!~~ 
GT.!l)ENO FILE NTAPb 
_~ . ..~ 
7-- RFTIIR N ..- _ --- ._ 
END 
_- ..- -.- . ~-- 
_-..--__--- ..-. -~. - .-... -_ -- - -.. _ --.. -.- 
.  -  ~~-~ -  . - - - -  -_. --~. I -  ------~- - .  - - . . - . - -  
- .~ ._.._- _-- .-.-~- -....--_ -.--- --~-- -~. 
- ~-__ ..__ _..._... - --- __-..-- -------__ 
._. .~--. - -- ____ _____ ___..^- --- -.- -..---- ._--. -.~-- ., .._._ ._.--- ~ --~ ------ .-_- 
. . _ ^ I ,-~._--.--- .- ------ .---- -----.-~-~ .-.--- - _- 
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_ __-. I -..----- --.- -- ._-- - 
- .-__ ~~ ___-. - .--.~-- - -...- - _. .- ..- --- . _ . _----. -_ 
DO 10 I=lrN 
lia!4l=~y(r] ____._--.~. .~-__. ~_..~. _- -_ ~ 
10 IH(IW+1)=IH(IU+1)+l 
- __. !EETJJRN- _-.-. - --.-.- ~~ .-- - ~- . . _-._ 
END 
_-_ -..- - 
~- - _- ---_ -.-._. ._. 
_-- __.- .- --- - 
CIIRPnVF 1-1 -_ --~ .-.---- -- -- -. 
LnGIC4L.*l X(N) 
DFWU I TpFrlY -~ 
RETURN 
FNTQV n~~~I@Ec-r&&’ ______-- __..- .~-- 
WRITE(IDEV~IREC)X 




FNTPY CA&$#jTADIw _ _ - ~_ .- -__-.-- - __-.~--.._ ---- 
YRITE(NTAPO)X 
QFUN _..I ------ -_-- 
END 
__ __-- I-_..-- .- ----.....-. -- 
--- -___ --._I_-- 
.---,- - _.-_.-. 
--... - -. ____- _.,_ -.---_~ _..____ __. .__ __--.-__-...-.-.--___ _----. - .._ .--.- ._- 
-.-- ~ -.___---- --.. ~- 
--- - -- -__I--._” _---.,_ . 
~ __ ___. -__- .__.. __ _______ -_. .-_.-.. -.-. .- .-.- -.- _-_ _.-__---. . .._... - -.- ___._ - ._ 
-. _^--_____-.--_- -- ~- . 
.-. ..--~.-l_-_ -- --._. I~ ---- __._. --. ___ ---sm.---. - - -. ..-_ . . 
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.-. _..---.. _.. ^-.-.- ._____ _ _____ -.-. _ ^.--. ..__.... ..- .--..- ..--.... - .-.-- - .- - 





LOGICAL*1 IX1 l),IY14,1) rBANDS,FVECT,SCRMBL 
DIuLuwJsm! 4! -~ _~-.- _- _ ~ 
INTEGER*2 LLC 
T.hLfEL FR*aIL--p --v.m . --- - _.-~~ -~ _ -~--~~ .~ ~- .~ 
SCRHBL=NBDS.NE.4 
0l-j 5 T=~-Nlm_z 
5 SCRMBL=SCRMBL.OR.IPChI).NE.I 
r _-_- _ -- _ 




C SKIP TO IKI’TH RECORD CJF DATA (NQTF: FIRST 2 RECORDS ARE ID AND 








F f l-, -- - - _.- t T .iNe_aFAR_“.&&F DATA l=flR THF RFGIRN flF INTFRFST. 
C 
fX7 33 LQFf= l?+Ld%E~--- - 
C 
~~ _.___ t ____..___ LIB&i= Di-lllrll F AA&l!3 TNTFRI F 4V~$!?&f.!k. 
C 
-.---A- 
DO 80 1=-7,4 
------------ _ -. 
- ..- -.-calllLEAQuL .I.XA~LEMRsL!tEUr~ 
IF(I.EP.lICALL VtiOVl(IX(l.RECL-l)rZ,LLC) 
---a2 -. iAn=rahL s%EcL:5.6- __ _---__- __- __- --- 
C 




-.-----..L .-.- --_------__ ..-_-._ ~- 
C NOW IY HAS LLC FFATURF VFCTCRS. FIND CflCUMi ADDRFSSES CORRESPONDI 
~~_..-_-Tn,ULLIILf_LIL~4~~LIl._.T.~.~1T_.1II~FRFFFR Tfl THi= FR AHE INCl UD/F 
C SYNTHETIC PIXELS). 
.- .-..- .._. c----. ..___- -__. .____..... ._.__. __._, .._ ..___.. __ ___________ __-- 
IcIn=ICI-(ICI-1)/(IPEL+I) 
EfECL=_U1Fr.LLfE~lUL1 DEL+U-e-- _ -. ___.----.. ------ --_-- 
YELf?= ICFO-ICICt+l 
4lLLYI~~~LW.LMEN.NEI -_____ -.-- _-_--. -- ,_-__---_ -_ 
C 
. ..-_ -_ . __-. . ., _I. _. _ --__ . I_ ,... - - _ _.. ,--- _,.. _.. _-. _---.. .- .-.. _ -----------.-. ---_- 
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_.. -._ .- ..- -.... ---- - -_- .-_ 
-_.. .-.. ^. _.--. ___-- --. .._._ --- . ..__. ___- 
.-- .--- 
IF(.NOT.SCRHBi ANi FVECT) -iRITE FV’S ON NTPFV. 
~.~ I-. _ 
tar FVFrTI CAtt FRTYTQ Tfl <f-l-F THF FV’Z ANfl YRTTF RN N 
~~eA-L& ~.9Tx?~~r!!~;cr”!~~c-,IJRnc+l~ -I- 
IF(.NOT.SCRtlBL;AND.FVECT)tALL SAWN(NTPFViIYtl,ICIO~-,NELO*41 
1~t~PYfTl~ll Ff#~?l~~tl,lrrnr,~Q,! :_p 
IF(SCRHBL.AND.FVECT)CALL SAWN(NTPFV,IX,NELO*NBDS~ 
fl3lgJJJlpE - 
PR INT 100 tNEL!lIN 
0 VR#AT! ’ NwEq nF DIYFSDFRL nF SYNTHETIC PIXE4.S. -. 
.LS=‘IS) 
RFTw N --- .~ --.--- 
END 
^-- I~.._ - -  
- -~ --~_. ---_ _ 
<INFIX CSECT 
* THrt RRIJTTNF RFARagNGFF THF FTT,HT RYTF FRTS PTXFI PAIRS T!l 
* SEPARATE THE ADJACENT PIXELS. THE MAPPING IS 
b 17?65h7A RFfl-lMFt 1357?4hF1 ---- 
USING “912 
tjIVF ! lL,l?l,?3 
LR 12.15 
1 R 1t,11 
LA 13rSAVE 
ST 1 t t U,VE+c, - -~ 
ST 13,8(11) 
* ___---_______ -- 
* LOAD PARAYETER LIST 
* 
LM .2*6,0(l) FETCH PARAHETER LIST 
ST 2.RFf 1 SAVF ADR rlF TNPUT ARRAY 
ST 3rLPIX S4VE 4DR OF OUTPUT 4RR4Y 
<R 0.n 
LH r),O(4) F:TCH VALUE OF NPIXLN 
FT 3.NPIXI N S4VF V41 UE OF NPIXl N --- .- 
L O.O(ST LnAD LlC SWITCH VALUE 
ST c-l.1 if SAVE I It O=FALSE 1 TRUF -- 
L 0,0(61 I-040 IPEL PTYFL RFiE4T SP4CING 
ST O,TDFI 
* 
* SFT UP TNDICES FOR INNFR IOOP -- P-B-~- 
0 
I L.RFfl ADR OF TVPtJT 4RRAY 
L 3,LPIX AD9 f]F &TPtJT ARRdY 
59 4.4 ZFRR OUT Ir?rDFX RFGISTFR 
SR 5.5 ZERIY OUT TRANSITTRN REGISTER 
I 6. F’S’ 1 OAD TNC9EMENT RFGTSTFQ 
L &I XLN SET UP COHPARAND 
It YU(TTPl V (?y JjIA 7.7 L 
S 7 ,=F’l’ 0 NOW COtAP4R4b!D = NPTXLN=4 -1 
FR 9.8 CIIUNTFR - UP T? RFPT. PTXFI 
L lr),=F'I' INCREMENT FOR PYH 
I 11. ID& COMP4RAND FQR E!XH SPACING - 
L 9,LLt L@AD LTNE LENGTH CORRECTION SWITCH 
I TR 9.9 TFST LTNF I ENGTH CPRRECT SWTTCH 
BNZ LADJ IF . TRUE. G’YI TR LINE ADJ CODING 
0 
* INNER LOOP - M4P BYTES INTO NFW PDSiTTilNS 
* 
TOP IC 5.9~4.2) RAND 4 PTYEL LFFT 
FTC 3.0f4.11 
If 5rlt4.2) 4 RIGHT 
CTC 5.4T4.3) 
It 5,2(4rZT 5 - L’=FT 
STC 511f4.3) --_ 
IC 5,3(4.2) T R TGYT 
5TC 5.514.31 -~ 
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-- .-- - _ ..- -.- -~ -- -.-- -- .-.--- -_-- -___ --.--_. _ 
IC 5,4!4r2) 6 LEFT 
- ---. --L--~~- ,_.I. .; ‘a~*---l~.b .._ - ,._-.- -. -RrCHT--. ---._ _-._^ I-_ _I. ---... 
IC 
SqYlg... -.5:&&.---e-.- .____. .._ ..-- _.-.. ..-__ .-..--. -- ..-.. ___- 
IC 5,6(4,21 7 LEFT 
~-S-E. .----&&.+3 3. .___. -. . . --_. .- -- _--- .--. . _ -_ --- ~ 
IC 5.7f4.2) 7 RIGHT 
~---,._-_ ----&p&_,-4-71L-7 b..-.-. _--~.. _... - .-..- -..- -..,. .-.- .~ - .-.I------ -,_ . . ..---. 
BXLC 4,6 rTnP 
~--.- .__. --_ 8 E@l _--- __ -_. --... .._ .-_..-_.. ..-.- ..__ - --..--.-.- ..-.----_. -..-. _..__ -_ _ 
LADJ RXH 8rlflrFIXl C!Y?UNT PIXELS UP TO TDEL - REPEAT INTERVAL 
1C G-U-2! ..- -.-. -- -. -__-- --.-_.---.--_ __ _ 
STC 5,0(4*3) 
lf- c;.?!a+2r _-. . . . ..-..-.. I_. L. - -..-.- -I-..- __.-_,- -._-.-.-. -- -..-_. -I_. 
STC frl(4.3) 
!C -A- __ _ .._ _ _. _____. _---__-.---_-.--_ -- 
STC 5,2(4,3) 
-- rc 5-U?) _____ --__I._--_--_-.-----.. -.---. -__ - ___. - __. 
STC 5,3(4*3) 




___-. ~5.+~--- _._____ - .._- -- ._._...__ .-..-.- ..--_-_.--- -- .._. -_. __ 
TC SriW.2) 
-_---Tjrr-....-Li&&LL&J-- ..-_ ----..----- _._...I_,. I---.._ -..... - I.---.---...--. “-_ .-..-- -.. - _.. -. .__,_ 
TC Sr7(4r2) 
-- <TC 5m--..----- .- -- --.__-__-- -._. 
BflTTQfl 9XL E 4r6rL4DJ 
~___. &--..- &II&. ___ ___--__-.---__ -_---- ._,.._ __---.-._-_-_. ..__.- _.._. .-. __~ 
FIX1 .s p 3.8 
r~-..x.,=~%d----.. -.QD.~US.Z_.DUI.~.UL.DILL~T-ER- F!Z2-.I!ELELED P IXEL ._ 
8 P AR T2 PROCESS RIGHT PIXEL ‘IF THIS PATR 
-ELM--iRR,L-- - QF SFT LNRE.L--EPR_IJ!&E!itUALwf fILlId--..- -_-__ ._.. _ 
S 3 r=F’4’ R&T OUTPUT PClIr!TFR FPR DELFTFI? PIYFL 
-----_ -. -8-p ggLrJY.&!..- - ---~-~~R-nE-GSnlJP-..~~ - ~~- ---- _-.. - -. 
* 
-----A-&!ilQ-LlR-~~UL14LE-------”.-- .--- -_- -- ---.. ---._---I -..-.-.-.- .---- ----- .11- ,-- _..-.. 
3 
FpJfJ -1’2b..smEtb--- ~ __- __._. ---.--. -----.. 
RFTURN (14,12)rT,RC=0 




~.~---lJ&---.~..--~- .--- --I--~- ------.. --_. --_ I-_.,- 
NPIXLN DS 1F 
I I r “5 __. AL------ ___.- __~._ 
TDEL OS 1F 
Fm --._ 







r -_-. FC [IRrT UrlZ 
1: I=1 ri’f3DS 
--~_-_- - 
-- ---an -.2!L.k1.-.-- _.~_-_--_-.- --- -___. - 
20 IY( JI=IX( IBDS( I). J1 
IRFf =. II? FT+l 
10 WRITE(90’JREC )IY 
-ILLT.IIR --- -- 
END 
__ ,.____ -. -_--___--_--- ____ -_-__-------.---~--------.-~-~~~~ 
__-- _. _------- -.-___- ------.L -_-_.--.-.___.-. ~. ..-- 
. . 
SUBRi)clTIYE ERTXT~~XY,IY,NRDS,IRDS,N~L~ 
-Mm.- -.----u-lG~A/“*L. -I.XCW Jx!u0Es.m-.- --- 
DIHENSION Ii3DSt N9DS 1 
-----38---m---I =-1--+NBD 5 .- -.-_..-- ..__ -_._-__ -_ ----____ 
D’l 10 J=lrNEL 
CII~TNF PRTH$TfTH.NI 
DIHENSI3N IH( N) 
nn in r 1.~ 






5-2. COMPUTER CLASSIFICATION 
1. NAME, 
EFFECT - Effective Figure of Merit Feature Selection Criterion 
2. PURPOSE 
This subroutine is used to implement a nonparametric feature selection 
criterion. The separability of classes of data from the remaining classes is 
required in the design of a sequential linear classifier. 
3. CALLING SEQUENCE 









the array of data samples, with subscripts corresponding to 
feature number, class number, and sample number 
array containing number of data samples per class 
array containing class names (8 characters) 
array containing class numbers in separability order 
array of interclass and intraclass distances for each feature 
class counter 
number of features 
number of classes 
4. INPUT/OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
All input is via the arguments of the calling statement. 
4.2 output 
Printed output consists of the values of the normalized figure of 
merit for each feature, for each class remaining under consideration. This is 
followed by a list of the effective figure of merit for each class, listed in 
descending order of merit. 
5. EXITS 
There are no nonstandard exits. 
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. ----. .-.. -- -._.... 
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6. USAGE 
Computer: IBM 360/65 
Language: FORTRAN IV 
7. EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
7.1 System Subroutines 
The subroutine SORTLS is called to arrange the effective figures of 
merit in descending order. 
8. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.1 Storage 
Code: EFFECT 3072 
SORTLS 1684 
Total 4756 bytes 
8.2 Execution Time 
In a typical case of 100 training samples for each of six classes of 
four band data, the interclass and intraclass distances (all elements of array DE) 
are computed in 9 seconds. 
9. METHOD 
The interclass and intraclass distances are labeled SUM 1 and SUM 2, 
respectively. They are computed for the I-th feature by the formulas: 
SUM 1 (I) = z 2 ‘r ‘r [X(1, 13, LKl) - X(1, 14, LK2j 
13=1 14=1 LKl=l LK2=1 
SUM 2 (I) = g Ig ;gl [x(1, 13, LK1) - X(1, 13, 4 
where MM is the number of classes and LKKl, LKK2 are the number of samples 
of the classes 13 and 14, respectively. The sums over sample numbers are the 
elements of array DE. 
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r 
The normalized figure of merit is given by: 
F(1) = SUM l(I)/SUM 2(I) 
The figures of merit for each feature are then combined to give the figure 
of merit for the class. 
10. COMMENTS 
The elements of array DE are computed when the routine is called the 
first time (NW1 = 1). On succeeding calls, this calculation is bypassed. 
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11. LISTING 
~IIRRllllTTNf FFFFfT IY. N<. fl A~SS. Mnf. DF. NYI. NN. MHI 
C 
I F PRFf7CJflN f-l ASCIHMI 
142 FORMAT (‘1’/2OX, ‘EFFECTIVE FIGURES OF HERIT’/20X,26(‘*‘)/17X,l6171 
Id.3 Fil&I&j,JT !l~,A9,~~1hF7,alfl~~~~F7-~~~ 
150 FORMAT (/2OX,‘COMBINED FIGURES OF MERIT’/20X,25(‘*‘~0 
151 FllRI4AT !171,Alfl,Fl&-=iI 
C 
f fnMPllTFt TNTFR-fl ASS ANn INTRA-fIASt DlCT4NtFC 
C 
YRITF lh.lL71 II. I I.NNI 
IF (Nkl.NE.ll GO TO=2000 
IX-l lflr,5 NFI l,NN 
DO 2 14=l,ti; 
NT2 NSl14) 
Dll 2= I5=lr I4 
Nf3 NSIT5) 
DEl: It,IS,NFll = 0.0 
l31-I 7 IK7 l.Nf7 
IF 115.E;. 141 Nt3 = LK2 - 1 
0 7 IK? l.Nf3 
Et I4rI5:NF11 = DE~I4rISrNFl1 + ABS(X(NFIrI4rLKZI - X(NFl,IS,LK3)) 
7 IlFf TS.14.NFII = I l.f~~T=i .NFl 1 
1005 CONTINUE 
nfl 1111 Nf l.HH 
1111 MOCINC) = IiC 
r 
C COMPUTES THE NORMALIZED FIGURE OF HERIT OF ALL REMAINING PATTERN 
r i-l BZFFF 4iflNG F4TH OF THF FE4TURF DIRFrTIRNS 
C 
7000 fflNTlNLJF 
DO 1100 J3=NWl.,flM 
13 = MOC(J3) 
AI1 NSI 731 
DO 3;OO I=l,NN 
FCM TN 
NST = il 
l.fl F 5.11 
SLIM 1 ” n 
SUM2 = 0.0 
C COMPUTE SUM.1 - TOTAL OF ZNTERCL4SS DIST4NCES FROfl CL%S$ 13 TO 4LL 
r RFNAUUNG Cl Ae!tSFt 
C 
Ill-l 6 .I4 NWl.MH 





NCL =‘NST + NS(f41 
sun1 = SUM1 + DE(I3,14,11 
-. 
C COMPUTE SUM2 - TOT4L OF DIST4NCES 4MONG 4LL REM4ININi CL4SSES. 
f1Att IlTtTANrF I-IF Ali RFMAINTNG r,lAS5FS t-flNSIDERE& 
C AS ONE CLASS 160 
P 
L- _-_- - - --__-~ -.-- ----.--. -._-. .-- 
nn 7 pj.+j+wc. 
IF (J5.EQ.J3) GO T;3 7 
L -- -- -.-- ~ .” ._- 
SUM2 = SUM2 + OE(I4,15,1) 
7 fQhlTlwF -__.-__ -- .- ---. 
C 
f I-flM$LJlTF MTt,jJ&&j Ff&#&CT flF WFPlT !=iIn !xjJ&JWcuBQdr;CFZ ___ _._. 
C 
-- Cl = -71 1 (.mAL&kA~-- -------.--.- - .._. 
52 = DE(I3,I3,11 / f413*[413-1.01) + CE(T4rI4rI) / (AI4*(AI4-1.0)) 
F = Cl / C-J ----. _-___ --.. _ _... -. 
IF (F.LT.FCMIN) FCtiIN = F 
F, fllm!t!gF _.-__--. 
C 
nW!!T = N_tT _-.I. --.--I-- e----m -_. ^_I- -.-, __I . ..-- -.“_..-__-_--.__ .--, 
SUM1 = SUM1 / (NSiI31*NST) 
e .- 
I fi-j&QilfF f-F-F11 F ~.&IRF f-IF MFW ! AJil.iLmi!FRBY_-TFM n lY-L!kAI,S -. 
C THE PllJST SEPARABLE CLASS 
A-..-. ---- .--..-. -.--__ _-.- _-..-.---.._-_ _..-__.-.--.. 
3000 CFM(J3) = CFM(J3) :: FC(I1 
muil = CF?dy!_l3) . . 3 (1, &?L&?J ) ---- 
WRITE (4,143) 13, bSS(I3), (FCIhF1 
-__- _____- 
, Nf=l ,NN) 
e-F .-.-____r--.----.---_---_l--- _~_/L_...___. _. 
CALL SORTLS (CFM, ?lLlC, hik'l, :dM) 
c - 
PRI:JT 150 
nn 13 ,_ 1 h&J.z&J-&!H c ..--- ---_-- - ..---.-- 
1251 PRINT 151, MG’C(NCl1, CLA.S.S(MOC(Ntl)), CFM(NC1) 
I-All -<I fM.lf. 3ix -? clElu1 ,hml---~~-~ _-----A- .--.. --, .- 
iXETJRti 
F4il -----. .--_---.-... ._ _ 
--_.- _____- ---__ .-..- 
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12. TEST RESULTS 
1 URBAN 11 
2 JKANS 15 
3 AGRIC 21 
4 DECID 31 
5 EVGRN 32 
6 W4TER 61 
EFFECTIVE FIGURES OF MERIT 
4444*443**4444444444*4444* 
1 2 3 4 
?.S182 0.5195 d.6611 0.66'13 
C.4766 0.4914 0.5934 3.5569 
2.4895 0.4442 0.7357 0.7526 
iP.5884 0.4832 0.4919 3.4551 
3.7841 C.6479 0.5169 3.4727 
Q.4613 0.5555 0.9133 cI.9263 
CLIMBINED FIGURES OF HERIJ 
**44444***444**444444*444 
6 WAJER 61 0.68228 
5 EVGRN 32 c.59359 
3 AGRIC Ll n.599n4 
1 UR84N 1-I ?. s 9543 
2 TRANS 15 n.52743 
4 DECIO 31 n.50228 
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1. NAME 
SNOPAL - Supervised Nonparametric Learning 
2. PURPOSE 
This subroutine is used to derive the coefficients of the linear functions 
used in a sequential linear classifier. 
3. CALLING SEQUENCE 















the array of training data, labeled by feature number, 
class number, sample number 
array containing number of data samples per class 
array containing class names (8 characters) 
array of coefficients of the linear discriminant functions 
array containing class numbers in order of testing 
double precision array of dimension NNl x NNl 
work array of length total number of training samples 
same as Y 
class counter 
number of features 






All input is via the calling arguments. 
4.2 output 
The coefficients are output by the argument rtWr. Printed output 






There are no nonstandard exits. 
USAGE 
Computer: IBM 360/65 
Language: FORTRAN IV 
EXTERNAL INTERFACES 





Total 6010 bytes 
8.2 Execution Time 
The execution time for each call in constructing a sequential linear 
classifier varies because of variations in the number of iterations required 
and the number of training samples. In a typical four-band, six-class problem, 




The method consists of maximizing the total distance of the training 
samples from the discriminant hyperplane, as described by J. C. Ho and 
R. L. Rashyap, “A Class of Iterative’ Procedures for Linear Inequalities, ” 
J. Siam on Control, 1966. 
10. COMMENTS 
The algorithm performs a maximum of 100 iterations. Otherwise, for 





~II~Rfll&INE: ntiLfI AC~-~-M~f-~.Y.R=Nul,NN~Nl~~~l) - . 
C 
r SuPER~mwrN-PAaaMETRxr LEARNING - 
C 
- nx!mL- ~X!il~J,tQh~) t yS!bfH) c !+t#!ltNNl li t4flflMMj, Y!l )* RCl1 
DOUBLE PRE,CISION CL4SSfMHI. S(NNlrNNl1, DET 
.I,ncu--- 
DATA NI /lCO/ 
IJXLEURM4T !Is,!11-rs,4X,1P7El~,3/!71Y,IP7Fl~-~~! 
101 FORMAT (/I13,A10,10X,1P7E~4.3/(33X,lP7El4.3)~ 
.lOZ.. FORMAT~~!//ZZYr~2!‘4’!/,ZX.‘o c 1 AS$'.I3.AJ-Q.' *‘/Z?X.774’*Ol//’ LTF ._ 
.RATION NO. ‘,5X, ‘ERRORS ',1~X,'LiNEAR~D1SCR1H1NANT COEFFICIENTS'/ 
_ _~.. ..A?2 ' _n?HER ' /! --L 
-- 215 FilRMAT ( '1 ‘/10X, ‘ORDERED CLASSES’,ZOX, 'ELEMENTS OF THE DISCRIHINAN 
.-..--.-- J..xELTaR’Ilnx,~5!‘4’! ,2nx,35!*4’!/1 -_ -- 
220 FORMAT (/7X,‘TOJAL ERRORS’,151 
.r. . 
C INITIALIZE W. Y, AND B ARRAYS 
.r.. .__. _ ~~ -~- ~--.-~.~~ - 
NW = MUC(NWl) 
= ._. .~_._. [NY1 
NW2 = NW1 +-1 
DFlT4 -- --. NN /4fIfl a 17 
DO 111; NFi=l,NNl 
-. - 
..-. _. ..- NSf = NINC! _- ~ ..- -_- - 
DO 1110 NSl=.l,NSC 
.___.. L..~I-IMPUTF 1NVFR’iF I-IF AITRANSPOFFI A WHFRF ‘A’ XS AUGMFNTFO MATRIXOF 
C 
.._ _.--- tlI.J1 0.0 
DO i31 ;c~=NY~ ,MM 
-~ 
.~ .--.Nts-MnCINC1_! 
NSC = NS(NC) 
IF !J-NE-NNli 41 = 414X(J.N(-.NSl I 
131 S(1.J) = 5(-iiJ, + Al 
.-1313_J1-l.r)= 5 ! 1 z J 1 -~ 
S(NNltNN11 = NST2 
-CmmnfiNLJTFRATIIWF flF TH!= HI-+K~ZHY~P 41 GnRITHM! UN’ F5.s 41’ rnEt=FICIFNTF 
C CHANGE BY LESS THAN DELTA = NN/4 PERCENT 
c- __-...- .--~ ~~~ .~ 
PRINT lC2, NW, CLASStNW), CLASStNW) 
F,_ _ .-m-W N 1 ~- ..-.. 
TEST = .JRUE. 
c _..~ .-. 156 
Dll 1101 I=lrNNI 
1 .I1 
- 
______.. “n&igj&-J; l,+$J&q- _.. - -. --.---- ..-.-..--. -- .---... l- _ ..- .----. --- -- ---.- .- - 
42 = St Ivt\rNlJ 
_.-_.__ 5);‘&.&3 #;.l.*N:J. ._ . ..-..-I . . . ..-.. -.-.- .--.-... -.I ---_-. ..- .-- -. .- _..---__-_.-._. 
140 42 = A2 + j( Ir<)fiX(kpt\:nrJl 
~------Z~.-U.($?~l+~~.--;.W(~Wl,I$ -+ .42*4gS(y.(Jc)) _ .._~._ .~..__ 1_...-.--..--.-~.----. 
J = h s id 
~D~--a.r:~n-~..;-~~-c.~IM -.-. ..-- _.__., - .._.. .__^.. ..-__. ._. 
NC = ISIL!C(NCl) 
5, ,&s-&&(.&C~----- ___.  _. - -,-. _.._ ..._, -.. . . -..-.- -. . .-_- ..--.. --1--------“-....- - 
on 2@GO NSl=lrNSC 
-&-J-.-f-. .g- __ ____ .L-. ___._ -. .-._ .._ ___ -.. ---.- .~- ._ .~... . ._____-..--- -. .--... --- --- -- 
A2 = .s I I , ?i Ii 1 ) 
-..-J)Q .-l-4&- Kc l.J#...--....- ___._ _ - _. _ -~__-__. - ..__... . ..__ ._ __ _ _...~ _. 
141 A2 = A2 + >I IIKI *X(K.NC.NSl~ 
~~~..~~~-~...~:L1S~L.zZ.I---..A2PALiSCY ( Jj.1. .-- -.._..... 
IF (ABSI~(NirlrI)-rJI)).GT.A~S(1>ELTA~WTJ)) TFS; = 
_ . -- - _ ..- -. _.I.. _ -. -I ,.... 
.FALSF. 
-dBf. .~J,JJLJj&& ________.__. ------. --_- ~-.~-- . ------ . __. .__. -_---------.-~.- ..-.. .-- 
C 
.~-._.- t.1 FQ KLA..L- _.,.__.__, _ .__,^_ - ,__-_---_-__.- ---- _._.,.. _-_-. _-. _. --_- - .--~--- "_-_I*-- 
Df.2 ICC4 I=lrhS.+4 
~____ .__^____ Ee.( y..jeI.L.GeT,.Q,3L. ..4LL.).-s ..eL.1)-..t.-.L..I;.-:I.YU.) __.-__-- -_ ._.___--____._. .___..- 
Y ( I 1 = w ( i'd ',.: 1 , iJ h 1 1 
-___ -~. T!Tl 114L.i?ijiL+..l., fi:i.-- _ -_ ._ -- -...-.-_ -. -. ___- -_ ___-.- -...-. -.._ -. 
1141 Y(I) = Y(J) + .~(:;i~,l*?,‘F~J::x(IrFZrN~rIJ 
-...-AE. ..i.Y.L 3 ) ,.Li.i.dli.,.u-Asu l- = ..tiER?.l.+.+ I.- ..- . . . .._... __.___ -. ,__._.- _.-._.,I_ .-__-_-, - -.-- -... .- 
lCr)4 YII) = Y(I) - s(l) 
- 1. .L... hJ&---.- ,._______. ___._ .__. --.----- _-.----. -..___--- ..---- .-.-.- __ __ _._ _._. -.-.- 
NEfd2 .= C 
_ --_.----_.._ 2;rl a.",5 AC l?.?QJ.* .*,--..p.--. ._.- ..-.._ ._ -_-- - -.- -_ -._- .--..- - ---. -. .-..- _._... 
;‘ic a Fli;C(lUClJ 
_-___ ^_. --.~if..-.E-d5..L~.~I- __-_ .-_- --^ . . . . . ..-- ..- _... -.----.C-- --. - -----~-- - -. 
9c-l 1p75 Fibl=lr”!5C 
_,_ .-.____ I--=.- I.--t -L_____._____ __._._ - --.--.-.-.-- --- --.-- -.--- ~----_- __---.-_-- -----. 
IF (Y[T).GT.3.d) 9(l) = L(I) + L.9”;YtI) 
y.l-Jh -~(J$kL,r*;cS~ -.---. ----- --- __-. ---- _ 
r)b 145 PrFL=l,kJ 
I/. 5- y.ll.l-..z AL: L.t4U +Lf 2.&cxJ2iF.L+lu+L!.?.!UI- ,....- - . . . -.-.- --._ -----.. 
IF (Y(I J.GT.r,.S) NEF?K~ = !UE!uZ + 1 
----J&Q.5 v ( J 1-z. =y-J~)-z- blJJ-..--p---. .--.--_..-... . . . - . . -_.-._- . . -_ ----------- -.-.... __.-. 
C 
~~- -i(E qlJJLp1.------.----- 
END 
_~ _..,.__.___-_,._ ---------.---- .--, 
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NOPACA - Nonparametric Classification Algorithm 
2. PURPOSE 
This subroutine has as its purpose the implementation of this method of 
classification. 
3. CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL NOPACA (X, NW, W, MOC, NSS, NN, NNl, MMl) 
x - array of feature vectors to be classified 
NW - array of class numbers assigned to input feature vectors 
w - array of coefficients of the linear discriminant functions 
MOC - array containing class numbers in order of testing 
NSS - number of feature vectors 
NN - number of spectral bands 
NNl - NN +l 
to be classiEied 
MM1 - number of classes less one 
4. INPUT/OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
All input is via the items in the calling statement. 
4.2 output 
5. 
The output is described under CALLING SEQUENCE. 
EXITS 






Computer: IBM 360/65 






8.2 Execution Times 
The time required to classify a four-band feature vector is 0.06 
millisecond per class present. 
9. METHOD 
The unknown feature vector is used to evaluate the discriminant functions 
in the order of class separability determined by subroutine EFFECT. The un- 






~~ 21lRP.l-lilfLALK EJnDATA IY a bL*l, Y- AU-IC- N’CC- AIN- NAil ---.. --. _..- ..-. .,-.. ..--. ..--. --, ..--, .---. --.., . .._- : WM1.b ._- ~. 
C 
---- C AWAQAMFTRXC CLASSXF!CAT!4N-~-A-~~~~S~~LLBFV_ETT~R.-~ ,.U.. .-,.. -, . L . 
C USING PRE-LEARNED LINEAR DISCRIMINANT FUNCTXONS 
-C ~-___ _- 
DIMFNSION X(NN,NSS), NY(NSS), W(MHl,l), MClC(1) 
--.. c _._ _ - 
DO 20 NSl=lrNSS 
DO 1 NlJlrl-MMY. 
G = a*“a 
- . ...** .- 
MIN~~,NNZI 
co L NF_l-1 ,Nk-- 
2G= G + W(NWlrNFlI * X(NFlrNS1) 
IF !I_ILT,Q~Q! r.n ~13 2 ,.._-.. ~-.,-l-_-._-. ~- ~-.-_. - -.----._-- -,. 
1 CONTINUE 
---hLUfNZl) = pClCfMbll~1) ~~ . . . . . ..” a . .,.._ ..--. -..-_.---_. ~~ 
GO. TO 20 
~~. -_l__hlLl!NS 1) = MOC! NWl) ___ ~~ _- 
20 CONTINUE 
~- nETumN __---_-__l__- ~ .- 
END 
- -  . - - - - -  - .  ._1_----. _ -,~.__--. 
-__---.- - __--..-.~... .-.-_. -- . .-..-. ._ 
.___-- -.._ -.~~ - -- _-__ -.- - ._ -.- 
..~~. ----- --- --- ---*--- 
-.-~--__-- -~. ., 
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Find a geometric transformation from one coordinate system to 
another such that the mean squared error at a given set of control 
points is minimized. The transformation is linear, accounting for 
rotation, scale change, skew, and translation. 
3. CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is a main program. It is currently on a partitioned data set 
as an executable module. 
4. INPUT-OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
The following input parameters should be supplied in data 
cards according to the formats and read statements indicated 
below. 
1 READ lOO,NCP, ICI, ISP, NTRY 












100 FORMAT (416) 
102 FORMAT (4DlZ.O,32Al) 
where 
NCP=Number of control points (if NCPLO, the program stops) 




images, with the ground control points’ coordinates measured 
relative to the image without the synthetic pixels removed and 
the transformation required being from the image with no 
synthetic pixels. ICI is then equal to the initial pixel number 
on the Landsat frame starting from which the region of interest 
yas extracted and ISP is the number of real pixels between 
synthetic pixels. If ISP is specified as zero, this special case 
is ignored and no corrections are applied to the coordinates 
(WW). It is generally more convenient to remove synthetic 
pixels in advance and supply ISP=O. NTRY=Number of fits to 
be found for the current set of control points using the succes- 
sive elimination procedure (See Section 9). 
X (N2 -l), X(N2): coordinates of the N’th control point in the re- 
ference image (e. g. UTM coordinates) 
Y (NZ- l), Y(N2): coordinates of N ‘th control point in the ob- 
served image (e.g. Landsat pixel coordinates). 
The transformation is found from the X’s to the Y ‘s. Note 
that the loop starting at statement number 1 indicates that the 
program finds transformations for several sets of control 
points, until terminated by, say, a blank card while reading 
NCP. 
TITL: Arbitrary 32 character title. 
output 
a 
The output of this program is a printout of the control point 
coordinates, the fit parameters found and a table of errors 







The p,rogram is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM360 
using the H compiler. It is in the user’s library in its executable form. 
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7. EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
The linkage with the subroutines required by this program is 































---------.--- -... .--_“...-- __.- --_- A 
The program is 7688 bytes long, but including external re- 
ferences required and the buffers, this program requires 






Depends on the number of cases to be considered and 
NCP,NTRY in each case. With NCP=36 and NTRY=6, this 






In the special case of Landsat data (described in Section 4.1) the 
routine RSVP is first used to modify the coordinates Y(Na2) for N=l, 
. . ..NCP. The means of both X and Y coordinates over N=l,. . . , 
NGP are found and subtracted in order avoid possible inversion 
of a matrix with large numbers during the determination of the 
transformation. 
The routine EHVFIT is used to determine the transformation. This 
routine considers a given subset of the control points supplied and, 
using the least squares fit program LNLLS PO!, finds the goemetric 
transformation parameters. The transformation so formed is used 
to compute the error at all the control points used for the fit. The 
mean and variance of the error are found. The points with error 
greater than or equal to the (mean t variance) are included in the 
set of points to be eliminated for the next trial. 
The main program GEOGREF calls EHVFIT NTRY times. During 
the first call the set of points to be eliminated is null. During the 
subsequent calls this set is appended with points causing high error 
so that with each attempt the RMS error at the fit points is reduced. 
After each call to EHVFIT, the set of points used for finding the 
transformation, the RMS error at the fit points, the values of the 
parameters defining the transformation, a table of errors at all the 
c ontr 01 points, the overall RMS error and the set of points to be 
omitted next are printed. 
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10. COMMENTS 
The details of the subroutines are omitted here. The least squares 
fit routine LNLLS is described elsewhere k!ol. 
11. LISTINGS 
The listings of the program, the associated subroutines are 
attached at the end. 
12. TESTS 




C TO FIND tEOMETR.IC TRANSFORMATION NEEDED FOR GEOGRAPHIC REFERENCING 
f 
DIHENSIUN Y11001, ICIJHB~SO), ICONBOISO) -. 
1 F PRFt-lClfj& Ni-IRW. XiYfIO). YllOO). XPIII)Oi.. Yf’t~oO). Xl-ltltIo). 
.YO~lOOIt wl(l21, CP1(6), i816), DXv OY 
IllGTfAl 91 TTTl I371 
C 
f ll’N Wi?*NfP). TTnMRlbl_TPI. TfnMRfliNTPl 
C D.P. X(Z*NCP1, Y(Z*NCPf, XPt2*NCP), YP(2*NCP)r XOfZ*NCP), YtZ*NCPI 
r WHFRF Nt-P Ic, THF MAXIHUM NUMRFR ClF G. C. P.‘S EXPFrTFD FtJR IlNE FIT. 
CONM&N /HORN/ NORN /PRINV/, INV 
TNV d 
RAD;EG = 180.0/3.14159265 
READ 100,NCP,.ICI,ISP,NTRY 
r 




XM7 0, . 
YNl==O. 
YM7 0. 
DO ;O N=l ,NCP 
= * 
C 
f RFAI) F.N RflW. flI1. 
C 
RFAD lfJ?.X(N? l).XiN7l,YiN7-11. - . YiN7) .TJTI 
NEWY=YtNZ) 
rAl I HSVP~EWY.ISP.LCI.NFWY~ 
Y(N2)=NEdY 
XW1 XN1 X(N7-11 
XnZ~Xl42=X(NZJ 
10 PRINT 103.NeXIN? 1) .X(N?) ,Y(N2-1) .YfN . -’ 2) ,TITL 
PRlNT 105,XMl,XH2tYMlrYM2 





PRTNT lCl4.XH1.XM7.YVl .YM? 
PRINT 101 
N2=N*2 
XlNL 1) XINL 1) - = .- - XHl 
X1N2)=X(hZ)-XMZ 
YfN7-l)=YIN7 1) - - YMI 
YiMZ)=YINZ)-Yt42 
15 PR TNT 1 n? .&XfN?-1 i .XIN?I .Vf N3-11 .VoJ71 
C.‘. 
, W_(l) 1. =- 
kP=NCP 
K-fl 
. NERR= 0 _ . . . . . I s-d 
> . 
NCPK=NCP-K 
t-dl I FH~FTTt~R:,~C’. y. Y, YP. YP.QW,.CP~. ’ _.. * _. ?jFBRm FR&..L&. 
ERME4N,- ERV4-R, ICOflBO) -I-.’ -..‘-- -_ 
.-.-. __ 
. . . C’ 
, , “.>.~“’ 
C ., ; I . a. I ‘. 
TTTilN -- I FAUURFC FTT- 
c 
DMT If-l& _ __, . 
STOP 
r . 
20 CONTINUE - . . ‘1 
lFfFBMT~-(;T.n.rFsMlh <Qj?TI!=KMm/NfPK\ : -- 
DX = GPl( 51’ ‘+ YbIl - GPl(lI*XMl 1 kPX(2WtH2 I’ 
, ..-. _ 
&1;~‘Jl’; j=l t NCPK’). 
.s~i?fTFfh.l?S~ FRHTN, FRMFEN. FJYAR 
dRlTE (brld8‘HkiRM 
. . . . . . - . 
-* . . 
_ _ _ _ - TfFlAw. I=1 ,LI&-nV -.x . . . 
C . 
. -.. i$lu-fEIl.!- _. _. - _ . _ . . . . . . . 
RMS=O. 
I-!> 7G _41i-D = .-- . . - ____ _-. . . _- .-_ . . . . . 2. __. -- 
N 2 = 2 * N -s , 
r . . . . . - - - - - - .-- I _ . . ., . 
CALL 5UBi3T fh rX tGP1 r\Jl .TB 1 .’ ., . _ ‘I 
r : _‘,I, 
c”ly-(GjiT-B(i) .-’ 
--- _^_-_ -.-m.e,_-- .- . 
2, *. . 
)i, , 
-_-. -.^__ _ - TFfe \’ - ^. w,_.c - _ _ ___ -.4r6+-=c13,n ! !_rw J51 -0 
IFtNCP-K.tE.ZlGU TO 1 
i noon -! .L - gyy - -.. ._. 
. 
. 
r -- -_._- _nw--- __---- --_.-- .- . . - . _ . . 
C FDRHAT ST 4TEfiEhTS . 
r . 
1co -. 
.Y_._,_. . . . -.. ------ .- 
.FkRhATI 12i6 1 
_. 
-_- ----._--1_1-- -_ _ .I_ _ .,. _-. . -. . .- _.a . . 
108 
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. . _I . ..,~ -..- I,,.. &-+&a -a UaI,s.l-.- ..-..... -_. ..-.. .-.. . . . .__n-“. ..r . . . . -.-m-.- . . . ..- -.--.-.“.-“.--.“.I 
- 
c 
IFINERLNE. 1BRtTURN .~ -. -- 
C .K. ._ FIND MEAN AND VARIANCE OF eERROR. -.I--~-. -- -m.. 
c 
__ .- . . -- 
00 I ..__-.-.-...-- -.--... . 5.0 Jd r N.K .: . -... ,. ,.- . ,_.....__... .- ^ .-. -. .-_. -.-- . . ..__.__._... _ - - ____ _ .._. 
CALL SUBRT(J,XP,GPrYl,T) 
D~~eY~! 1 ?.J (1) 
bVaYP (2,J;:Sr 21 
CRVAR*ERVAR+ERR 
50 ERM-EAN= ERMEAN*XP I 1 v J) 
ER n E4 N- ..__ .__.. s -_-,.e.w-.- ., -. . .- .- - WK4NJAK.. _ __._..__..._.__ . .  . . ._____.____C______ ---c-I- 
ERR=E RVAR 
+pvAjJ FRVAR/)IK F MEAN@+2 t - R -._- -.._ _ 
IF(ERVAR,GT-~O~~~~VAR~~QRT(ERV4R) 
--. 
/llllB-?mEmaYA~ _. __ _.. 
C 
C FIND THE SET QF OOINTS TO BE ELIW.INAT(Sb, m.__ _ ---_ -.. - .- 
C FIRST, S&T ICO)lB0~(lt2~,..,NI~ICO~b 
m%... cq. TO io _ 
2b I- I+1 
7. ~-~-‘.-----.--.--.----.,..m..rc- -- --. 
_ _ ---.._I 7-w...v--.- v-v-.-p--p- --+.&-- 
tNu 
““---.-..-” . .._.“.. -...-I.- .-,.. --.a--“. “... -.. ._“.. -&.I.-“_-- h._.^-“. T ._- .- -J.i .._L _ _:- ‘- - .-.,, .~, .-- 
--.-...--_.-.-.--. .“” -........-.” ..--Y_.“--“,_ __.“. _... _I_-_.. -.-. I.__“,“L” . . ..M, .,,-, L~__uI---.~..---~.-~ _-.z;iL”,s^ee _. 
---..“-L.Y ,... ._...” .-....“” --_. .-I_. ^-- .--...e_.- . . . . . .._...- II” -a--r”.ri-r -. - .._. I__~ ,r- L-. . 
L-I- .--_.---.. ..-.-. . ^“I”-“-_-““--“_--..~ ------.“--~-.“..* - .. - . .,_, _. _.^“h., _.....?.. .* 
- --- --..I-_-“. ..- -“.._ --es ImN._W-.T”., .-*:eti=-\ -.-?.,.-..-“.->-.“_- --.-_ _ _i.-.“_ . 
._ ,.,. - . . ..- --..--e, ,- - _ ~~- -;---~‘-- _.__ ^ in -_--_-_ _-- ^__. .“. . ._ -_-- -.. .-.. _” 
-e~-I-------..--r -.- -.“--..-- II--_.------ .._.._ a--. -- ,,-F..Ii -,mrr.w-m--C -.-+ 
*... -.“.“.- “..... -.+- . . . --.- .-.-.-.-....-. . . ..- ““.._ -----. .l”....-.l,..--*.l., .-u..--..^l.. - -.-a - -* . - --- 
.--.. - e-..- ,.._.” - . . . . . ...” “_..“_ -__- .._.. -. - . . _e.-. ._“. “. .,_... “..^_. --L-------.--I.-.-“cv-- L. 
-m -.-.---_.“-...A--.- . . ...-“l-“----.,-...--“- Y_“em*?..->l_ix_- - --?“.-.-: -_I... 
-l_ 
LI_-.. . . . . ..I --r--r---.----..--.-. -=5~.~------EC..iL.=-~-~~;ij^.----. 
L- ----. ,.--““d.” .,.. -. -“.,-M*.a,Lr- z. ,. --.. --fly.-.-.- “L~:~:~=“.y----. .: . . . 
r -. -“.,“d”...-a”“-... L”.dd.a” . -.- -- .-..--_. . -A- 
C4LC MVM~YR/4rMM,~!N,4,M~rI,IJ) ," .I P.., y<.. ,.Q,.-.U_^-..I--F 
CALL tiLhR.hlbR(T;l ,‘tiC.;A;‘ril~,f,I’) ’ -.’ 
. _ --., - ._- .-_ .,a 
69 IL(Y) =K .,-. -.-.&a.alrr- -.__ ,.-m . ..,- j_.*.... .w . . . . -. .m:. 7.;. .-.;7 -- -:- :--,--zr 
IU(Y)=J 
IF(Y.EQ.O)KETURN z.;.L-i.cw...-&r;. I = ji-.(q- : : -. ." . .._ : r,.- . . . . I _, _* --_.. .., . 
IF(I.EO.J)GO TO 70 
. . . 
.‘~.~-.- - -- 
SUBROUTINE HVHRb!R(Atf4A,N,B,MB,IA, IBl 
DIHENSION A(HA,Nl .BIHB,Nl 
xi 





, ,  .  .  . -  
-- 
. ’ 
_.. .^. _-_ 
C 
SUBROUTINE DPHbiV%X,Y,HrN,fCOHB,K~ 
.^ __ _-.. ~- ..~ -- 
-c _ 
C TO HOVE FART OF A DOUBLE PRECISIoN HATRIX SPECIfIED BY ItidICk$-------.-- 
.c _. BETWEEN 1 AND N OTHER Tn.&N ICQll9.3.!,5~. ytec !CpHB.W<. eL!‘!TQ. 0.. _P,. ..~ _..._.._.. 
C HATRI X Y. 
c __ _ _ _ 
DIHENSION ICOljBSKk 
00 10 J#l#N _ ~.. .- --~ ..~.. -..-.... .~ 
IF%I.GT.K<CO TO 40 
IFtJ. EO.ICOHB%I<<GO TO 20 
40 DO 30 JJti1.M 
30 YtJJ,L<#XtJJ. J< 
L#L&l 




~. .- . .__. 
_ _ -___ -_-. ._. . .- .- 
. ._ .... _ . . -..-.- .- .-.-_-_-__ - 
- 
____ _ .qi.-*__-.n------ . . ..-.--w--w 

I 
.._^.. ---. ._ -..._ - ,. I . _ ._._-.-- ..- . -- __ -.-- -,--- - ----- ._.. _ . I . . _. -_. - ..-. , _ ^ ,,,., .I --.--- . . ._~. ._d 
.T . -... --. __-__ - ..--_. - - 
DC 111 L*l,hnIP __ . . . ^ .,___ . . - _.. . . . .-..-_. __ c 1 
.~ .-_ _ _ --1-L. ..C _-. __., _- _._.. . 
%8&TINt SUBRT (J, Y, CPl, OERIV, VC) 
_“__. .---7’ =. 
-...--- ., .__.. - I , . _ 
PPUCRIH 10 GL#I!RATE TRAWSfORHLO VtCTi)RS AND THEIR PORTIAI., 
P#m op. --rn.-_ TD<--- > 
r-m r _-__. .----. _ ., __ .-. _ .-..- _ _. ._--. - 
(SCALE f ACTORS ARE IMPLICIT IN THE CilEff ICIENTSI 
‘-cm -..- __i-. ;.-7-L.As-- .- -- __.. - . . ..~- _ _ __ .-. -. _ ._ _ . -- .-. - - -_ ._=- :-_- 
C 
._ __*_ _ _. .., m-----w 
_= --- --.I .-- -- . ..- _ _, -*v-.m _..., .._._ 
- _*C.. ,.-, .._ -- .-_ ,.__. .-_. .--._. _._-. ..___ =7 -r: L 
#I 
_ - _-.. .__ -..---_. . _-_. ._-. ._-_ . _. ..-_._ _. -~ - --. -.. ---“*v_- 
CT--. --- -w--.-v --. ---v-F-.. .._ I_- -.-- .-.- -. -_ 
-- -. . .-. - _ _. . P.-w :--_ 
PJ.. _ 1.-- 
-- .c-7-v 
- \ 
‘7: .,. I : y ~.A A 
SLBROUTINE SCLR (Z, X, Y, N1 SCLO6300 ’ 
,. I SCLU 4ccr ,:_ I 
SCL0:50Q 
I VU IU’J K 1 N SCLilb6U3 
Y(K) = Z=*‘X(K) 
. :. . . .L1 r: . . -j ,.‘: SCLO6700 : 
IUU LllNllNUt 3CL-68 0 
RETURN . ..- ,t . . I SCLib9iO -. ‘, 
t lbv d....., _._. , .,_- v- _ .I XLUI~UC 




DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION DOT (X, Y, N) .I-~..~~~I~:‘“-.~‘:‘~ :’ , DOT05300 
UUUBLt-- PKtCISIUN X, Y DOT05400 
-- DIMENSION X(l), Y(1) 
DOT = 0.9 
DOT 05500 
DOT05600 
Da bco K=~,N ‘DOT05700 
D0.T = .DOJ; : t;‘. X(10 
600 CONT.1 NUE 
*;;Yj.K )+ Y ,-..3.,+r-L*! . . .,I .I . ;-; :,. ’ I&;.;::: a&J;-&>, .:,I I.?, :’ DOT 05800 
.~,_ .._.*, ,? .: -i ‘,r’-) . ,-. ) , I -. DOT05900 
RETURN * . _. DClTObGOC 
,. l&L 
L..<.., 




Apply geometric corrections to large data sets, This program 
implementa the affino transformation, , 
3, CALLWGSECWENCE 
This is a main program. It is currently on a partitioned data set 
as an executable module. 
4. INPUT-OUTIXJT 
4.1 Input 
The following input parameters should be supplied on data 
cards according to the formats and read statements indicated 
below. 
READ lOO,A, XOP, YOP 




A is a 2x2 matrix defining the geometric transformation. 
XOP, YOP are the shifts defining the geometric transformation. 
NREC=Number of records in the input image. 
NEL=Number of pixels per record in the input image. 
INTPL is a flag indicating the type of interpolation to be used 
in producing the output records. (0: nearest neighbor, 
1: Bilinear, 2: Bicubic). 
INVPLG is a flag indicating whether the given transformation 
should be inverted or should be used as supplied (1 for inversion). 
§CALEX=Number of pixels per unit distance in the X-direction. 
SCALEY=Number of pixels per unit distance in the Y-direction. 
Note that SCALEX and SCALEY are floating point variables, 
182 * 
The input image data should be on Unit 8 with one record per 
scan line, NEL pixels per record and one word (4 bytes) per 
pixel. 
4.2 Output 
The output of this program will consist of a printout of the 
coordinates of the extremities of the output image, the input 
and output image sizes, the desired transformation matrix 
and shift vector, the implemented transformation matrix and 
shift vector (which in some cases, could be different; e. g. 
when a 70° rotation is desired, a -20’ rotation will be per- 
formed instead and the result will have to be rotated by 90° 
using a transposition program). Also, the inverse matrix 
and some implementation details are printed. The output 
image will appear on Unit 10 in the same format as input, 
Since the image after geometric transformation is not 
necessarily rectangular with the edges parallel and perpen- 
dicular to the scan lines, the “exterior” is filled with zeros 
and the output is stored as a rectangular image. 
4.3 File Storage 
This program requires space on two direct access units 90 
and 91 depending on the core size supplied (MAXC, the 
dimension of the array IX), the input image size and the 
transformation desired. Currently 1500X1500 word direct 
access files are provided for. If these are not sufficient, 
the program prints an error message, specifies the number 
of records and words per record required for work areas of 
input (90) and output (91) images. The user should then 
change the DEFINE FILE statements and the values of 
NRW90, NRW91, MAXR90, MAXR91 in the source program, 
recompile and run the job. Here, NRW and M4XR refer to 
the number of records and number of words per record, 
respectively. 
5. EXITS 
No abnormal exits except as described in Section 4.3. 
183 ’ 
6. USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 
using the H compiler. The program, in its executable form, is in 
7. 
the user’s library. 
EXTERNAL REFERENCES 






























8. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8. 1 Storage 
This program is 120840 bytes long (mainly due to array IX 
dimensioned 30000 words). Including external references 
and buffers it needs 184K bytes. 
8.2 Execution Time 
The time is largely dependent on the output image size 
(which is a function of the input image size and the trans- 
formation) and the type of interpolation used. Typical 
times for various output image sizes are shown below. 









A detailed description of the method used for handling the geometric 
correction of large images is given elsewhere c2 11. Here, we shall 
confine ourselves to the discussion of the scale factors SCALEX and 
SCALEY. 
Suppose a matrix A and XOP, YOP are supplied to the routine 
ROTATM. Then the transformation applied is 
XP F 1 YP = A [G] + [E] 
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where XP, YP are the coordinates in the transformed system and 
X, Y are those in the original (input) system. 
Now, if the output image should be enlarged by factors SCALEX 
and SCALEY in the X and Y directions, we should modify the above 
equations to 
As an example, consider the case where the matrix A and XOP, 
YOP supplied to this program are the six parameters determined 
by GEOGREF b2] . Then the transformation yields the Landsat 
pixel coordinates in terms of UTM coordinates. If the UTM 
coordinates are supplied in kilometers, the matrix A will be in 
Landsat pixels per kilometer. Now, if the data are to be corrected 
to UTM coordinates, we should supply INVFLG=l. Also, the 
resulting transformation will yield one pixel per kilometer. If 
it is desired to have, say 20 pixels per kilometer (a convenient 
scale close to Landsat resolution), we should supply 
SCALEX=SCALEY=ZO. 0. Also, sometimes it is desirable to have 
line printer plots on which the physical scale in the X and Y 
direction are the same. But line printers generally print at 10 
characters per inch and 6 lines per inch. Thus, to get the same 
number of kilometers per inch of plot we can choose 
(SCALEX, SCALEY)= (10,6) or (20,12) etc. 
10. COMMENTS 
It is possible that this program will exceed the estimated time. 
However , to get a better estimate of time needed for a subsequent 
run, the printed output provides an indication of how many output 
records have been processed. The “number of partitions” multi- 
plied by the number of records in the output image is the total 
number of records to be processed. “Partitions ” and “column 
groups ” are used synonymously. A message is printed after 
processing every 500 records in each partition. 
11. LISTINGS 
This listing of the program, the associated subroutines 
are attached at the end. 
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12. TESTS 
The program has been tested thoroughly for several sizes of 
images and various geometric transformations. A sample 
output is attached. 
18’7 
1.----1-_.- .-_- w.REAa-lIID..i.c&i2!~~ I_ --.“- I~ 
100 FOPt+AT(bE12.3) 
-- c -.- ____---___-..-___- _- _- __- 
C dFA!3 IQ 13AGF biIZF AND THF TYPE OF IhTERPCLATIGN TO BE USED 
_._ ._- .-L_- _- ____~---- -----.--. 
c IkTPL=C,l,L f-3R ‘JEfiEFST ?;EI(;iiFJCIRr SILINE4R 4Ni) BICUBIC 
,._- .--.I-.--- ~A&.L;Lil;i~~~..l2d~L.a-L!ii'JJ r,. '?rAl FX.<fAI FY -e 
?(?i! FfJkYAT(GlS,:FS.II 
--1LLL!LVFlid!-ci,LLiLC.-rC- LG -~__-___ .---- -,-.- _.._. -. 
A(1.1 )=k(irl)::c5LALEY 
_._ .I -.--_-. __ UL_s_l-=al 
I 
1 l 1 )/i‘)FT 
4(1.1)=C(lrl135CALFX - 
F[/lj FX A( 1 ,L)=C[ 1.7) :* 
A(Z,l)=C(L,l)nSCuLF:Y 
~ -. ---.-~--__ 
_ .----- ___ 4[ 7.; )=(-I 2. 1) ::.<(-&I FV ________c- ~-_-_ 
xPP=~(l,l)=x~P+A(l,2)aY3P 
= n 2 1 *-.+ 2) *ypp - 
YllP=-XPP 
- - . . __ -- YILPZ-.YeI.. ---__-.-_-- _____ -- ._.. __-~.. 
50 CONTINUE 
_. __ -L-.. _______. ._ .._ -.._.- ..- .- . ..-. ---- 
c PFKFOhrC; <ClKkECTICK. 
-.6---..------ - ----- -._--- __-- 
CALL RGTAT!4~IXr~lAXCrNKEC,NEL~A,XGPrYUP,8,10~NRECO,NELO~ 
sg$-.. ._-. -.- -. __- .--- ~ 
END 188 
,- -- ._-.__ - .-_. --_--.- 
r 
-- .- - -_. 
. NRECII ,NELO) 
--c ---. 
_ - .._-- . 
D IMEhSION I X(MAXC), AMAT(2,2) 
CCiMMON/C~TKE/A~2,21~,B~Z,ZI,XOP,YOP,IKTPl,IA-~2;2i ,ILO,IHI,JL3,JHl 
COMMCN/ROT56/IRINIT 
--- COMfiiO-N~k’KKD3KIN~SD ,MAXR9~WRWTl-;~XR9~1 .- 
~__.. _ _ - 
C 
-c DEFTNE FILE- 907NRW9G;MAXR90*4,L-~AV90~--- -. -~ 
-. 
C DEFINE FILE 91(NRW9l,MAXR51*4,L,IAV91) -- ~_ 
c. 
_ .~ -~ 
- -_ . ..--g-.. CCMPUTE OUTPUT IMAGE ARRAY SIZE. -__--.~. -. ___- - L-I-. -I-- .- ..,. . . _- -. . 
WRITE (6,1000) 
’ CALL ROTATE (NR~EC~NEL~AMA~~XPO,YPO~NRECO~NE~O~~ 
WRITE(6rl@lO)NREC,NEL --- 
nRITE.(b;,~lGOl-NREC~O;‘NE~O-.- -‘-’ - - 
WRITE(6,120@1I(AMAT(I,J~,J=l,2~,I=l,2~,XPO,YPCl -_--a -_-- ..-.,. -TTE.(6;;1 21 61-(l-n( r.;J, ,.J.sTTZ.) ) I=l, ) ,~p~v~‘L- . -~. _.- .--.. - ~. 
WRITE(6.1220) (Ld(I r.J) ,J=l ,2) ,1=1,21 
--. lC~00 FCRMAT- (IHl )‘- -~ - ---. -- - - - ‘---- 
1010 FCRMAT(22H INPUT PICTURE SIZE=(,I5,lH,,I5,1HI) __. .- 
--- TT% FORMATl22H OUTP-UT PTCTURE -SIZE-iC,I5,ZH.,; 15, rH-)J-- -~~---- -- .- 
1200 FORMAT(///?OH DESIRED TRANSFORMATION MATRIX,2(/2E15.41,//, 
. UtSlKtU SHIt1 VFLTLIR 2(/E15 Cl1 
1210 FOPMAT(///34H IMPLEiENTE; TRANSkORMATION MATRIX,2(/2E15.4),//, 
- .25H I f’PiE-ME hTED SH-IFT- VECTOR ;29/El5.4,T- -- 
. _. - .~ 
1220 FORMAT(///15H INVERSE MATRIX,Z(/ZE15.4)1 
t-- 
-. _ L-.- ~. - -~ _~. ~_- _. ~~._ - . - -.- .- .- - - . 





- -MA-XCPiMAXC~-rAXd(-NELrFSELO)- -- -. ~. ~ 
-- _ _ .- - --.--.~ 
MAxCPl=MAxCP+l --- 
-- --CALL ROTA-TZTMAXCP ;NEL ,NR,NC,JdCGPI 
-. 
WRITEL6,123CIMAXC,M4XCP _ -- . -- __.. ~.-_~ ., 
I~~i’INTPL.~;a;0~, ~J&ITE~6;1-2-40) ~~ 
----:- ~. - __ -_ 
IF(INTPL.EQ.1~ ‘WRITE(6,1241) ~~~. - 
IF I INTPL.EQ.2-i WRITE(6-,1242) 




1230 FORMAT(20H PAX. CORE SUPPLIED=,I6,/, ~-- ,_ ---.- -. 
--.3TH MAx. CORE AVAILABLE FUR INPUT ARR=mr16 ~- 
1240 FCRMAT(//38H RESA’MPLING METHOD--- NEAREST NEIGHBOR) _ ~.. _ - 
1241- F-ORMATI-//44h -RESAMPLING METH-OD--- BIGINE-AR-TmTERP -- 
1242 FCRMATi//44H RESAMPLING METHOD--- 8ICUaIC INTERPOLATION) .--.- - ~ 
f7f'e;- ~iiHMAIlZIH IttiP LD LUK' AKKAY SILt ( 15 
140C FCRM4T(19H NO. ;3F PARTI;IONS=,I3) 
= 9 rlHspI5rlH) I 
e - 
c FIND NUMBER OF WORK RECORDS AND LONGEST RECORD LENGTH TO BE 
c kiRlTTENON AUX-ILIARY DISK MODULE FOR I~TERHEUIA=l=EDDTPciT. _- 
.--- - - -_-_- --- 
c ’ 
LALL KUIAl4~NLbl’,NL,NKtCU~Ntl~,MAXK,NKUUl I 
C 





PRINT 1500, NREC ,NELDI ,NROUT ,MAXK 
Ii-(NKtL Lt NKW90 AND NtLDI Lt MAXR’33 
AN;.N~O”T.L;.NR~91.AN;.M~XR.LE.~AXR91)GO TO 50 
NKtCU ‘1 
NELO=d* 
PKlNl 1b’JU 6 
1500 FORMATi’ NO. OF RECORDS IN INPUT WORK FILE=‘15/ 
_- .NJ L’t 
. NC 
ur wur 
ERROR CrJNDITIOi IN ROTATtj. SUPPLIED WORkFILE SPACE I 








1KlNl I = 1 
- 
NCl=NC 
II-llLbP.tbl~NCtl’JN~I NtL-INC6~-lI”ltlX(~[L = tLI+!-LUAIINC-411 
DO 20 IREC=l,NRECO - 
CALL KlJIAI3 lICb~,NC~~,NL,lKtC,NtLU,J~i,J~~,l~,l~ 
C 
c Ul’UAlt A&KAY 1X II- NtLtbbAKY. IX IS IKtAl tl) A5 ii- II WtKt 
C DIMENSIONED (NR,NCJ 
1= I INt’UI KUW NUMtltK PKtbtYiLY 1N ‘UKt 12 LA31 = 
NUMBER-” kEEDED F’33 CCHPUTING IREbTH R”tiCDF ;I”TPUT. 
1 NPUT KUW 
c 1 Ll'YUW NlJPlm . 
C 
CALL ~UIAI~,lIL,l1L1,iL,IX,IX~~AXC~l1,NktC,MtL,F;K,NC,IC6P,NCGP, 
. NTAPI 1 _. 
c 




C WRITE IY(JP1) THRU IY(JP2) EN DISC OR TAPE CEPENDING UN 1CG.P VA1 
-..-~ -- 
C4lL 90T4T7 ~ICGP~NCGP~IREC~NELG~i~C~JP1~JP2~IX~MAXCPl~tNTAPO~ 
I!m N 1 L I”” 
CONT;kCJE. 






118 rCR;%jAi(: iiiqi jjjfL; PRGiEj> fhji;. i j,G KECijKaS iN i1]LuJ$TqmT ij j 
E h;D 
. .-. .-. - -_-.---...~-_- .-.. _. -- .-EN __-___ __ ..-- .--__-- _. .____ 
- 




blVtN PAlKlX A AND XIII’ YUIJ I-INU B INVtK3t(PI UtCIDt It- A 3HD 
BE MlI)I’FIED FOR CQN”;N;ENCE OF IbdEMENTATION’AND FIND THE TRUE 
-~_- 
lh11141 ANU I-LNAL LUUKUINATtS Ul- IHt mAI;t tENtRATt0 . 
C TRANSFORMATIDN TO BE APPLIED IS 
c hr=Aqh+h!J, HlftKt A 13 A LXL MAlKlX AND XY lb A L-VtLIUK . 
C 







8tl II AIL LI/Utf 
912:il:A&),DET 
---g(]r2l=- A i 1 2 j /IsE-T 
B(2,l) =-A (2 :I f /DET - _~- IT7TSTi = i -... 
IA(l,Z)=‘? 




IF DET.LE.l.E-5 PRINT MESSAGE. c’ 
I’FtDET .LE.l.E-81WRITE(b,lOO) --.-_-._-. .- 
Ni ivu 
1co *** REQUESTED TRAiJSFiJKMATION MAY BE SINGULAR1 
Km-Atl>l6ll,immIl 
--_----_I ____-~ --.--..-------. 
RPT2=ABS(d(l,21/8(2,2Jt ___--~- 








----.--fd.i2 Pi-3 ___- 
-_ 
W=B& 
t)ll m-=-t311 LI me_--- 
B(1:21=W ’ 
-7Z-Bf2 i i 
8(2*i~=~~2,2~ 
-.-----‘--“~ fT,Z ) =~ - _ ..-___ 
10 IF(B(l,li.GE.?.IGQ TC 23 
-.-- ‘--‘-l‘~fW - i 
IAIl,ll =-19(1,1) 
---f-AI?, i i --M , i i 
- -- “._ -._ __I - 
191 -. __.___- ^_. --__ . . ..___ __. 
8(1,1) =-R(l,lI 
---.-..-.- -. -_- ~i~*~~~B *, -- --I --- -- “- --.. . .._-.-.. _ 
2p CC;NTI ItLIE L 
/ I 1rtcJt LlsE-F@.IbLJ IU 3u -- 
IFLG=i’ 
----_ ~-. - --n-(l.i7i .~.- 
i-lya--- 
---.-- -..-. ._ --_---______. .__- _.___._.__-. __ 
IAI%,?)=-IA(2,2) 
‘.--‘-3.mw=-- L- ;- )-----%.,m---e .l.L. -- -- I_ - 
6(2,2) q -!3(2,2 1 
-.. .__ -.g ..-.... - Tm’Tmtff-.-p ._- 
IPPSS=l 
.- bTRff!={ 6,-l 5-T)- -- -- ._. _ . ___-----_ -__ -.--.--- ___- 
151 F’ZRMAT(/) 
-----.,-+&qyp ~9~yyzp)---- - _,-._ .I-- -----._---. ..-- _ - -I_-..- ._-- 
15!? FCltiti\Ti/,72H C30hDIhATES tiF IMAGE EXTtiEMITIES IF tiE.SIREL TRAl\rS 
--.__ ..---.. _ .-.- - M-&qz 17;: N.f S--pE RPgRt4EyJ + -... -_ - - ..-. --- _.. , - -..- _-. .._ . 
C 
_--- 
*y=y...*;~ +m-.--- -- - --.--.-- . -.-~ -. - ~- -. -.-- -_~ 






--__-.- - ..---- ---..--- -------.-- -.-- - ---__-.-._ ~,. I_ ..__. 
IF(Kil1.LT.n.. 4~~.RHI.NE.FLOAT(IHIi~IHI=IHI-1 ___. -.-- .-... - --_- ~RI-t~rfCCr~LU-~~;~~TrT-------- .--.-----. - __-_ --- -- - --..-.~ 
2cc FCRM4JI/,EH JL:P RZ+l,FlQ,2,3H 9R,16,1lH ddTTC;M tiOid,FlG,2,3ii Llit,I 
~-_. .-.-_ - ..-_ .-~~‘T~p~~tz17y-..-..- . -_-- . .._ - _.-__. - ~.--.-. 
?i2=kl+PI2,!)“P 
-. _.-- .Tl zpm* m---- ---__.. - ---._ .---~ 
w?=b(2,21::9+YoP 
..-- --- 
---- -.-.-_..-- --_..- . ---. -. 
--. 
~G=‘~.~~6~L.---^--.-~.. -.,-. -- -. --- ----.--_-.-_. _- .-- ._-__ -_.--___-._. 
r43=A(z,11tti3 
__.._ - -_--- ._ ._ hmyITtt$.. .;h - , 4 - ) nLI I ---- ~-. --.-- .._ ~-__.--_ 
JLC=RLCI 
----- -----“----“‘Tn !?-t:,P;~~.‘-A-fV~;7n. !- . 7~ 2 .-Fmm 1 J L ~ r,mz-JmrFp-- _-. ---_-.-- _ _- ._.._. 
RHI=AVAX! (hl ,rr2 ,ti3,&4) 
-.-. ------- .~F J.ti2.KJ -..--- -. -.- --- ---- -------. 
IF(RHI.LT.O..Ah~.S~I 1 . JE.FL’IIAT(J~I))J~I=JHI-1 
-- ws ItFtcc-- 3~T,K‘iC3,JL4;R‘Hf; JwI..-.--.-. -_-- -.-.--..-.-.-. - .~ --.----.-_ 
?CG FCRUAJ(/,!ii+ LEFT C’3LUYk,F1T’.2 ,,H iii, IQ~ 13H itILMT i:!LWti, Fl”.,?, 
. _-_- ,_ .._. .--. “._ -.-_ ‘-Tr;.f$-j-- ,--.- -..... - .-. _.-_. _- _.- ~ .-, ..- I--..-._ --. ..--.- _ -. -.-. -. _.-. ^ __ _ _..-_ .,.-__-_ __ . 
!F~IFLC,.~lj.C.CR.I?93S.EQ.2)Gfl TG 4;) 
-. .-. -. -- .__. 1 pAefS=* --. ._ ..- ..-- _--. - -. .-.. -...- -. - __- .- ..-.-_ __. ^ 
&RI T? I6,! 51 1 
Wf-TE (6;?5?t-- .-.._ _-. --- ._ -_ 
35r F r:r<b’A T(/, 54H Cf?.l.iC:Ih~T~S i3F EXTb.EWITIFS 13F I,YAGk ACTIJALLY Pl<C:)iJ 
--- .-, -___-. _ _... .-. . - -. . ^ - -- . ..- . - I _._ . “..- _ I--. .^.. --.-..-_-. -... --.-- ._.___^_ 
__ .-- .- - -- _ -. . _. _-._ -.. -..~ -- .-.. 
I-- 
-.-.. ---~ ~- --_. ..~ -. -. - 
1 
73f1~,21’~zT?X1 vi )/IDET 
-- -. 
I Pt.21 l)=-IA(Z,l)/IDET --.___..--. --I_-- .-‘---~- 
vi 1,-=~L~AT(-~TT;TT~TT;T~~F[ITTArrTa (T;ZT7-sA-( Z;l-J--~---- --.- 
rl2=~t3~T(IA(!,1~~~P(.1,2~+FtOAT(IA~1,2~1~A(2,2~ ~~-- 
“-.-----‘~r;FFZ;JIIT~1--A(2-;1T)~A-(l ,lJ.+-FCCATnA-r~~,2, b*mA(2,1.-) 
ki4=FL5AT(IA(2,lll*A(l,21+FLCtAT(IA(2,2))oA(2,21 
- - AT! (-1 J=$! - ~- ~ 
A (1,2)=V2 . I . c~ 2 ,.l..)= ;,~T _-.- ^.. . _._..._^ --.-I_-.- ~I- .- .--.-. . ..I----- -- ..----. -... -- 
A\(2,2)=il/+ __ .- __.. .--- -.. 
---vF=TLTI UT l-5 T-rJ TT J 3 x 0 P- + F 7x3 A T r-r 7m -; 2-T 1-5 Y G P- 
:,I 2 =iL3AT(I4(2,l)l*Xn?+FLObTo)"YOP -----.. -‘----51 up =~~ -.-- -..-.-- ---- -- - -- 
YZP=bd? 
--_.- .-.-- _.._ .1_._^. ._l._l..rn ~ifl"T~~ ._-- --."-_I.--- -.--- - _ ---.- -.-- --- - _,_- -.- -. ..- 
I+ 7 C'Ib!TI \IljE 
-. -... - ..- .-.. -. ----- --ypco; f~;fl~+f-‘---~~ - 
I !GtL?=JtiI-JL?+l - - -- - --- ----- ~ ~ T71q---- .--- _ --.- .-. -~. .--- ._ -- .- ___- . 
E\C .-_-.. ..-~-.I-_. L... -------.^~-. I____----. _-- -_- 
_ . ,___ ^ _ __.., ._-._-- --- .-_- _ - . ..-- ---.- ..-- -- --.,---- ------.- __.- -._.- . “.. . _ -.- 
.__- I.F_____. ..__..__ - __-----._-----.-.-- _I --.,-. _--.- .~ ___ _._._____ -_-. -_- _-. - 
._ - .  _. - .  -  -  .  .  , . .  . . - - I - . - .  . -  .~.----_-. - . - . -  . -  . .--_ -  _ .____.---- - . - - - -  ~- __I_ 
--___.__--._ --_----- _.- . .  
_ .__,_C___,___ I - .  ..,-___.- -_-- ,.--._-.__ _.__- - -  . . - .  _-.. ---_- . - . . - .  - - I - ,  --.---_- 
-.--_ -.-~ __---__~, 
. ..-- -- _---._I_- -_--- - - -.--- - __-.__^_-.-_--. - .---.-_ ; 
293 - _ ^ - __. ----- -__. - _--. 
3ULIKUbllVt KUl4lLIMAXC,Nti1NK,NC,NCGYI 
c 
c t 1NlJ PAX NU LJI- KkLLlm IHAI MU31 tit HtLI) iN LURt TU GtNFRAit 
C LONGEST P!YS;IBLE iUTPUT RECORD GIVEN COKE SIZE LIMIT. ALSO, f-1 -. 
L NU. Ll- U [ii lDiM~5RtTCTT ED;--- 
C 




-.-- .- __ - 
I;tTT.LE. 1. E-101GO TO 20 
C-lAXC--- -- -- 
TlZ=Z.*TT 
__- 
1sU 17 1 AC1 ,NCZ 
J =NCi+&-1 
I l=I I~L:IAI IJ-LI 
It=~(II+51*(J+lI.LE.MAXC)GO TO 20 
-ru LLNliNUt 
29 NC=MTNOiNEL,J+l) 4, 
NK=YA-Kf ‘J -- 
NCP=IFIX(B(Z,Z))+NC-a 
.-,TTT%t L) NCGP 





__~ .--- - -.. _~. .-_ __ -- - -I _- -_. - __. -____ 
-___ - -__-. 
---- 
3Ut3KOU I1 V’ i L KUm T-T-G I’;7;1c7x,TTr; Ik-;“N-cL’T;-JFj-; JP-2-;T2,lTLi,,----‘---- --- 
F~--G7~K-U~UTPUT-RECORD--NUa6E-K TREC k ND 
__-- -.__ 
P AtiT.- Ul~7WlGiiEK--I~i-~, TO 
C FIND ‘YUTPUT WORD NUMBERS THAT CAN BE CgflPUTED AND’ INPUT RECORD 
c N~~MBE’KR-EQTIR~U. 
_ ---.- --.. ~ ---_ 
C ..-.-.- ---.... 
c~mTAFrm~‘rrl-2T~7Z,‘Zr,XUP,~~P;-f~TPT:;-rAI~;~‘)‘-;~r-iHI, JLC ,JHI 
Yl=l.+FL~AT(~ICGP-l)*~NC-4+IFIX~B(~,~~ 11) - --._ - Vt~y-*ircTA-c-r,- -- -___ . ~--~..-~.- - .._^ _.- . -~ ---. ---.-..____- 
XP=IREC+ILO-1 _. .-.-.-- _... ---w-=~*,*~~fL---. -- .-.----, ..-..- - .---_. --.- ..- --- 
YPl=~YX+l.)/B(2,2~+w 
TKTtTF~teid,ii+w -. ._ ._.-. - 
JPl=YPI 
.-. -- --I I7 w1- .x-l-x oANII.m+ T -- -- _---- 
JPZ=YPZ 
-.- ..- -.--- TftvZ. i 1 0.. m??;+ W I- LkA I I J-=72-r---.--- - 
KPl=MINC(~ELO,MAXOLI,J~~-,L~+l~) 
---------~-t I i ,JpL-JT; I-‘---’ 
-- -.-.l-_ .-_-_ -~----- _-.. 
JPl=KPl 
-.rmt---.- .--.- ~-. --._ -.- _-_ .-_-. .- __-._ 
IF(IC<P.EO. 1) JPl=l 
---._ .-- -- --pfK’r p L. a;-frt t p’ )-Jvzm-- --,----- _-- _... .__ - ~--- - --~-.-. 
IWF;G:iQ.CWTURN 
~I-- -tI I-.-- - .- ,-.- I____-. -- 
YPZ=K?Z+JL3-1 
~~ - -.I.-.- - -. 
e‘.-..I 2+XTr*i----.--.--- -.-- __-~--.-_. -----.. -.- .._... ..-__ ___- 
RFTUKN 
- -----Ttr;n--------- --_.----_ -I_---.. -_ .- . .._-.-. -- --._- __..-..- -..-- .-. _._.. 
-- ------ -.---- -- -.--.--- -... --.-..---_- ----- -. - - - 
~- -^---- .-.- _. ---- -~ ._ 
.__- ..- -_-- --- 
--.-_ ____ -. -. - .__._ .- 
-_-__-_- -~ --.- --._ _.- --_ - ~- .- 
~I- I. I-L--__-.--- .-II --___.--___-. - v---1..---- 
195 .- _ .-_ .-_-.- - -__. -. ~,----~~_- -- -... - . _ - _-..----. -___- 
-- .---.- - -~ --. - --- ~__~ 
I 
._--.-.-.. _-- __. .- . .._ .- .- .-. ..-_- 
- .- ._ __- ---~---- - ..-_. --. --._ _.-. -~ 
-._---_.- _.- _._. --_ -.-- _.-__ .-. _. --.- - --_. .-.-..- . ..^... -_ --- --...--. -. --. -.. _._ _.._ . _ ._ 
. . - .  ~, - - -  -  .-1 -  - -  _-----..-l. .  -  _ ~-,I_- ___.--_-__-- -_ - -  - . - -  -----___ _,.__.,_ . . “ . -_ 
.- 
_- ,. .-_- l_-^-..- _ . .I._ ._I .-------I_ . -r--. -. --C.--.--“- -._- -.-.. __h_.. ..- -.- -,----. .-,-_ ___ _._. _ _,_ .__ ,_ _, ._._ 
_ ,_.. __--__ ~~--_--__----~l-_.~-_--.----_---_. - ..- 
__ ---- --.-. --- .-.- - - -- .- .._......._ ~- _ ___._ ..__._ 
_ - .  .__--- . . - ,  . . - -  -  .._ - -  -.--__-.-__. ~ . . . - - . I - -  “_._I_ - - I , . - -  ---_----.  _^_ .  . . - . .  -.__ __ 
.-... ---. .- ---.-- - ~ ..-- ----- -.--. ~ .-.. - --- -. _ 
_--. - _..- .,_--.-._-- _.._- -.- .---.. --.. .._ .- -.--.-- ___ ._- _-.-- .--- --..- --- .-_. .-. _.___... _._ _ __._ , _. 
_. -.. ,--. -_ -.._--.--.- ~-. ..- ..- .- -..__----- -----. -...-.- -._.._ ---.- . -.-_- .---.. ___ _._ . _._ 
196 _._-- __,. _... ..__. --- . __----__-- - -... - .-.- .- .._ .-_.-- -__ - --. ._ --. - -- _ ._ __.. ._ _ _... 
-.-_---- .- .____ - __-... - - 
_ _-- .~ 
-.-.” Stf-APt?TIn: ‘R?TAT’jj’I23 ;’ 1e21,‘T2-j rX~lVr~‘~Ci~~~Ft,h'R(N',I'ttP;-N~'G~AAV-I-: 
D If4EIUSILV I X(bF: ,bdC) ,I Y( hiELI 
_- _ ..Trr,,'r4.~~'~~T :? T.5 .i n~-rFJ I T- ._ _. . _ -. .- -- _.-. ..__. .-_.. ..-... - ..- .-.-. -. __-- 
CCIL::~C~/~~'CIEJE/P(I?,~),~(~,~),XLP,Y~:~,IIYTPL,I/!( ~,Z),ILO,IHI,JLU,JHI 
.- 7F .- 
.-- .-... _. _._.. -__ -___- __ __ ..-.. - _..._. - ~-- . .._ --..-_ .-._- - ._... - 
C FIND tiUK6Ek 3F ktCClKi;S.TO bE PEAD. - . ___ 
-r---" - 
-_-....--- --_-_.--. ,I.__-~--__-- _ .-- __- .-/r..- ..--.1-.1.---1---1_ .--.. -_I - .--------. 
C -. --- ._--_ __ -. rT;I IZ~.-~T;7JRE~).l‘cEiij~6 ,-.----.---.-.-. --.-..---. ._.._ - -...--.---. ..- -.. -. -____ 
r4?nkS=IZ-I2C - - OF (~~FIll~~;~.r!~~TUR~--‘~ ~- -----. .- ------ -- .--.-._ --. -.. - . 
C ,. 
c ' - 1 ,C 1 C.-F ='I 'R-E',~'C;‘ iii\ T,y F"R3.w. 1.r~ ,',c;'T '1‘4+j-E;- E'Ix-E?;$Alj "Fp,jjj\i"~';~f3iT .--"‘- 
C IF :JccP. 45.1 .IhD ICGP=l wRITF THF: LAST 'JEL-hC+4 ivOKDS 4F IhPUT ir;J 
---- -- --,- -- '- .._ -...--.-... -_- ..- - _... -.- ---.. _ . -_-- ~ 
c' 
n ‘yg(--lJ,; 1 T -q-j?.-. ------ 
---.- --Ti-l-rc-GF;ms TTTDF-G 7m-m r- _---.. - -. -__--- --_-. -- _.__. .--- 
IF(IiGP.~J:.l)ID?V=O .,-. - .-.- .^... -J'u Ep-.~-.. -. .-I ..-I.. -.---.-- .---. .-. - _ -,-. _ - ___---- . -.-_-.- --------, - - 
IF(ICVP. Jt.l.rlR.t~!CGP.Ei;I.i )JDEV=-1 
.ljcI> i CrX'( O('z , T.T&.FL-ZfiT ( ficG3) j---~-~m ~~~-~~--~--~~ -___ 
NfL?=f'L-iJl-1+1 
..--._ -, ._._., -y m-x--- -. _ ~ _.. _. . - .._. - - - --___.. .-.- -.~ _. ._ _.. --- L 
IF(ICSP.~~c.l)~~ELl=( ICZf’-2)~(~l;1-‘)+1 .-_-- .__- C.._-. ---- ! TYF”=rr .---..-.- -- _-. --- .-- .--._ ..-_-_ ----..I-------- -.-_. .--- 
IFi I!~T~L.KWITYPO=! _- -__ -- -.-_ 
--g i ! fi f-q- ,-FgTpy-- - -- 
- _- .- _ -~. .--.. .___ 
J=I 
-.. .-..- 
-- --‘-JJ~~=-~~-- - .. --I-.-. .- --- -- 
CALL SV_cCI( I'Y,hEL,O) 
- . ----.- ----7;-~-.~. ------L 
1 A C C PJT I iJl!F 
_. _.- ..-. +i‘-.-. --7n--l~j~~~-.T.RPluIT-+J-117~~+I-. ___-- --- - 
r 
.-_197- --.--. ~.-. 
3U-t KUlAlb {1X KX IT NK 
DIHEN~ION IX(NR,NC), I;X(r;R,I;CB 
,NL,fRtL,J~I,JYL,TLU~~NK~~~NtL~ 
, IV(l) 




C GENERATE IY(JP1) THRU IY(JP2) USING IX. 
L Z KtbULI IN NtARES.1 , BILINtAK, tlILUBIL INTE-KPULATZr 
C _,___ - . . . - ~- 
I. 






. . OR. X.GT.P)GO TO 20 
r=l3mP1 Ltl I ~xr+uK-r 









11 IFi INTPL.GT.l)GO TO 12 
IJ FREC 
&EL 




UU ilJ1 .iV Jl’l JPL 
YP=FL3AT(;P)+;OPl 
A=EPI i - I -Ar+&Mri LI ~F+P 
----- 
IF(X.L;:l ..OR.X.G;.!'WJ TO 201 
1 I *Ar+aP!tr L I Tr 
..OR.Y.GhGCl TO 291 __ .__-... _.. - ~_---~. ~- - - CT 
1=x - 




I-tliDii : tftR#+l -.. .__^_~ _.- .-.-- -- P 
198 ___.~-~ -- .--. _. - _._~ -. _ _.-.-. 
r 
I l=MODI I ,NR )+l 
.- -. - _--- -.__ -I.--- -. .- -.-- .._. - ___.._ - ._, --._ _ __ 
Ii(JP~=(Al*RX(I,JI+A”KX(I1,J~~*(l .-B)+~41*RXX(IrJlI+A*KX(Il,Ji))% ~.____ -- 
.5 ~- ---- 
- _ .-. - 
‘GC TO 101 
-.-2Ol .- IY(jPi=f- -. - .~ - . -~. ----___ -- __. _. 
191 CCNTINUE __ -^ RTmRNL ---_ .--_ .._. -.-_._-. --.- -__ ..__ __I 
C 
12 - fiiNTi i\iuE _. -._ 
D IMEN$ION H(4),W(4) 
YLrlCl=YLOC-1. 
---- ~--~m)=i~fc+I LO-3 ._.- ..- ~.-. -_ ..-~.-.- ._-.., 
XP-XP-XCP 
yew--"'4" *. --ij;'iop I-.-.-___ ____- .----_-__- -.-__ -, - . 
DO 102 JP=JPl,JPZ 
- --- - _.._ --. YP=Fllnrl-rptimr ------ -_ .._ _- --.- --. .____ __ _. _. 
X=BM(l,ll*XP+B~(1,2)~YP 
__---.-_- .._-.-. rF( x';~T,-~,;~;.x;~-T, . '7 T-~F --- _-_-___ - -.- ~ . _ .- 
Y=BbV?,l)*XP+BM(2,2)*Yi 
‘l -. -'*. -* -;. z-. ‘.-, c-;~~~oT.~--.---- _.-- _-ll__..--- ___-_,___ 
1=x 
.--.- --.- -Az.x' Ftc A T t.i ) - --- ---.. --. - ._ - .- _-_.- ..-_. - -- __-- -. .---.-. ._ _ ._ 
41=1.-A 
73=fFi=-trAArIj --- --- .^.. -...-... -.-- --_-_ -- _ _-_,_ .___ ___. . 
81=1.-B 
~- ..-.. - ., AAixfi*fil- - --.-- ----____- 
AAll=4Al+l. 
-- _. __--_-_ m*t=-.A1 aqAT -... .__ -. _____ -_ -_. _ - . ___-.. ..- -. _.. ____ .-_.. .-. . - - 
Y(21=d1*4All 
nr -1-.a=liA37- ---_. ~.-. ._ -_-.. -.-- .--_.. -.I-_ _-_____ 
H(i) =-ActA 
._. ..-_-- _ * = MOD (e.i.-t,N+f‘, ~.. _ ---. __. . ..- .---_. -.--- . . -- _.. --._ .-.. .._ ..~_. _...__ ~~ __.. _ __. _._. 
Il=MIlD(I,NR~+l 
.--. i-?-=Y cml I r , N‘R) .*I- .-- -- -- .._^ .-.. .- 
13=MCD(IZ,NR)+l 
-J-J-2 --. .-.---- ---.-_,.--,._ .,_ .-_-__ ~ --. -- .._-_ .._ -., ,._. 
DO 302 JJ=l ,4 
__ _ __. ~... .;1 K =J+ J.J.-- ..---~ -_ ~, .---. .- . ..-_ -..- _ .._-. _ ..~ ,.__. - _.___ .____ 
302 ~(JJ)=H(l)oRX(IIJK)+H(2)~RX(I11JKI+H(3)a~~X(I2,JKJ+H(4~*~X(I3,~K~ 
-.~ 891=B*B1'- . - . - ~~.. -__.. __ ._. ..___ ._ .- -___ 
BBll=381+1. 
-_-I- .-_-.-. - - --m-w.-. I--.- .-- -~--. --l___-__ -- _._--- I ._._ -._.____ 
199 ___ .-.- __- - -_ -_- - -.-.-.-.. ~ ~~ -~ __- .-. __ .__ 
- _-- ..__ --..--- -.. . _ -.. 
202. I F(X.LT.1.. OR.X.GT.Pl)GCJ TO 4'32 
- LlWf%FP7t-tliiP ~- 
502 IF(Y.Li.1 ..lli?.Y.GT.Ol)GU TO 432 
J =n 
H(Z,=X-FLOAT(II 
- 1 r-1 
Jl=J+l " 
till1 Ili'P-R-xil JIsy:lLI'=-Rxllr -__- -. - L _I P--J+ 
~(.!)=,i(!)~~~(I;,~)+H(21+liX(IrJ1) -. 
_- 11 LI 3 TLJA-flJI -- m-.-.-_-k ~-_- 
HIl)=l.-Hi21 
- ___ -__. 
GC TL! lC2 
FnTv-1 JI’ j =-I-- 
- _- 
102 CONTINUE 
-- ~--- - _._---- -_---- 
--- -~ 
_..._ -me”- - ..-_- .-_-. --- ._ ---I_ -_ _ .-.. -.- ,_.. -- ---~---.-_ .- __-.-- -.-,- -.- 
_. -. __.- ._- .~ __.__ .__-.- ________ -__ .,_.. -. -__.- . . __- -~- .--__ - ..-_ --_--_- ..__ -~ 
^_.. I_- _-- -  _. .- .  , . . -_ . .  __---- - - -  ^- - .  I . - ._--- -  - I - . . - .  - -  :  _ _-- . - -  ._ 
.___ __, ._.._ ..-.- ____._ _._.. -_.-__--. ._._.. - --.--.-- _ --__-- _-- .~--- _. _. --.-__. --.__--. 
_ .._ -_._ .-_--_ --_.-- -.--.-.- _ -.._ __-. __- --. .---. . . . ------- -. _-- _----._ __ -.__ _._~ 
“.___ .---_. .  -  - - -  - ,  .  - -  , -  __, - .  -._ - -  . . - - . - . - .  l--.l___ ._-__ ~--I . -  I .  - - - - I - - -  -  
200 
-..-~ . - . - -  .  . - .  - .  -_ . . - - -  __._.--. - -  . . - - .  -  ---~ 
-- __~. .--_.--___._-__- - ------~-_~-.- __-. - 
I 
r 
--‘-S~BR-KTI~~T~~vTm~c~;~C ;XE-L.U-,NTC;;J~Pl, JP2-;IY;hTAP.O b -- 
DIMENSIQV IY(NELil) ..- 
-77 --.- 
- --- -- - ~---~ --.. -- _ .-.. . 
----+ ._.. IF luCGP=t , WRITE IY GN NTAPCI -- -.. 
.---- T.i--I-CCV-FN?X?-uR- I Y- lJr;j’ i) ISK UNiT -91. I F ICGP=NCGP .-dE A6 P AfiTs 
CF IV CC?RESPONDING TO JCGP.LT.NCGP FR01-l DISK AND WRITE ASSEMBLED 3-. -- --- b-..--- 
T-Y’ -!?FJ‘-NTWO.-’ 
..-__ __.--- -. -II - - - -. - 
C 
_, _ ._.. ----_ ---. 
CAL-II-- ;TAWrd-- m-;-WAR-EC* Tm-;TY i JP-I 1 14-e (X2-‘&f’ l+ 1-1 j 
PFTURN 
c---- 
-- .-.-_ ___-_.___ -_.__ - .._. __.. - -- -- -.~- _ 
z !I DC ?r: JCGP=l,tiCi.sPl z --- 
---- I-. .- ~~~,~-I--~--- I_ -__- _---- _ ---I.-_ ._.... -_____--.- . ..-- -. 
_~ - _- - - --.. -..-. --. 
.__..___,_ ..__ __ _- ,  . - .  ..____ _ I  __ .._- __ __.. -  . . -  ._--. .._- - . -----_-.  -  - - - - - - . - - - . - I .  -  - - . - -  - . - -  ~.I_...__. 
- ._ - - .._.~ _.---___-_- ..___ -_ _-- -_--~. -.- - _~- .- .._ -.__ --- --- _.. ..-- ..--- 
.~-. “,.. ---_._---_-,--.-- ~-.. -- --. ----I_-.--.--- _-.~--- --,.. _ ._-_-,_...- -, _- ._.. __.“_ . . 
- .- .-- __-- -___ ._ ..---.-. _ ..- - -.- -~.-.-. -.- .- - .- ..-- .-----. .-- 
-_-- ___- -.-. __- 
-_-_.-. --.- .-..- _I ._,__ ^ __^, __-__.--_ ,-___.-. -- _.--_ -~ _.. ..--_ . --__ .-, 
..-__.-----_ .--- --.--__. -_- 
-- -- _-- I-^.-- --- ---.--~ _-_--.-~l----._,------._-____-_~--~.~.. _ - ._-- ._ 
- - - -  ~__---~ - ._-- . - .  .-~. .-_l_l-_-. - . - .  ..-_ I  I__. - - .  -_I. __ -  I  . I  . -  
-- -- .-- - -.~ ~ ___ -. .201-.- .~- ~---- 
- 
- 
SUBROUTINE Vb!OV(IX,N,TY) _..---- _--__ ~.-- 
c 
C TO MOVE VECTOR IX INTO VECTOR IY. _____ .- _-__- 
C 
DIflENStClN IX(N) rIYIN1 
IF(N. EQ.0 IRETURN 
DO 10 I=lrN _____I --~- --- ___- 
10 IYtI)=IX( IJ 
RETURN _ .__ - .~. 
EN0 
- 
-_- -.-_ __._~._.__ 
t 
C ThIS ROUTINE RETURN5 IF 1DEV.LT.O. IT REAOS biEXT RECGRD Ofi SEWE 
c IIAL U-?3ll II- iUtV.'aw IXtC’lH KtLiJm UN UlKtLl 4LCt3b 
C UhIT IF IOEV.LT.Z.ANiJ 1DEV.GE.O. 
I’tZ 1 L-N 13 AN IJmlJN llwl ANLJ lm=tNl Imt'Ul AND 
C OUTPU; O.&A TYPES RESPECTIVE;Y. (O-- IluTEGER. l-- REAL). 
C 
.~ -__--_- __-_- ___ ---r--..~ --~~ 
C MLST EO'CEfIX,Xl 
i _;- 
IF(IDEV.LT.OIRETURN 
L I# . - 







__=-- _ .~_ 
3LuRTlu 1 i rqt IKVtOiYp, NJ - - --- -“_-l_.--.-- -“.r-_-...-.-. 
0 IYENSIOY I X(N) ,X (WI 
DO 1’7 I 1 N 
__._ -- - .- -~ __-____. . .._ -. -. _-.-.-. ---_ 
10 XrI,=IX;I; ~- 
RtTURN 
.-. . ..- .-. ..-. ___.- 
EiTRY RIVCON(IX,X,N) ~-!I I=1 ,f’J ..- ---- -_--~_ -- -_.. --.- 
20 I X(1 1=X(1 1 . 
_- _ _- __-____ ..----_ ~.--.-- 
RETUKN 
E&D ___ 
-- --- -__-__- 
nn.,** JL*~U"I,-iIUL" ,A ,i+?-Ei-N~+ .-. ..-.--__- ++-+.-- " -..z+- 
C 
- c IiJ WF.11' N-tL Rtfzg4s- L. ..)I . 3F7?f3lCtWVItE i 2 cV.T--f~~V;.t-f. ,y ~“ffrfTthj-;- - __ 
C IF(IDEV.GT.1) (IX(IEL),IEC=l,hEL) I5 h’RITTEN AS ONE t&W :!I\; TAP 





e.,.-.-, -.-. -..-, 
Ii \ 1111-V Li CIbLJ I'J L v .-.-_. -- - -.- -... -_ .- _-_ 
WRIWI;EV; X 
Ktt@t?N 
-~ -.- -.-._-- .___ .___--___-. .--_ 
20 13EV9n=IJZV+9G 
-+t~:T’1:;B-w9”‘;l+EH-x I .r-___“-.-_ .---.- .-. _-.--__ 
RFTUgN 
~----- .--.. ---. .-.- ~- ._-- 





_. .-. -.-_---- -- 
c---- 
~.-- -. --~- -._ -. _ _ - ._- __- -__ -_..-.- ..- -_ 
EhTKY ~I['~I:IAV(A,:.~,N,X,II 
- _--. -._. ye . .-- -__ _ .._ - .^_- __ .-~-- -__^ 
c MOVZ I'TH ECw r!F A TC X. 
_ -,-..__ -- _" ___..._... 
f -- '- 
-=._-._ - I_i_.l..__-I^--."--,I..-__-__I I..--.---. -- . ..-.. -, -.. 
D7 ,7n J=l ,N 
.- -T7.. ..- -Xn.)xT-nyJ‘f--- .-- --..--.-- ._-- 
PETil?Y 
/ -_--.---._.-_-.-- .___ -_____- ..-~-- _-_I_-.-_-_ . 
.  ..__C ._ ”  . -  ._ - . -  ~,. - .  -  .  - . - .  ,_- .  , . . - - .  ,_._____ __ . -  -.,_- -.._-_-. . - . -  
- .- _---.-.- -. .- .-. ---.. -- -.-.- 
~--- _.._ -- .--_ ._.. __--...-- _____. -.-__ -...--...- -_- 
.-.. --,--.- .__.._” _. ._ SURP.OUT T.NE SVSCI i( .?-X.,?icI.5.!v _.__I -- ___-__-____- _ ---_-- 
CIMENSICIN IX(NI 
- . - - . !-lo. 10 I.= 1 * rJ.. .~. .- .-. ._ . . ..-.. -. ..-- .---. _- .--.---.--- .-_ ._..._.___ 
10 1X( II=IS 
..__ RETUS-PC- . .__ .-. _ ___.-.. _....._. .__.. - _- ____. ~~~ -_ 
END 
.._ ..-.. - -. ..-. .-_- . -. -.-... ., .._. -- -. ._._.__,_ __ ._,_ ..- ,__. ._ ____ .___-__._- -~.-- -..-,. 
-__.- .--- .- __ -. - ____ -. ..-._-- -.- .-- ____ .__ .__ ..-___ 
- --. -.- -~-- -~ -...._--- 
..-.._- . . . -. - __. -.-----__- .-I-. .--- - .._-- - ._. .- ___---. 
--.- . ..-. - --.---.- -. 
.__-..---- - .._.__. -_ ---_-.-_ _..- -. .-.--_- .__ __- 
__^“,_. _..__ _._.” .  _.-.._-l_--... __._-_-___-- - - . -  - . . - - . .  _I”----------  ^, ^._ - - - .  .--,_ . -  _.- -  - .  .  .  ._ - - . . . .  
204 -- __---.-.. _ _ -.. - .-._ - _.-..-_ - - . . -..- _- - .--.. 
r 
I, - ,_.- .-..-a.-.. --+~p;.-ff~~-.fjfyf~f~l y”; N+ -._- -_.- .-..- ..-- -_ ^ --. - --.. -- - - - ._ ,. -_-.-. . ..--..-._ -.-.-.-. 
D IHENSIC”J XIN) ,Y( FJ) 
.._-._ ---. --..-._. D.p~*r- _- . ..__ -.-_- ..__ -_- _-. _-- .-.-~-- _--- __...-_- .-------. ..- -.-- 
DC lr) I=l,N 
.__ llYe--~ 0rr’i--~~-*tw ( ft------- ___ _ ._- _ __ _ - --___- _. _ _ ___ ..-- _._. - --. -._____ 
RETURN 
-.,-. --. . _,.-. ---.-__-- ..__ Ekr)----- .----___. _.-_,.-..-._.-_~_I__ .-_._--. - -I -... - -_--_.-. ..- 
._ . . . . - - - __ -_ _ _-..--_-.. -. ..__ .-.-_ ..~ - - < 
-.. _____.___ _ _. _-... ._ ..--._ ..- ..-. - .--- --.---.- _.__-______ _.__.._ ._. _-.-.-_- __.... - . . - .- -- 
.5UBRil,UTGJE $a.R.N( LDEVrJ.3E.C ch..!JL-.- _-.___-.___. I . . .._____....__..~_~_._...~.__1. _ _.__._. 
LGGTC4L*l X(N) 
READ(..IOEV IREC 1.3 ._____. .--- _..---.. ----__- -_-. -.- _._ - 
RETURN 
ENTRY DAAN! IDEV, IREC, YIN! ..-. --_-..-.- .-.. __. --_. ----.--__- -.__.--. . - - 
WRITEtIDEV’IREClX 
RETURN 
ENTKY SAh NTAP! ,U;h 
P,E4D( NT4.P 1.J X 
RETURN 
E.MTRY SAwNI !dT4P.O.rX~.Nl.__._...._, .,._ ,_. ____.___. ___......_ -. .- --._- _ _~ _ 
WRITF(NT4P~)X 
.kETUKN __ _-... ._. ..I_.__.. - .__. -.. -~--- ---- -- 
END 
__~ . _ __ _ - __-..- ,....._. -_--- .._-. .---__-. ..-.- --- -- -. _. ._- 
.__. _ _ -_ - . -  . - . .  I -  - . . -  - -  .  .  .  I -  . , - . - - . -  .^_ -  
- - . . . - .  
-.-_-.- -~ _ _.-___--- - .-. - 
_-- --._.- - ^- -.... - -___.- _.. -_-_.--~.-.-_- .-- --- --. .-_~ --___ - 
. ..__-_ ,.. _ ..-_._ -. “_. -^ -- _-._._. -__- I -..._- ____ 
_ _ .__.,_ . -...- ------. __ ___- .- _____- _.~--- ___- 
..--. -. -_ ---- ..___ -- . . . __. -._~ --.-.- -- 
._.- - - ___-.- ---^.-..----- --.-- .--.----. -- --.--.-- ~-- -.~--. --.- 
_. __--. -. -_ -.- __ _ -- ._^ ..-.-. 
--. _-._.-_ ._--.. -- .-... ___-- ~~-~____- - - 
____ __, .  ,.-.__- . - .  - -  _-~...-..  - I . .  - - .  - - . - . . - - -_ . I  . - . .  _- - - I - -  
.._. -.-- -- -.- .-- 2_p_5 __-- -. 
..- - .- -~ .^_ -- -_ -- __ _.-...-- ~..--.- __ -..- 
I 
1 uct rnr u+4y 771-Lt. I-0 -771 r?lS *n* rnrr; 
XNPUT PICTURE SIZE=4 625, 755) 
p!rJuoE C!fEtl l?Ln,?! 
nCCTRA TaaNCFIlPYATIfl~ HATRIY - d 
0.1859E f’l C. 2534E 00, 
CWLE m r\, 134s Ol 
RcS4wPL ING HETWD--- kE4REST NE ICHBOR 
TC‘4Ps 71-’ ‘TRF ARGFY C17F I = 93, c;&j 
NC. C’F PASTITIONS= 2 
h,” !-i’= RFfflRnC TN Ttd!JIIT ;JnRK Fll E= L. 
y rl r. CF Wi.JnDS PER PECCkD IN lhP!JT WORK FILE= 173 
&Jr@ ,_ I-= RFfCR?Z fhi -1ITPIIT ,dllPK FTI F ! 7&R 
NZ. OF WC?DS PER F&D IV CclTPUT i!WK FILE= 1092 
FlYTCHFil PRflfFZtlNC 5rn ;iFfflRfiC IN rfll 11~~ 
FINIStiED PRCiCfSSINC 1”C3 SFCURDS IN COLUbfN GROUP 1 
FINl<YFT: P?flI-F<<TNT. Gf? PFxl2nq TN fnl!I~flllP 7 
FINISHED PROCESSING lrC3 RECOKOS IN COLUMN GROUf’ 2 
FLbP.SEO T1r.E -- I’TNUTES - 3 SECONDS - 29.20 
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1 KAAlJ7: GETCl 
2 PURPOSE: To apply a $5*cn geometric trnnsformntion to a curve given 
iiz SLIC (SKii line intcrscclion code) format. This routine generates the 
row and column coordinates of all points on the curve in the transformed 
coordinate system ‘and byrites them on a direct access device. It can 
handle cases where the number of row and column coordinates produced 
esceeds the core capacity. 
3 CALLING SEQUESCE: 
CALL GETCl(XTAPI,IYl, MAXC, IDUM,IY2, A,XPO:‘YPO, NTOT, IRC, 
my-t, IWC, hIIXR, MAXR, NREC) 
where 
IYl, IY2, IRC, IWR, WC are work arrays to be dimensioned as 
indicated in the attached listings. 
NTAPI = Logical unit number of the input sequential data set (input). 
MAXC = Core capacity available for row (or column) coordinates 
produced (input, should be as large as possible). 
IDUM = Number of dumps on to the direct access device (output). 
A = Matris defining the geometric transformation (rotation, skew 
and scale chaage) (input). 
@PO, YPO) = Vector defining the geometric transformation 
(translation) (input). 
NTOT = Number of row (or column) coordinates in the final dump on 
the direct access device (output). 
MINR, MAXR = Vectors containing the minima and maxima of the 
row coorciinales in each of the dumps in the output (output). 
NREC = ?lum:xr of records in the input dnta (input). 
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The iiiput: consisti!l: of XREC records, is in the SLIC format on a 
SCcll.kPi~itif:l i’ilC (0. 2. , Ol!tlJl!‘t Of SJIOE) 
The oi:lput 01 this routine consists of 2”IDUM records on a direct access 
file (lo$cal unit 90). Every (2*I-l)St record consists of a set of row 
coordinates arranged in ascending order. Every (2*1) tt1 record consists 
of the corresponding set of column coorclinntes. The first 2*(IDUM-1) 
records have MARC v<ords each and each of the last two records has 
NTOT \~;olxis. 
5 EXITS: No nonstandard exits. 
G USAGE: The program is in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on the 
IBM 360/G.5 system, An IBM 7091 version is also available. 
7 ESTERSAL INTERFACES: 
7.1 SJ-stem Subroutines: IBCOIkI# 
7.2 Other Routines Called: SORT, JOIXl, VMOV. 
7.3 Esterxal Storage: None 
8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIOXS: 
8.1 Storage: 8132 Hesndecimal locations. 
8.2 Execution Time: Depends on the image size, MAXC and the transforma- 
tion to be imptemeiitccl. The timing for a test case for both GETCl and 
the nest step, GETCB, is shon-n. 
8.3 I/O Lox!: None 
8.4 Restrictions: Sonc 
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9 METHOD: 
Initially NTOT = 1 and IDDM = 0. For each record of input which has 
a noniero number of boundary points, the following computations are 
performed. The column coordinates in the record are sorted in 
ascending order (this is not necessary if the input records contain data 
already in ascending order). The column coordinates N(J) in the Ith 
record are examined one by one. If IY(J+l) - N(J) S 1, then the rou- 
tine JOIN1 is called to generate a straight line in the transformed coordi- 
nate system between (I, IY(J)) and (I, IY(J+l)). Also, if there are points 
in the (I+l)st record connected to the point (I, IY(J)), then the routine 
JOIN1 is used to generate straight lines joining them to it in the trans- 
formed system. 
While handling any record, the current record is held in IYl and the 
next record is held in IY2. After finishing each record, IY2 is moved 
to IYl and a new record is read into IY2. 
The routine JOIN1 works as follows. Given two points (Xl, Yl) and 
(X2, Y2), the transformed coordinates (XPl, YPl) and (XP2, YP2) are 
computed using 
XPi I 1 YPi = 4:l + I”,;;1 
Next, a digital approximation to the straight line joining (XPl, YPl) to 
(XP2, YP2) is found using a routine ‘I JOIN”. The row and column 
coordinates of the points on this line are stored in arrays IWR and IWC. 
The number of such points after one cali to JOIN is given by K. The 
total number of points computed and held in the array IRC is given by 
NTOT-1. Now, if there are any points (IWR(I), IWC(1)) which are 
identical to points in IRC, then they are eliminated and K is corrected 
n~corcling!y , IC STOT-i-I< Y ;\id’L\‘C-:.l , tIlei II’t’R, J?\.‘fY aye llloved into 
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IRC and J;‘I’OT is sL?t to STOT+X. Cthct-wise, the parts of ISVR, WC 
corresponding to tlw first JEA.XC+l - XTOT points are moved into IRC 
and tile array IRC is clc:::-:p>d on the direct ~CCCSS device 90 as two records 
of lc;lgth ?..I.A.XC ?Xil. sow, the remainder of IWR, ISVC is moved into 
IRC and STO*F is c’;l~i;~;cd to I< - (MX<C - NTOT). Also IDUM is set to 
IDUM+ 1. 
After al1 the records have been processed, NTOT is changed to (NTOT-l), 
the data in IRC are dumped on Unit 90 as two records of length NTOT 
each and IDUbI is set to IDU&l+l. 
10 COMMENTS: None 
11 LISTINGS: The listings for GETCl follow along with GETCB and the 
subroutines required. 
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GEOMETRIC TRANSFORMATION OF CURVES - II 
1 NAME: GETCB 
2 PURPOSE: To rearrange the row and column coordinates on the direct 
access file (produced by a routine such as GETCl) in SLIC format and 
write on a sequential file. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL GETCB(IDUM,IA, IDA, ISEQ, ISKIP, MAXC, MINR, &WXR, 
NWDS,lRC,NTAPO,IRMN,IRMX,ICMN,ICMX) 
where 
IDUM = Number of sets of row and column coordinates to be read 
from the direct access file (Unit 90). 
= l/2 (Number of records on the file) (input) 
IA is an array dimensioned (IDA, 5) with MINR, MAXR, ISEQ, 
NWDS and ISKIP equivalenced to IA(l, l), . . . . Wl, 51, 
respectively. 
IDA is a number greater than or equal to IDUM. (input) 
ISEQ, ISKIP and IRC are work arrays. 
MAXC = Maximum core capacity available for reading the row and 
column data. IEtC is dimensioned (MAXC, 2). (input) 
MINR, MAXR = Arrays containing the minima and maxima of row 
coordinates in each of the “row records” on the input file (input). 
NWDS = Array containing the number of words to be read from 
each of the “row (or column) records” on the input file (input). 
NTAPO = Logical unit number of the output sequential data set 
(@put). 
l$MN, IRMX = Minimum and maximum row coordinates for the 
entire-image (output). 
IClMN, ICMX = Minimum and maximum column coordinates for the 





7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES: 
7.1 System Subroutines: IBCOM# 
7.2 Other Routines Called: VMIN14; VMAXI4, SORT, VMOV 
7.3 External Storage: None 
8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS: 
8.1 Storage: C3C Hexadecimal bytes 
8.2 Execution Time: Depends on the size and content of the input file. A test 
for the gee.,,, 7&ntric correction of TA.RCOG county boundary data consisting 
of 1553 records with npprosimately 12000 boundary points took about 
four mini:tcs \\:ith ;\IAXC=79%. 
INPUT-OUTPUT 
The input data for this routine is on a direct access file (Unit 90) which 
has B*IDUM records. The input value of hWDS(1) indicates the number 
of words of relevant data in the (B*I-1)st and the (2*I)th records. Each 
odd numbered record contains the row coordinates followed, in the next 
record, by the corresponding column coordinates. The row coordinates 
must be in ascending order. 
The output consists of IRMX-IRMN+l records written in SLIC format on 
unit NTAPO, the first record corresponding to the IRMN’th row of the 
image. 
EXITS: No nonstandard exits. However, there is an error exit in the 
case where the supplied MAXC is not sufficient to handle the data. In 
this case, an error message is printed and IRMX is set to IRMN-1. 
USAGE: The program is in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on 
IBM 360/65. An IBM 7094 version is also available. 
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8.3 I/O Load: None 
8.4 Restrictions: None 
9 METHOD: 
A flow chart describing the steps in the routine is shown. 
Briefly, the algorithm consists in (i) reading as much of the data as 
possible into core, (ii) sorting them in ascending order of row coordi- 
nates, (iii) finding the largest row coordinate R in core that has no 
unread parts on the input file, (iv) reformatting and writing the column 
coordinates corresponding to the data in core whose row.coordinates are 
less than or equal to % and (v) repeating steps (i) through (iv) until all 





LISTINGS: The listings for GETCl, GETCB and the subroutines required 
are attached at the end of this section. 
TESTS: The routines GETCl and GETC2, in combination, have been 
tested using test patterns and’on the TARCOG county boundary map. 
Visual inspection, of the picture of the corrected TARCOG county boundaries 
superposed on a land use classifka.tion scanner data indicates accurate 
performance of the progra&. 
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FOR I = 1, I DUP.1 




IRMN = Min (MINR(I), I = 1, IDUM) 
lRMX = Max (hlAXR(I), I = 1, IDULl) 
N = MAXC; IPASS = 1 
SORT MAXR, ISEQ, NWDS, ISKiP 
WITH MINR AS KEY 
(MINR TO SE ARRANGED IN ASCENDING ORDER) 
l=l+l 






READ K ROW AND COLUMN 
COORDINATES INTO IRC FROM THE ISEQ(l)‘TH 
PAIR OF INPUT RECORDS, SKIPPING 
ISKIP COORDINATES. READ 
(K + 1)‘ST ROW COORDINATE INTO NEXTR. 
MINR(I) = MINR(IDUM) + 1000000 
FLOW CHART FOR GETCZ 
- ~- __ -____ ._-----_- 
I NO 
NO + NW = J - 1 = NUMBER OF (ROW, 
COLUXN) COORDINATES READ I ‘ 
MORE COORDINATES WERE PROCESSED 
AND WRliTEN OUT ON TAPE 
DURING THE LAST PASS THAN 
WERE READ IN DURING THE 
CURRENT PASS 
SORT THE NW COORDIPJ.4TES IN CORE 
ARRANGING ROW COORDINATES IN 
AS3~P~DIii:G ORDER 
2 0 
MROW = Min (A<.FliNR(l), I = 1, lDl,iZ) 
j RE:iD IN70 CORE, 1 
= ivl!N!MthM ROW COORDINATE NOT 
1 
T 
N = Max {M 1 1 < M < NW AND IRCbl, 1) < MROW} 
YES 
IRMN = IRMX + 1 
REFORMAT AND WRITE THE 
FIRST N COLUMN COORDINATES 
ON OUTPUT FILE AS lRC(N,l) - 
IRC(l,l) + 1 VARIABLE LENGTH 
RECORDS 
I ICMN. ICMX = MIN, MAX OF COLUMN COORDINATES WRITTEN OUT I 
t 
FIND I SUCH THAT 
1 < I < IDUM AND 




-. ._~--_- . ---- 
-. ,-- +&4----7i 
r.u, 9w, DA~YSIPN lAL20;S) rlSEOL20) ,iSKIPIZ.O) rNYDS 120) 
-f-SN-, 0004 - ----DIi4E-Ns-)oH-l+l-4+a M-Y2 4-lM)rAIZ-r2 L&kc4500-*~J-rIYRU~~! ; 
--‘CM-O&C+--Ah 




EFkNE- +iicE-9&t-20 ,SUG ,~,~ikV9Q~-------~- -------- 
ISN 0007 
..-. i.S&.OO(i8 .--.-. f 
DATA UTAPI rRAXC rNREC/lO,SOOr60/ 
OATA- A ,KPff~YPO~r7(3~,-..-7U7~,~7’8-7r~?O’C~8.-~--- 
I SN WI9 ’ DA’CA kTAPw/lZI .r 
---E-ii:: 
J - flA-rm*TwBHc* 
81 CALL GETC~~NTAP~~~Y~,HAXC,IOUH~~Y~~A~XP~~YPO,~TOT~IRCB 
. --. -. , .'.--~ I -+ kKTJ-,,~w,,,$+,~, HAXR.rN(&(.-)., t-s---,,-aw-m----- 
LSN 0012 CALL S~SCI~NLDS~lOU~,HAXC~ 
--‘I SN -00 13 ---- N~tfS~~.~~.)+.+~)tOf _--se.-._.- . .-a .__w- --_ ‘--. 
ISIJ 0014 CALL tETC2~IDUH,IA,IDA,ISE4,I2KIP,nAXClnlNR~HAXR~N~OS~~RC~ 
--. - - -- . -IN*: 
ISN 0015 I& IN0 NT Ai’Cl 
-!tiN-00!b ---~fc-INfw36-r-~IRHN* 1 RHX, fEHM~rfCtw'-- -.-.---- 
1SN 0017 100 FURHATL’ IilN. RU;I NU. =‘15/ 
T- .I --.- 
- -------Y-- ----a-~~~--R~~~~~-m I If-~.-- ~-- -- 
‘- HIN. CUL. Nu.=‘l5/ . 
-T- .-- -- ---. &---a. -**-)+ E*.- f&-. l)s+. 
‘ISN. GOlY ’ NKECOsIRRX-IRHR+I 
-45rt 0019. -------ll=tNREtn.-E-o. 01.SMP-- - ---- 
ISN OOLI NELO=ICHX-ICdN+I 
-f SN 002 2---- -w--.1+? --f-+-&RffE 
. ISN 0023 READLNTAPO) N,L iYl(JJ ,J=lrH) 
-YEsIt- m24 -BALL SEFL)~tY1rNrltrPJELfkI-CH) 
;lSC 0015 IO kRITEINTAPd)IIZL J) ,J=l rNEL0) ’ 
--1Sh 302b _-._ .-_ - _I__ RE.wIND -NTAPW- .--‘- -.-- -- I~- -- 
1SN 3027* 
, 
NPAGE=l NELO-11/ li 5+1 
.- \I sfm 2028 .. .---m--&J .-2(-J [fls.1.,NP&M .- -wm.o\.;..--.-.~ -- 
‘ISN GO29 Jl=t IP-1) *lZS+l 
-I-SN oejc- ------IF I LP . EM. NP-AGErAE38..~L~.~-H4~~E’-~ --- 
ISN 0032 . J2=l~IIrO~~1+124,N~LO~ 
--ISN 0033. +I-Jl+iEHbk----- - 
-4 ISN 0034 KZ=JZ+ICKN-1 
--itiN tijo?a!-i ---- FMN-T- ZOO,.---Kk,KZ- L.L-- ----- 
. ISN OG36 200 FURHAtL ‘1GEUHElAICALLY CORRECTED BOUNDARY IHAGE- COLUHNS’ I5r 
’ -ftlAiluGtr-IS~,-L~~ “I” - ---- . -0s ~ 
ISN 0037 DO 3C I=l,NKECO 
-yiSN 0038’ ------f$tAOt-NTAP ti J-C EZL j )d=hNf&tiW -.. 
-1sFc 0035 PAINT 100 1IZlJ7rJ=Jl~JZJ 
-+str 0040 -.Z-CtikhkTi 1&AlJ~---- --- 
ISI4 0041 20 HkkIND NTAPW 
--fsw 0042’ -- . --fRiP’-* I---.--- -- 






- --f ~tJ--oao 3 __- -+*~&+J&++----- --- -. -- 
ISN 0004 CUHHON/JONZ/KKAX 00003910 
- --- -.-- ---f: - --_--._ --.- .--- ---:------ .- 
. -_--. - -. -..A 
‘TO APPLY A G~LIHETRIC TKA&iFURHATIUN TO A GlVEN SET OF CUT&S 00003940 
--CIHUSf--ftltifUJ-i-NAT t DRiA-Afkf- 5+&&O-UN-WAFI-AtD-t&t+fAA-fE- fff%-E8DRfIdfi0OD039558-- 
DATA. THE OUTPdT mILL BE UN DISK . CUNNECT IVITY HILL BE PRESERVEDOOOC3960 
_---. .- 4 .---f --iSOLAltD-Pt)IffTf-~Itl;- BE-.SUPFREHED.------- ..--. -.---------o~oIzaw4----- 
C 
--- cjuurrRrrftf36+2*t-tExTCmfo-Nt3. iii- B-fMmmH--fw*~~ 
ct U,IAV9Cl 
__ -----. .._- .- tY*td -iY 1--#ND I-+2--*AX-. W3rfhWi~EX+-EC+~-IK -EGfBW-BUT-. _ 
C D’N iiri( AND IWC AS IN JDINEK. 
.-A--- --c ---D+trtSINii-At~lr na-~c--mUl4aElt-UfmPffff~BfVfS?ttKS--0MAJ~~ED-f . 
C TO CiJr.PUTE ALL tIUUIJDAKY DATA. I.E., tXPECTED VALUE OF IDUHI 
---HN- oow--- ------OfHENS1~H-IYl~i~tIY2t~AC~~~AXC-rl+rlliRO-~~~l~ 
> ISN DOCt5 DIf+ENSIGtr TIZlrTTIZl 
.-. 1S# 0067 _- ..-.. .-. --Otn~~SIuN-tr~R-1-I),HAXRIl1----- ------- - -- -._.- --.--- -------80804880--- 
ISN OOL'tl READI~TAPIINCl,IIY1IJI,J=l,NClI DO004010 
. ---3 5tl 0003 HAXC l=HA3(C+ - .~.- _- 
ISY 0010 CALL SIJLTI IYl,l'r~uCl ,hClrl ,T,TT) 
- ----f5tr 0011 NTOi-rl - ---. -------_ OS- 
ISN OGl2 Ik'fsEC=l 
1~ . ---IJN ali 
------fDUHr(!..-. .-_-. -___ __ __ 06004G.P”- 
ISN 0014 KHA X=0 00004100 
---1str 001.5 -if.- 1c -fri-*me---p 8OGO4 1 c-- 
ISY 0010 IFII.LT.NAECIREADIHTAPIlNC2,IIY2lJl,J=l,NC2l OODO4120 
. - .-crl>N 0618 ---- CALL StlRTti-Yt-ei rNC2,NCM ,T+TJ------------. ----- -- ..-. --- v 
C 
--I_, - . ----~lFInClifQrO)CO-CuHPuTAHON~~EfDfe-c 60-TO -Et&D-DF-LUOP-u-D-UP+ -OOQG4150--- 
DATE THE ARRAYS. OCOO4160 
_ . --G------. ---__- _ ___ ---- - -- .--_ .---_- 
tStJ UOlY 1FINCl.EP.OIGT.I TU 20 00004lBD 
. _ I - _ _ -- --e- -. - .---.- --. -- * - --..-_--.-.--._ - ._-__._-_..-_. _ _ I ._ . _.__.. __ 
CCIHPUTE LI NtS CUK~ESPONDING. TO CUNNECTEO POINTS IN THE AKKAY IY It J00004L00 
-_-.-- -. -.-g..-. -- .---__ ___ pm-.. .-- --. --_- 
,‘-I SN 002 1 x1=1 ‘DOOO422D 
- ---fSN DO22 J,,lzl --_ ._- --.-~ ~--.- -na00423~-.- 
:ISN 0023 DO 30 Jl=trNCl OOOG4240 
- .- - -j45N- 0024 .- -IFIJl.EOrNCltGD TD-48-- - . - ----- oooI342.5l)-~ 
ISN 0026 JZ=Jltl 00004260 
.-- -3SN OOZT- IF{-I-Y-it&Z k-H-H-J1 J-d&~. -- 000042-70--- 
ISN 0029 xri=x1 000134280 
--•- --fSN i)Ojo- - --1= I Y 1 (d-1 t-- .--_- _ OCOO429D- 
ISN 0031 YZ=IYI(JZI 00004300 
--- tsn 6032 --------fMt--JJf-hlifW 1 ,-X2-~YZ~-xeB~~~-H*3[f)r~Ax~~I~~~ r- _ -- --- 
IhW,IWC,HINR,HAXRJ 
I -.- ---+-Sh 003 3 ------+N ftkC2.fOsf3.-M.-I. .Eda-Nfi~+GB-F83e---- 0c004+3&-- 
C 
.-.I__ -- Z -. ---tLhPttfE ttYt-S-t-1)RrcESP~MDi-NBfttfON~fF1IittS--8 ~4T-M~---000043%-- 
-. C I'TH ROaf. - 00004360 
ISN 0035 x2*1*1 000043 80 
-. .-cSb 003 6 I- ---y.~,~.y#j++-~~.~-’ _--.- --00004- 
ISN 0037 DO 60 JJ=JJl,NCZ 0c004400 
.---IS4 0038 -.--w---J J2;J&L.w- --. -----m-e -“G00441” 
ISN 0039 IDIF=IYZIJJI-IYlIJlI 00004420 
- wn- co40- i-H-f B-f -6-G DOOGe 
ISN 0042 ‘IFiIDIF,GT.lIGU JO 70 1 00004440 
--.----ISN 0044 -y.2=I’{z( JJ )---- -. .--.!e-.--ew --- -.. ------ UOGO44.5D- 
ISN OOSi CALL JUIN~~X~,Y~,X~,Y~,A,,XPU,YPU,HAXC~~HAXC~N~OT~IYREC,IDUH,I~C~ 
_ _ _. ..-- .-A- --- I hi?,-LHCdWd rHAXRI---------------- -- -.--._- -___ 
ISN 004c, CLNTINUE 00004480 
-----ISttOD47- AJ,=.HA xei-t&e-l+---- "OCNW&L-- 
iSN 0049 M CPNJ 1tuE 00004500 




- ---.2.- -... --+-.-+Jp+*.~~ .*.h*.y-S+yJ. *ND ..*y*-~-----. -- 0000+530------- - 
C 
---+5pJ-.*(J5.p -~~~(=~.r Nc&--F.-. - .- ..----f)ouJp&40- -._l. 
ISN CO52 CALL VROV~lY2~NC2,IY1~ 00c404550 
_ [ SN. on5 3 _ --.H-.- -Ca,,T,N,,E ..--._ -._ .._._ -______ .~--. ..-_-._. _ _.- __-_....._._ 000~4~60..- .- . 
ISN 0054 kTrJT=NlOt-1 00004570 i 
---lSN OG’i5 - ------)I=( NTUl-it-OrOiRf-TIJKN- --es-e--i-.---- --- .--. _--.. - --.- --QQO(j45 0c .- .- 
’ ISN DC57 CALL SrjRTIIRCvl rNTOT,MAXC.2~TrlTI 
; -:---?f 5N- (1059 -------+r;rIIEt9~~~Ef+(~HftI-EM-)T~~U-T-Bft ---- _..._. __-__. _ .-I 
I>N 005Y IuhizC=IwREC*I 
.-. .---[.SN c’O60-------- --.. wK*~~(9~,~R~~)~~R~t~f~2+i-+H;+f-.~~f3Ft--- .- -._-.- _..... - --..-..-\ 
“-1SN 0061 InHEC=IJREC+l 
--.-. ----- .--. 
A+ 
-.;.--15N 0062 .-----.-.,.‘)u,,r Ii)“,,+*- .__._. - _.--- - _-.. -__ _-_- ____. ______ -- _____ --... --&JO04620 ..-- 1 
blIkWfIDUHl=IHCll,lt 
----NAXlc ttDt~-i-MC4 NTUT-vl)-- - --- . ..-... ------- 
ti1str OOb5 PRINT 10001 KHAX 00004650 
-:;ti; W;; -. --.- ------hKITEL 6r.100D1Kt4~X ...-. ---- ---.. -. --.---.. .- .-_. - _.__. - .--- ._.._ - -6OoO4b6O -- -- 
1000 FtJRIiAT(6H KHAX=Ibl 000C4670 
--.,i[SN 5060 -.--RETuRH _- .__. -. _. .-__ .--.... -... --~ -_ ._-__-___ _-__ -__1__. .- -0QOGcrb00 --._ .- -- 
ISN OOb’>- END 00004690 
. ;>:J.,,ofji. -.. $UIROU~1NE--~GETC-2~IDU~,iA,IDA,iSEO~iS~IP,~~XG~~INR,~AXR,NUDir IRC,-- .=-z-y=.‘. 
NfAPIJ,IRHN,IRMX,ICHN,O 
‘.j cof-t3 .-.. .-•DIMENSlON IA(IDA rSJeTLS)eTT(St 
.” _. __.-..--.----_ .- -.. 
I ‘I 00G4 DIHENSION ISEOIIDAl,lSKI~IIDAI,~INR~IDA~,HAXR~IDAI,NwDS~IDAJ, 
-_ - -. - -. ._ -- ..- _ _ IRClHAXC.2) . __. .-_.. .-_ .._._^_. -, ___~ ..: _. 
C 
_ ---<--- DEFINE FILE 90 AS IN GETCl\“’ 
MUST ED’CE CLHS lr2,3,4,5’ OF IA TO HINR,HAXR,ISEO,NYDS,ISKIP. 
-.- t------ .--...-. __---I .~.~_. 
.- .--..-.-C_f.N.lt’L.‘fE .!ffi’.* !?.I!!!.. !!v!.r _-- __-_.__ .- .__. .--_-_- _..-_ ,_ I .~i . . . . 1 --- - 
’ .‘! 0305 DO 10 I=l,IDlJH 
‘2 E?Ob - ----.-- lSEQ[ [ I=[ _ . .-_- ..__. -- ---” 
: ?! cpc7 10 ISKIP 1180 
. ?J ,,~c~.-- ----_. Nr”AXC _ - - - - . _ . . _ .- -... . . . ---_ . . ..- --._--.-- .-. 
f”J coc9 IPASS=l 
.LI cg*fJ --.--- IR”,,r[0*.6 ---------.--- ----- ._... - .-_-__.-__- _._._-__ i___..i_~ 
i ‘4 c:11 ICWN=I0**6 
- - -- .- . - - . - _i ‘; h I2 ----.. ..-...- IRkXs-*R”N . . _ .___ _ __. _ _ ____ _ _ 
’ Y G’j13 . ICflX=-ICIIN- 
: 2’ PO14 --.I- ‘- .- CALL VHlNI’4(HINR~IDUH,~RnW)-~ -. - --.--‘-- _ . .-.-. . . - _---- .-- 
:‘.:I 0515 CALL V~AXI4~~AXR,IDU~,IR~YI 
--c--- ‘. ----.- 
ARRANGE HINR IN ASCENDING ORDER AND HAXR,ISEQ,NYDS,ISKIP ACCLY. 
--- .I---.. - . ..- .__ .L _ . _ __ .-.. _- ._.-_ __._ -.-_ 
! ..!4 0016 NREC =O 
:J co17 .‘--2O- CALL SORT~IArl.IDUH,IDA rSrl,Tl~3 ‘--.‘- .‘^ 
. ! !I GO 18 PRINT 100, IPASS,NREC,~~INRlII,~AXRorlSEO~I~,NWDS~IJ,ISKIP-~IJ. 
---. -i I-1, IDUHJ ‘. _ ..-_. _ _. _. _ ..- - ..-_. ______.-_I 
i IN 0019 100 FURHAll//' PASS'I3,'. NUfWEY OF RECORDS DUMPED OUT=‘151 
.- ._ _.. . I’ HINR-‘lb,’ HAXR='I6,' ISEQ='I3,' NWDS"I6r' tSKIP-'t6))--------------- 
.-- E -. READ N NJRDS INTO AKRAYS IROb AND ICLH FROM DISK’nITH . .-- 
C ISEat II'S1 SET OF DATA. .YUKDS ISKIPLJI+I THKU ISKIP(J~+NYD5(J~ 
__. .- .--. C-,----ARE READ PROM ~SEP(Jb'Tll SET OF DATA. . . -. _..- --- 
C 
- - ,sN 0020 -.---- -- 1-D 
! ‘!I 0021 J=l 
! : N 0022 - -. 30- 1=1+1 .-. ---.. . . ._.- - 
:;:J 0023 IwREC~~ISEUll~-lJ~2tI 
- i >‘J 0024 .‘- -.-- 'ISKIPI~ISKIP~I~ '-. I_ - . ..-- -- 
r’ :!d 0025 K=HINO(NwDSfIl,N-J+l) 
i ' iJ U9.26 JKImJtK-1 _ _. _ _ . 
: .:J 0027 IF~ISKIPI.EO.OJ 
: ;‘!, 0029 
.WEAD(~O'II~KEC) 
IFI ISKIPI.NE.01 
~IKCfI~L,I~~I~L'J~JKI),HEXlR ..'.. _- . -. 
-~-------.NEAD~9O'lwntCJ~DU~rlEL~lrl~KIPIJ,lIRC~IELrl~rlEL-JrJKl~rNEXTR --. -.---.---..m-. 
!Stl GO31 lF~K.LT.NwDS~IJ~HINRoIIEXTR 
I!.Y OU>P .. _ -.. IFIK.E~.NWDS~IJ~HINR~IJ-llINR~IDUtlJ+IDOOOOO .-. ..-... --- -.. - 
! :atJ 0035 IFlISKIPI.EU.0~ 
. .RtAlJ (90’1 .IILC+I 1 I _.. _. lIRClIEL~2J,ItLAJrJKI~ ._ 
I .tJ b0J7 IFI ISKIPI.Nt.0~ 
. . _ 
219 
_ _ 
.~ . . . . . -__-_. _ --- ---ratA~t9e’fNREC+PI~oun-,rcc-~,i5KI~r,,~~ac~Irc,2,~~tL-~,~~Kl~f- ---=- 
IS3 6039 Ndl51 I~=NI~D~~II-K 
- -1stc ooso:--- IsK*p.( *)r*SKIp(l)+n’-- --.- ,._- --..-...,.. --. . . . . ..- 
c f5.i 0041 J=J+K 
-..-’ i;,: 0042 - -IfIJ.CE,N.A~D.I;LT;~DU~~~GO -TO-SO,--- -’ .-’ ..- -. .---.-.- .-- .-._ 
* c 
. - ..-- - .---C---- - tJ-.I) rOS HAYE RGU BEEN READ PRIM Df5K INTO CORE ---_. --.- __-- - 
NarNUHBER OF l DS IN C&IRE ON THE PREVIOUS PASS OUT OF l HfCH N HAVi 
-. . 4 --- -- BEEN TRANSFERLEO TO OUTPUT--TAPE* --THUS (NY-N) IS THE NO. --Of--OLO.--p.r 
-‘_ _.-- E -... -.. 
YDS SlfLL IN CORE. 
.._ _ -._-._ .._ 
.1..: aoc4 IFI IPA’SS.GT.lJGO TO 40 
,. 4’. . - -..__- -. . . -.--... .-- ^_.._ ---.- . . . ..- ._.-- _..-.- COGS- -.--..N”=J-* _. 
. . ! OQb 7 GJ TO 45 
I !I 4 d -. -- 40----J J-N,,-N . -- , - _ .__._ - _- ._,__ . 
1 I CCSL) NY=JJ+J-1 
_. -..c -...--- 
* Nh=NUHBER OF UORDS IN CORE FGR THE PRESENT PASS 
._ ooso --&--. . ._ .-...- --_-- --_ ..- ..-.-. ._- _._ - ___..---. 
I I i IF(J.GT.N)GU TO 45’ 
_. _ -. . . - . -. _’ _. _. _ - .._. -_.-.-_-.__--__ _-_ . ‘. 0 c 5 2 NlrN+l 
. : m53 CALL VHOVi IRCINl,l,l rJJ,IRCt J,lJ1 
. : .>a.;4 ---- -CALL VHOY~IRC1Nl,2~,JJ~rIRC~J,2~~-~--------~--:------~~~---------- 
’ . . c’)55 45 CON1 1NUE 
oo5b ___-_ --- [PASS~[PA~S+l _.- ._-.._. .- . - _ .--. . ..-.- _ -- -.--- .- __-- ___ 
;- -__ .- aOR ROh AND CULUHN.. -’ -.- --‘-‘-- .-._’ . . . .._. -_ I_ _ - __._______ _ 
C 
. G co57 -..CALL SORTt [RC,l rNYr”AXCr2iT.;TT)~-.~-- _._. _ ._ _-.... -^ ..- -..- -.- . -___ 
, 
. _ I-..- FIND PART OF DATA IN CORE TO BE REFORHATTED AND WRITTEN-ON TAPE:--,- - --.~ 
C THAT IS, F IN0 HAXI N SUCH THAT IROY~N~.LT.l4RW YHERE H~OY~MINIHUil 
- .c -ROW NUtlBEW CORWESPONFlNC TO DATA- ON OISK THAT HAVE ‘NUT BEEN TAKEN--------- 
c’- -... - 
LNTO COKE VET. 
._-_ . _.-.._ - 
1 .I : 0058 Hr(OY*HlNRt 11 
I.74 co53 - .--.-- CALL V~lNl4~~INR,lOU~,HRUW~ -- .-. _-. _..-.-. 
e : :: 0060 NYl=NY+l 
039t .--.--- 00 60 Jfl,NY _ 
Cl?62 
Qfl?j - -..._‘- . 
N=Ndl- J 
IF(IRC(N.l).LT.~RUYICU TO 50 .- - _ ..^ .____- 
cc:85 60 CONTINUE 
- c . _ _. . . _ _ _ __ __. 
C NO PART JF OAlA IN CORE CAN BE WRITTEN ON TAPE BECAUSE.THE REC’OROS 
---C --.-. ARE INCJHPLETE. PRINT ERROR MESSAGES ‘AND STOP. . ..__. . ..-. -._.- .-_- 
OQcab ,--‘---m PRINT 400,NREC 
Qns7 IRHN=IRtlX+l 
QQ’,,j ------ -y---RETURN 
2’; A, 3 400 FOKKATL ’ ERROR’ IN GETCL. TRV LARGER HAXC. NREC=‘16J 
00 T!Y -- 50 .. CON1 INUE . ._- .- --. -----. 
YAITE N uIJROS OF COLUMN DATA UN. TAPE AFTER AEFOKHATTlNG. ‘- ---- ‘-.-- 
Jl=l 
_____ 7&e-- .-. jr J+l- __ _.__ ._ _.- -l-- .._..__ - _ -.--. ----. . .- .-... ---. _-- ----_- 
IF~J.EQ.NJGO TO 80 
IF~IPC~J,l~.EQ.IRC~Jtl,l~-JGO TO 70. _. .-_.!. - .___ __.__., ._-. . _. - -.-. 
JJ=J-Jl+l 
-t&EC-NREC+l--- ___.- ____ - -. -- ..__ --- __-.. _.. --. ----- ----..___I- 
YRITE(NTAPO)JJ,IIRC(LIZ) rL=JlrJl 
.-- -. CALL VHlNI4~IRC~Jlr2~,JJ,ICHNT ..- -.-. _- -.. . . ._._ -.-.-___ 
CALL WHAXt4l lRClJ1 r2l rJJ,ICHXJ 
oc33 - -..--- _ _ - . Jl =J+l ..- .__ _. _. . ._. _ _-.. __ _ _ 
: ‘.I?34 IF~IRC(J,l~.EO.ldC~Jl,l)-1)CO TO 70 
220 
COdb . -.1 lr~kc.( j,l )+I _ _._._. _-.._ .:. ..___ i-L.--pv 
OC81 IL*IRCIJlrl) .- 
3038 --------‘JJ=@ . . . . - . - - --.. --.---..--.--_ 
0039 DO 90 1X=11,12 
ocso -:--NHI(EC=NREC+l - --.- .-. _ - . - I- . ..- .--. _.-..-.~.- . . -.. -.- r- -_.-..__ -me-- -----.-; 
0091 90 nRITE(NfAPO~JJ,JJ 
OG92 - GO TO’70 ----- ,_ : ---T---y .--- 
2033 80 JJ=N-Jlhl 
5094- -- - -----NREC=NREC+l -.--.. . . . . - -.--. ..-...- . _ --.-. ._~ -. _ _~.. -. -; --.-.-a-... .- __- - -- -.--- - --~ 
no95 CIRITEt NTAPOI JJ,tSRC(LeZ) ,L-Jl ,NJ . 
0096. --CALL ~~~N(4(~RC(J~-,2)-~JJ,~~)IN).-. ..ml--. . .-.-.I --.-.--~-e---m 
0097 CALL WHAXI4(1RC[JlrZJ,JJ,ICHXJ 
_. -. - _-._- -... . 
s 
. . -_ . . . m-m -5--~-- - __-------- 
CHECK STOPPING CONDITION. IF HOT FINISHED’ GO TO 20 .’ 
- --- c .---- _ -. _ . --.. ._A_ _ _..._ _. _. .._ _._ -____ __._____-___ . 
CO38 PRINT ZOC, NREC 
0099 ---- 200. - FORMATi// FINISHED-CETC2-r. NO,--OF-RECORDS=‘I6)-- 
OlGO DO 95 II=l,lDUH 
OlOl------ 1F(NYDS~II~.~E.O~GO TO 20--w -.--I.-- _ .-.. - _ .---. - .-.-._--.-_ 
0103 95 CO!dTINUE _ 
0104 - .- - ..- RETUKN 
. . . ..- -_ . -.-.-_ . . . _ -. - - _--- ._. - _--.. ---- 
. 
010s END _. 8. * 




I . I. . . . . 
.?’ 
. ; ‘: 
‘ -Ii 
St, ,-&c2-.- ---- ~-SU6ROUfIN~~-JOtYi~X1-,Y~,X2,~2,A,XPO,YPOrHAXC1,~AXC,NTOT, IUREC~DUHr- 
IRC,IYR,lYC,HINR,HAXR~ 
: ‘: co03 ,. .: . .*DIKEN5ION AI2,2~,IRC~HAXC,2J,lWKI1~,IWC~l~,KINR~’l~,~AXR~l~,~42~~.. -------.--- 
Tf(21 
, ,,:i04 .-.--.-.~--.~COnHO~,JOMl,l * - _ .-. . . . . . _ - . . - . . . - - . . . . .- - ~ . . .-.-- ---fjords- 
I “605 CDHBON/ JONZ/KHAX - c0000190 
.--+J-.--- . . . . . ^ . . .I_ _ _. ._------ 
.-- -E 
D’N IiR,I”C AS IN JOIN. D’N HIMt,HAXR((EXPECTED NUH8ER OF POINTS 0000023D 
---.-- IN TRANSFORHED DATA-l 1 /tlAXC+l j. -.- . -, . ..- .- -;-00000240-- 
C 
i ‘: j JO& .---. CALL. JOIN~Xl,Yl,X2~Y2~A,XPO,YPO,l~R~rfW~~K~- --s..--.----- -----00G00&0----- 
:I ’ ‘JO? H=HINOLK*2,NlOT-11 OGOCiO27D ’ 
‘. L ,;f) 8 - --- iFtt1.EP.C)4i~Tti 10 ..--. -- .’ _ - . .--.-.-- .-.-v-v OOCGO280 
. e 110 HH-NTOT-H 00000290 
‘I 1 [ __..----- -_I CALL ELRPTN~IwR,IYC,IRC~HH,lKCorXln)- --.,---------:-- - -.A- _-- 
.s 312 LO CONTINUE oooco31o 
.013.*- -.KHAXrnAXO(K,KHAX)--- .-.-.-:--.-e-w-..- - ..--.--___-- ----- OOOG~320 -A 
’ 314 IF(K,EO.O)RETURN oocoo33o : 
914 -- --. . ..- e. IF(NTOT+K.GT.HAXCl)GO TO 50 . I -_ - -.-.. _ - _--_.- ._-._ I CO@OO34~ ---- 
. I.318 CALL VHOV~IwR,K,IRC~NTOTrlJJ . . . -. . 
,.,I9 .-. ---- - CALL VflOV~InC,K,IRC~NTOT,2~~~,~ ... -.-.._. .-.I.- . -... - _- ----- -.... . ..- --Y’ 
y* ‘, *:6 20 NTUT=NTOT+K ocooo37o 
‘; t. ,,cl21 ----RETURN _-.-.- -_.. -_-.--._-_.- _.-- --__ --OOOCO38D-- 
_:, 022 50 L=HA XC l-NTOT o(ro0o39o 
. ,023 .--- -1 ..-.-em -CALL “,,,,“( ~,,,R,L,lRC(N~,,T,l)) - .-:-m-L-.... ..-. --i -....- ---.-w- --I- - --., -.....- 
024 CALL VtiOVl InCtL,IRCdNTOT,ZJ) 
,325 : - -..-- _ CALL SOKT(IRC,l ,HAXC,HAKC,L,frT.Tt----- ------- -_-y--. . _. ---I_- 
‘8 1326 rRITE/9f”IhHEC)~IRC~IEL,lJ,IEL=l,HAXC~ 
_. 
7’ 327 - ‘--*-- l*REC=IhRtC+I - -.-- . .- -.-e-.--m. .---_ -.-.. ---.--- -_-- -_-.- 
’ .,:128 wRlTE~9C’IwRECJ ~IRC~IEL,2),IELflrflAXCJ 
1 
E 29 . :‘. In~tC=IaREC+l _. -,- I. . .._-.. _.._ ..,.- - .--.-I---.---.- 
,I ~J3c.J IDUH=lDUH*l DOOOD45D ! 
,.‘I31 _--.-.__ HIhR( IDUH)-IRC(l,lJ 
HAIR(1bUH)rlRC(nAXC,l) . . . 
.-.I-.. -....-. _-__ -.--. . ..--_ - -..-- -- ..- _-_.__; 
tr ,..r) ?? 
5 ‘I IC 3 3 ‘.----- &ft&,J . . .- .-.--A.- .~, - - -*’ -.- ‘. .-- . ..-*.,-.-....-.. -‘? -...- oo(jow+8&w-i 
LIf LO34 K+K-L 0b000490 . . 
‘,I( ;,I)35 ----- CALL yH(JV( [wR(Ll) ,K,[RC(L ,1,)-J . . . . . . . em:.-... . . - ..-_.---___ ----’ f ----- : 
: !< Xl36 CALL VHOV~IkC~LI~,K,IRC(lo) 
5!* QO.37 -- -- NlUl=K+l - . . , 000~()520 .----,- .i 
I ‘dO38 200 FURHAT( 6H KHAX=16J 00000540 * 
: VI *;f)3y ..- .I._ WRITEL6,2001KHAX .- - _ . - -. - ._ . . -. . . - 00000550 .----I 
I .’ 
l . : 0 4 0 YRIlE~b,100lI,IOUH,tiINR~~DUH~~HAXRO . ooouos7o 
‘: !‘?‘+I l-00 FURHA 1 I /, 1 X r34HNUHtiER UF INPUT RECORDS PROCES) ED= 161 0000058~ . -.., 
’ . 1X,16HNUHDtR @F DUHPS-Ib,bH HINR=lbrbH HAXR=lbJ 00000~90 
:‘I !,042 RETURN e 
*. 1.’ oc43 END 
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1 .. , 
;T;Ft.: . .~ --- -NL3icLXIT~KE-JUIT:lXIiYl X~SYZ~?~XFG~TF(~FI fRifiiCo(‘t 
C 
.- - c----’ ‘13 f~Irrrr-I;:TrGt.i-~vcxt’ir,fiTE~ IJr- eliI% NtkKtsT I-L! IHE. xf~aut'-JumtIC “. .---- --. 
c (XltYit ukJ (aL,YLt Itu Ttiii lnAhSfGh?ltb 3YaItt-l dJTH CJArllNdTE 
5 -- t~nxS~:xnATlun u,fvct;- t!Y-A-Af;l~‘lXl’LiYPd) - .. . . -.--.. -.-. -- -- __-_ _- .- .- 
C 
C’ liar; ,&Nil IiC SHJ- tit U'hl!l RAX CXYtCTtU'VALUt'UF .K: K=NUHetk.UF ". .'-----'---.- --- 
L I’mal~.lb bh Ttli: Ll~rc oclnttik cl)tl. P~.ll~t’~. 
c - ... ----- ._ . ._- -..--. . --_ - - - - -.._ .-_. - _._.-__ .___-_.. . 
i-3 , 
c- - 
I~r.~I~r=5~~r~lk~jfut*.5,ut . . . _ . . _ _ - ..-.- .- - -_-. ---- - ----.-L- -- .- .---- -.- -- 
L 2.‘ 4 i)lr~t:c,ILk h(~lc?t,Jn~Jl~rJUCJlt . 




----- yp~=C(Lif,a~~tG~r.,r)oy~+ypO. --.---...--- - --- ----_----_-- _I 
‘1 . . . 7 Y~L=A(L,~I*~Z+~(L,LI~Y~+Y~~ 
.‘.“I - -- -- 1;’ I;r. 1 :t I, xr I ) xri j --- --.. .--- _^_----. .---. __-__- -.-a- . 
!. II=n 
I .- . . I 1 IT~,,.LT.FL~ATlIIttIl=Xl-l.----- ------- _ ----.- . 
!J n=A!.,LXl( XPl ,~f2 J 
.- ! ‘* . -- --- IL=,, ..-_ -.-- _ -- _. -.- --._--- 
: 1, I~L~..Lr.rLCkr~lLtJ1L=lL~l 
!T --. -.-. 12l=‘,*-~l+: ---_ -.- -- - -.. 
. ;: -. 
A=Arilhl( rPl,YtJ2t 
----.-- -“91 =i; -_ _.-. . . ..-__ ..-..- 2. -- 
c : ’ 2 L I~I~~.LT.ilti~IlJltt Jl=JI-1 . 
.n , - - _. _, d=AE;AX-r, yv1 ,yp,lr--- ---.-- --- -_--.-- -. LI 
,: .I., Jcc=n 
' 24 . . -.--. Itl.~.\.i-;rtuAl(‘J-~i~t=7ttri .L-.--- - --_-. - --.- ----.-- . t .’ I-. Jr!l=J2-,,I+1 
-’ I - --- A5C. . . . ..-. -. --.- --.- ------- - ----.--- -- ..: 
I* /:, Xt’l.f=AoSl )II”I-X,‘LJ 
“‘.“I -. ---- YPlr=A03f tt’f-!Y1’2)--------- .-- _-__ -.__-- ..-_ Lpw- 
, ‘2 3. I~lxrl~.LT.Y~‘l~tbu TO AC 
.’ ..’ I.! ----.- -.- 3Lurc=( w2-wit/( xP~-xw’- --.-.--- -- _- ._-.- ----.-.--. 
\ 3J-3 111=11-l 
i-z-34 -------- . n*- “L Zf-1’1) lil- -I P-----e ..----------*.-__Ip 
I 4.j u-u:+1 
“J-a - -.- I _ .-InK(&t=Jtll~ _- --. . - ---.-m-w-_ -I- -.-- -... ..-._ _-. _--_ -.--___ --...___. .-__ _ _-- . . 
-! jI Ar’=!,ari(ht 
‘C 33 -.-2c -’ 1;‘(K~~*I();D(YP.1,(XP~XYr’)VSNPE7’ ----. -.---.----.-- -.--- -..- -1 .-.--- .--.-..-- 
-0; L L’K 
. -4:.  UL 4:: I’l,L .-. .. - _ -- ..-... - .-_- -__ -._-. . ._-- ----..-. ‘-. ._. _-- ._- __._^ ___ __ 
‘.“Sl . lr(l.t~.11L3 TJ 41’ I 
cfl** j _ - I l=J-1 - . . -._.... _ ,- ._. ._.. _ _ - ,. ..-_- _ -._ -_- --_._ ,..__-_-_... - 
I I- ., t IJj-IkCIl~t-IrCJJlt 
.” -1, - lJ=l&oSl~ JSt - -..---...-. . - -.-- - .-A- -.-.. ---.. _---I. -_ ..- -._ .^ _ ---. 
Lt.40 IFIII.Lt.lJCA TLI 40 . 
-: $3 ._--- __ I,=1 1-P/J-r * . . . _.. : . . . . ..-- - -- . ..-- _--. .._ .--- -._-- .._ _ .-- --. ________.. 
_. *s L.;- 5’ J-i,11 4* 
.I.>“. tf:u* 1 .-I. _-_ _, _ ..__ ---_ _ . . . . . ._. 
‘\ 51 Inn~nt=J..:t(Ilt 
!: 5 2 -ST----- l~c(Kl~1h~f-tt‘l-~rJ=x-lvI -- 
.-. . - ----.-- . . . . --m ..- - 
r : i 4c CUIVJ JtJbt 
*. :*4 -_ HE,unN -_ -. --- --.. --------. --- ..d . . . - . -. . _ . . . -.. . ..-. - 
..r 3, 1C Jll=Jl-1 
‘4 sL;;Pi=1 xP2-XP!l-/(YYL-YPl~ ------- ___-- . - - --^- - -_..-_- --.- 
.- 1 ! Du >I: J=ltJLl 
- 33 . K=r(+I . . . 
_ __.__._ _____ _.. __ --_.-.-_ _ -.-- -.-.-.-.--.- -- --. - - - ..-- 
; .> I J~Clht=J*Jll . 
-1,. - - Yf=lnL(Kl ..-- - .-. _--_--- ..---- _-- --_. . __-_--_^.-__-.. -_- --z . ._.-.--..- 
’ .#l 3” Jn~LKt=ln~~~txrl+(YP-YPlt~SL~PE) 
! ‘> .: L’K . _. __. --. _ . ..- -_.---- -. --.. -..-..-...-- . . . . _._. -. -.- 
i 1 ULI oh- 1’l.L 
-. l j ( 1 ;t”. 1 I‘L,;T 6t .--. - -.- .---------..----I --_.------ ,-t 
d’, ll=J-l 
‘..7 - -- J , j= I ,,~ ( I .) _ * i;K ( I *.T---~---- .-----. ..--------- -. . _ --.- -- --- . . --_ .._ 
, J Il=lncSlllS1 
* **, I 
-.. f~ll1’.Lt.ltC’j-fll’6~- -______.___ --.--- -_ -._---. -__.-.-------.-----_--- 
’ II I>=1 15/11 
. 1.: -- -. ui 72”3=2,“(---- --I. -I_ -._--- -. _ .._- _- ._-a-- - 
-7, n=n* 1 
~ : , ----_ -_. laC~~t=liiC(IIt------ -.--.--._---. 
-_--_- -.- 
I I 7O Inn(nt;l~.~(llt+(J-lt*IS 
: 67 C&iI;TrtiUE- 
- -._. --_-_ . --- ------- ----- _-- 
:I hi IUr;td 
‘1; --. - -- tt,” . ..--.----._--- P--P------- - -- 
222 
- _-- _-_-. _ --.-_ . ----- --_-_- --- .--.- 
- ---v----SWH~UMflE--EkiWTN (+k@ r&E rl-R-b&r1CLh-tk&k---- -;:st$gg 
DIHENSION IkiKIl1 ,IYC~I~,IROY~N) ,ICLHINI 
---.L-----~--p I ------ 
C TO ELIHIHATE COIJKDINATES IN (IMR,IWC) I&IICH ARE E’LUAL TO ANY OF 
--_ m-- C- WE- COURO-I NAIM--I N-4 1 kBHdGL44~ - -- 
C ‘D’N IWKIK)?IWCIK)i K 1s BOTH ‘lyPUy AND OuiPUT ,( NYHBEP OF CQORDI- 
















OOOQ -A--3 *(j-. .- - - .-- --.-.---.----------_ 
0005 30 I=I+l 
z;;-- 1!1FFF” -- 
0009---- IF4 I&+:Me.-cRtls t-r-uffrteri-IaNt( a-t6wB 
0011 co TO 20 
0012 ..- -IO- -.C,-JNffNUE---T -.._. - --.--- 
0013 GO TO 30 
0014~--- i?+----IF( I .EtfcK-kG&+U-40 ---- 
OGlcl CALL VnUVl IkR[I+lJ ,K-i ,IWRLIl J 
0017 - _...-.. --‘--CALL ..” Hif+ff.m~+f..) ,t(+.&Yftf-;+---- - ~.- - 
OOlY 1=1-l 
0013 -----j((rK-1- ----. -- 
ISN 0020 GU TO 30 
----I SN 002 1 ,-----riO -K--K- l-- ._-.--- 
ISN OOLL RETURN 
--‘-lSN 0023 --.---*No.- .---..-- .-_... --- .-- 
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5-5 SUPERPOSITION OF BOUNDARIES 




Starting with the output of a microdensitometer digitizing a boundary image, 
to apply a given threshold of density and reduce the thickness of the boundary lines 
by “peeling” their outer layers while preserving the distinctness of regions separaled 
by them. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL PEELS (NTAPI, NTAPO, NREC, NEL, IT, MPASS, MDEV, 
NDEV, LX, LY, IBDY) 
where 
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of the input and output sequen- 
tial data sets; 
NREC, NEL are the number of records and the number of pixels (bytes) 
per record in the input image; 
IT is a threshold on density; if IT is positive (negative) all points with 
densities 1 IT (5 IT ) will be regarded as boundary points; 
MPASS is the maximum number of iterations permitted (see Section 9, 
Method) ; 
MDEV, NDEV are logical unit numbers of two direct access scratch 
data sets defined as indicated in the listing of PEELS; 
LX, LY, IBDY are scratch arrays with LX, LY dimensioned as indicated 
in the listing and IBDY dimensioned NEL. 
4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
The input image should be on a sequential data set with unit number 
NTAPI and consist of NREC records and NEL bytes per record, each record 
corresponding to a line of the digitized image and each byte, to a pixel. All other 




The output of this program will be on unit NTAPO as a sequential data 
set with NREC records. The records will be in SLIC (scan line intersection code) 
format. That is, the first word of the I’th record indicates the number of words 
that follow and each subsequent word is a column coordinate of the intersection 
of the I’th scan line with the boundary image. 
4.3 File Storage 
This program requires two direct access scratch data sets to handle the 
intermediate iterations of the boundary data. The sizes of these data sets are 
indicated in the listings attached. 
5 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
G USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 with the 
H compiler. The program is in the user’s library as a load module. 
7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
This subroutine calls several subroutines and the linkage is shown in the 
following table. 
8.1 Storage 
The subroutine PEELS is 1458 bytes long. However, including a driver 
(whose size depends Largely on the dimensions of LX, LY, TBDY which are 
functions of NEL), the required subroutines and the buffers the program needs 
approximately 70K for handling NEL =2100. 
8.2 Execution Time 
The execution time is highly dependent on the size and complexity of the 
boundary image, the thickness of the boundary lines and the maximum number 
of passes (MPASS) requested. In the case of the Mobile Bay GTM (a 4000x2100 
level II map with boundaries 3 and 4 pixels thick) the initial thresholding and 
reformatting took about 10 minutes and the subsequent i terations about 6 min- 
utes each, with a final reformatting and copying step taking about 7 minutes. Thus, 



































* Entry under DARN 
+ Logical function available in the user’s 
library under a main member name LOGFUNC 





The program has three major steps: 
Thresholding, compressing and writing on a direct access unit. 
Iterating to “peel” boundaries. 
(iii) Changing to SLIC format and writing on output sequential data set. 
9.1 Thresbolding and Compressing 
The routine SARN reads each record (of NEL bytes) of the input data set 
into the array LX. The routine VLTHR thresholds each of the NEL bytes in LX. 
A logical vector LY is defined as follows: 
IF (IT.GE.O)LY(I) = LX(I).GE.IT 
IT (IT. LT.O)LX(I) = LX(I). LE.IABS(IT) 
for I = 1, NtiL. 
The routine CMPRES is then used to pack the information in LY into the 
first NEL bits of the array LX. The I’th bit of LX is “set” if and only if LY (I) 
is .TRUE., 
The compressed boundary information is then written on the direct access 
unit MDEV using the routine DAWN. 
9.2 Iterating to Peel 
The main peeling routine is called PEELER. The input to this routine is 
from MDEV whenever IPASS, the iteration number, is odd and the output then will 
be written on NDEV. When IPASS is even, the input and output designations are 
interchanged. One call to PEELER removes one fflayerlt of the thick boundaries 
from top, left, bottom and right. 
To decide whether a particular boundary point should be deleted (i. e. the 
bit corresponding to it changed to 0), we examine a 3x3 neighborhood centered 
around the point. Consider the array 
a b c 
d e f 
g h i 
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where each letter represents a binary pixel, It is to be decided whether e, which 
is presently equal to 1 should be changed to 0. The conditions for a ‘top peel’ will 
be derived below and those for peeling from the other directions follow by symmetry. 
First of all, e should be a top boundary point. That is, there should be 
no boundary point directly above e and there should be a boundary point below e. 
Therefore b =0 and h=l are necessary conditions. Suppose b h= 1. (Here, l!~ de- 
notes the complement of b). Then, we need only check whether e is a nonessential 
boundary point, that is, whether two O’s in the 3x3 array which are disconnected 
will stay disconnected where e is made 0. Connectivity, in this context, is defined 
as the existence of a path not including l’s and consisting only of horizontal and 
vertical segments. 
Now, it is easy to see that e is essential if and only if ad = 1 or cf = 1. 
Therefore, the condition for a top peel is that 
bh (a’d) (;+f)=l. 
Equivalently, to perform a top peel we set 
e=e (b+L+ai+cf). 
It is cr):l\-cnicnt lo implctnent the above equation by employing bit manipulation 
routines operating on pairs of 32 bit words, thereby performing the top-peel 
operation in parallel on 32 pixels. This is done by using the “current” array 
in place of e, the “previous” array for b, the “next” array in place of h. Also, 
the previous, current, and next arrays are right (left) shifted by one hit fl!?c! 
used for a, d and g (c, f and i) respectively in the peeling formulas. 
The routine PEELER minimizes the movement of data in core by using 
circular buffers for storing the “previous, current and next” arrays. An array 
J dimensioned 3 is used to store the indices pointing to these arrays (J(1) - 
previous, J(2) -v current, J(3) -----w next) and after finishing each record. 
only the array ;J is updated. 
Also, top, left, bottom and right peels are performed one after the other 
by just one pass through the data (thus minimizingI/O) by storing the intermediate 
results in core and operating with a phase lag. 
When the I’th record LX is read from the input data set (see PEELRl)? 
BLSFTV and BRSFTV are used to generate arrays LXL and LXR with the bits 
in LX shifted by one bit to the left and right, respectively. Next, the (I-1)th record 
is peeled from the top. The top-peeled output of the (I-2)nd record is peeled from 
the Left. The top-and left-peeled output of the (I-3)rd record is peeled from the 
bottom. The top-, left- and bottom- peeled output of the (I-4)th record is right- 
peeled and written on the output data set. Also, whenever any peeling is done other 
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than from the right the output is shifted to the left and right by one bit and the 
results are stored in the appropriate core locations pointed by J(3), K+ 1. 
The routine PEELRO with the appropriate ISIDE will perform the peeling 
of one record. The above operations performed for I= 1, NREC-f-4 will complete 
one iteration of peeling, constituting one call to PEELER. The number, NP, of 
words of input that were changed is counted during each call to PEELER. If NP = 0 
or the number of calls to PEELER has been MPASS, the iterations are stopped. 
9.3 Converting to SLIC 
Each record is read from the last scratch unit on which the output image 
was created. The routine EXPBDY is used to sense each bit in the record. The 
bit number of each l-bit is stored in IBDY. The total number, N, of l-bits 
followed by N words of the array IBDY are written on unit NTAPO. 
10 COMMENTS 
On large images this program takes a long time to execute. To avoid loss 
of data on long runs it is suggested that the direct access data sets be saved 
so that, with slight modifications, the routine PEELS can continue where the last 
run stopped due to insufficient CPU time. 
11 LISTINGS 
The Listings of PEELS and most of the associated routines are attached at 
the end of this section. The routines not included are: PET, a routine used for 
printing time elapsed between sections of a program; SVSCI, a routine which sets 
all elements of an array to a given constant; DARN and the associated entry points 
for array read/write and the logical functions under member name LOGFUNC. 
12 TESTS 
The program was tested on a small portion of a boundary image, the image 





















SWROUTINE PEELitNTI rNTO,hREC,NCL, fT,RPASS,HOEV,NDEV,LX,LY, IYDI). 
DIMENSION LX111 ,LY(l),IilDYil) 
_ c -‘--, .--._ ----__. -.. ._ ..A--:- ..:.L-~=-.I.---- 
C- DIMENSION LX~3b~~~NEL-lJ/32+1~)rLrl~kEL-l~/4+1~ 
;. .-. _. DEFINE FILE nGEY(NSEC,(NEL-l)/32+l~U~IAYlJ _.____.~_ .,. __, _._____-..._____ ,.... 
OEFINE FILE NOEVtNREC,LNEL-11/32+l,U,IAVZT 
C 
N=l NEL-.I T/32+1 
_ ..__ _ 
..-... CALL PETl2I 
00 10 I*l,NREC 




10 CALL DAWNLMDEV, I,LX,N*4) 
CALL PETf 2) 
-. ..__. - DO 20 IPASS=l,HPASS 






._. .__ .-.CALL PETL 21 _._. 















30 ,__ JDEV=NOEV 
IF(M001 IPASS.2, .EO.OI JDEV=HOEV 
DO 40 I=l,NREC ..- . .__ 
CALL DARNCJOEV, I,LX,N+4) 
CALL EXPBDYlLX,N,NEL,IBOY,JT -.. 
40 WRITE(NTO)J,LIBDY(L),L=l,J) 
CALL PET(Z) ._ 
RETURN 
100. .FORMATLSX’DURINC PASS NUMBER’13 ,’ THROUGH PEELERJ.Ib.,‘.. WORDS OF COH. __ ______ 
-CRESSEO BOUNDARY INFORMATION WERE CHANGED.’ 1 
EWO 
lb11 ULUI SUfJKUUIINt VLlHKILX,N,IT,LY J 
ISW 0003 
‘e 




THREShOLD A VECTOR LX OF 8 BIT INTEGERS TO GET A T-F VECTOR. 
IF 1T.tE.n~ LXtII.GE.IT INPLIES LYII,=T.. IF ll<O LX~II.LE.IABS~‘IlJ..~. ._ 
IMPLIES LYI I )=T. 
C 
ISN OCO4 ITT=IABSt IT) 
ISN @Ccl5 
ISN CC07 
IF{ IT.LT.@TGO TO 10 
DO 20 1-l ,N 
ISN 0008 __. .._. -- - -e-LY( I)=F ._- -- -- -- ISM - 0009 20 IFCLX(IT.GE.ITTTLY(II=T . -.- .---- --.-.. ..-..__ _ . -. - _ _ __ _ 
ISN CO11 RETURN 
ISN 0012 10 00 30 I=l,N 
ISN 0013 LY( I )=F 
ISN 0014 30 IFLLxlI~.LE.ITTILYlIJ=T 
ISN CO16 _._ ILLTURN 
ISN 0017 EN0 




















































































00 10 I=lrNEL 
JBIf=JBIT-I 
IFi JBIT.NE.OICO TO 20 





1.0 :ONTINUE ._ ._ 
RETURN 
END 
_.. -. . 











CALL SVSCIlLXR,l2*N,01 __- _ 
CALL SVSC I1 LXL,lZ*N,OJ 
_ NP=O 
DO 10 I =l rNREC4 
DO 20 Kt1.4 
IF1 I.LE.NREC+KbGO TO 20 




IF1 I.LE.NREC)CALL PEELRllkDEV,I,LY,J,N,LXL) 
IFlI.GT.l.AND.I.LE.NREC1) 
_ ---t- CALL PEELROtLXll,l,l~,LXRll,l,ll,LXLll,l,l~~J,N,l,. 
LXllrJl3l,ZJ,LXtt~l,Jl3~,2~,LXLllrJorZ),NP~ 
..:IFlI.GT.2.AND.I.LE.NRECZ) 
. CALL PE’LRDlLXll,l,2IwLXRll~l~2~~LXLll~l~2~~J~N~2~ 
--* LXllrJl3~r3lrLXdl1,Jl3l,3~,LXLll,Jl3~,3~,NP~ 
IFlI.GT.3.AND.I.LE.NREC31 
. CALL PEELKOlLX1lrlr3~,LXRll~l~3~,LXLll~l,3~~J~N,3, 
LXllrJl3~,41,LXRllrJl3~,4~,LXLll,Jl3~~4~,NP~ 
*IF1 I.Gi.4) 
. CALL PEELROlLXll,l,4~rLXRll,l~4~,LXLll,l,4D~J~N~4~ 
. LY,O,O,NPb 
IF1 I.GT.4)CALL DAYNlNDEV,I-4rLY ,4*Nb 
DO 30 K.l.3 -_ _. ..-_ 






















































_. _. - -- DO 60 I=l,N 








!FlLYlI~.E6.O~GO TO 60 


























Nl=N-1 _-_. ._ .,-_-_. _.. _. _. 
00 10 I=1 ,Nl 
IYlIt=ILOADlIX~I+l~,32,l~ 






_-- _- -.- 
ENTRY BRSFTVlIX,N,IYl 
.__________ IY!1~=!LOAO~IX!l~,32,3l~ -_-.-.-~-.. - 
DO 20 I=Z,N 
IY~Il=ILOADlIXlI~,32,3l~ __._, ..- -..- ._._.. -_ 
20 IY~Il=ISTORElIXlI-l~,IY~II,32,1~ 

















JBIfn33 . . . -I ._.._r -.; ..- _____._._-. ___._ -_.. ---. -- ._ ..___ 
JnO 
Y SN OGO6 - _ DO IO Xnl eNEL . .-... - .._.-. ! 
ISN no09 JBlT=dBlt--1 
I’SN OO%r) 11Ft JBIOoNE.OIGO 70 20 _ -. __... 
TSN CO12 JB I ?=32 
. . .- iSN 0083 .-..-j-&- JP~RJJW~'~?~ ____.- __.~_..__ -_r_ -_ ~__-____-_~ 
ISN 0014 
ISN 0016 
XF~.NOO~ILOAD~LX(dWRD)pJBX7,~~~GO TO 10 _ . 7 
. JnJ4X 
IBDY(JJ=I -.- 
.- -_ - - . ^  .-.. : -. . 
OSN 0017 
ISN 0018 .._ .-..I0 ___ COUXNUE . _ I . . . - - . - ---__-- .-___-- - _. -_- . ._ . 
ISY cot9 am4w 





_ ^__-. ~. -- - - __~_---_-_ 




To find the discontinuities in digital curves stored in SLIC format. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL BOUDlM (IBDY, NTAPI, NREC, NEL, IRC , ND, NDIS) 
where 
IBDY is a scratch array to be dimensioned NEL*3 where NEL is the 
maximum number of boundary points in a given line; 
NTAPI is the logical unit number on which the input boundary data 
are stored; 
NREC is the number of lines (records) in the input data set; 
IRC is the output array of coordinates of the discontinuities; 
ND is the maximum number of discontinuities expected [IRC 
is dimensioned (ND, 2)]; 
NDIS is the output integer giving the actual number of dis- 
continuities found. 




The input data should be on logical unit NTAPI as a sequential $ata set 
consisting of NREC records. Each record should consist of the coordinates of 
the intersection of the corresponding scan line with the boundary image written 
as 
J, WI), 1 = 1, J) 
where J is the number of such intersections and IX(I) are the coordinates. 
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4.2 Output 
The output of this program is only through the calling sequence. 
4.3 File Storage 
None 
5 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
6 USAGE 
This program is written in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on the IBM 360 
with the H compiler. It is available on the users’ library as a load module. 
7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
The linkage with other subroutines needed with this routine is indicated in 
the following table. 
8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.1 Storage 
This program is 834 bytes long. Including the external references listed 
above, the storage needed will be 2578 bytes (excluding 
should provide storage for the arrays IRC and IBDY). 
8.2 Execution Time 
the calling program which 
TBD 






The routine BOUDIM simply handles the I/O needed for finding the discon- 
tinuities, Connectivity, in this context, is defined in terms of the eight nearest 
neighbors of the point under consideration. Therefore, white examining the ith 
record of data, it is necessary to have the (i-l)st and (i+l)st records in core. 
The movement of data in core is avoided by using a circular buffer IBDY dimensioned 
(NEL, 3) and indexed by the pointer array IND dimensioned 3. Initially, IND is 
set to II, 2, 3) . Always? IND (2) points to the current row. The numbers of 
boundary points in the three rows stored in core are in (NB(IND(J)), J = 1, 3). 
The routine BOUDIM starts by reading the first record into IBDY (*, 2). Then, 
for I =l, NREC the (I+l)st record is read into IBDY (*, IND(3)). The (NRECI-1)t.h 
record is undefined. Therefore, in that case, INB (IND(3)) is simply set to 0. 
The routine BOUDIS is called to determine the coordinates of the cliscontinuities 
on the I’th record. Then the pointer array IND is updated. 
The functioning of BOUDIS is as follows. Each of the boundary points in 
the current record is treated as the point e in the following array. 
a b c 
d e f 
g Ii i 
The number of boundary points in this array excepting e is called the connectivity 
count of e. The connectivity count is calculated by examining the arrays IBDY 
(*, IND(S)), IBDY (*, IND(l)) and IBDY (*, IND(3)), stopping the calculations 
when the count equals 2. If the count is smaller than 2, then the point e is a 
discontinuity. The row and column coordinates of e and the continuity count are 
then stored in (IRC(NDIS,I<) , I< = 1,3) . 
None 
11 LISTINGS 




This program has been tested in conjunction with SMOB2, a smoothing 
routine documented in the next section. 
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ISN 0002 SUBROlJl1NE BOUDIHIIBOY,NTAPI,NR~C~NE~,IRCINDIND,NDIS~ 
C 
r FIND ~-171~~ nN w GIVEN THE ‘INFO. ON hlTm1 Iy UC 
C FORHAT. 
C 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IBDY(-NELr3),INDl3),NBl3t 
15~ imn4 l-l1HFtd<TflN 
ISN 0005 
1l?l-fm.7l 
DO 10 I=lrJ 
1 CN 0006 TNDIIJ 1 
ISN 0007 10 NBW; . 
1qtJ nnqq RFblI(NT4PIl~ * 
ISN GO09 NBI 2)=NBZ 
IW @OlO NDIS Cl 
ISN CFll DO 2; I=1 ,NREC 
ISN CO17 IFII.LT.~DAD(NTl@ItN83.LIBDYIJ.INDI3tl.J=l.NB3~ 
ISN PO14 IF( I.EU.NREClNB3=D 
f=.N mlf, NRIul71 t NR1 
ISN PO17 CALL BD~DI;~IBDY,IND,NB,NEL,I,NDIS,IRC~ND~ 
1CN nnin nn 3n I’II .3 
ISN CO19 30 IND(J)=HODlINDtJ)r3)+1 
ISN mm 70 rnJlw . 
ISN 0021 RETURN 
2-s-m ~SH~~~~TPNN~II~~DIS~~BDL.~~UU.~~E,N~L,I~~D~~ 
ISN 0003 DIHENSION IBDY(NEL,3btIND(3),NBt3) 
1SN aanc nrm?I 
c. . 
Qnvr.r.11. I~rMRlhlnl c 
C PREVIOUS, CURRENT AND NEXT LINES FOR I=lrZv3 RESPECTIVELY. 
r Fl~TllFF< TIUSOlDDFMtV 
C IS DEFINED AS A BOUNDARY POINT NOT CONNECTED TO AT LEAST TN0 OTHER 
r Y PnINTC- 
C IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE BOUNDARY POINTS IN EACH ROY ARE IN ASCEND- 
C 
1 <N .QfBQ’i NR’ NR!LNLUlJ! 
ISN OOD6 NBZ:NBLINDL2), 
15~ mn7 Nt17 NRl~=lJ I 
ISrJ ocoa IFLtiB2. ECt.OIRETURN I TtN nnin nn in II~ .hlR? 
I 
ISN 0011 ICOLNT=O I TCN a? fF-1 I-rp.I-1. 
I 
. ICOUNT+l I 1SN ml4 lF(.~.NR~.AND..IRnVIJ+1.~~-1B~V~J.~l2~~.ET= 
, 
. ICOUNT+I I I<N Cni6. TFllrnI~ 
ISN 0018 IFL hB1. NE.DI ICOUNT= 
frnr,;~r+.IrntlNrrrRnV,rr~7r 11 N~l+.l~l~1 - l - * 1) ~FI+~lnl-ll 
. I *NEL+NBl) 
I- TTN mm 
rFrrrv Tn in 
ISN 0@22 IFI NB3. NE.01 ICOUNT=ICOltNT+ 
L 
I 1SN nn74 IFI ~dhrT.GF.?lGO TO In 
ISN 0026 NDIS=NDIS+l , ISN CO?7 kRITEI6.100~t~DIS~IR.IBDYLJ.IND~2~~,ICOUNT 
I 
ISN OC28 IRC(NDIS,l)‘IR . 
1SN nnm rilrm 5.31 rmvr.~.r~l?rl 
ISN DO30 IRC~NDIS,31kJNT I TSN nmi in CI3NfINllF 
I 
ISN 0032 RETURN . 1SN tlO33 Ill0 Fmfl’ t&SrONTwITY NO.‘IS.’ AT f’I4.‘.‘24.‘). ICOIRJT=‘12ea.‘) 
. 
ISN 0034 END . 
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5-5-3 SMOOTHING BOUNDARY DATA 
SMOBB 
2 PURPOSE 
To patch discontinuities in a digital curve. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL SMOBB(IRC, MDIS, IDIS, NDIS, NDEV, IBDY, IWl, IW2, NREC’, K) 
where 
IRC is an input array dimensioned (MDIS, 3) with IRC(I, l), IRC(I,2)) giving the 
row and column coordinates of the I’th discontinuity and IRC(I,3) giving its 
connectivity count for I = 1 through NDIS; 
IDIS is the discontinuity number at which the patching should be started (only 
the discontinuities corresponding to I =IDIS through NDIS will be patched); 
NDEV is the logical unit number of a direct access device on which the 
input boundary data set is located; the output after smoothing is written 
back on NDEV. 
IBDY, IWl, IW2 are work arrays to be dimensioned as indicated in the 
listing attached; 
NREC is the number of records in the boundary image; 
K is maximum coordinate difference over which the nearest boundary points 
are checked for patching a discontinuity. (See 9, Method). 
All parameters except the work arrays are inputs. 
4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
The input data should be on the direct access unit NDEV, consisting of 
NREC records, the I’th record readable by 
READ(NDEV’I)N, (IBDY (J, 1))) J = 1, N) . 
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4.2 output 
The output data will be on NBEV in the same format as the input. 
4.3 File Storage 
None. 
5 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits. 
6 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and is presently implemented on IBM 360 
using the H compiler. It is available on the user’s library in the form of a load 
module. 
7 EXTERNALREFERENCES 
The linkage is indicated in the following table: 
I Calling Program I Programs Called 










8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.1 Storage 
The size of SMOBB is 1068 bytes. Inc’luding a main program to supply the 
arrays required to handle a maximum of 2100 boundary points per record with 
K= 20 and the buffers, this program needs approximately 114K bytes for execution. 
8.2 Execution Time 
Highly dependent on the image size, complexity and the number of dis- 
continuities to be patched. In the case of the Mobile Bay, Alabama level II GTM 
which had 4000 records with 728 discontinuities of which about 530 required patches 
to be generated, the execution time on IBM 360/65 was about 9 minutes. Since 
there is a considerable amount of I/O involved on the direct access unit NDEV, a 
significant improvement in execution time can be achieved by using the array 
read/write routines DARN and DAWN wherever implied DO loops have been used 
in the subroutine PATCH3. 





The routine SMOBB simply consists of a DO loop which calls PATCH3 to gen- 
erate the patch points needed for the L’th discontinuity and prints the details of the 
patches produced, with L ranging from IDIS through NDIS. 
Consider the routine PATCHS. Suppose (I,J) is the address of the discon- 
tinuity at which a patch is to be produced. Then, the records I-K through 1-t-K 
(bounded, of course, by 1 and NREC) are read from NDEV. While each record is 
read one row of a 2K+l by 2K+l binary matrix IWl is defined. The elements of 
the row are initially set to 0 and whenever the (J-K+L)‘th column in the present 
row of the input image has a boundary point, the (L+l)st element is set to 1. 
After defining IWl, the routine PATCH1 is used to check the array IWl, 
eliminate the l’s contiguous with the (K+l, K+l)th element, find the nearest 1 
among the remaining and join it to that element by a straight line and store the 
row and column coordinates of the points so produced in an array IW2. Further, 
if the contiguity count of the point of interest is 0, then the l’s contiguous with 
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the point joined to the point of interest are also eliminated and a straight line patch 
is produced to the nearest remaining 1. 
The addresses in IW2 are then merged with the data on the input direct 
access data set by reading the corresponding records of input, sorting the column 
coordinates in each record using SORT, eliminating repetitions of column coor- 
dinates using ELIRPT and writing back on NDEV. 
10 COMMENTS 
The routine SMOB2 can be used in conjunction with BOUDIM or indepen- 
dently. If used independently, the coordinates of discontinuities may be supplied 
by reading a sequential data set produced by a separate run of BOUDIM. If the 
program terminates due to lack of time, the execution can be continued by a sub- 
sequent run with an updated value of IDIS provided the output data set on NDEV is 
kept. 
11 LISTINGS 
Listings of SMOBB 
the end of this section. 
12 TESTS 
and the important routines called by it are shown at 
This routine has been tested by using the coordinates of the discontinuities 
produced by BOUDIM on the Mobile Bay GTM. The first 40 discontinuities were 
examined in detail by printing the arrays IWl. The performance of the routine 
was found to be satisfactory. 
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-UN CO’?2 SLBRDUTIhE S~UB2~~~CrHDISrIDISrNDlS’NDEV,IBDY’IW~~IWZ’N~EC~K~ 
ISN OOc13 COllMON/PTCHAO/IlrJlrI2,J2’NP 
ZSN DC04 DIMENSTON IRC~HOIS’Z~’ ItiDYII) rI~I(l~,I~2(1~ 
C D’N IBDYtHAX. EXPECTED NO. DF BOUNDARY POINTS Itd A LINE AFTER SHOOTHING~ 
r 
C D’N Ikl(KZl*~Zt ,IWZ(K21*~2J hHERE KZl=Z*K+le m 
L 
ISN 0005 DO 2@ I=IDIS,NDIS 
ISN 0036 
’ . 
CALI PATCH3~IBDY.IRCI~.ll.IRCII~2~.IRCII~3~,K’~W2~NRECr NDEV I 
ISN 0607 IF~IZ.NE.O~PRINT 100,I~IRClI~l~rIRC~1,2J,Il,Jl~I2~J2 
ItN M-IO9 lFII~.2..0..ND.)P~T 101.1.1~(1.1).IB6(I.?I~r1.J1 
ISN 0011 IF~Il.E9.O~PRINT 1D2,I,IRCII’l~‘IRC(I,2) 
70 NUF 
ISN 0014 RE TLRN 
ItN 0015 lC0 Fil~T17XIS. I. 0 . IS.’ ‘IS”1 JOINED TO (‘ISr”‘I5,‘~ AND (‘IS”” 
. IS”).‘) 
ISN rmlfl Y nt l=flRNA~Ti?XI5.‘: 1@25. . 15. ) mNFn TD i’T’5.‘,‘15.‘1.‘) 
ISN 0017 102 FORHAT(~2XIS.‘: NO PA;Ci PO:NTS PRODUCED AT ~‘15,“‘15,‘~.‘~ 
I<N 0018 END 
I~K_Ilo~Z . rURRoUTfNFPULOH1.1 
ISN 0003 CO~~HO~-J/PTCHAD/I~ ,Jl,ItrJ2~NP 
r(N nnn4 nAtA IPA< F/fl/ 
ISN 0005 IPASS=IPASS+l 
1 CM ‘Gel 
C 
I- ‘-@(.&!fiT E DA-EsCTdYTIUT. 
, C (t-ICOUNT 1 NDNCONTIGUOUS NEIGHBORS. 
c SEE.CONTEL FOR DIHEN.SIONING INFO FOR IY2. 
I- 
ISN 0008 DIHENSION IWl(t4,Nl ,IWZIZ,lb 
ISN OGlO IH2(2,ll=J 
r 
C ELIMINATE POINTS CONTIGUOUS YITH (I,J1. 
ISN 0011 CALL CDNTEL(IW1 ,IWZ,H,N) 
r 
* c FIND NEAREST NEIGHBOR OF (ItJt WHICH IS SETo m 
ISN 0012 . IZ=O 
l-3 ccl1 b 
C NOW (IlrJlJ IS THE NEAREST NEIGHBOR. 
. I- 
ISN 0014 IF( ICDUNT.NE.O.OH.Il.E4.OIGO TO 10 
r - 
C ELIHINATE POINTS CONTIGUOUS dITH II1 ,Jl) 
r 
ISN 0016 IH2~1,1l=Il 
17 r-13.11- I1 
ISN 0018 CALL CONTELl IHl ,I WZ ,H,N) 
l<N nni9 TAI I PATTW+(l’*l &,N.l .J .I?&, 
C NOW (12,JZJ IS THE NEXT NEAREST NEIGHBOR. 
__.~.__. _- 
ISN 0021 
ISN 0023 IF{ Il.EQ. OIRETURN 
C PRgDUCE PATCH ADDRESSES IN IY2. 
ISN 0025 CALL PATCHZ~IU2,~P,IlrJlrI,‘J~ 
l%N IT h .; - IFf 12.&F. O).CAl I PATCHZt IR?(l .NP +l).fiP,I2, Jz’I,J) - 
ISN 0028 EiP=lJP+HP 
ISN 0029 IFIIPAS5.4OJ(LBIL PRTVFC(IW2.7*NP’Z) 
ISN OG31 RETURN 
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ISN COO2 ~uBRlW.LlM-PAICI.d~ZJ- 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION IY(Z,lb 
_. ._ -.-.c.-- 
C TO GENERATE COORDINATES OF LINE JOINING tIlrJlI.AND 412,JZB. 
r’ IlImJIIN IYl>,MPb UUF l4P n&NO. CIF PflIW Tll BE 
NP= NO. OF POINT; ACTUALLV PROUUC~D BV THIS ROYTINE.. 
_- .- 
C PRODUCED. 
--~ C _-.___ 
I SN C@O~r Il4h=HINO~ 11,121 +l 
I S~!zQl. IMX+IAXQt I1 .I21 -L 
ISN 0006 JHN*MINO~ Jl oJZl+l 
1s.s Ct9i!!wJ.m 
ISN d&l 112=Il-I2 
-7. 
lsM~23.llz~-.-.-.-~--. --~~~~~~-__~__ ~~ 
ISN OOlf! RIlZ=Il2 
ISNC0112tJUm-- 
ISN CO12 kP=O 
Is!4 ODll 1Ft THY-m TO lfl -s 
ISN 0015 IF( JHN.tT.JMX)RETURN 
LSNHJMX ‘r 
ISN 0016 I=Il+(J-JI~+IlZ/RJl2+.5 
!%QQl?A@NP+l 
ISV (1020 IW(l,NP)=I 
ISN CC’?1 70 lbl&NP i J I _._ .._ 
ISN 0022 RE 7 URL 
C 
ISN 0023 10 IFt IHN.GT.IHXIRETURN 
LSN.l-@WS I-II-I II-I I=IWN.lHY 
ISN GO26 hP=NP+l 
!-Cl4 l-m)7 I .11+11-ll\..ll>Lpw+-ri 
ISN cl@20 Ik.NPbI 
L.%!lA~~Q Ill lYI?.NPI=d -. 
ISN 0030 RETURN 
1-w ml* Fun __. 
.N 
ISN 0003 DIMENSION Ikllfl,NJ,IW2~2,,11 
r 
C iHIS PROGRAH ELIMINATES ALL 1’S IN In1 CONNECTED TO THE 1 Al 
--.. 
r llulll~ll,l~~,1I~, In> SHll RF flJJ4FN5ITlb(Ffl l?c. ~ 
C THE NMEER OF NODES IN THE PIECE OF DIGITAL CURVE CONkiTED TO Ttii- 
~~ r POINT Klf INTFPFtT. 
C 
-EirLnGnl K=l-- 
ISN 0005 L=l 
tN Pflnh 
;SN tY’O7 
rn nil ?ll KK 1,K 
I.lk211tlk 
__- -., 
IZN MOB .l=LYLU.,KKJ 
ISN OGO9 IW~(IIJ)=O 
~CiNanlO 11 ULl-1 .l I 
ISN 0011 I2~HIND~I+l,f4~ 
-12 I1 MU?1 J-1 .I 1 
JZ:MINOtJ+I ,Nb ISN 0013 
-1shlAllll1. nn 10 LI&J$rl 
ISN 0015 DO 10 JJ=Jl,JZ 
J&N Mlh IFf lUl[!~JGfl Tfl lfl 
ISN 0018 L=L+l 
!FN flnlq lb>[l .I I II 
ISN co20 IW242,LI:JJ 
--MrLo~rl+JLl =c 
ISN CO22 CONTINUE 
__- 
- .- 
ISN 0024 IF(L,Eib.KIRETURN 
-1su-uu.26 KM+1 ___-- .__ 
ISN 0027 LL=O 
!CN?A nil W*L 
ISN 0029 LL=LL+l 
I- IVUJ !~$I11 w 
ISN 0031 30 IYZ( 2rLLl :IYZtZ,KK, 
XJ Y=, I 
ISN 0033 L*LL 
!5lLUQ33 Lo ?Q co -. --~ 
ISN 0035 END 
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llrr 
ISY OOOD .. CU~nbN/PTCHAD/I1,Jl,lZ,JZ,NP 
CnllYr.Y.fV!W1 
c nI~llN IyWcJt l +2 I ,v nP H&,&(J& OF PATCH PnfNTS 
c -’ EXPECTED TO BE GENERATED BY PATCHL, DIIIEN;ION REUUIRED BY CUNTEL) 
r PArri ntcrnull~ItTv At t..~- 
ISN OCO4 DIMENSION Idl1l~.ltd2I2,ll,XBD~Ili 
z K71 &b7+1 
.’ ISN .C'CO6 Kl=iAXDfI-Kd, 
KL dIhO(I +K&wb I ZN l-It07 
ISNOOOB ._ KKkKZ-Kl+l 
IZN hfln0 rAl I ~l~tY~O,nr 
ISN OClD ICLMHK=J-K 
13N Ml1 ICI HPK J+K 
ISN CO12 DO 10 ;K=Kl,KZ 
ICN ml3 PF~FU’YKIN.lIED~~Nl 1 
.ISN 0014 IFlN.EQ.DlGO TO 10 - 
r-la n--N 
ISN 0017 IF~IBDY~L~.LT.ICLHKK)GO TO 20 
1tN nrio IF~~I r,li~ir~ YDYIT.CI rn In 
’ c 
r TRCAT tY1 [UFU Put 
* c AT I I-Kl*l tK+l@ ‘TH LOCATION. 
ISN cl021 IYl(~IBDY~LI-lCLHHKI*KK2~+KK-Kl+l~=l 
,-GW' 2n r-F 
ISN 0023 10 CONTILUE 
-. r 
C GENERATE PATCH ADDRESSES IN IYt. 
r 
ISN 0024 CALL PATCHl~IYl,I~2~KK2lrK2l~I-Kl+leK+l~ICOUNT~ 
r 
C MERGE ADDRESSES FOUND IN tY2 YITtt THE BOUNDARY ADDRESSES ON DISC. 
r 
ISN OC25 IF( NP.EU. OBRETURN 
I<N nr.27 ID 1 
ISN 0028 IPk 
30 lP=IP+l 
C 
C FIND NFXT UF IN 1yZU.e) 
C 
ICN man IFllV&t-NPlr.fl Tll bn -. - 
1fN 0032 IF~IY2~l,IP~.Eii.IY2~l~IP-1))CO TO 30 
TSN nb34 IO IP2 IP-l 
ISN (rG35 KK=;ld2t l,IPZl*Kl-1 
IflDVUL&l-l .NI I 
ISN Pnla NNl 
ISN 0039 50 I;D~tNbIYL~Z,JP,+ICLWK-1 
ISN @040 CALL WT (1 BOY.1 ,Jj&,l .TmTT 1 
ISN 9041 CALL ELIRPT~Y~IBDY~ 
IS& a742 ~~'KK~Y,IlDD~~~L~lrl)D 
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1 
--. i SK OCOLF UlLEClULlAL.PATt H4lIY1, JO lL---s-. ____ - .~ 
ISY ot03 UIHENSICN IYllnrNl 
.-UN-oIxY4 III n 
ISN PO05 Jo:0 
-- 
-.. ISU QfJllb IF1 I-F- 
ISN @COB IOMIN=H++2+N*~Z+l 
;~ -IsM-m9 on in II 1.w 
ISN CC!10 00 10. JJkN 
--UN of211 IF1 I~)tO Tfl 10 
ISN 0013 ID=III-i)**Z+IJJ-Jt**2 
ICN Cl714 
ISN dO16 
IFlHtfl Tll ill 
IO=II’ 
N Ml7 .ln J.1 
ISN 0018 IDI;IN=IO 
ISN f’Ol9 10 hIlIP ~~ 
ISN 0020 RETURN -” 
Iw-!x!OZ SUBROUTINE PnTwEC( IXsk,IFt4T) 
ISN 0003 OItlENSION IX(N) 
ISN 0004 IFIIF~T.EP.l~PRINT lQO.IX 
ISti 0006 IFI IFHT.EIJ.Z)PRINT ZCO,IX 
ISN CEO9 100 FORMAft lOX41Ilb 
ISN 0010 200 FOR~Al~lX40131 
ISN (roll EN0 
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. 




To identify all distinct connected regions in an image given the boundary 
data in SLIC format and produce a map with a number at each point showing the 
region to which it belongs. The region numbers will be in descending order of 
area. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
This is a main program. In its present version the image size is supplied 
through DATA statements, 
4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
4.1 Input 
The input to this program is a sequential data set on logical unit 8, having 
NREC records stored as N, (IX(J), J= 1, N) in unformatted FORTRAN mode. 
t. 2 output 
The output of this program will be a sequential data set on logical unit 12, 
having NREC records with NEL pixels each, with one half-word (2 bytes) per pixel. 
4.3 File Storage 
This program requires a direct access data set with NREC records and 




This program is in FORTRAN IV and is implemented on IBM 360 with the H 
compiler. The associated subroutines are available as load modules on the user’s 
library. The deck for the main program is available with the authors and needs 
only slight modifications in the DEFINE FILE and DATA statements for use on 
any data set. 
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7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 



















































3 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8.1 Storage 
The present version of the main program is 134,436 bytes long. The ex- 
ternal references required and the buffers increase this to 192K bytes. However, 
the size is dependent on the data set to be handled and the dimension statements 
should be changed to satisfy specific requirements. 
DIMENSION IX(2NR+2, N), IRES(MSEG+l) 
INTEGER*2 IWl(NEL), IW2(NEL), ITABL(MR*MSEG), IS(MR) 
INTEGER*2 LW(MR) 
LOGICAL “1 IDENT(MR, MR) 
where 
NR = Maxii-num number of regions expected; 
N = Maximum number of boundary points expected in a record; 
MSEG = Maximum number of “segments” required to handle the 
image (see 9, Method); 
MR = Maximum number of region identifiers permissible in a 
segment; 
NEL -= Number of pixels per line in the output map. 
8.2 Execution Time 
The time is highly dependent on the size and complexity of the image. The 
Mobile Bay GTM (level II) resulting in a region identification map with 400x2100 
pixels and consisting of 1742 regions had to be handled in 15 sections and took 





This program has five major sections. 
(0 Determination of the bounds on the column coordinates of 
boundaries on the input data set; 
(ii) Finding a preliminary set of region identifiers; 
(iii) Finding the areas of each of the regions; , 
(iv) Generating a mapping such that the region numbers are used 
in the order of decreasing areas; 
w Modifying the region numbers by table look-up. 
9.1 Determination of Bounds 
The maximum and minimum values of the column coordinates of the boun- 
dary points are determined. If the minimum is greater than 1, it is set to 1. If 
the maximum is less than the value of NEL supplied, it is set to NEL. The value 
of NEL is then changed to Max-Min-t-1. The output image size will then be NREC 
by NEL. 
9.2 Finding Preliminary Region Identifiers 
This is the most important step in the program. The subroutine RIDER 
is used for this purpose. Its function is similar to the routine with the same 
name described in p3] . The routine in &a was designed to print an error 
message and return with NR=O when the number of distinct regions exceeded 
MR. But the present version can handle up to MR*MSEG distinct regions while 
still using a “region identity matrix” of size MR by MR (rather than MR*MSEG 
by MR*MSEG). 
This routine uses the arrays IWl and IW2 as the previous and current 
records of region identifiers. By convention, region numbers 1 and 0 indicate 
the “exterior” of the image and boundary points. The MR by MR array IDENT 
is used to store information about identity of regions, IDENT(I, J) = . TRUE. 
meaning that region numbers I and J refer to the same connected region. 
Initially, the array IWl is set to all l’s and IDENT is set to all .FALSE. . 
Each of the input records is read and the following operations are performed. 
The boundary coordinates in the input record are arranged in ascending 
order. The routine RIDER1 is used to generate, in IW2, the region identification 
numbers corresponding to the present row. First, all the elements of IW2 
corresponding to the boundary coordinates are set to zero. Each interval between 
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the zeros is compared with the corresponding segment of IWl. If there is no non- 
zero element in that segment of IWl, a new region number is started and assigned 
to the interval in IW2, If there is a nonzero element, that number is filled into 
all elements in the interval, Finally, IDENT(IWl(I), IWZ(1)) is set to .TRUE, for 
I = 1, NEL wherever IWl(1) # 0 and IW2(1) # 0, indicating that IWl(1) and IW2(1) 
refer to the same region. Also, when new region identifiers are to be used, the 
routine RIDER1 verifies whether the number of identifiers exceeds MR. If so, 
the value of NR, the total number identifiers, is set to-NRP, the total number 
up to the previous record and the control goes back to the routine RIDER, 
Now, if RIDER1 returns a positive NR, the array IW2 is written as the 
I’th record on the direct access data set (unit number IDEVO in RIDER, same as 
90 in the main program) and IW2 is moved into IWl (so that it becomes the 
“previous” record while handling the next record). 
If RIDER1 returns a negative NR, then NR is changed to -NR and the routine 
RIDER4 is called. The set of records handled between any two calls of RIDER4 
will be referred to as a segment. Associated with each segment, a table is defined 
which gives a mapping from the set of region identifiers obtained in that segment 
to a new set reflecting the connectivities discovered up to the most recent segment 
handled. Also, the initial record number for each of the segments is stored in an 






Reduce the matrix IDENT (using RIDER5) examining all of the 
available connectivity information in it and obtain a look-up table 
for the current segment; 
Modify the tables for the previous segments to reflect the newly 
found cnnnectivities, if anv; 
Find all the distisct region numbers occuring in the last record 
IWl of the current segment and change the numbers there which 
are greater than 1 to consecutisie numbers starting with 2; Let 
NR be the largest number in IWl; 
Set up an array IS consisting of the distinct region numbers in 
IWl and then change IS(I) to ITABL(IS(I), ISEG) where ITABL 
is the look-up table for the current segment; 
Set all elements of IDENT TO .FALSE. except when IS(I) =IS(J) 
for I, J in the range 1 through NR. 
After each call to RIDER4, the segment count ISEG is incremented and 
the initial record number for the next segment (which is really the record number 
at which RIDER4 had to be called) is stored in IRES(ISEG). If MSEG is exceeded 
by ISEG or if NR> MR (which means there are more than MR distinct regions in 
the last record) the routine RIDER prints an error message, sets NR = 0 and exits. 
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Otherwise, RIDER1 is called again, IW2 is found and written on IDEVO and the 
program proceeds normally to the next input record. 
After the NREC input records have been processed the routine RIDER4 is 
called to get the look-up table for the final segment. A call to RIDER2 changes 
the look-up tables for all the segments such that consecutive region numbers are 
used. 
Finally, each record from IDEVO is read, the appropriate look-up table 
is used to modify it and the record is written back on IDEVO. Also, NR is set 
to the maximum region number used after table look-up. 
9.3 Finding Areas 
A histogram of the region identification maps is found, giving the total 
number of occurrences of each of the region identifiers 0 through NR. These 
numbers indicate the areas of the regions. 
9.4 Finding the Final Look-up Table 
A sequence of natural numbers is used as a secondary array with the Msto- 
gram as the primary array in a descending sort operation (routine SEQLS) . The 
resulting secondary array then gives the sequence of original region identifiers 
corresponding to decreasing areas. An inverse mapping Bnverse mapping of 
P(J) J=l,Nl is defined as {IY(J) J =l, Nj if IY (IX(J)) = J. ] of this sequence gives 
the final look-up table. The actual coding follows these principles but is slightly 
different in detail to preserve the identities of regions 0 and 1 which have special 
significance. 
9.5 Deriving the Final Region Identification Map 
The look-up table generated above is used to modify the region identifiers 
on IDEVO, record by record, and write out the final sequential data set on unit 12. 
10 COMMENTS 
An approach suggested in L24] can be used instead of the one described above. 
With that method, the processing would be identical, except that the matrix IDENT 
is not defined. Instead, a table is updated every time a new connectivity is dis- 
covered. While this saves storage, it appears to take more execution time than 
the present method. 
11 LISTINGS 
The listings of the main program and the associated routines are attached 
at the end of this section. 
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12 TESTS 
This program has been tested on the Mobile Bay GTM both before and after 
smoothing and found to work satisfactorily. Also, the results have been found to 





FOR I - 1, NEL: IWl (Ii = 1 
FORI-l.MRANDJ=l,MR: 





lREC - I.REC + 1 





ACCORDING TO ITABL 
0 RETURN 
READ ONE RECORD FROM 
NTAPB INTO IBDY 
t 
ARRANGE IBDY IN 
ASCENDING ORDER, 
+ 
i CALL RIDER 1 TO GENERATE I 
IW2 USING IWl AND IBDY; 
* INCREMENT NR APPROPRIATELY 
(SEE FLOW CHART FOR RIDER 11 
I 
FOR I - 1, NEL: 
IWl (1) - IW2 (II 
NR-- NR 
+ 
CALL RIDER 4 TO 
CHANGE (IREC-11 RECORDS 
OF OUTPUT ON IDEVO BY 
TABLE LOOK-UP 









PO05 LOG ICAL+ 
lX14D00trIRESIZ1I ._ ---.- .-. -_- .._. .__._ __.____ ____ 
1W112100~,1~212100~,11A~L~~~@01,1S~400~ 
LWI4COI ----.. ___ _ - _ _ -.. .--_-- 
IDENlI3C0,3001 
_---.- ISN C@.!.36..-E.ElNL-FILE .9C140C’i)~420O,LrlAYJ~... _._._.. .__ -_- 
ISN 












_. .--_ L- D-IN IXINAXI~NR+~INI WHERE NR=HA.X. MJ. OF REGIDNS- EXP.ECTED ‘AN0 ._____...._ -._.--.~~ 
C N= NAX NO. OF BOUNUAKY POINTS EXPECTED IN ANY KECORD) 
. --I------.--.. 
DATA NREC ,NR-rHSEG/4~b0;300,20/--- 
.-_. - - .-_._ .._ ._--.--. - _-___ 
cm7 
oc p 8 ,__ Dr!T.A.eNEL/ZlC”/ -_._ -_-_.I-__. ..-. ---- -- 
COJ9 NAXX=-1 OCOODO 
C01O _-..- ~..IlINX. 1 C’?C3CO 
CGll CALL STRTFR 
cc12 .._ .CALL PET101 
cc13 011 l!! I =l ,NREC 
..-- __. ----. .-.. _.__._ . __.. ____ .___ - 
-. ._ .- 
oc14 - READIBIN,IIXIJI ,J=l,N)---a-.-e ______ -. __ ._. 
0215 IFIN.E~.OIGU TO 10 
- --- 
CC:7 ..___~ CALL VHAXI4(IX,N,NAXXt. .-- _-__ ..__ .-----__.- .-__ -.. --- _.__ -._ _.-_ 
0018 * CALL VtiINI4(In,h,HINXI 
C019.. .--lQew CONTINUE .-- -. -.. ___. _._.. _ ._- 
















ae20 REWIND 8 
ot21 
-w-w--.:IRENTIFY CDhNEClED REGIONS- -_.---___ -__ _ -.----- 
PRINT bW,MINX,NAXX,NEL 
ISN 
co22 . -.___- NINX=HI NCfNINX,l) _.- ._ ----.._ - ..- 
GD23 PRINT 600,MINX,MAXX,NEL 
CC24 -____ NAXX=HAXOLHAXX,NELl 
0?25 PRINT 601) ,141 F;X, YAXX,NEL 
CD26 __ _ e--em-NEL=NAXX-RI NX+l --- 
PC27 PRINT bDO,MINX,HAXX,NEL 
DC20 6Crj.--. FORflAT ’ NINX,NAXX,kEL=‘3IBJ -. ..-_ .-.. .- 
CO29 PRINT 10’7 ,NREC,NEL 
0633 . . ..lCO-FDRIYATI//’ IMAGE SILE=~‘ISr’,!I5,‘J’) ____ _. . ,. -- ____-. ____ 
GO 31 NDUH=l 
cc32 _.-_..__ PRINT 1030, NDUH . ..^ ~. __-_----.--_ --. -~~__- 
oc33 lPO0 FORMAT{ ’ hDUH=’ I5 I 
CF34 -_ CALL PE TI 21 - ..- 
0035 CALL RIDfK~B,NREC,NEL,9L~HI~NX,IX,I~l,I~2,ITA~L~IDENT,~~ ,NR,‘“;-. 
-- -- 
MSEG,IRES,ISI 
0036 C4LL PET121 
_... .._. -- ___- .-..- ..-.- 




























- -.L--. .--- -. --_.- ._._ . ___..._...__. _ 
or37 PRINT 2CO 
ZC3@ 2CD-e F3RHAT(//IOX’REGIDN NO.‘l?X’NO.-OF PIXELS’) . ..- ._ 
OP39 CALL SVSCIIIX,NR+l,Ob 
C04”. .-/U-30 _ I =1 ,NKEC ..---_. ._ .--.. 
co41 CALL DARN(9JrItIWl,NEL*2I 
CO42 -__-. DO.. 30 I EL.1 rNEL -. - .-.-_ 
OCL3 J=IYl~IEL)+l 
0044 3Q.e-e IXtJl=IXt JJ +l - ._-. - -. 
0045 NRl=NR+l 
C046eDI) 40 I=l,NRl -__ _..__. --.-... -___-___-.- ..-. ---.- ___._ _._.. 
PC47 J=I-1 
CC48 . . ---. IFIIXIIi.NE.OIPRINT 30’3,J,IXIII 
DG50 40 CONTINUE 
0051 ..3Oa.-. FCIRHATI 11 X16,16X19) 
0052 CALL PET121 
.--I- --- .-... . ._. _ - 
C REARRANGE NUMBERS IN DESCENDING ORDER IIF. POPULATIONS. 
----C------LEAVE r) AND 1 UNCHAbGED SINCE THEV CURRESPON&T&EXTERIQR’ AND- -- 
C BOUlvDARV PO1 NTS RESPECTIVELV. 
-------c . -.-__- ___ --.__ ______.-- 
0053 CALL SEOLSI IX{31 ,IXtNRl+l) ,NR-l,NR-11 
CC54 -PRINT .400 
0055 400 Fl-JRMATI ‘1 R&IONS AFTER REASSIGNNENTS:’ 3 
OP55 . ..- --- -PRINT 200 ___--__ _-. . --.._-_ _ __._ . .._._.__ 
Ccl57 DO 50 I=l,NRl 
00 5 8 .----. J=I-1 _ -___ .._. --.--_.. _ __~._ 
@T59 IFII.LE.ZIPRINT 3CO,J,IXIIb 
Wbl---Ft l.GT.2 JPRJ-&T35&J&X~R-l-&-- 
FC63 50 CONTINUE 












..-__ _. .._. ___ 
; 
- ----..-- 
MDDtFY RtctoN wmEas lrccoRotti6 to NE* G~~GNMENTS ~oul0 tN tr./‘-“. 
-~-.-..-i ..-. --. .-.-.- -._- ._, 
O@lb DO 70 I.&l sNREC 
..--- --_---- ---- .-- --- - ---.- . .-.. .I -_-.-_.. 
,- 
0071 .: *- .: 
0072 
CALL. DMMt9O;t ,titi,NEi*2J -.-.-..-’ .._. . . 
0073.-- 
DO M tEL=l,YEL 
*t-W14 I-EL t+l--- i----e-- 
:’ .’ 
OG74 .co’ 
.- ..,-.-- --. c ---. ^ .-- _-- 
tYlttELt=tXtJ~ :. 
007S-...~~LCCU.YW~akIYk~2! , ’ - 
0076 .,‘, GILL -?tttzt 
. J. .-- .^. . . .._- . ..-.- ^_- -_ ,: 
ODf7 erg) 
@Y “., 
i_i-i.L--. -.-- -- 
a076 ‘. 
-.._, -..-- ---I-- 
-. 
- - . - c -.-__. -._- __._. -- ..- - - _--- ..-_ _--__ 
- 
cJlnnwca*n I 1 iv; , iww; 
~~IDttJT,kR,NR,LY,MSEG,lRES,ISt 
-c _-___ __-__ _.._._....__ -. -.- ---.- --- --._--.--.- 
C Td ilEhTlFY ALL OISTINCT CGtJIxECTfD riEGIL)tiS tN A PI’CTUKE SEPanATED 
-C-B+-BClUND4RY-tI hiES-r----FHE--BOUNGA~(V--OA-T.A--ARE--G-IV~ltAS-M~EC~ECGROS y 
Ew(-w-+l-fJ: 
SEQUENTJ4L FILE NTAPB, EACH RECCliLD~BEING WRITTEN AS ! 
C THE OUTPUT GF THE PROGRAM Is aN MRECfiNEL DIRECT ACCESS FILE ON 
\. - i O~~CNS-I-ST-I-NC--OF-US-f-CIR--8 SUBG4R-Y--~tNFS--ANL2-D I-S-T-I NCT---R E G 13:; 
-2 
LUHBERS FUR EACH OF THE CONNECTEI) &ECIONS. 1cntJ= HINIHU~C~LU!4N 
---Flll~-ES~-i~~-RN-T-HE~U-T9tlFfI-t-~i~tC--ffRK-E-S-PtlNO-TO-TH E-f I kS.T--‘- 
CCLUHN. 
E 
IT IS YcCESSARY TtJAT I 
-WWtM+<t4-A#-i-B3fl. 1 E . : E?ltd+tfEL : . 
C DEFINE FILE JDEVUI~REC,NEL*2,l,IAVl 
I 
L 
DlHENSlCiN IB3Ytlt -----3 
~G~C-A~~.l--feE.NT(flR--Rt 
i 
LOGICAL * 1 LWt:M,MF.l ! 
: : , : T-A-EkWbSrS~rfc” 





--!asek+4~~, . : &t-5;. 1 -- 
l SEG=l 
: SE-Ski--b=+ ___-- - 
Nit=! I’ 
___f___-. I -. ---._. 1 
LOOP ON RECC’ROS 
-.._F- -! 
DO 13 IREC=l,t!REC 
------ --, 
-YE 




--VTNfM*W*~-*+~~i?*~T T i 
I 
C i 





CALL RlDERI~I~!,lBDY,ICM,~,NEL,t~,~~2,IDEN;,MR,~R) I 
tff’8kG--fd3-W&-T0--23--- ~- 
PRINT 2C9, IREC,NR 
---2ftt ;eRfl~I~~~ftEC-,-N~i~~~-]-~) - -- --.- .- 
tF(IREC.EP. IRESIISEGI ICC) TO 40 
-R-N< -..--- ---- I;...-_--_-.__ 
CALL RIDER4(IDEtJT,L~,nR,Nfi,IT~BL,lSEG, I?/1 ,NEL,lS,.FALSE.t 
I mI-5fS+--.--- d--=-F.- .--- ~~_ -! 
IFL ISEG.GT. r!SEGlG@ TO 42 




:~6Ct--fSRfifT-(-‘tRkLlrl-CilIDI-Ti Oft-IN-R I DE R ;----SlJf’?L-I PD-KR-~R~~~B+~S-.E~CEED 
.EC AT RECORD NlJWER’I6,‘. RETURNING WITH Nk=O’I. 1 
20 CAL’L DAkNIIDEVO~IREC,IW2,NEL*2I 
k LLL L,l”l I 
10 C ON 1 I-NW 
-nrrr\ri~EN-T~~H~~~~~tI~~ti-15, . T-WI%! 
CALL RIDER2IITA~L,HR*ISEGl 
~--5-(-I5fWM + i 
PRINT 3C3 
YW I I\,,,- WC2 r- Y .m-; 
DO 60 JSEG=l,ISEC 
P+Wd?W?‘id-5E~ 
400 FORM4TI’3SEGMENT NUi4bE2’13) 
-1 
0 b C~~R-T~~~(+FA-ft~~-l~f~E-~-l -,-MK ; --’ 
JSEG=l I 
B9 iii ific--c 
IF{ IREC.iT. I;ES;JSEt+lb ItO TO 59 
------SSffrr-J-SF-W : 
50 CONTINUE 
--- ----etk”j~ii-oEvBrf -R++i+W?-3-N EtotI .I 
00 80 IEL=l ,NEL 
: =+t;t+Ift-t 
IF~I.NE.3~Ihl(IELl=ITABL~I~JSEG~ 
AA r “I’ L C)NT-HW 
73 . CALL DAk~(IDEVO,IREC,IWI ,NEL*Zl 
nn-ft- 
CALL V~~AXIZ(ITABL,YK+ISEG,NKj 
SUIRIJUTINI *El{ 11 
- . fft!-.NE.OtGU-TU-lc 
CALL TIHER( ITIHEl) 
_. -- .-... --.-_ I-- fTiMEld* ..- - 
YRIlEI6rZOCb 
~Rf?Itt~“FE~- irnt q:, 
KETURN 
----- ---IO---‘-CALL ~I~ERIITIHEzI~------ -- 
TIME=I ITIMEZ-ITIWElJ/lOC. 
- _-__-. --Tllnt=lTl!4E+TIfW 
ITIHEl=ITIHE2 
aR-tTE-tmtIct-,~m~ 
100 FUhrlAT(lCX’TIME fLAPbED SINCE LAST PRINTING OF TfHE=‘E12.3, 
‘SEC.,” TOTAL-TINE-rl-nPStL)T’fl-~~‘Sf%*t 
R ETUHN 
_.. _---_ .f,,D ___ _.--. ---_--__ ---- 
#SW ,C*z---’ - - .-. ~fUtiKillJll:Jt ~VXlZ~1X;Nifft -‘. .‘. -. 
IS4 ocu3 I’:Tfcin*L IX(lil . _--- IsN-(?t-gs -- ‘. ‘)lJ 1” 1’1,,;” - “’ ..-. - .- ..- ._. _ ._ . . _ ._ -.. . _ _ __._ .._ _______ 
1S.N %a’5 l@ 
-- *JQ c.,Ta - -.---- 
Ix(lI=IS 
At TUKN - ,_ . _. -. .-. - -. . _-. ._ . .._- - .._ _ _ ._._. _ ____ _ ___. __ 
Ib?d *in7 err0 





























I .c N 
J ,ti 
1 5 Ir 
1 ?I;* 
I jN 
! 5 u 




I ‘j M 
1 .i N 
I5 Ir 
J !? II 
1 ;:u 
i :I &I 





! j ii 
ISF; 
._. I jN 
fsb”)... _-._ -- i.--.. 5UYkOUl1NQ~~SOk-lf-A,,It,JJ,Hn’,kHr7r~T~~~~~ .-...’ .-...-...-. .-_-_-_._-.. ._- . . . 
DUO3 DImEYSIUN AiHH.NN) ,:rl NNI ,7T(tlN) rIUtl6) rILfl6) 
OL)L)& --- ..~ .I,,T,TGER..A,T,.rf- .__._.__- .-. ._. . . :. . ._ .._... -.. -_-__- --. ..----..1 _ -- . . 
0065 n= 1 
iJCOb __- “ ______- -.:.__ --. ;. ._.I. - -.-... --.. ..- _. .-... -- -----.. - -. _____ . .-..-- -.__. ___ 
0007 J=JJ 
0u:re _:___ -5 --- ._ ‘F(, .‘EiJ,C,,.- ,0-‘7u---- -_.__,_ ____ .I-- -...-. -...- _..._. . ..-_--&__-_-___ _.___ ___..__ -_-. . 
uu It) 10 &=I 
UC11 . ---i-. ..IJ l ( 1 +J ) ,L _.- .-.-- .~ - .------ .--.. - . . ..--- -- ---..--- -- ---- -.~-_ . . . __._-.__ 
JO12 CALL HVHRHRlA,HH,NN,frl~IJ~lJ 
cj,, 1 3.---- IfIr\, I,l~l~.LE.~llflGO TO-ZO-,.------------- -. .----.-. ..-._- --. 
UtilS CALL ~VWRHRIA,HM,NNIAIWR~I ,IJl 
-, 
4 
(-Ju, 6 _---. ..-. -1 -._ CALL FlVkkHhtT~,l,NN,A,HH,~,~,~~-;-------------- -....._. -.- __-. 
0::;ll CALL HvKWMwlA,HH,NN,l,l,IJ,ll 
GO I Ll ------a-- ---Lo J ._. ._.. _ _ . . . ..___._. _-..__ -.---_ - . . - . _ ___ _ 
‘UUlV IfLAIJ,ll.Gt.TIl~JCIJ TO 40 
r)OL, -.-- -.-- __i ALL HV~~nkIA,Hn,NY,A,~H,J,I.il),---------.-------- -. .-.__ 
dL’Z2 CALL HVrlRHRIT,I,l~N,A,flK~l~Jl . . 
uuj3 -.-r- -..--.. CALL ~uHRRk(A,h~,~N,T,l,IJ,ll ‘-.--y--------“---.-‘- --. --.. _ ._ _ ..- _ 
lJuL* IFlAlIrll.LE.Ti1IJCCI Til 40 . -. 
Iill 23 _--- __.__. ,-ALL H”~K~R(A,H,;,,,F),A,HH,I,~ J)--..- . . -~-----.---- --.-.--. ,. ..__- -._ 
UC27 CALL HV~~KHKIT~L,~UN~A,HH,L,II 
u(12d --.--- L._ ----CALL WV~GHKIA,h~,NN,~,L,IJ,lI .-------.-- .._ .-_..- ..--. .- -..--..-...._....-_-... ---..- 
i. r) ,? 3 Gil TO 49 ~I:,,,,-.-~.--~~ .___ - iu,-~ HVn,,HGlA,hH,NN,A,HH,K,L) .------ . ..- - -....-- -. .:-.. ._._ ---'-._.. -:a - . ..-.. -. 
iiGj1 CALL iiVH~~RITT,l,fJN,A,MR,l.Kl . . 
i)~rj>-----40---- L-1-1 
UC131 I~lalL,l~.GT.TIl)IGd TO 40 , 
tic) 3 rj -.---- . _ -’ - 
03 .ib SO 
-:~~~;n”~nrA(A,nn,nN,TT ,,., L ,,). -~------..--.-- _-..-..--- -.. 
,,I, ,y ---- __.. --- I~,;crc,,,.LT.r,*,lGO-TD-~s0---------- -- -.--... 
JL: 39 IFlh.LE.LlGJ TO 30 
,u(j+ , ..--- -L --- f fG ( L- I,L~ .J-~)‘fl .rfi 60. - - _.._. ‘.._- .___ - _.__ _......-_.... -_- ___.._ _ __. .___ _ ---.-. 
uu4j IL IN I= I 
,,,jr,b’...----.---IU,n )“L.. .--.- . ..- _.-__- -_._ -____ --__ --.--- --..- -_-- -- --^-- -- - _.--_ 
3li4s I=h’ 
‘J 0 4 o ----.---,,m,,+~ -- --__- _---- .._- -----.---- --.-- --.. -.. .-- ---- ----. - --- -_- - .- - - -- ._.- 
tici 6U TD 80 
3(Jba ---bQ ._.- -.*L (H 1-K ..- ----.--- ---- ---- ..-_..-.----- -_ .---. - -.--.- ---. .--- .- -.-.- -._ _-- __.-_ 
dJ%3 Iu1frlrJ 
LihjO- ---- J. L. ..---.- - _--_ - ._____________ ‘__- --.._-.._____. -..- --A __.. 
‘Jti51 ti+H+I 
u,,‘,: ___ _.. - __,_._ (,,, ,,, ,,,,.--- ______.____..-- -- -._.. - I-.._ ._.--..-___-- __.__..______._. _. __ - . .._ _ -_ - -... - 
!)iJfi 9 70 H=tl- I 
,,QS4 .-.- -.-- _-_.. *JZ~~,~~J.O)RETURN .__.._ -- __..C_____.-__. __._..-.--____.- ._-__._____.._._ --.. __-__. ..--_-_ 
LlUih .I= ILl:L, I 
3 (J , , -. _- - ,- JI )i)[ :y ) .-. _- _.. .----. -----.----_. . -.- .---.. -------- - . __-. .-- -._. .______. 
uosc, ell IFI.i-I.GE.II~GlJ.Tll 10 
,jc)oQ ----._-- -._- . 1 F ( 1 . Ed..1 ‘ )(j”.-.~&-.5 ..-..- --- --.. _- -.-----. .-..--._ ---...- - .___-. - ^_.. -_- -... -_- . .._- ___.. 
lJi)r>z :1*1-l 
(rGi B--- cJ(j--- . . Ia * + , . ..-_ - ..--. _ --. -.----... ..-_.__.__._ -‘: -.._ ..-. -- ._ ------ .--_... -.---_ .--- ._-. --- --._ 
1 5 Id I, i t. ‘. l&I I .:a.JlGU TO 70 
---I 5H-OOOt C~Ct*Yn(LnA-l.ArMlhN~,~trftttl)- -me--__ -.. -- . . -__ _. 
ISN 0067 fFIAIIrlJ.LE.Tl1llClJ TO 90 
-- -lSN 3069 -------.q. 1 ._. ..-- -.--.- --.. ----.----- .--- - ---. ---.- --___._ _--____.. 
ISN 0070 100 CALL HVMiHRlA,HK,NN,A,H~,K,K+ll 
. - -. I.SN 007 1 -- ----. n*)(- l-. .___ .__ ___ ..-..... .-._-_ ._ ..__.._~___ _- ---._ - 
ISU Ob72 IFIlI1l.LT.AIK,1JlCO TO 100 
---. -1 ah GG 74- --CALL HV~R~R~l~,~l,NNrA~~Hrl~K+ll--- -- --_..-___ ------ -_-.- --._.,- - .-.. 
ISN lJD7S 60 TLI 9G 
IS), “c),a . ..- -... . ..-..-. Ch[, . ..- ..-. -. _ .- . . . . 
. -.---- -. - .-.-.-__-.-___--__ .____ __-_ L -. .------.___w__-., 
259 
..- ., -.- 
--s,..., tKuRftH-r-s~-ftouNuA-ftY-AD-e~ -- 





IFtN.NE.OfCU TO 10 
’ LRLL 5 tit?fttfT7NfiiI i ; 
CJ TO 20 
;-e-*- CDNT * N”E--- - -.----__...- .--- ----- -..--- . .._ ..---_- -. 
NRP= NK 
.p-.--f-w- - ..-.. ..___.__ ---_ -~. --___- -- --- 
c ALL POINTS TO THE LEFT OF IBDYfl3 ARE ‘EXTERIUR’ POINTS (REGION 11 
L .. L 
I=IBDY t I f-ICHN 
.-- ~ --tf t-f-i6fi-rfKALt+k%f+tttY%i , i i 
C 




------------.-. ..-. -- __~ 
C DESIGNATE ALL flUUNDARY POINTS AS ‘REGION 0’. 
-. _-- . ..- _.--- --- --_-’ 
03 30 I=lrN 
---------‘-----.Jrt~try I-~)-*‘K~ i 
__._-- ..5”--.!!.!! 1.‘:. .- .- -. - -__- _--- 
C FOR I=l,N-1 EXAMINE IX(J) FOR IBDYIIf.LT.J.LTeIBDYfI+lf 
_ ._ ..- --~-E-----AND -SET IY -ACEi~ftDftrGtlCr-- --A--flfb- XEfftW-N~f~--ffiltRffDY~t---- - 
C IS 0 FUR ALL J 1N THE ABOVE RANGE. 
------ - ---- ---. 
IFtN.EO.lfGU TO 2@ 
_ ______ Nf-=#-l-- -. --. _--.- --.-.-. .-.__ .-- -_- -.~--.. 
DLI 40 I=l,Nl 
- -. ---1.i=itrOY( f J-ICf4N+2------ .-__.__..-~-- -_..--- ---- - . ~I- ._, _.. .:-. 
LZ=IBtiYf I+lJ-ICHN 
~. _--.---I IFttiTwrt2~G-u--f~e---- 
DO 50 L=Ll,LZ 
---- -- -------IF1 f XI L t.f0:8tGl3~+-- ----_I_ --_..--- -. ..----7.~,-- .,~.-_.~ 
LL=L 
I_ (-0.. Tfl 60.. - -.. -__-.-_ _-____--- __-__ -.. .-.----._-. --_I_- 
50 CON1 INUE 
.--L-c-~ NA-NW+- 
IFiNR.LE.f4R)GO TO 70 
- -- .._- _._. _ _-. NR=-NKI’ _- --- ..-.---.--. -__.---____ -.x--I.I - 
RETURN 
-----;----74---C:4tL-svsc-it-tttftf)i-tt-L f+k*f-- - 
fDENTfNR,NRf=.TRUE. 
GO TO 40 
~.- - -00 LL’IAILLI 
CALL SVSCIZfIYfLlf.L2-Ll+1,LLJ 
-- -------4D----CiYNTI~NUF-- ___--.--- __ --LL_- __ -_ _ I---~ -- 
20 CDNT INUE 
I_ -l-- .- e 
__---- .-~- ___ ._Ic_- .-~- .-i ..~- ^_. _ _... 3 i 
C SET IDENT MATRIX TO INDICATE kEGION NIJHBERS CORRESPONDING Tfl 
LfIIf. 
--.p-~-pLro-.80.. * Et=,*Etp --.--.- __---__- ~.--. ___-. _-- ___--,. _-, . _ - 
I=IXIIELT 
_. _.~..--- ,P(.*;EQ;O,Cff-ru~~~-~--’ _-. .-.- ,. _ -.-- . . ..-. --.~,_~ -___ _---. ~- 
J=IYfIELI 
--- ._ ~ri.EC'Q~b)~U30 
IDENTI I,Jl=.TRUE. 
----~db----- 
cuNT IN”E _.__ -...------...-~--- - __._.:_ .- __-_~-- -__-- . . . . ~__ _. __ 
P.ETlJRN 
*ND--- ___^__.. ----.- --.- _~.~~. .- -.. 
__._ ~-- -.-. _____ -_ . __.-. ___-- - --_. __ -.--. _. 




ciz+-mtrtl*‘“‘-‘““‘“’ ’ ’ ‘.?I ‘- 
C 
Y-Y 




21) C DNT 1 NUE 
EZ(lTABL(l,Z),Nitb 
‘91) CO@2 . ..-L ---- g&fJ”,i&&~~*{ I.X,N,t;,.* ----. .--:---I-- -.-- -----mm.---. - 
IS& owl LUCICAL l I IX(N) ,L . . 
ISY 0904 ‘- --._ 0” 1* *.A,*---- ----. ------ ----...--. ------ .-----__i 
ISN UlrJS 10 1X(1 I=L 




_-e-e. -. ----- . . ..I ---- ---. M-w-: -... -_--_.--_ -_._ _. ‘. __.-- - ___.__- 
261 
- -- -. -.---- .__. -__-. _--.-- ~--,---,--~ ~_.~__- 
_ ; .’ 
_--_. -. _ _ -. .- .-.. 
-hyjGlC&L~: -i~$$lT(S~,%!p.l w----s------ --m----___ 
INTEGER*2 ITASL~kK~1~,LHIMK~,1SIlt,lhl~~~~Lt 
-A 
C D’N ITACLIl~R,IS~Gt,ISIYCR) WHERE HSfG IS THE HAXIt!Ut’, 
\ &I :‘L3f4i%-+ .. l-3:’ i+kY- ;.J Jki+mwiA* 
C KCR=;4X YUI&R OF REGIDN Nll~Btl;S EXPECTED Ta OCCUR IN ANY REC’JKC. , 
c -! 
THIS ROUTINE IS CALLEG FROY RIDER #HEN ALL RECORDS ARE PROCESSED 
f-tiUH~E~F-R~GI-G~-t:U~~~~F3UHD-WHItf--Tr=ST- 
C ILC T IREC+? t’TH RECUR3 EXCEEDS HR. TL4ST=.FALSE. 1. \ 
~~~ ~~~ ~ -~j ,ll;,lrl~--- - ~~ ~~ ~~ 
C 1. THE REGIGN CONNECTIVITY dATRIX 1DENT IS REDUCED TO GET k iooK- 
---c- P-M~~f--FEf~-Tiff-tl~R-iN~-SE~Met;T-. - -I 
C 2. THE LCIDR-UP TAGLES CDkRESP3tiDINC TD EARLIEP SEG:4ENTS ARF 
t--W~8~-F~A5E-0-J~~CI.I;-Y--rUUiuD-~~lN~~-I V IT-1-EST-I-F-ANY r---- : 
C 3. THE DISTINCT REGION NUK6EKS 3CCU&lNG IN THE IZEC’TH RECORG’ 
L i%t+wwal~*it;~.~l5-6~~- I4 .~t)-t!%-~LMEtd~ 
C SET UP. THE LAST RECORDIIWlt IS ;IJDIFlED TO HAT&THE NU:lBEKlNG 
~T-tiik+tE-XfS-ECH~~-T . I 
C 4. THE CONNECTIVITY YATRIX IS MODIFIEC TO PhESERVE THE INFSRKA! 





DO 5r? J=l ,NR 
Yc\ i DfWH+MD’!?kT?fTJJ-;-CkIDE-NI+Sil i 
CALL RID: R5~IDENT,MR,NK,ITAELIl,IS~Gt,L~~t 
--fdx+-r-I-j:G :)-qY, 
DO 19 I=l,NR- ‘* 




; SECTION 2. 
c 
IF(ISEG.EQ. 1IGO TO 60 
--,-j-~~l+-yy-+-~-- 
CALL RIt~R7IlTABLIl ,ISEGt rIS,NCR,ITASL,tWaISEGII 
c uiYw3-35%= ;-s-%1 
KSEC=ISEG-JSEG 
PR+NT--2e3-,-kSE G- 
GO CALL PRTVEZIITAdLIl ,KSEGt ,tlRt 
--f - - 
C SECTION 3. 
b 
60 IF ILASTIRETURN 












i_ -._-- .-_. - - - - . -  
_ ._ ^_ .  
L-&- -- 
CALL SVSCL? IIDENT,MR*MR,.FALSE: 1 
: 
I 
i ‘ L, L ; i-=-l~tc, 
lDENT(I,Il=.TRU’. i 
-----J-H-lTEa+JRf G3--m-2-0 . - 
I l=I*! 






I .HENT tW!BER’I3~ i 
;--+oc- ~R*lr\-Tf-‘~~~-fOt~B~G--Ifa-M-tfPf)SiiD-T~~-MR--f”rftD~FY I-iJG-SEGtiEYT- ! 
i -.,.- .UHBER’I31 t 
.a”” 7 ~R~~~~~~~JC~3N-NirN-SE~‘f I :; : HlFbw+RRhj 
. THE CUkrlEtJT SEG.U,ENT(TO aE REASSIGNcD NOS. 1 THRPUGti’I4/’ Iti THL i 
--X-T-SEGWf+TNS-t-r-‘-1 
4w FCRHATI’-ASSIGtZ!ENTS FOR THE ABJVE REGIOKS FKbH THE PRELIhIIaARY Lb 
------TeK-~*~-:~l ..: 
END 
-ff.UUIL f.: 3EiutI, :: : 
C . 
,-C~T-~.GELIEhATi-A-T;\atf -11. i!efJP!‘.!G J-l-,-:;-r,il-TO- I=I~(JI.=--S’r?LLEjT ;( 
C SUCH TtiAT TERE EXISTS A SEdUEhCE Id(IOl,IO=;,...,L1 ksITh K(ll=I, 
-----C------K-t--L-~-=-J-~:ID-fCENT-(--i((-ICI~KI~I-O+4 I.j=r-TRUE.:-.-- -. 
1 NTEGER”2 I T( v) ,??( 1) 
L ‘;th%FW3W,iui 




IFII.LE.:l)GO TO 20 
.; c T-uw-rl r 




IF(J.LE.N)GO TO 49 
IF(J.GT.vlGO TO 50 
- ----+f(-;ir3~~~Ei-NT.t~t-tj-,-~~-jG~3-7-3 












--- -_ . ..- .._.__ .__ - _ _..~.--- _._-. - 
-v----w-C9YPUTiR .SCIE!ICE-S-COdP3RATI.flN,.YAR,.-12,-1936. -. 
c 
- . ..--- -cm--. &f,,O G S?T IS CF DISTI~~CT-‘~~~~~ZE~I-ELENE~T-S--~IN--I-X.-T-~E-NJ~~ER-~F 
C SUCH iLEi4E’~TS IS E!. 
----c----.-----.------ --_--. ---_ 




IF(IX(II.LE.iIG9 TO 10 
----- -I-i=CMz-EQi--?I GO-TB--2-0 
DC 33 J-2,!,’ 
S+s5+?WT+tHiij: iStY ;YpIi; 
!!<TCGEZ”? IXW,ISI&IYI.h 
--. ---. _ _. - -- C .__ . ~- . _ _.- --- --_. _-------------._-- -- -..- 
C l’.%IFY PELEVAIIT ENlRIES IN IY ACCGRDIkG TO CUNNECTIVITIES F;L,;rD 
- ----. Xw..~*:-------. -- -_-- 
I FtS.CG. i IRETURN 
KlE.=ISIZ) 
-------------f-4c-c-- VECA Xi-2 ( I-S ( 2-1-s:t-+rti 4X I--- -- 
C$LL Vt41~12(1S(2) thr-\,tiINl 
---p--1 fj--Jz IT-,+---- -- 
IF(IY~JI.LT.~IN.CJR.IY(J).GT.~A~~GO TO 13 
9 -.. I, -I ., I--?-+ 
IF(;Y(J).tJE.ISl!llGO TO 20 
-----j +f(J ) = I.*.(-1 ) _ -.-___- --- _ 






. ISid 3cv- . 
_ ,~SC"fl.lL v:r;;v;!(-;X.rli.S.tY,.:~. . . - . .L - -. _. -... _ -. . . . . _ -. 
Ia*4 Olaf3 l'rTtuc:n'L IXIA) ,lY(.r) 
. 
---l,t ,(-PC -- - - “or;- 1” t=*-,t; - .--- - --- -_ .~ _. ..-_.- -- . . . . ..-. -- - - -.--. . - -___u 
IS14 1355 13 iY~I)=IxII) 
IS?, -z’_‘o-- - -- ;( f i ‘~ n :.i _ ._ _ _ _- -__. . -. ..- ._-- -- _ - -... .-.- . -~~--.~.~-L~_~..--~~..-~.~~- 
15s c;*7 E.rlJ 
. . _. . -. _ . _.-. --__. - _ . - - . . . - .._- .-. .--_. -- - - - _ - . ._ _.._. _ .-._.-. -- _ _ m-0 -m--B s 
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-_- _.__ --_~-- -- - 
- 
-~idf+W’TVCr’::X,:J: 
1 KTEtERc’I - I XiNl 





.- r . 
.~~ c.-‘.-.----- _--._. .d 
C MUST EOUIV4LENCE (Xt 1,2J,ISEQ~LJ J 
-t---- . ----.--. - ---- I- ., 
IFLAG- 
-- bl.r-ru-tv .’ .- 
ENTHY SEPLSIX,ISEQ,N,NDJ 
.- -._ _ ._- _ __ -_ ___ IFLAC- 1 . . _...._ _ .----__- --- - _- . . . . . 
10 DO 20 I=l,N 
-.-. --_c_- to---.. ISE*( * Jr* -- .-- --.-- 
CALL SORTtX,l,N,ND,2,T,TTJ 
If (1 fL-Acia373tt~i 
CALL FL IPVL X,N,X J 
-----CALL FLIPV(I-3fQsW,-t%WJ 
IIETUfiN 
-.---._.-. EN* . --.--,- ---7 
--leU+KrPhr: 
DIMENSION XtNJ,Y(NJ 
._----.-_ -( -.._. . . .-_-. .- .__. - 
c 1.: ECl’CEIX,YJ 
__.-___ __-. - ._ _-. -------- C -.-- -- 
NZ-N/L 
II=NI-I “i 




__ END -. .___ ---r. ..----_ .-_-._ - _-. _.- -_...----- ---- .--- 
,S” “()“L.-- --.. --- SUakUUIINk SVSCItIX,N,ISJ - - -..-.----.-. - .---- ..-- 
IAN OdO3 DIMEkSIUN IXOJJ 
ISN UdfJr, - _ _. DiJ , t) 1. 1, ,, ._ ._. ..- . .._ _.. _.._.... ._ -.-__ - _-._ .-..--. 
ISN UuL)S 10 Ix~lJ=lS 
ISN uutJ6- z_ ---..ff ,ulri, . . ..--- .- ..-. -.. .- -.-..- ..--. - .- _....._._. - ..-.... --.-. 
iSM 06U7 EkU 
. . ..__ _- _.---. _.________ _- _______.. - 
A _ .- __.. - - __- .- - -.. .- - 
__ .._ _. __. .._ .__._... ._ - --... -.. .._-W-F... 
--- _ -- _ .- ..---J --..-.. _- .-- ----- 
1st; ‘;::?3- 
-- -.- ..- iri: Lr 1 =1 , ri.-. - ‘---‘c--’ ._._._ - -.-.-_ _. . ..- - .._ 
I >4 ..jl: LC IF~IXI~~~~.L~.~I~IL~~II~~~=~AI~~IJ :-,; J*L- _-.--. --- kt ,ilst; -. --.- _..: _ ._. _.- _- .__,...__....... .- _ -. i,y . ..-.. _.. __--_- ._-_- -_- 
154 ,013 t4c 0 ___ .- - ---. _. . ..- ___.. - .._.._ ---.-.--- _._ __ _ -.-_ __-- . ._ -.-. -- ._e_--- 
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To modify each of the “0” pixels in an image to the most frequently occurring 
number in its 3 by 3 neighborhood. (This is useful, for example, in generating a 
level I GTM from a level II map and/or suppressing all the boundary points in a 
GTM and replacing them with reasonable class labels). 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE 
CALL DBOUND (NREC, NEL, NELB, NTAPI, NTAPO, IX, IY) 
where 
NREC = Number of records in the input image; 
NEL = Number of pixels per record; 
NEL2 = NEL-I-2; 
NTAPI, NTAPO are the logical unit numbers of input and output sequential 
data sets; 
IX, IY are work arrays to be dimensioned as indicated in the listings. 
All the calling arguments except IX and IY are inputs. 
4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
Both the input and output sequential data sets have the same format. The 
number of records is NREC. The number of pixels per record is NEL and the 
number of bytes per pixel is 4. The records are in unformatted FORTRAN. 
5 EXITS 
No nonstandard exits 
6 USAGE 
The program is in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 using the 
H compiler, The program is in the users’ library as a load module. 
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7 EXTERNAL INTERFACES 
The subprograms required by this routine are: 
URN, a sequential access array read routine; 
VMOV, a routine to move a vector in core; 
MAJOR, a function giving the most frequently occuring number in a 3 by 3 
neighbor hood. 
8 PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS 
8,l Storage 
This subroutine is 1036 bytes Long. With the main program needed to 
call it for an image with NEL = 866, the external references and buffers, the 
storage required is 40K bytes. 
8.2 Execution Time 
Depends on image size. For a test case of 1624 by 866 pixels it took 
approximately 100 seconds. 





This program uses a circular buffer IX with pointers 11, 12, 13 indicating 
the previous, present and next records under consideration. Initially, 11, 12, 13 
are set at 1, 2 and 3 respectively. After each record is processed, the pointers 
11, 12, 13 are “rolled” upward. The processing of each record consists of checking 
the eight neighbors of each pixel whose value is zero. The function subprogram 
MAJOR is employed to determine the most frequent number occuring in the set 
of eight (If such a number is not unique, the first encountered number is taken). 
Records .O and NRECI-1 are defined to be identical’to records 1 and NREC 
respectively. Also, pixels 0 and NEL+l in any record are defined to be the same 
as pixels 1 and NEL in the same record. 
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The listings of DBOUND and MAJOR are attached at the end of this section. 
12 TESTS 
This program was used in removing the extraneous boundary points after 
conversion of the level II GTM of the Mobile Bay region to a level I map. 
Line-printer plots of the maps before and after the application of DBOUND in- 
dicate satisfactory operation of this program. 
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-2 su-nnafi CALL S4RV~NT~I-.,I-X~:, Il)rNFL4I _._ -~ .- ..--.-... . - ._.~~ -___. .- 
ISN 0009 IXllrIll=Ix~Z.Il~ 
- - - ~~-._ =.. -. -.. 
_-_. ISN O’JlO-e-.-e IX(Nt~~..~I.l!=I,,~I~~FC~! ..I1 1 _.-.__A. -w-, ..-__ _-,.A_ 
ISN on11 CALL VYOV?IX~l~I1~.~!E~2.IX~Z,IZ)) 
--lStj DO12 . ..-_ _.-- DD ID I=1 ,%(iEE.. __ --. ~ ..___ .- ___ .._ - -.. .-... - -._--. ..__.. --. ..- ._..._ -_“- --.-- -.. a- 
; IFI I.LT.N-KECI RF4D II+lI’ST RFCDRD INT~-I.!I*,!3)..-p-- _~~ .._. 
1SPJ 0013 
;_ _. _-, 
IFI I.LT.NRECICALL SAQ*JINT4Pl ,lXIbrI~I rtdFLL1 
ISN 0’)15 .- -. IFt I.E?;NdECIC4LL VnDVIIXf2,12,~~~L,I~!~,!3I~ - _----. _.-_ ---.. - --- - .-- --._.. .-_-. I 
ISN l’nl7 * IX(l.I3~=IX(ZtI3~ 
ISN CO18 IXINEL2r131=~I~.~C+~._r131 .L.__ ____. -_--_____. 
.c , 
c. NOti, THE P~EVIflllS, Cvy?~_~m?rT 4P!n MFXT P'lWS ARE IN_I~~*~~,I~~*;I2)....._._. ......__. 
C AND IYl@r13) kESPECTIVEtY. MODIFY EACH ” I’! IYt*,IZ) TO THE HAJO- 
C RITY CLASS YU?lI?FR IN THF 1 BY 3 YFICHf’~%Hf’DD DF IT. 
.ISN t’Oid- 
_- __ ---.. 
DO 20 J=l.UFL 
IStJ POZP IY( JI=IXIJ+lrI21 ___. _- - -- . ., .-__. ~.. 
rchl on21 20 IFI IYIJI.E3.ilIIVI JI=~4JflRIIY,NEL?,I!rIlr(l.J+lI 
1SN Gf’23 -URITEINT4PC!lIV 
c 
C MODIFY IltI21Il IN PREPARATION Ft-9 THE N!FXT __ _. - _ _ . 
12~ on24 
. ..-- __ --_____-. 
ICI= 11 
TSN Or)25 II=12 -. 
IFN~C.OZh 
.---. .__ . . ,. ~~--_-- -,.. I., .._. -~-_ “, 
IZ=I3 
RECORD. L -... -=~. .-.__ --.--.- . . .- _-1.-.--~. ._, 
I<Y cnn2 FUNCTIU~ M4JOKI lYt’tFL,llrl2,13tJI -~_. 
ISiJ ODD? 0 Iflfi~TON-IIINF L) 3j~iGiKi3S-;tifiWRERle ) 
-- _ -.__-_ ~___ .-. 
c .____ ._- _- ~.;~~ ~_ ..--- -- .I_-_ _--.._ -...- -.. . . ~.._ __-. ._. 
c FIND THE MilST FRFQUFNTLV DCCURINC tJIJCYER 4t’UNC THE E ICHT NEIGHBORS 
C OF IXl.J,I?I.m.NflTF Tti4T l.LT.J.LT.YEL. ~~ ___ ._ :. -.- ._ ..;~-=_. ._ -- -. 
IStJ POD4 LABEL(lI=IXIJ-l,lli- i 
ISN ocn5 ~____.._ . _ ~~;~ NUM.REPw!l..=.! ~._ =~._ _.... _ ~_,__. _._-__._-. _ _~ ~ -_ I ..- 
1srJ l-Jon6 N*l 
ISV 0oc-l Jt=J-2 -^..._ -__.. -...---... _.._ . - -_ -.------..---.-.. .~ ..- --. ..i..~._^. 
ISN nom 00 30 I-1.3 
ISN 0009 IF( I.EO.l III=11 ;--_--_.-i.~ ~ ~~-~~ -..= ~~ ~. ~.__ i ._ - -z- -- -- - _ PP.~ =_=i---__ ._ -__. i _. -- .- 
ISY Or!11 TFI I.Ed.Z~II=IZ 
1SN 0013 IFt I.FQ.3)11=13 
‘- Kii=i -- 
._,-_.-- ,-.,... ~. -..1__=. --~.- .~ _ ~~ __. 
1SN nn15 
ISN 01)16 -..-- .- ._. -.. - 
ISN 0’318 
-1~:r;E~~.l)KnlL~=. .~_” _.__ __.__ 
ISN 11019 ~-.- ..--- !F!;.W!.!NC_?Z ~.~..~~F __ ----.--:.~.- .:. 
ISN Od21 DO IO K=KY,3rIYC 
---1SN On22 -- -i ISN dDP3 
Ill- 20 L;=IrN - .- -__ ..~ ., ~.-.~ .--~ - -... _--- -... -._ 
20 IFI IXIJZ+K.II J.‘O.LABFLILIICO TO 4P 
ISY 0025 N-v+1 -..__ -.- _-..-.-- ----. -..--. .--_-_-_ I _-. _- 
ISN (if!26 L4BELINI=IXlJ2+K,II I 
ILtJ On77 
IS’J 0028 
____, .. ~~td~“;~R;~‘=~l ._ .._- - _..._ -____ -.-----__ --. - ..-- - 
i5u 0020 40 NUMBERI LI=NUHBERf Ll*l _-_-----.-.. _- -_ ..- _ . . -_- _^___ ..--_.. _ .- . . .-_ -_ __.- .^_ . .._.. _--_. - _.._ 
ISN On30 10 CONTINUE 
ISN CO31 30 COYTINUE - --.- 
ISN O.fl32 
._ _ -_. __- _- ~- __-- _- ~~~~ -. _-.,. - -- -. --_ .= -.~.~ i-i ;. ;..- 
Y4X=O 
154 On33 00 50 I=lrN = - .-- - _ i__ _ _ . ~____” ,- ~.. c ~~ ____ _ -. --.. ._. .~ ~.~ _. .-.- 
1SN 0034 IFINUMBERIII.LE.HAXItO TO SC 
‘SN CQ3E _ _ .____-. _ -_-. HAJGK=LABELI I I .-- _ 
ISPI on37 
M4xIYUYBER( I )- . -- -... -... -...-_... -__---.. .-.---__-_- ____ -_ __ 
ISN -f”O38 50 CONTINUE _- _-- .__ .--. ---..-_-___. 
ISN 0039 RETURN 
ts~ nnkn FND 
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THICKENISG OF DIGITALLY DEFINED CURVES - 
1 NAME: TIIICKB 
2 PURPOSE: To modify curve information in scan line intersection 
code so as to represent two-dimensionally thickened curves. 
3 CALLING SEQUENCE: 
CALL THICK2 (NTAPI, NTAPO, IX, IY, IW, NREC , K) 
where 
NTAPI = logical unit number of input sequential data set. 
NTAPO = logical unit number of output sequential data set. 
IX, IY, lW are work arrays. 
IX and IY should be dimensioned N where N = Maximum number of 
intersections of the thickened curve with (2K-t-1) successive scan 
lines (see Section 9). 
IW should be dimensioned (2K+l). 
NREC = Number of records in the input (or output) image. 
K = Number of elements by which the image should be thickened. 
NTAPI, NTAPO, NREC and K are inputs to this routine. 
4 INPUT-OUTPUT 
The input to this program is a curve stored in SLIC format on 
unit NTAPI . NREC records are stored as J, (IX(L), L = 1, J) in 
FORTRAN binary format where J = number of coordinates in the 
record and IX is the array of coordinates. 
The output of this program will consist of NREC records on unit 












USAGE: The program exists in both IBM-7094 and IBM-360 versions 
and is written in FORTRAN IV. The decks are available with the 
author. 
EXTERNAL INTERFACES: 
System Routines: IBCOM# 
Other Programs Called: SVSCI, SORT, ELIRPT, THICKl, VMOV 
External Storame: None. 
PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS: 
Storage: 518 hexadecimal bytes. Including the routines named in 
Section 7.2, the storage required is 14C2 hexadecimal bytes. 
(This does not include the storage needed for the work arrays which 
is data dependent .) 
Execution Time: Depends largely on the number of points on the curve 
to be thickened and K. A test run on a file with 1753 records and 
approximately 12000 points on the curve took 6.8 minutes with K=2 
on the IBM 360/65 system. 
Restrictions: None. 
METHOD: 
The routine essentially consists of thickening in the horizontal direc- 
tion by calls to THICK1 and taking unions of 2K+l successive,records 
to achieve thickening in the vertical direction. 
The array IW is used to store the number of coordinates after 
thickening in the horizontal direction. IW(1) through IW(2K+l) are 
the numbers of coordinates in the (2K+1) successive records which are 
combined to form the current record of output.- 
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Initially, the components of lW are all set to 0. Next (K+l) records 
of input are read, thickened in the horizontal direction and all the 
resulting boundary coordinates are stored in array IY. After the 
I’th record is thickened, the number of coordinates corresponding to 
it is stored in IW(I+K). 
Now, the following operations are performed for I+1 through NREC. 
The coordinates in IY are moved into IX. IX is sorted, repetitions 
are eliminated and an output record is written. Next, the array’ IY 
is left-shifted by IW(1) lvords since the first IW(l) words (which 
correspond to the earliest horizontally thickened input record) are no 
longer required. Next, IW is left-shifted by one word. Now, if there 
are any more input records left, lhe next input record is read into IX 
and thickened. The thickened coordinate values are always loaded into 
the right end of IY and the number of coordinates is stored in 
I-W(2K+l). 
The routine THICK1 operates as follows. It assumes that the input 
array IX is in ascending order. First, it sets IY(l) through 
IY(BK+l) to IX(l)-K through IX(l)+K. This corresponds to thicken- 
ing the first point in IX. After the I’th point is thickened, suppose 
n values have been produced in IY. Then, the values corresponding 
to thickening the (I+l)St point are Max(IX(I+l)-K, IY (n)+l) through 
IX(I+l)+K. When an M-vector IX is thickened by K elements using 





2K + M I N s (2K + 1) M . 
;\;one. 




12 TESTS: This program has been tested on synthetic data and on the 
boundary data for the’TARCOG counties in North Alabama and found 
to work satisfactorily. 
(),q+EHS.‘fjN- g.ff* .)-, *II-). . ..- ---.-.., --- --. .._. --~_ .-- 
C D’N tY(EXPECTED NUMBER OF VALUES AFTEil THICKENING) 
-.- 
--+p..-- .-. .-...--- ---._ --_-.-- ._, . ____ _, ~I- _---,-. ~-, 
IY(lI=IXlI)-K 
-. __.___ 
-- -------3&-NrN+ 1 - -. -..-‘... 
IY~Nl=HAXO~IX~I~-K,IV1N-l)+1) 







c TO THICKEN BOUNDARY INFO ON TAPE NTAPI IN TM0 DIMENSIONS BY K 






CALL SVSCII IY,K2lrOl 
2 




DO 10 I=lrKl 
READlNTAPllJ,IlXILl,LllrJ) 
- -.*.%fM i3 
CALL SORT(lX,l,J rJ rlrT,TTl 
- -rAtt-~PtWl’l-t’JSrX i 
15 CONTINUE 
rAWrr,ar a R,nJ 
IO N=N+lW(lKb 




-~irtrSJunlliK i NtttIrir’iei7i 
CALL EL‘RPTdl:lX; 




N=N-lW(l) . . 
.- -- tA~:t--VMOVtlUt21-,~2,IWt-~~~ 
lFIl.CT.NRECK1ICO TO 20 
--~o(+APt+JTt~rtZtrJ i 
lFlJ.EP.CIGO TO 25 
-.- CALL--SOR ~I-lXii-i;f~-J-rti;'Flff) 
CALL ELlRPTlJ,lXl 
-. L, ~~Nf.,N~~----~----- 
CALL THICK1~lX~J,IYINlrlYIK2lI~KI 
ii-d*f+tKZii - 
20 CON7 INIJE 
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